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Milestones in Bakunin*s Life
1814 May 18
1828-1833
1833-1835
1835 March
, October
December
1836-1840

1839/40 Winter
1840 June 29
1840-1842
1842 Optober
1843
1844 Februa^
1844 December
184^1847 '
1847 November 18
December
1£^8 February
Klarch

Bom at Pri^ukhino» in Tver province, Russia.
Studies at kt. Petersburg Artillery School.
Serves in Minsk and Crodno as lieutenant in an
artillery brigade.
Meets Stankevich during a visit to Mo^ow.
Begins participating in Stankevich's study circle.
Resigns military commission.
Settles in Moscow, making frequent visits to
Rriamukhino. From 1837 on, plunges into
philosophical studies, especially Hegel.
Knows Belinsky, Botkin, Granovsky, Katkov, and others in the Stankevich circle.
Becomes fri^jids with Herzen and Qgaryov.
Leaves Ilussia to study>philosophy in Berlin.
Attends lectures by Schelling, Werder, and Ranke in Berlin.
''Reaction Jn Germany** is published under the
pseudonym Jules Elysard.
'Moves to Zttrich and Berne. Associates with
Weitling and Hrtibel.
Summon^, by Tsar to return to Russia. Leaves
instead for Paris, stopping in Brussels en
route.
'Strapped of tioble title by Russian Senate.
Remains in Pa|-is, incontact with representatives
of French,: Polish, and European democracy.
Speaks at a banquet commemorating the Polish
insurrection-of 1830.
Expelled by French government. Lea>oss for
Brussels, ^is expulsion is contested in the French
Parliament.'
Louis-Philippe overthrown; France proclaimed
a Republic. Bakunin returns to Paris, pub
lishes several letters in the press.
Leaves Paris. Travels to Frankfurt, Mainz, Mann
heim, Heidelberg. Tries unsuccessfully to
reach Poland! Goes to Berlin, Leipzig, Breslau.
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June
June>December
December
1849 April
May
July
1850 January 14
June
1851 March 14
May

1854
1857
1858
1859
1861

Milestones in Bakunin's Life

Milestones in Bakunin's Life

March
February
October 5
Spring
June
December

1862 Summer
1863 March
April-October
1863/64 Winter
1864-1865
1864 Sept-October
1865-1867

Attends. Slay ^^ngress in Prague, where he
speaks'and'presents papers. Participates in
the Whitsuntide insurrection there.
Travels to Breslau, .Berlin, Breslau again, and
Dresden. Finally finds freedom from political
harassment in Kdthen.
Appeal to the Siavs appears.
Brochure x)'n "Russian Conditions**appears; arti
cles in Dresdner Zeitung.
Participates in''the revolt in Dresden. Arrested
and incarcerated.
Transferred to KOnigstein fortress.
Condemned' to death by Saxon tribunal.
Sentence commuted to life imprisonment. Extra
dited and delivereil to Austria. Imprisoned in
' Prd^.
Transferred 'to OlmUtz fortress.
Tried in Prague and condemned to death. Senten^ conimuted to life imprisonment. Extra
dited and delivered to Russian authorities.
Thrown into the Afexis ravelin of the Peterand-Pauf fortress in St. Petersburg.
Transferred'to Schltlsselberg.
Imprisonment commtited to Siberian exile.
Marries Antpnia Ks&verievna Kwiatlcowska.
I^eav^'for frkutsk.
Escapes from Siberia. Regains Europe via the
Amur Iftvfer, Yokohama, San Francisco, the
I%nama'Canal, and New York.
Arrives in England. Goes to London to the house
of Herzen.^
Writes brochures The People's Cause and To
Russian, Polish, and^All Slav Friends.
Participates in expedition to Poland in support of
insurrection'there: the revolt is crushed and
the party docks instead in Sweden.
Sojoiirn in Sweden.
p£isses to Italy via London, Paris. Brussels,
Genevk, Beroe.
'
In Florence. Founds the Brotherhood.
Trip to Stockholm! Meets Marx in London on
return trip.
Sojourn in Naples. Founds the international
Brotherhood.
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Attends, in Geneva, First Congress of League.of
Peace and Freedom; enters^its Central Com
mittee.
1867/68 Winter-Spring In Vevey, Switzerland. Meets Utiti, Zhukovsky.
VJxiiisyFederalism, Socialism, and AntiTheologism.
'
'
Joins the Geneva 8ection'.,of the International
1868 July
Working-Men's Association.
Attends, in Berne, Second Congress of the League
Autumn
of Peace and Freedom. Withdraws from the
League with associates and founds the Inter
national Association of Socialist ^mocracy.
Moves tO'C^neva.
1869 March-Sept.
Collaboration with Nechaev and,Qgaryov on
Russian propaganda. Writes'articles for
L'igatiti and Le Progris. These activities are
kept separate front one another.
Basle Congress of the International. Pakunin
September
delivers speeches there, succeeds in defeating
recpmmendati'on ofthe General Council on
the right of inheritance.
Moves to Lugano.
October
Breaks with Nechaev.
1870 June
Participates iii Lyons insurtection. Seeks to esSeptember
tabh'sh a fr^e federation of communes in
France, on the ruins of the'Sepond Empire,
which fell in the Fr&ncd-Pnissian War.
Sept.-October
Travels to Marseilles, Locarno.
Travels in French Switzerland.
1871 Spring
May
Gives *Three Lectures to Swiss Members of the
' International."
London Conference of the International.
September
Publishes 'The Organization of the Interna
November
tional."
Expend from the International by its Hague1872 September
Congress.
,
,
fettles in the villa Baronata, near.•Locarno,
1873 August
Stvitzerland.
«
Participatte'in
attempted
insurrection
in
1874 August
Bo]ogn{u .
Goes tO'Beme.
*
1876 June
Die's in'BerhS hospital.
July 1
July 3
Buried injBremgartqn cemeter^^.Berne, Swit^rlaiid.
1867 September
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The Social Question. The equalization of individuate is not possible!!!
,^demoQStated,by M. B[akumn] in his speech).** A caricature of the
fabification of Bakuntn'S position by the leadership, oi;the League of
Peace and Fwdom. After Bakunin withdrew fromihe League in 1868,
the Leagued jolTrnareditdnalized:".. .'coliectivistn.'Whl^ wasso very
carefullx dis|inguished from communism', tannot lead lo.the equaliza
tion of classes and indMduals any more4Sian can imlividualism itself,
for the more collectivism isdinierentiated from commdnism, ihe more it
tends to establish Inequality among groups, that is. among individuals
belongingto different group8."(2^* Eiats-Unh rf fi/ropr [GenevaJ.no.
39 [30 September 1868]: ISS.emp^^sis in the original,) IniHfc drawing
Goegft a leading nw^er of the League, and Balcunin arc shown trying
ta fit intoeach'otheif's clothes. Source: Pittorino[pseud.], Cdngr^sdela
Palx ^ Berne: Album (Geneva: Braun et Cle. for Ch.-T. Montaniar
{1868]).

Mikhail Alexandrovich Bakunin, the anarchist, was a political tfiinker, his
reputation, based partly on his appetite for action and partly on
unsympathetic historiography, obscures ^this. .Bakunin^ social milieu
influenced |he manner, in which he expressed his ideas, because he tried
always to tailor them to those to whom he spoke, promoting so far as
possible the revolutiona^ consciousness and socialist instincts .pf his
audience. That is still another reason, without even mentioning Bakunin's
unyieklmg ^tidoctrinairism, why it has,been hard to delineate a Bakuninist
''doctrijie."
^
^
The works included in this volume nevertheless jiave a certain pnity,
because they airwere-intended-for the same audience. T^ie texts presented
here date from tHe^ period of Bakunin's propaganda on behalf lof the
International Working-Men's Association^ They thus belong to a phase of
his activity which iscentral to his anarchism,,which isgenerally agreed tp be
one of his most significant projects, an'd whicli'marks the^height o'f his
influence during his'life.' Most of the items'first appeared in the Swiss
newspapers L'£galit4 and Le Progrks in 1869.^ Isaiah Berlin, no'great
partisan, of Bakuninis, has called him a **gifted. journalist,'^ and Am^^e
Dunois consider&^theM articlesthe best Af Bakunin% written work&w^^ Only
one of them, however, has ever before a|}peared uif&bridged in English.
A reasoned examination of Bakunin*^ ideas is complicate,.too, by the
fact that he did not leave an organiud body of written work:."^y life itself
is a fragment,." he once replied when the disarray of his manuscripts was
mentioned to him.^ By. making availabtev^n English an important and
coherent set of Bakunin's writings, it is"hoped to contribute to a more
careful reevaluation of his thought.
There are any number of ways to approach an interpretation of
Bakuiiin's ideas. One of the most fmitful, but leastfrequently^dopted, is to
attempt to^understand their evolutiqn from his.pre-anarchist through his
anarchist'period. A'dichotomy between a pre-anarchik **early.Bakunin**
and an anarchist ''late Bakunin," each distinct from and related only
superficially to the other, is'as helpful ds one,between a humanistic 'il'early
Marx" and a deterministic "late Marx"—but,' also, in. the end, as
unenlightening. 6oth suppositions'belong in'the dustbin of.hypotheses.
For historical reasons, and also because contrast is a convenient
method' of clarification, it is nevertheless useful to con^ar^ some of
Bakunin's ideas with tliose oflCar^M^rx- This Introduction attempts to
suggest the fruitfulness both- of the evolutionary perspective and of the
Bakunin-Marx comparison. One hopes it will be clear, morbover, that the
i'
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two approaches are mutually complemernary and can, together vield
useful insights.
* ^
I
Bakunin first encountered philosophy through the romantic poems
and letters of Venevitmov, whose passion had been Schelling ^ At the
sugg^ion of Nicholas Stankevich, "the bold pioneer who opened to
Russian thought the vast and fertile continent of German metaphysics
whom he met in 1835. Bakunin read Kant's Critique of Pure Reason;soon,
however, he turned to Fichte. He published a translation of the Lectures on
the Vocation of the Scholar {iht first of the philosopher's works to appear
m Russian), and The Way to a Blessed Life became his favorite book
Fichte's ideas gave Bakunin the inspiration for hU religious but extraecclesiastical immanentism, and Bakunin^ Russian Orthodox upbringing
provided the or^inally Christian terminology in which this was expressed.
An August 1836 letter to his'sisters strikingly illustrates this developmentm it, Bakunin exhorts them to
*
... [I]et religion beco^ the basis and reality of your lifeand youractions, but let it be
the pure and single-minded religion of divine reason and divine love, and not... that
rel^ion which strove todisassociate itself from everything that makes upthesubstance
and hfe of truly moral existence. ... Look at Christ, my dear friend;... His Ufe was
divine through and through, full of self-denial, and He did everything for mankind
flndmg HIS satisfaction and His delight'in the dissolution of His material being
.. .Bemuse we have been baptized in this world and are in communion with this
heavenly tove, we feel that we are divine creatures, that we are free, and that we have
been ordained for the eraWicipation of humanity, which has remained a victim of the
instmcttve laws of unconscious existence.... Absohite freedom and absolute lovethat IS our aim; the freeing of humanity and the whole world—that is our purpose. ^

That there are "instinctive laws of unconscious existence" is a postulate of
the series of articles on "Physiological or Natural Patriotism^tha't Bakunin
wrote as an anarchist, and which are translated here. This series also shows
the long-lasting influence on Bakunin of Feuerbach, in the assumption that
man progresses through history from animality to'humanity.
Uss than a year after Bakunin wrote this letter to hissisters. Hegelian
terminology began to predominate in his style, though sometimes onlv
cloaking Fichtean ideas.
Hnite man is separated from God. ... Such a man fears and even hates reality. But
that means he hates God and does not know Him. For reality is the will of God.*

Nevertheless, from such a point it was a short step to acquiesce in Hegel^
dictum that ''the real is rational and the rational is real." The consistent
unity of Hegells system urged this acceptance, aided by the philosopher's
profound sense of concrete existence and abetted by his idealistic
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interpretation of that existence. Having read Fichte, Bakunin was already
prepared to see, in concrete existence, the immanence of the Absolute.
By the time Bakunin left Moscow in 1840, for the fount of idealist
phil6sophy in Berlin, he had translated into Russian the first of HegePs
works to appear in that language (a series of lectures), and published an
article expressing the orthodox Hegelianism that he .and Belinsky had
propagated after Stankevich^ death. The sequel to that article, which
remained unpublished until nearly a century later, suggested a new
direction by portraying man as the realization of the universal and
transforming him into an instrument of Spirit, such that Spirit is in fact
animated by the activity of the individual human being in concrete reality.*
Following the direction indicated by this way of thinking, Bakunin
found its limit by 1842, the year in which, under the pseudonym Jules
Elysard, his sensational article, "The Reaction in Germany," was pub
lished. It marked the full transformation of the philosophical orthodoxy of
his Moscow days into the most radical Left <Hegelianism. The conception
of the dialectic that Bakunin presents in this article animated his
revolutionary activities for the rest of his life. Neither his resolutely
uncompromising attitude, nor his idea of social revolution as the total
destruction and entire razing of the existing order, nor perhaps even his
sej^conception, can be fully fathomed without an understanding of these
roots in German philosophy.
For Hegel, the dialectic began with the thesis(the Positive), which was
negated, creating theantithesis, which wasthen in its turn negated, yielding
the th^ird elemeht of the diatebtical triad: the synthesis. A» a negation of a
negation, Hegel's synthesis represented the superposition of the Positive;
Marx^ dialectic shares this basic feature. Bakunin, in his 1842 article,
establishes the Negative, rather than the Positive, as the motive force of the
dialectic. This aspect of Bakunin^ thought is important enough to deserve
elaboration.
The contradiction between Positive and Negative was, to Bakunin,
... not an equilibrium but a preponderance of the Negative, which is its encroaching
dial^ical phase. The Negative^ as determining the life of the Positive itself, alone
includes within itself the totality of the* contradiction, and so it alone has absolute
Justiflcation.'"

At first the Positive appears restful, immobile. The Positive, in its inertia,
not only contains nothing negative; it must also, furthermore, resist the
Negative and exclude the'Negative from itself in order to maintain its own
positive nature. But, Bakunin asserts, this exclusion of the Negative is
motion, and in ending its immobility tfie Positive becomes negative. If it
subsequently denies the Negative, then it only denies itself. The "signif
icance and irrepfessible power" of the Negative, on the other hand.
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... u tn the annihilation of the Positive; but along with the Positive it leads itself to
destruction as this evil, particular existence which is inadequate to itsessence. ... The
Negative.. .existe only in contradiction to the Positive. Its whole being, its content
and Its vitality are simply the destruction of the Positive."

For Bakunin, the r^olution of the dialectical contradiction signifies the
victory of the Negative. In this victory, both parties are vanquished; neither
IS superposed on the other in the outcome. The Negative and the Positive
disappear, together and totally, in the final conflagration to which their
struggle, leads.
In Marx's dialectic, as in Hegel^, the resolution of the dialectical
contradiction comprehends not only the destruction and transcendence of
thesis and antithesis but also their preservation: for Marx, one thing in
particular which should survive the destruction of the existing social order
IS the communitarian essence which, according to him. the State, despite its
alienating aspect, expresses. In Bakunin's vision of the contradiction
however, the Positive and the Negative mutually destroy one another,*
leading to the transcendence of both but preserving nothing of either.Thus
Bakunin,'in his revolutionary exhortations, foresees no aspect of existing
society, based on the institution of the State, to survive,the universal
insurrection.
Bakunin^ dialectic acquires-substantive meaning in his 1842 article,
when he sociomorphizes the Positive into social reactionaries and the
Negative into social revolutionaries; and here his anarchist rejection of
TOmpromise. with bourgeois opponents has its origin. The reactionaries.
Bakumn explains, are composed of two trends: the consistent ones and the
compromising ones. The consistent reactionaries flee from the present
conflict by taking refuge in the past, although it is mistaken to believe that
the histoncal totality of the past,.whicli existed before the emergence of the
r^olutionaiy movement, can be recreated. The compromising reactionaries,
on the other hand, do not unconditionally reject the revolutionary
movement: "... they maintain that two opposing trends are as such one
sided and therefore untrue; but, they argue, if the two members of the
contradiction are untnie when taken abstractly in themselves, then the
truth must lie m their middle, and so one must intercorrelate them to arrive
at the truth." Thus the compromisers wish to prohibit to the Positive the
act of excluding the Negative, thus they desire to rob the contradiction of
Its vitaUty. The articles *Thq Hypnotizers" and
Montagne and Mr.
CouUery," among others, find Bakunin inveighing against the bourgeois
socialists—comproinising Positives—who wish to prohibit to the workers
the act of excluding the bourgeois world. The uncompromising revolu
tionaries, however, of whom Bakunin undoubtedly was one, are animated
by "the energy of [the contradiction^] all-embracing vitaUty " itself the
source of the "pure fire" of the Negative, which, "through this storm of
destruction, powerfully urges sinful, compromisingsouls to repentance.
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Bakunin'S anarchist attitude toward political participation, one of the
most salient questions of revolutionary tactics, reflects his refusal to
compromise. He viewed acceptance of universal suffrage as participation
in the bourgeois world and hence compromise with it. In contrast to
Bakunin, Marx and Engels encouraged proletarian participation in
bourgeois politics. Believing the proletariat to be the class that would
inevitably comprise the vast majority of humanity, they had no complaint
about majoritarian balloting. Engels called the democratic republic "the
highest form of the State,** because it"officially knows nothing any more of
property distinctions.** It was, he wrote, the only form of the State in which
"the last decisive struggle between proletariat and bourgeoisie can be
fought out.**'' Said Engels contra Bakunin in 1871:
Complete abstention from political action is impossible. ... Li^ang experience, the
political oppression of the existing government compels the workers to occupy
themselves with politics whether they like it or not, be it for political orfor social goals.
We want the abolition of classes. What is the means of achieving it?The only means
is the political domination of the proletariat.

Bakunin believed, on the contrary, that the workers should strive to create
their future world in the very heart of the existing bourgeois world,
alongside but altogether separate from it. As he explains below in his article
"On .Cooperation,** it was up to the workers themselves to create
cooperative organizations, which would replace the erstwhile political
distribution of goods and services with a more just social distribution of
them.
Establishing cooperatives was thus one tactic the workers could use in
their struggle to resist the deleterious influences of the bourgeois world.
Another was the strike, which Bakunin discusses in "Geneva*s Double
Strike.** In a pamphlet he wrote in 1870, Bakunin argues that strikes
facilitate the work of socialist-revolutionary propagandists.
Strikes are necessary... to such an extent that without them it would be impossible to
rouse the masses to the social struggle, nor would it be possible to organize them.
Strikes awaken, in the masses of the people, all the socialist-revolutionaiy instincts
that reside deep in the heart of every worker...[and] when those instincts, stirred by
the economic struggle, are awakened in the masses of the workers, who are arising
from their own slumber, then the propagation of the socialist-revolutionary idea
becomes quite easy. For that idea is simply the pure and faithful expression of the
instincts of the people. If it does not correspond fully to their instincts, then it is
false;... if that idea represents the genuine thought of the people, then it will quickly
and unquestionably take hold among the popular masses in revolt; and on^ it so
infusM the people, it will not hesitate to triumph in reality."

This "tlworetical propaganda of socialist ideas [is spread] among the
masses** by "the Intemational[, which] prepares the elements of the

20
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^olutionary organization but does not fulfill [that role]."" Thus whereas
Marx^ activities as well as his writings suggest that he conceived the
International to be a sort of federation, the general line of which would
unite different national parliamentary workers' parties in their electoral
struggles with their res^ctive national bourgeoisies, Bakunin saw the
International as the midwife of an uncompromisingly revolutionary
movement in the form of an alternativesociety of the world of the workers,
unpolluted by bourgeois intrusions and institutions.
II
Bakunin^ interpretation of history suggests two principal elements of
his anarchist political philosophy: (1) that the essence of the State is first
and foremost coercive; and (2) that the modem State, being the con
temporary form assumed by coercion, is a child of the Reformation—or, as
he wrote elsewhere, ^'The State is the younger brother of the Church.*""
These two tenets conflict fundamentally with two of Marx's most basic
ideas about the State: (1) that the essence of the State is not coercion but
alienation; and (2) that the modern State, being the contemporary form
assumed by alienation, is a child not of the Reformation but of the French
Revolution.
Bakunin explicitly disconnects the creation of the modem State from
the ascendance of the bourgeoisie in his '*Three Lectures to Swbs Members
of the International." These lectures are the most concise and careful
survey of the history of Westem Europe, from the Reformation through
the Pans Commune, to be found in his writings. Bakunin believed that the
most significant characteristic of the era prior to the French Revolution
was the usurpation, by the State, of the power of the Church and feudal
lords: the raging battle between the Pope and the crowned sovereigns
tovmg been decided in favor of the latter, they claimed their titles direcUy
by divine right, without the intercession of religious authorities.
According to Marx, however, the '^so-called Christian State" of the
Middle Ages was only the "constable of the Catholic Church." In such a
State, Marx continues, 'Vhat counts is...alienation";'® this tendency is
developed further, he concludes, when the French Revolution alienates
private property from the community in the creation of the modem State.
Marx interpreted the Constitution of the French bourgeoisie as the
independent form of the State, divorced from the real interests of the
individual and community." The State became "a separate entity beside
and outsidecivilsociety"byvirtueof"theem$ncipation of private property
from the immunity.Because he felt that inheritance would disappear
natur^ly m the future with the establishment of communism, which he had
defined m 1844 as the **positive overcoming of private property,"'' Marx
oppos^ the abolition of the right of inheritance, in the 1860s as
unnecessary.
'
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With that position Bakunin disagreed. His interpretation of history
led him to re^rd the right of inheritance as one of the foundations of social
inequality: thanks to it, human beings are unequal at birth. The minoritarian founders of even the most primitive State bequeath to their offspring
superior social status and all its concomitant advantages, including the
"right" to exploit. The "Report of the Committee on the Question of
Inheritance" and the "Speeches to the Basle Congress" in this volume
illustrate this perspective, according to which the bourgeoisie, in seizing
State power by toppling the monarch, did not change thecoercive nature of
the State but rather became its new usufructuaries.
These differences between Bakunin and Marx, over the basic notion of
the State, are rooted in their divergent understandings of Hegel. Both men
believed that Democracy was the motive force of history, the real form of
Hegel's world-historical Spirit; but that is as far as their agreement went on
the issue. According to Hegel, Monarchy was the generic form of the State.
Bakunin agreed, and in his analysis Monarchy and Democracy opposed
each other, with the result that the State had to be destroyed in a ^neral
conflagration. For Marx, however, the essence of the State was Democracy
itself; he conceived. Democracy to be embodied in a constitution hier
archically superior to other political forms, and therefore concluded that
the State had to be realized to its highest degree.'^
Bakunin the Left Hegelian had written in 1842, "Democracy not only
stands in opposition to the government and is not only a particular
constitutional or politico-economic change, but a total transformation of
the world condition and a herald of an original, new life which has not yet
existed in history."'^ In his eyes, social emancipation did not exist in
degrees; either it existed or it did not. For Bakunin the anarchist, therefore,
all forms of government were merely various forms of Monarchy, that is,
different forms of the despotism of some small number exercised against
the vast majority. Political constitutions could not be differentiated as
more or less democratic.
If for Marx the carrier of Democracy was the German proletariat, for
Bakunin this was the Russian peasantry. Bakunin always had faith Jn the
-instincts and the inclinations of the Russian people, believing that they
merely needed appropriate inspiration to break into revolt. "The Russian
people," he wrote in 1845, "are altogether democratic in their instincts and
habits [and]... they still have a great mission to perform in the world."''
He was aware, however, that the Russian people would not rise spon
taneously against the Tsar, whose '^unlimited will'* is the " [only] law in
Russia" and whom we may consider to be, according to Bakunin*s reading
of Hegel, the perfect monarch, "uniting all political powers in his own
person, free from any control."'*
In a speech in Paris in November 1847, Bakunin declared that Russia
"is everywhere a synonym for brutal oppression and slavery,*'" and
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reasoned that Polish and Russian peasants have a common interest to free
themselves from the Tsar*s oppression. (This idea reappears in the article
here on "Panslavism.") Uniting the themes of Polish nationalism and
Russian democracy, Bakunin conjures for his audience a situation in
Russia where the army, the peasants, "a very numeroiis intermediate cl^s
composed of quite diverse elements," and the enlightened aristocratic
youth are all on the verge of open rebellion. (See "bn Russia"and "A Few
Words to My Young Brothers in Russia.") What is needed for them to
break into revolt, he concludes, is a Russo-Polish revolutionary alliance,
which would foretoken the deliverance of all Slavs from the Tsar's
domination, and announce the arrival of democracy for all the peasants of
Eastern Europe and Russia.
The reconciliation of Russia and Poland is a great cause and worthy of our
wholehearted devotion. Jt means the liberation of sixty million people, the liberation
ofall the Slavpeoples whogroanunderaforeign yoke. It means,tnaword.thefall, the
irretrievable fall, of despotism in Europe.'*

At the Slav Congress (1848) in Prague, Bakunin tried unsuccessfully to
form an international revolutionary committee to foment an insurrection
iri Bohemia, where he hoped to strike the spark that would inflame the
Slays in a wave rolling eastward to Russia. Whenever Bakunin called for an
uprising of the Poles or other Slavs in the 1840s. or for one of the Spanish
or the Italians in the 1860s, this was in the hope that such an insurrection
would spread, and in the belief that if it spread far enough, it could catalyze
the revolutionary sentiments of the Russian peasants. In I85I, Bakunin
recalled his attitudes at llhe Congress three years earlier:
It Is true that without Russia Slav unity Is not complete and there is no Slav strength;
but it would be senseless to expect salvation and assistance for the Slavs from presentday Russia. What is left for you? First, unite outsidct>f Russia, not excluding her but
waiting, hoping for her liberation near at hand; and she will be carried away by your
example and you will be the liberators of the Russian people, who in turn will then be
your strength and your shield."

It is useful to interpose here Engels's critique of Bakunin^ Appeal to
the Slavs, for it also contains his criticism of democratic Panslavism more
generally. Writing in 1849, Engels argues that the Slavs cannot be
revolutionary.
[Panslavism]... has In reality no other aim than to ^ve the Austrian Slavs... a
basis of support...
... [T]he Southern Slavs [are] necessarily counterrevolutionary owing to the
whole of their historical position...
Peoples which have never had a history of their own... arenot viableand will never
be able to achieve any kind of independence..
And that has tx^n the fate of the Austrian Slavs. ...
The same thing holds for the Southern Slavs proper."
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This criticism is based not only on the premise that bourgeois capitalist
development isa prerequisite tothe formation of a nation«4tate, but also on
a not always latent German nationalist undercurrent.
[If the Panslavist program were realized,]the eastern partof Germanywould betorn to
pieces like a loaf of bread that has been gnawed by ratst And all that by way of thanks
for the Germans havmg given themselves the trouble of chniizing the stubborn Czechs
and Slovenes..."

Bakunin^ mature anarchism was built on a foundation of inter>
national, not just Slav, revolution; his advocacy of Panslavism in Praguein
1848 is perhaps best understood as an aspect of this developing cosmo
politanism, a stage evolving from his strictly Polish sympathies of the mid1840s. Nevertheless, there are continuities with his later period. Bakunin's
Appeal to the Slavs of 1848, as well as the three papers he submitted to the
Frague Congress, on which the Appeal is based, express his belief (1) that
although the future hopes of revolution lay with the working class, both
peasantry and proletariat, still the peasantry, especially the Russian
peasantry, would prove the decisive force in bringing about the final and
successful revolution;and (2) that the Austrian Empire had to be broken up
and a'federation of free Slav republics established in Central and Eastern
Europe, based on common ownership of the land. These arguments
undergird his discussion of events in his 1869 article, *The Agitation of the
Socialist-Democratic Party in Austria."
It is easy to misinterpret the contrasts between this practical revolu
tionary program, propos^ by Bakunin, and that of Marx's, because the
social classes each man conceives have, as a set, contrasting and different
relationships to the concept of social revolution that he hokls. By the time
of the revolution, according to Marx, society will have been dichotomized
into "two great hostile camps": the bourgeoisie, who are the "owners of the
means of production-and employers of wage-labor"; and the proletariat,
who are reduced by the former "to selling their labor-power in order to
live."'^ As for the peasants, *their natural ally [is] the {Proletariat, whose
task is the overthrow"of the bourgeois order. Despite Marx^ admission
late in life that even in Germany "the majority of the toiling people*...consists
of peasants, and not of proletarians," the world-historical role of the
proletariat remained for him an article of faith; and he believed that, since
the peasantry would cease to exist because of the inevitable universalization of the condition of the proletariat, 4he ^leasants' only hope was to
forsake their own interests and to identify with those of the proletariat.'^
Bakunin objected to this very idea,foreseeing "nothing more nor less than a
new aristocracy, that of the workers in the factories and towns, to the
exclusion of the millions who constitute the proletariat of the countryside
and who... will become the subjects in this great so-called People's State"
proclaimed in the name of the urban proletariat." Bakunin considered the
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proletariat to comprise the urban-industrial workers and the ruralagricultural workers together, their union he often simply referred to as
"the people." Moreover, the workers and the peasants—tocall them thathad, in Bakunin*s eyes, not only common but also interdependent interests.
Bakunm agreed with Marx that the workers had a more highlydeveloped
revolutionary consciousness than did the peasants, and he affiitned that the
peasants needed the workers' guidance. But he stressed that no revolution
could succeeed without an uprising by the people, of whom the peasants
were the vast majority. "There is more thought, more revolutionary
consciousness in the proletariat of the cities, but there is more naturalforce
in the countryside.** * These are the main themes of his article on "The
Policy of the International.**
In "All-Round Education** Bakunin discusses what he calls the
"equalization of classes** with respect to knowledge. It is because Bakunin
did not believe that the proletariat wouW become a universal class, and so
put an end to history, that he used that phrase in preference to Marx's
"abolition of classes.** By the equalization of classes, Bakunin meant
equalizing not so much the classes themselves as the individuals who
compose them; Marx, however, appeared to interpret the phrase in the
former, more abstract sense. "The equalization of classes,*' Marx wrote,
... results in the harmony of capital and labor, so obtrusively preached by the
bourgeois specialists. The great goal of the International is not the equalization of
classes, a io^cal contradiction, but on the contrary the abolition of classes, the real
secret of the proletarian movement.'^

But **the proletariat... presented as class, and not as masi** seemed to
Bakunin not only to exclude the peasantry but also to fail to recognize as
individuals the individuals who compose it," The issue for Bakunin was
the death of the bourgeoisie as a separate class, as a political body
economically separated from the working class—not the death of an
aggregation of individuals who, as individuals, could join the proletariat by
following the program set out in 'The Policy of the International.** His
analysis of this situation may be found m "The International WorkingMen's Movement.**
Because Bakunin and Marx disagreed over the nature of the principal
ill of the existing social order, they meant different things when theywrote of
"classes." In brief: (I) Marx defined classes by their relation to the means of
production, and (2) he characterized political power as "merely the
organized power of one class for oppressing another,**" from which (3) he
concluded that the proletariat's economic appropriation of the>means of
production would constitute the foundation of a newpolitical order. By
contrast, (I) Bakunin saw the bourgeoisie^ political power as having
resulted from their denial of political liberty to the people, whose poverty
made freedom a fiction for them and licensed to the bourgeoisie alone that
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liberty, which (2) he believed they obtained through their own revolt
against the monarchy, in which they seized State power in the name of the
people/ whence (3) he concluded that economic relations betw^n political
ly defined classes did not change when merely the form of government was
altered.
Ill
The programs of revolution espoused by Bakunin and by Marx are
superficially similar; each 'man believed that the productive forces of
society, reappropriated by revolution, would sustain social life thereafter.
Each man also believed that transformation of the productive forces of
society into collective property to be a conditio sine qua noh of the
revolution. The difference between them lies in the fact that, whereas that
transformation djd not serve Bakunin as a characteristic definition of
social revolution, it did so serve for Marx.
Bakunin would have been a partisan of any spirit or any power that
could have realized a genuine and wholehearted revaimping of social
conditions. The violence or peacefulness of the transformation was less
important than its immanence and thoroughgoingness. This he asserted as
early as his I84S letter to La R^forme in Paris, and it accounts for his
willingness (which disappeared after 1863) to allow the Tsar a role in
accomplishing the social transformation. Following his imprisonment in
the 18SOs and subsequent escape from exile, Bakunin, in 1862, wrote and
published a pamphlet in which he examined three possible forms that he
then conceived a revolution in Russia could take: a bloodless revolution
sponspored by the Tsar, a peasant uprising such as Pugachev*s, and an
insurrection modelled on the Decembrist movement.^' Discounting a
revolt of the intelligentsia as incapable of bringing about a true revolution,
Bakunin confronted the same tactical choice as a decade and a half earlier.
In To Russian, Polish, and All Slav Friends,*^ another pamphlet he
wrote in 1862, Bakunin renovated, from the perspective of his experiences
in 1848-49, his belief that a peasant revolution in Russia could be catalyzed
by the right combination of national insurrections, in Europe. Acting on
this belief the. following year, he left London for Poland, where a
widespread rebellion was being heralded, joining an eclectic legion of
sympathizers who sailed to reinforce the insurgents. The insurrection,
however, was suppressed before the brigade reached Poland, and the ship
dockjBd instead in Sweden. From there Bakunin moved to Italy, where he
spent the middle years of the decade of the'1860s: first in Florence, where he
formed a circle called the Brotherhood (really a discussion group in which
he propagandized future Italian socialists), and later in Naples, where he
created a new society which he called the International Brotherhood. The
program that Bakunin wrote for the latter, the "Revolutionary Catechism,**
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was the first document in which he outlined the program of his mature
anarchism/'
leaving Italy in 1867, Bakunin attended, in September of that year,
the First Congress of the League of Peace and Freedom (LPF),'in Geneva.
He spoke to the assembled delegates and joined the organization's Central
Committee, which accepted the program he outlined in the brochure
Federalism. Socialism, and Anti-Theologism.** At the League's Berne
Congress the following year, however, Bakunin found himself accused of
communism by the rank-and-file bourgeois delegates when he introduced a
resolution concerning "the economic and social equalization of classes and
individuals." He defended himself as a collectivist and not a communist:
I am not a communist, because communism concentrates and swallows up in itself for
the benefit of the State al! the forces of society, because it inevitably leads to the
conMntration of property In the hands of the State, whereas I want the abolition of the
Stat^.]... I want to see society and collective or social property organized from below
upwards, by way of free association, not from above downwards, by means of any kind
of authority whatever
That is the sense, gentlemen, in which 1am a collectivist. but
not a communist.^'

Bakunin's motion was nevertheless defeated, and after the Congress
finished its business he withdrew from the League with his associates. With
them he then founded the International Alliance of Socialist Democracy,
which considered itself a branch of the International Working-Men's
Association (IWMA) and, applying to the Jatter's General Council for
corporate admission, accepted its statutes. The- Council refused this
application, contending that an international body within the IWMA
would create confusion, and citing its refusal of a similar application which
Bakunin had convinced the LPF Central Committee to make. The General
Council of the IWMA declared null and void those articles of the Alliance
pertaining to their mutual relations, but allowed the individual sections of
the Alliance to become sections of the International after the Alliance had
altered its statute on the "equalization of classes" to read *'abolition of
classes," and had dissolved itself as a corporate organization.
From the fact that Bakunin tried to merge, with the IWMA, first the
League of Peace, and Freedom and then the International Alliance of
Socialist Democracy, it can be claimed (as many have done) that he was
seeking to take control of Marx's organization. This interpretation is one
sided, betraying an insufficient degree of comprehension of Bakunin's
tactical program. The purpose that Bakunin gave the Alliance was to
provide the International with a real revolutionary organization. In order
to understand fully the logic of this tactic, it is necessary to recall Bakunin"s
philosophical orientation, particularly the conception of dialectical con
tradiction as he discussed it in his 1842 article.
Briefly put; Bakunin respected Marx's scholarship but believed the
man to be, in the language of "Reaction in Germany," a compromising
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Negative. Marx's advocacy of participation in bourgeois politics, including
parliamentary suffrage, would have been proof of this. It would have been
Bakunin"s duty, following the script defined by his dialectic, to bring the
IWMA to a recognition of its true role. His desire to merge first the League
and then the Alliance with the International derived from a conviction that
the revolutionaries in the International should never cease to be penetrated
to every extremity by the spirit of Revolution. Just as. jn Bakunin's
-dialectic, the consistent Negatives needed the compromisers in order to
vanquish them and thereby realize the Negative's true essence, so Bakunin,
in the 1860s. needed the International in order to transform its activity into
uncompromising Revolution.
Why did the revolutionary organization itself, within the Inter
national. have to remain secret? Bakunin argues that it would otherwise
divorce itself from the life of the people and become a new State by
imposing on them (like a "vanguard" party) its thenceforth authoritarian
will. A secret organization was essential to the revolution, but wide
participation by the masses was necessary to its success. Still, even the most
widespread insurgency would accomplish nothing unless it were skillfully
organized and prepared; therefore the secret revolutionary or^nization
draws its strength from the life of the people. Its members "go to the
people."^ The "powerful but always invisible revolutionary collectivity"
'leaves the "full development [of the revolution] to the revolutionary
movement of the masses and the most absolute liberty to their social
organization.... but always seeing to it that this movement and this
organization should never be able to reconstitute any authorities, govern
ments, or States and always combatting all ambitions, collective (such as
Marx's) as well as individual, by the natural, never official, influence of
every member of our Alliance."^^ Animated by the secret revolutionary
organization, the International would provide a base of operations for
stirring popular sentiment, taking on the crucial role of disseminating
propaganda. Bakunin's conception of the revolutionary role of the
International, and of its tactics, is elaborated below in the very important
text. "The Organization of the International."
Both Bakunin^ Panslavism and his anarchism were democratic. It is
worthwhile to recall, in thisconnection, how he first conceived Democracy,
under the influence of German philosophy, in his 1842article:"Democracy
is a religion[; its partisans should be]religious, that h^permeatedby its true
principle not only in thought and reasoning, but true to it also in real life
When Bakunin concluded that
down to life's smallest manifestations..
"we must not only act politically, but in our politics act religiously."^' he
meant that action must be permeated, penetrated through and through, by
the principle of Democracy. In the same way, the members of the secret
revolutionary organization were to be penetrated by the spirit of Revolu
tion. which would transmit itself, through them, among the people.
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Many observers find it difficult to reconcile the democratic current in
Bakunin *s. thpught with the jseemingly authoritarian streak inferred from
passages such as,the following, which dates from iSSl:
1 thought that m Russia, jnoit than anywhere else, there would be necessary a strong
dictatorial power [v/orrj, exclusively c9ncemed with tfie elevation end public
eduction of the masses;a power with a free spirit, free to follow any path, but without
p'arliaWntlry fdrnis; with the printing df'Vooks'free in contenr,<tmt without the
freedom of printing; surrounded by iike-minded'persons and enlightened by their
advice, strengthb^ byjheii^freft.as8istan<ie<but not limited by^anyone or anything, i
toM myself that the whole different between stich a dictatorship anU monarchical
power was that the former, through'the spirit tiut sets it in place, strives to render its
own existrace unne^ssary as soon as possible. Wving in view'only tM fi;efedom,
independeiM and progrebive hiatiiration of tlw people; monarchical power, on the
cdntrary. must endeavor^ io prevent* its [own] existence from ever becoming
unnecessary, and therefore must maintain its subjects in unalterable childhood.
I
,
^ •

Such a notion is fundamentally differentfrom Ma^*s '*dictatorship of the
{proletariat." In.the midst of a'pqpular upheaval, Bakunin explained in the
ej|rly 1870s, the members of the secret iwolutionary organiajtion, Tirmly
wited and jiupired^with a single idea, a single um,^pplicable.e;^erywhere
in different wd^ acci^rding to the, circumstances," would disperse them
selves "in smap groups throughout the empire.** The "dictatorial power"of
the secret reVolutioha^ organization, democratic in this immanent sense,
would have foi* its chief aim and purpose to "help the people towards self*
determination, without the leasMnteiference from any sort of domination,
evenjf it Jbe temporary or transitional""^^ In this.respect, the contrast with
Maix'^ vision of the dictatorship of the proletariat could not be more
clearly drawn. Bakunin seemed instinctively to recognize that prerevolutionaiy organizational tacti^ are imprinted on post-revolutionary
social relations.
If we now understand, first, that the revolution, according to3akunin,
will be animated by a secret revolutiqnary organiution imnmnent in the
people, one that "goes to^he people'; and dra)ys its strength from their life,
acting as Ughtning rods to electrify,thcm wijh the current.of Revolution;
ai\d; second,^that the members of 4he secret revolutionary organization,
animated by^ the same revolutionary spirit and",working with similar
purpose, organise ^e people of every region arotmd'the localhsa^ closest
to them, assuring nonetheless that ^<|ti local uprising take on the character
of the|rue,popular revolution into Wmcn, erupting universally, they willall
merge: then the ideational nexus of (1) the secret revolutionary organi
zation, with (2) its own anti-Statist "dictatorship^" which is in fact (3)
immanent in the people, ceases to resemble the incoherent'ravings of a
"demon of pan-destruction**'^ and takes on the appearance of the nucleus
of a'strtictured system of thought,v/hich the vagaries of the history of
Bakui^*s time aided in obscuring, and which the vagaries pf historio
graphy since then have not much helped to clarify.
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It is incorrect to believe, that, because'Bakunin ^s an anarchist, he
was opposed,to all laws. He detested man-made law, but natural law was
something else again. All things are governed by laws that are inherent to
them[f that]
are the natural and real processes... through which
everything.exists."" ^Human society teing a t|iing of nature, it folio,ws
immanent natural laws, "in obeying the laws of nature^ man... only obeys
laws which are inherent in, l^is o^vn i^atui:e.*'^^ Ani^tec) by the spirit pf
Revolution, the m^becs of'^he,secret revolutionary.organizationcatalyze
the appearance of the real laws which are inherent in the life of the people
but which are obscured by artificial- laws. Where hum^n brings oppose
man-made law that has been forced on them by others, and attempt instead
(0 follow their qwn inherent human nature there Revolution is itself
nothing less th^n natural law.
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The English translatidns listed here aVe not' Necessarily an exhaustive
catalogue of previous translations of the texts.
1.
2.

Translated into English here for the fir^t tiine.
English: G. P. Maximoff (comp. and ed.). The Political Philosophy
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Comt^ent on Texts and nanslation
(Glencoe. lU.: The Free Press ofpiencoe, I953)[hcreafter

3.

Maximoff], pp. 82-83, 197, 199, 241, 269-70, 411.
Russian: M. A, Bakunin, Izbrannye sochineniia. 5 vols. (Petrocrad'
Golos truda, 1919-21) [hereafter <jJ], IV, 23-40.
Translated into English here for the first time
PP- *89.197-98.il4.2I5-16,278.282-83.3II-l2

separate fragment, the entire edition being quite disorganized and
hard to use); selected passages in Sam Dolgoff (ed.), Bakunin on
Anarchy (New York: Random House, 1972), pp. 160-74.
RussimiGT: IV. 3-22; M.a. Bakunin,/r6rflnM>.tejocWwm7fl,ed V
Cherkezov. 1 voMN.p.: F.A.K.G., 1920) [hereafter f^ATG], 1,249^
4n-12

Maximoff, pp. 82. 101-2, 102. 155, 157. 168-69. 182, 183
^29-30, 330, 332. 334-35. 336, 337, 382, 383,*

Russian; GT. IV, 41-64.
English: Maximoff, pp. 181-82, 241, 242-47,
Translated into English here for the first time.
Translated in full into English here for the first time.
English: Maximoff. pp. 321-22, 322. 372.
Translated into English here for the first time.
Translated into" English here for the first time.
Translated into English here for the first time.
Translated into English here for the first time
PP*94-95, 206. 208, 225-26.
I
i?'
Ronald Sanders (eds.)
Soaa ^t Thought (Garden City. N.V.: Anchor Books. Doubleday &
Co.. 1964). pp. 332-44, for the first four installments
Russian: GT, IV. 79-94; FAKG, I. 272-91.
15. English: Maximoff, pp. 227-32. 369-70.
Russian: GT, IV. 94-110; FAKG, I. 291-309.
16. Translated into English here for the first time.
17. Translated into English here for the first time.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Comment on Translating Bakunin
•^e three go^ that Tytler enunciated some two centuries ago in his
Prinapies of Translation were: (I) to give a complete transcript of the
original ideas, (2) to imitate the styles of the original author^ and (3) to
prwerye the ease of the original text.' Here the first of these has not been
diffiralt to fulfill. The second presented no especial difficulties, although it
required special considerations. In the case of Bakunin, the third is
oebatable.
Concerning the first principle, it Was not hard to transcribe Bakunin^
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ideas, but achieving their optimal expression in English'was a somewhat
arduous procedure, since sentences exceeding one hundred words in the
original material were not unusual. It is instructive to describe the method
followed. The entire first draft of the translations was done at a typ^riter.
with a language dictionary on a side table. Little attention was given at this
stage to precise wbrding; the objective was to transfer the gist of the
material from one language to another. The result was a typescript in
**translatore$e,** which then had to be transformed into regular English.
That task took two. sometimes three, occasionally four revisions.
The main purpose of the first revision was to make the principal idea
of the' passage evident on the first reading. Previous English translations
'were used at this stage to suggest syntactical formulations: the previous
translation was compared with the draft in translator^ise, the differences in
formulation was intuited, and then the draft was revised on the basis of
consultation with the original French text. The focus was not'on verbatim
comparison; in practice, this procedure was nonverbal and structural'linguistic. Entirely new English formulations were sometimes suggested by
Russian translations of the original.
The second revision was concerned with making the translated
sentence flow as naturally as possible in the English language, conserving
still the proper emphasis. Here entered such considerations as transpoisition of clauses and'antecedents, and concomitant d^isions on punctua
tion. During this second revision^ alternative stylistic formulations for
difficult spots were still considered, and>decisioris were taken on c6nventions for the translation of closely synonymous words. The issue of false
cognates does not. require comment, and anachronism was'still another
pitfall to be avoided (for instance, universel, in the nineteenth centUry,
'meant not "universal" but "worldwide''). Tertiary and stilUlater revisions
were relatively minoi- in scope, involving touch-ups for clarity or artbtry,
and the uniform application of conventions for near-synonyms.
Tytler's second point, to imitate the styles of the driginal author,
requires a brief description of Bakunin's French. One may*see in Bakunin'^
French a combination of two Russian styles: the' "sublime"' Church
Slavonic and the "vulgar" popular. In the former mode, Bakunin's writing
has a rhythm that carries the reader along; however, because one rarely has
the opportunity for significant-revisions in journalistic work such as here,
Bakunin*s writing in the texts translate is often more successful where it is
aphoristic. This i^ particularly striking in the transcripts-of his speeches.
The sublime, style is most impressive when used to discuss philosophical
issues, as befits-a caique of Churchr Slavonic.
Although this is not the-place for an exhaustive study of Bakunin's
style, it is worth mentioning that the five types of Russicism that
Nicolaevsky discovered in Bakunin's German are present in his French as
well.' Briefly, these are:
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2.
3.

4.

5.

Comment on Texts and-Translation
Incorrect Germanizatiop of Riissiah Expressions. In Bakunin's
writings translated here, there are many instances ofiaulty.Frenchi.fication, such as trouver intirit for prinosit'pol'zu and avoir la
priority dUitemps.(oT pervenstvovat'vremeni.
Ru ssicisms in the Use of nur and noch.Similar confusions are present
in^Bakunin's French usa of enciire, mime, seulement, etc.
Incorrect-Verb Forms.-The same problems in Bakunin's French as in
his,German are evident (though to a lesser degree), i.e., proper tense
and mood, particularly the use of the-past .tenses and subjunctive
mood.
Incprrcctj Prepositioiw and Cases. Problems with prepositiona arc
infi^quent but.detectable in Bakunin's French; an example is rejeter
for rejeter.sur. Althpugh nouns in French arc not inflectcd^some
.msjqnces o^confusion over case^may be found> such as the useofrfert
de commun for rign kn comnrn^Xyi^Xt the Russian genitive
obshchego suggests the French preposition rfg).
IncorrectUse of Articles, As in his German, Bakunin has difficulty in
French with definite articles, which do not exist in Russian.

We may add here anothencatfegory which "Nicolaevsky omits. This is
the u^e, in French, of participles which would be correct in Russian, where
a native French-sp^ker would tend to use a.relative clause (e.g.. ayant
travaiM for quia ttavafili). Such usdg^ is,n6t unknown in F^^rich, but it is
extrpmely infrequent, whereas it.is'habitual in Russian. It is the relative
fre^qu,ency of this construction, and its contribution to the rhythm of the
prose, which permit inference. ,respwtively, to the, native language of the
author and to Bakunin personally.
It-is pos^itle to.categorize'systematically these six types of dysgloss.'
The first-two, mentioned by Nicolaevsky. we ipay call dysglosses of idiom,
since they involve exprwsions.peculiar to"a given language, ^e nextthree
that ^Nicolaevsky enumerates may be called dysglosscs.of^rammflr, since
they involve infiectfon and localized word function. Finallj^ the last
d3^glottal feature may be called ont,of syntax, since it involves how words
are put together to form glpbal feattires. suph as clauses,' f i
TytlerVthird desideratum is that translations preserve the ease of the
original fext. Herp the original didiiot always have great ease, particularly
in some of the pass^es in French ^Church Slavonic." Therefore-, Where a
clearly new idea began in the midst of, an extrem^ Jong sentence, the
sentenccfwas broken.,This involved nothing more than,changingasemicolon
to a mi stop and capitalizing the next.wprd;16ut semicolons were left
standing - unless there were compellingc ieasons for such a jchange.
Guillaume once incurred Bakunin's anger formaking editorial changes too
extensive, and that has been a motivating factor here for minimizing such
emenda,tions. Despite the syntactical reformulation necessary to make
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prolix passages comprehensible, fidelity to style was striven for through
techniques that Bakunin used, such as parentheses—which were, however,
more often dashed than bracketed—and tone (such as outrage or irony).
Where appropriate, the style of the English translation was consciously
Russified. If these translations should have more ease than the original,
then Tytler's third rule has been broken only in order to fulfill his first two.
The following language dictionaries were useful: English-English
(Webster), English-French (Larousse), English-Russian (MUller), FrenchEnglish (Larousse), French-French (Larousse). and Russian-English
(Smimitsky). An English thesaurus (Roget) was indispensable, and a
French thesis on the political vocabulary of the epoch was also helpful.^
The Library of Congress system of transliteration, omitting diacritical
marks, has been used for Russian titles in the notes and other phrases.
Where proper names figure in the English syntax, however, changes have
been introduced with the nonspecialist in mind.

Part-One

TJie Rise and Decline of tlie Bourgeoisie in Europe
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Facsimile of the first manuscript page of "Three Lectures to Swiss
Members of the International." Source: Paris, Biblioth^ue nationale,
Salle des Manuscrits, Nouvelles acquisitions fran?aises,folio 23690 o
389.
'

Three Lectures to Swiss Members of the International

Comrades,
The developments [i.e., the Cohimune] now unfolding in Paris have
the largest scale and are" the most iihportaht in Europe since the Great
[French] Revolution of 1789-1793.
Two historic Events, twd memorable revolutions created what we call
t1ie modem world, the world of Bourgeois civilization, dne, th^ Refonnation, at the start of the sixteenth century, shattered that ke^^oi^ of the
feudal structure, ^he omnipotence of the -Church. By destroying this
empire, the Reforn^tion prepared the overthrow bf the independent and
nearly absolute power of tHe feudal lords, whd—blessed and pro^ted like
kings by the Church, and often s6 even in opposition-to kings—claimed
that theix rights derived directly from divine grace; ancl by doing sd, the
Reformation gave a new push to the emancipation of the bqur^ois cl4ss,
itself slowly prepared over the two centuries priding this religious
Revolution by the gradual development of communal li^hiesi and pf their
necessary condition and iiievitable result, commerce an^ industiy.
Froin this Revolution emerged a new power, not yet'thaVof the
bourgeoisie but that oi the State—an aristocratic constitutional monarchy
in'England, and a nobiliary, military, and bureaucratic absolute monarchy
on the entire continent of Europe, except for ' two small republics,
Switzerland ^nd the Netherlands.
Let us leave these two> republics aside out of co^rt^y and concern
ourselves with the monarchies. Lei us examine the rei^ions of tlie classes
and their political and social.situation after the'^tCeforhiatidn.
diving honor where honor is dUe, let us begin with the priests; and by
priests l*mean not only those of the Catholic Churcji but'also Protestant
minis^rs—in a word, every individual who makes a living frotn religious
worship, selling us God Almighty wholesale and retail. As for the
theological differences which divide theip, these are so sU^btle and at the
same timeso absurd that to concern ourselves with them W6uld be'a'u^less
waste of time.
^
Before the Reformation the Church and the priests. Headed by the
Pope, were the true' lords of'the earth. A'ccdrdjng to the doctrine 6f the
Church, the temporal authorities bf every couritrS^'—Emperors, kingsl and
the most powerful monarchs—were possessed of rights only insofar as the
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'"T
"-at the last two
centunes of the Middle Ages saw the increasingly impassioned and
nfnMfLO
Reformation put an end to this struggle by
proclaiming the States independent. The sovereign's right [to rule! was
i^ognized as proceeding immediately from God. without the interference
r
heavenly source.
It was naturally declared absolute. In this way the edifice of monarchical
despotism was erected on the ruins of the Church^ despotism. Havina been
^ster of the State, the Church became its servant, an instrument of
government m the hands of the monarch.
The Church assumed this attitude not only in the Protestant countries
where the monarch was declared the head of the Church, England and the
Anglican Church in particular no exception, but also in every CathoUc
untry, even in Spam. Shattered by the terrible blowsof the Reformation,
the K of
"?
w.!.
sovereigns to continue to exist. But we
know that sovereips never give their help for nothing. They have never
had any sincere religion and creed other than those of their power and of
their tteasuiy of which the latter is at the same time the end of and the
means to the former. As a result the Church, in order to buy thesupport of
the monarchical governments, had to prove to them that it was capable and
desirous of serving them. Before the Reformation it had raised the peoples
up apnst the kings many times. After the Reformation it became the ally
of he governments against the peoples in every country, even in
Switzerland, a sort of black police in the hands of Statesmen and the
governing classes, giving itself the mission of preaching patience obedirh.!'
the masses of the people. TTie people, said the
Church, should assure themselves of heavenly treasures by abandoning
to the prosperous and'the powerful of the
earth. You know that all the Christian churches, Catholic and Protestant
Mntinue to preach this way still today. Happily they are less and less
tetened to, and we can foresee the time when they wUl be forced to close
of du^T

'0 P"'another way, for lack

Now let us see how the feudal class, the nobility, changed after the
Reform^ation. It remamed the privileged and nearly exclusive proprietor of
the land but lost all its political independence. Before the Reformation the
nobility had been, like the Church, the rival and enemy of the State. After
An
like the Church, a privileged servant of the State
All mihtaiy and civd offices of the State, with the exception of the least
nnportant ones, were occupied by nobles. The courts of the great European
monarchs, and even those of the not so great, were filled with nobles. The
greatest feudal lords, once so bold and independent, became titled footmen
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to the sovereigns. They completely lost their boldness and independence.
' but they retained all their arrogance. It mayeven be said that this increased,
since arrogance is the vice which is a flunkey*s privilege. Abject, grovelling
and servile in the sovereign's presence, they became more'insolent toward
the bourgeoisie and the people, whom they continued to plunder nolonger
in their own name and by divine right but with the permission of their
masters and in their service, under the pretext of the greater good of the
State.
This position and social station of the nobility areeven now preserved
nearly in full in Germany, a foreign country which seems to have the
privilege of dreaming the most beautiful and noble things, only to realize
the most shameful and infamous. The ignoble and atrocious barbarities of
the recent Franco-Prussian War demonstrate this, as does the very recent
formation of this repulsive Knouto-Germanic Empire.'* an incontestable
menace to the liberty of every country in Europe, a challenge hurled at all
humanity by the brutal despotism of an Emperor who is simultaneously
police and staff sergeant, and by the stupid impudence of his nobiliary
rabble.
The Reformation delivered the bourgeoisie from the tyranny and
plunder of the feudal lords, acting as independent and private bandiu or
plunderers. But it delivered the bourgeoisie toa new tyranny and plunder—
regularized under the name of ordinary and extraordinary State taxes—by
these same lords, who were transformed into servants of the State, that is,
brigands and legitimate plunderers. This transition from feudal plunder to
a much more regular and systematic State plunder at first seemed to satisfy
the middle class. We must conclude that at first it genuinely alleviated their
economic and social situation. But,as the saying goes, the more one has the
more one wants. State taxes, moderate enough to begin with, increased
each year by a disturbing proportion, though not as formidably as they do
in monarchical States nowa^ys. The virtually incessant wars waged by
these now absolute States; under the pretext of the international balance of
power, between the Reformation and the Revolution of 1789; the necessity
of maintaining large standing armies, which thereafter became the
principal basis of preserving these States; the growing luxury of the
sovereign courts, which were transformed into permanent orgies where the
nobiliary rabble, the whole titled and bedecked pack of men-servants, came
to ask for pensions from their master; the need to maintain this whole
privileged mob which filled the highest offices in the army, the bureaucracy,
and the police: it all led to enormous expenses. Naturally, it was at first
primarily the people who paid these expenses, but so did the bourgeois
class, which until the [French] Revolution was also considered a milk-cow
'[Numbered notes to the texts are the editor^ and appear together at the back of the
volume. Those marked with an asterisk and appearing at the bottom of page are Bakunin's
unless otherwise indicated.—Ed.]
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(though the people were considered more of one) which had no destiny
other thaii to support the sovereign and his innumerable throng of
privileged functionaries. Moreover, the liberty which the middle class had
^st through the Reformation was perhaps twice the security it had gained
^fore ,the Reformation it had cleverly profited from its alliance with the
mdispensability of its support in their struggle against
Ae Church and the feudal lords, in order to gain a certain degree of
mdependence and liberty. But after the Church and the feudal lords were
subordiimted to the State, the kings no longer needed the services of the
middle class and. Uttle by little, they deprived it of aU the freedoms which
they had granted it in earlier times.
If this w^ where the bourgeois class found itself after the Reforma
tion, you can imagine the situation of the popular masses, of the peasants
and the workers. We know that during the Reformation, at the beginning
of the sixteenth century, the peasants of central Europe, in Germany
Holland, and even part of Switzerland, formed a great movemern to
emancipate themselves, crying, "War on the princes and peace to the
^ople! This movement was betrayed by the bourgeois class and cursed
by the chiefs of bourgeois Protestantism, Luther and Melanchthon; it was
drowned in the blood of tens of thousands of insurgent peasants.Since then
the peawnts have been tied to the soil more than ever, serfs in law but slaves
in fact,"and so they stayed until the revolution of 1789-1793 in France until
1807 m Prussia, and until 1848 in all the rest of Germany. Serfdoii still
exists today m jmny parts of northern Germany, notably Mecklenburg
but even in Russia it has ceased to exist.
'
The proletariat in the towns was not much freer than the peasantry. It
was divided into" two categories: workers who were members of guilds and
those who were not organized at all. The acUvities of the former, as weU as
what they produced, were tied down and strangled by a multitude of rules
enslaving them to the guUdmasters and the bosses. The latter weredeprived of
all nghts, oppressed and exploited by everybody. As always, the greatest
taxes inevitably fell on the people.
This ruination and general oppression of the working masses, and
partly of the bourgeois class, had for its pretext and as its acknowledged
goal the grandeur, power, and magnificence of the monarchical, nobiliary
bweaucratic, and military State, a State which had usurped the place of the
Church and proclaimed itself a divine institution. Accordingly, there was a
State morality entirely different from, or rather wholfy opposed to, the
private moraUty of men. Private morality has an everlasting basis that is
more or less recognized, understood, accepted, and achieved in every
human society, insofar as it is not vitiated by religiousdogmas. This basis is
nothing but human respect, respect for human'dignity and for the rightand
freedom of every human individual. To respect [these principles] is a
virtue; to violate them, on the contrary, is a crime. State morality is wholly
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opposed to this human morality. The State presents itself to its subjects as
the supreme goal. Virtue consists of serving its power and grandeur, by all
means possible and impossible, even contrary to all human laws and to the
good of humanity. Since everything which contributes to the power and
growth of the State is good, everything contrary to them is bad, be it even
the noblest and most virtuous action from the human point of view. This is
why Statesmen, diplomats, ministers, and all State functionaries have
always availed themselves of crimes and lies and infamous treacheries to
serve the State. From the moment that a villainy iscommitted in the service
of the State, it becomes a meritorious act. That is the morality of the State.
It is the very negation of human morality and of humanity.
The contradiction lies in the very idea of the State. Because the
worldwide State has never been realized, every State is a limited entity
comprising a limited territory and a somewhat restricted number of
subjects. The vast majority of mankind hence remains outside each State,
and humanity altogether remains divided among a multitude of large,
medium, and small States, each of which proclaimsitself to be and presents
itself as the representative of the whole of humanity and as something
absolute, despite the fact that it encompasses only a very limited fraction of
mankind. That way each State regards everything external to it—every
other State, including its subjects and their property—as deprived of all
sanction and right, concluding that it therefore has the right to attack,
conquer, massacre, and plunder so much as its resources and forces permit.
You know, dear comrades, that the reason international lawlias never been
successfully established is precisely that from the Stated standpoint,
everything lying outside the State is deprived of righu. Further, one State
need only declare war on another in order to permit—what am 1 saying?—
in order to command itssubjects to commit every possible crime against the
subjects of the enemy State: murder, rape, theft, destruction, arson, and
plunder. And these crimes are supposed to be blessed by the God of the
Christians, which each of the belligerent States regards as and proclaims to
be its exclusive partisan—which naturally must put this poor Almighty
God in perfect distress, in Whose name the most horrible crimes on earth
have been, and still are, committed. That is why we are the enemies of God
Almighty, why we call this fiction, this Divine Phantom, one of the basic
sources of the evils which torment mankind.
This is why we are passionate opponents both of the State and of every
State. For so long as there exist States, there will be no humanity; and so
long as there exist States, war and its horrible crimes and inevitable
consequences, the destruction and general misery of the peoples, will never
cease.
So long as there are States, the masses of the people will be de facto
slaves even in the most democratic republics, for they will work not with a
view to their own happiness and wealth, but for the power and wealth of the
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State. And what is the State? People claim that it is the expression and the
realizauon of the wmmon good, universal rights and freedom. Well,
whoever so claims is as good a liar as someone who claims that God
Almighty is everyone's protector. Ever since the fantasy of a Divine Being
took shape in men^ imagination. God-aU gods, and among them above
all the God of the Christians—has always taken the part of the strong and
me rich against the ignorant and impoverished masses. Through His priests
He has blessed the most revolting privileges, the basest oppressions and
exploitations.
The State is likewise nothing but the guarantor of all exploitation, to
the profit of a small number of prosperous and privileged persons and to
the loss of the popular masses. In order to assure the welfare, prosperity,
and privileges of some, it uses everyone^ collective strength and collective
labor, to the detriment of everyone^ human rights. In such a set-up the
minority plays the role of the hammer and the majority that of the anvil.
Until the Great [French] Revolution, the bourgeois class had been
part of the anvil, although less so than the popular masses. And for this
reason it became revolutionary.
Yes, it was very revolutionary. It dared to revolt against all divine and
human authorities, putting God. the kings, and the Pope into question. The
bourgeoisie was especially mad at the nobility, which held a State position
that the bourgeoisie burned with impatience to hold in its turn. But no. I
don^ want to be unjust, and I dont claim in the least that the bourgeoisie
was impelM or guided byanything but egoistic thought in its great protests
against divineand_ human tyranny. The force of circumstancesand the very
iMture of its specific structure pushed it instinctively to seize power. But
since it was by no means yet aware of the abyss which separates it from the
masses of workers whom it, exploits, and since the proletariat itself had
scarcely awakened to such an awareness, the bourgeoisie;represented by its
noblest and greatest personalities in this struggleagainst Church and State
believed in good faith that it labored impartially to emgncippte everybody'
The two centuries between the battles of the religious Reformation
and thoM of the Great [French] Revolution were the heroic age of the
bourgeois class. Having acquired power as a result of its wealth and
cleverness, it audaciously attacked every institution respected by Church
arid State. First it undermined everything by literature and philosophic
criticism; later it overthrew everything in open rebellion. It was the
bourgeoisie that made the revolution of 1789. To be sure, it could do so
only by taking advantage of the peopled might; but the bourgeoisie
organiz^ this might and directed it against the Church, the royalty, and
the nobility. It was the bourgeoisie that considered [the situation] and took
the imtiative in every move that the people carried out.The bourgeoisie had
faith in itself. It felt powerful because it knew that the people were behind it
and with it.
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A comparison of the giants of thought and action who emerged from
the bourgeois class in the eighteenth century with the greatest celebrities,
the vain and eminent dwarves who represent it now, convincingly
demonstrates the decadence and the awful ruination which this class has
suffered. In the eighteenth century it was intelligent, bold, and heroic. Now
it appears cowardly and stupid. Then full of faith, it dared do everything
,and could do anything. Now it offers us the sight of the most shameful
impotence, consumed by doubt and demoralized by its own injustice,
resulting more from its predicament than from its own injustice.
TIk recent events in France prove this only too well. The bourgeoisie
•appears entirely incapable of saving France. It prefers the Prussian
invasion to the popular revolution which can atone bring about this
salvation. It has allowed the* banner of human progress, of worldwide
jemancipation, to fall from its feeble hands. And.the proletariat of Paris is
tpday proving that from now on only the workers carry it.1 shall attempt to
show this at another meeting.
2

Dear Comrades,
I told you that two great historical events laid the foundation of the
bourgeoisie^ influence: the religious revolution of the sixteenth century,
known as the Reformation, and the great political revolution [in France] of
the eighteenth century. 1 added that the latter, accomplished of course by
the people, was initiated and directed exclusively by the middle class. I
want now to show you that it also benefited the middle class exclusively.
And yet, the program of this Revolution appears vast at first glance.
After all, wasn't it made in the name of the Liberty, Equality, and
Fraternity of humankind, three words which seem ta include everything
that humanity could wish for and achieve not only now but in the future as
well? How b it. then, that a Revolution which had appeared to be so
extensive could have resulted in the exclusive, limited, and privileged
emancipation of a single class, to the detriment.of the millions of workers
who are today crushed by that class's impudent and unjust prosperity?
Ahl This Revolution was only a political Revolution. It audaciously
overturned every obstacle and every political tyranny, but it left intact,
even proclaiming sacred and inviolable, the economic bases of society
which have been the eternal source and chief cause of all political and social
injustices, all past and present religious absurdities. It proclaimed the
freedom of each and every individual, or rather it proclaimed for each and
every individual the right to be free. But really, it gave the means of
realizing and enjoying this freedom only to the property-owners, the
capitalists, and the rich.
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Ha,
slaveiy!" These are the terrible words which, in the few
fZdl
f
fortune to spend among you, dear comrades and
nends, our friend [Sylvain] C16ment. in his sympathetic voice emanating
from his experience and his heart, has repeated again and again.^
"s, poverty IS slaveiy—it is the nedd to sell one'slabor, and with one's
tebor one s person to the capitalist who gives you the means barely to
sumve. One's mmd must indeed be affected by Bourgeois Gentlemen's lies
L thir fr.
freedom of the working masses. Finefreedom
is this, that subjects them to the whims of capital and that shackles them
through hunger to the capitalist^ will! Dear friends, I surely do not have to
prove to you, who have come to understand the agonies of labor throutth
long and hard experience, that so long as capital and labor are mutuaUy
Kolated, l^or will be the slave of capital and workers the subjects of
Bourgeois Gentlemen, who out of ridicule give youevery political right and
Siems^TCS
freedom, so as to preserve its reality exclusively for
achieving it, is only a
^ost. And do we not love freedom too much to be satisfied with its ghost?
We want its reality. But what constitutes the real basis and the positive
and fnn"
IS, for each individual, the all-round development
enjoyment of all physical, intellectual, and moral faculties*
comequently, it is all the material means necessary for each individual's
uman existence. It is, then, upbnnging and education. A person who is
dS o7h
poverty, who every day is on the
fi .
hunger, and who sees everyone he loves
is"a s?Jlf A®**®®
a**** not free; that person
IS a slave. A man condemned to remain a bnitish creature all his life for
want of a humane education, a man deprived of leaming.an fgnommt h
necessarily a slave; and if he exercises any political rights, you can be sure
Ws^xni' V T
his exploiters and masters benefit.

them against himself, foi^

flnnfh^r^
po"<J*?*on of freedom is that no person oweobedience to
another, the individwl is free only if his will and his own convictions, and
n
his acts. But a man compelled by hunger to
sell his labor, and with his labor his own self, at the lowest possible price to
bmtiX
condescends to exploit him, a man whose own
bratishness and ignorance put him at the mercy of his learned exploiters
will inevitably and forever be a slave.
*
• A'
freedom of individuals is by no means an
individua matter. It is a coUective matter, a collective product. No
mdividu^ can be free outside of human society or without its cooperation
In every Congress of theflntemationaO Working.Men['s Association! we
haw fought the individualists or false-brother socialists who sav that
society was founded by a free contract of originally free men and who
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claim, along with the moralists and bourgeoiseconomists, that man can be
free, that he can be a man, outside of society.
This theory revealed by J.-J. Rousseau—the most malevolent writer
-tif the past century, the sophist who inspired all the bourgeois revolu
tionaries—betokens a complete ignorance of both nature and history. It is
not in the past, nor even in the present, that we should seek the freedom of
the masses. It is in the future, in a future close at hand. We should seek the
freedom of the masses in that historic tomorrow which we ourselves must
create not only by the force of our thought and will, but also by the force of
our actions. In the past there has never been a free contract. There has only
been brutality, stupidity, injustice, and violence—and today still, you
know only too well, this so-called free contract is a compact of hunger and
of slavery for the masses, and the exploitation of hunger for the minority
who oppress and destroy us.
The theory of the free contract is just as false from the standpoint of
nature. Man does not voluntarily create society, he is involuntarily bom
into it. He is above all a social animal. Only in society can he become a
human being, that is, a thinking, speaking, loving, and willful animal.
Imagine a man endowed with the most inspired powers by nature, cast out
from all human society into a desert since infancy. If hedoes not miserably
perish, which is the most probable result, he will become nothing but a
boor, an ape, lacking speech and thought. For thought is inseparable from
speech; no one can think without words. Even if you are alone with
yourself, perfectly isolated, you must use words to think. To be sure, you
can have conceptions which represent things, but as soon as you want to
consider something you must use words, for words alone determine
thought, giving the character of thought to fieeting representations and
instincts. Thought hardly exists before speech, nor does speech exist before
thought. These two forms of the same activity of the human brain are born
together. Thought is therefore impossible without speech. But what is
speech? It is communication. It is the conversation of one human
individual with many other individuals. Only through this conversation
and in it can animalistic man transform himself into a human being, that is,
a thinking being. His individuality as a man, his freedom, is thus the
product of the collectivity.
Only through collective labor does man emancipate himself from the
tyrannical pressure which the natural world exerts on each person;
individual labor, impotent and sterile, can never subdue nature. Pro
ductive labor, which has created all wealth and our entire civilization, has
always been social, collective tabor. But until now it has been unjustly
exploited by some individuals, to the detriment of the working masses,
likewise, the upbringing and education of which BourgeoU Gentlemen are
so proud and which they so parsimoniously distribute to the popular
masses—these are also products of the whole of society. The labor, nay, the
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produced them, bm up to now only some
members of the bourgeoisie have benefited. It is still an exploitation of
collective labor by mdividuals who have no right to it at all.
Everythmg human in man—and freedom above all—is the product of
TnvS bv Sir
absurdity
invented by theologians and metaphysicians who have replaced thesocietv
of humans by that of God. their phantom. They say that each person feels
ree m the presence of God, that is. in the presence of absolute emptiness
f v
" " > = " • «" l e f r e e d o m o f N o t h i n g n e s s , o ^
indeed the Nothingness of freedom: slavery. God. the figment of God has

f'
phantoms nor Nothingness but living
human reality, and we recognize that man can feel free, be free, and
therefore can achieve freedom, only among men. In order to be free. 1 need
to see myself surrounded by free men and be recognized as sucfi by them. I
am free only when my individuality, reflected in the mirror of the equally
rtrenXnTh
""""d "o. comes back to me
fhrfiv? ? ^ everyoneV, recognition. T h e freedom o f every other
ihdividual does not limit my own. as the individualists claim- on the
contrary, it is the confirmation, realization, and infinite extension of my
1X7' f
<"8nity of all peZs" tl
r
""
sanctioned, and boundlessly expanded by
universal agiwrnent. is happiness; it is human paradise on earth.
h,.!no f
possible only through equality. If there be a human
then h
•
''®<^ome his slave. If I be freer than he,

rditit[?4edr.'

^
The bourgeois revolutionaries of 1793 understood this logical neces
sity ve^ well. The word Equality appears as the second term in their
revolutioiraiy formula: Libeny, Equality, Fraternity. But what sort of
equality? Equality before the law, equality of political'rights, equality of
citizens withm the State. Make note of this expression-Ithe equality of
citizens, not that of men-for the State does not recognize men; it
recogmzes only ciUzens. Man exists for the State only insofar as he
" 'supposed to exereise
them. The man who is crushed by forced labor, by poverty and hunger
the man who is socially oppressed, economically exploited and ruined'
suffering man does not exist for the State, which is ignor^JntTws
suffenngs arid of his economic and social slavery, ignorant of his real
ThkTn
I
of a counterfeit political freedom.
This IS political equality, not social equality.
misleading is this
sham pohtical equality, which is not based on social and economic
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equality. For example, in a fully democratic State all men who.reach the
age of majority and do not find themsehres criminally condemned, have the
right and even the duty to exercise all their political rights and to fill every
office to which'they are called by the trust of their felloW'Cittzens. The
lowest, the poorest, the most ignorant man of the people can and should
exercise all these rights and fill all those offices. Can you think of a'greater
equality than this? He ought to do it. and he legally can do it, but in reality
it is impossible for him. This power is only optional for those who make up
the popular masses. It does not become real for them, and it never can,
unless the economic bases of society are radically transformed—let us say
it, unless there is a social revolution.These alleged political rightsexercised
by the people are nothing but an empty fable.
We are tired of all fables, religious and political. The people are tired
of living on phantoms and fables. This diet stunts growth. Today they
demand reality. Therefore, let us see whether there is anything real for
them in the exercise of political rights.
To fill conscientiously the olTices of the State, and above all the
highest offices, it is first necessary to possess an equally large amount of
education. The people totally lack this education. Is it their fault? No, the
fault is institutional. The great work of all truly democratic States is to
spread education plentifully among the people. Is there a single State
which has done this? Let us not discuss monarchical States, which are
clearly interested in spreading among the masses not education but the
poison of Christian catechism. Let us discuss republican and democratic
States like the United States of America and Switzerland. Certainly, it
must be acknowledged that these two States have done more than all
others for popular education. But have they succeeded, despite all their
good will? Have they been able to give every child born in their midst an
equal education? No, this isimpossible. For the children of the members of
the bourgeoisie, superior education; for those of the people, only primary
education, and in rare occasions a little secondary education. \^y this
difference? For the simple reason that men of the people, workers in the
fields and cities, do not have the means to support their children, that is, to
feed, clothe, and lodge them for the entire duration of their studies. To
obtain a scientific education, one must study until the age of twenty-one,
sometimes twenty-five. 1 ask you, what workers are able to support their
children for so long a time? This sacrifice is beyond all their means,for they
have neither the funds nor the property necessary, and they live from day
to day on a salary which scarcely suffices to support a large family.
And yet it must be said, dear comrades, that you workers from the
mountains, in a trade which capitalist production, big capital, has not yet
succeeded in absorbing—you are comparatively very prosperous. Work
ing in small groups in your workshops, and often even working in your
home, you earn much more than [you would] in large industrial
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establishments which employ hundreds of workers. Your [watchmakingl
work IS clever and artistic; it is not stupefying like the work of machines
Your competence and your skill count for something. Moreover, you have
much-more spare time and relative freedom; this is why you are freer,
better informed, and more prosperous than otheis.
In the vast factories established, directed, and exploited by big capital,
where not men but machines play the principal role, the workersinevitably
wcome miserable drudges, so destitutethat most often they are obliged to
doom their poor small children, hardly six years old, to work twelve,
fourteen, sixteen hours each day for a few miserable pennies. And they do
this not out of avarice but out of need. Without it they would be wholly
unable to support their families.
That is the education they can give their children. I do not believe 1
have to waste more words to prove to you, dear comrades, you who know
so well from experienceand who arealready so profoundly convinced, that
so long as the people work not for themselves but to enrich those who hold
property and capital, the education which they can give their children will
always be infinitely inferior to that of the children of the bourgeois class.
And so there is a considerable and disastrous social inequality which
you will always find at the very foundation of the structure of every State:
an inevitably ignorant mass and a privileged minority which is at least
comparatively better educated, if not always more intellirant. The
conclusion is easy to draw'. The educated minority will rule the ignorant
masses.
What is involved is not only the natural inequality of individuals* it is
an in^uality to which we are compelled to resign ourselves. One person's
situation IS more fortunate than the other*s; one is bom with a greater
natural power of intellect and will than the other. But 1 hasten to add: these
differenws are by no means so great as may be claimed. Even from the
standpoint of nature, talents and shortcomings pretty much balance out in
everyone, so that [most] persons are nearly equal. There are only two
exceptions to this law of natural equality: geniuses and idiots. But
exceptions are not the.rule< and in general it may be said that one human
individual is as worthy as another; and iUn present-day society.enormous
duTerences exist between individuals, their origin is not'nature but the
monstrous inequality in upbringing and education.
The chUd endowed with the greatest talents, but bom into a poor
family, a family of workers living from day to day on their hard labor is
doom^ t(x an ignorance which, instead of developing his natural talents,
kills them all: he will become the worker, the unskilled laborer, forced to be
the bourgeoisie's man-servant and field-worker. The child of bour
geois parents, on the other hand, the child of the rich, however stupid
by nature, will receive both the upbringing and the education necessary to
develop his scanty talents as much as possible. He will become the
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exploiter of labor, the master, the property-owner, the legislator, the
governor—a Gentleman. However stupid he may be, he will make laws on
behalf of the people and against them, and he will rule over the popular
masses.
In a democratic State, it will be said, the people will choose only the
good men. But how will they recognize them? They have neither the
education necessary forjudging the good and the bad, nor the spare time
necessary for learning the differences among those who run for election.
These men, moreover, live in a society different from their own; they doff
their hat to Their Majesty the sovereign people only at election-time, and
once elected they turn their backs. Moreover, however excellent they may
be as members of their family and their society, they will always be bad for
the people, because, belonging to the privileged and exploiting class, they
will quite naturally wish to preserve those privileges which cbhstitute the
very basis of their social existence and condemn the people to eternal
slavery.
But why havenH the people been sending men of their own, men of the
people, to the legislative assemblies and the government? First, because
men of the people, who have to live by their physical labor, do not have the
time to devote themselves exclusively to politics. [Second, b]eing unable to
do so, being more often ignorant of the political and economic questions
which are discussed in these lofty regions, they will nearly always be the
dupes of lawyers and bourgeois politicians. Also, [third,] it is 'usually
enough for these men of the people to enter the government for them to
become members of the bourgeoisie in their tum, sometimes hating and
scorning the people from whom they came more than do the naturalbom members of the bourgeoisie.
So you see that political equality, even in the most democratic States,
is an illusion. It is the same with juridical equality, equality before the law.
The bourgeoisie make the law for themselves, and they practice it
against the people. The State, and the law which expresses it, exist only to
perpetuate the slavery of the people for the benefit of the bourgeois.
Moreover, you know, if you wish to file suit when you find your
interests, your honor, or your rights wronged, you must first prove that
you are able to pay the costs, that is, that you can lay aside an impossible
sum; and if you cannot do so, then you cannot file suit. But do the people,
the majority of the workers, have the resources to put on deposit in a court
of law? Most of the time, no. Hence the rich man will be able to attack you
and insult you with impunity. There is no justice at all for the people.
Political equality will be an illusion so long as economic and social
equality do not exist, so long as any minority can become rich, propertyowning, and' capitalist through inheritance. Do you know the true
definition of her^itary property? It is the hereditary ability to exploit the
collective labor of the people and to enslave the masses.
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That is what the greatest heroes of the Revolution of 1793 did not
understand, neither Danton, Robespierre, nor Saint-Just. They wanted
freedom and equality to be only political, not economic and social. And
that IS why the freedom and equality which they instituted merely
established the domination of the people by the members of the
bourgeoisie, placing it on a new foundation.
They thought they concealed this contradiction by inserting Fraf ernity as the third term of their revolutionary formula. This was again a
he! I ask you whether fraternity is ppssible between the exploiters and the
exploited, between the oppressors and the oppressed? What is this! 1 make
you sweat and suffer all day, and at night when I have reaped the fruit of
your sufferings and your sweat, leaving you only a small portion of it so
that you may survive, that is,so that you may sweat and suffer anew for my
^nefit again tomorrow-at night 1 will say to you: Let us embrace, we are
brothers!
Such is the fraternity of the Bourgeois Revolution.
My dear friends, we too desire noble Liberty, wholesome Equality,
blessed Fraternity. But we want these great and noble things to cease being
tables and lies, we want them to become the true essence of reality!
^at is the meaning and the goal of what we call Social Revolution,
The Social Revolution can be summarized in a few words: It wishes
and we wish, every individual born on this earth to be able to become
human m the fullest sense of t)ie word, to have not just the right to develop
natural talents, but also the means necessary for this, to be free and
prosperous in equality and through fraternity! That is what we all wish
and we are all ready to die to realize this goal.
1 ask you, friends, for a third and last session in order to explain
completely my thoughts to you.
3
Dear Comrades,
l^st time I told you how the bourgeoisie, not completely conscious of
what It was doing but at least one-quarter so, used the physical strength of
the people, during the Great [ French] Revolution of 1789-1793. to assert
its own influence on the ruins, of the feudal world. It thus became the
dommant class. It is entirely incorrect to think that Robespierre and SaintJust were overthrown and slain, their partisans guillotined or deported by
priests and imigri nobility who may have staged the reactionary cmp
djtat of Thermidor. Many members of these two downfaUen groups
doubtless took an active part in the intrigue, and they were pleased at the
fall of those who had terrified them and mercilessly cut off their heads But
they were, unable to do anything by themselves. Having lost their goods
they were reduced to impotence.
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The principal Instigators of the Thermidorean reaction were the
virtuous representatives of public morality and public order who belonged
to that part of the bourgeois class which had enriched itself through the
purchase of national wealth, through war materiel, through the handling
of public funds: those who had profited from public poverty and even
bankruptcy to stuff their own pockets. They were warmly and forcefully
supported by the majority of the shopkeepers, an eternally spiteful and
cowardly breed which cheats the people in retail fashion, little, by little
corrupts them, sells them fraudulent merchandise, and has all the peopled
ignorance without their greatheartedness, all the vanity of the.bpurgeois
aristocracy without their full pockets; cowards during revolutions, they
tum savage under reaction. For the shopkeepers, all the ideas th^t make
the hearts of the masses beat—the grand principles and the great concerns
of humanity—do not exist. They dont even understand patriotism, seeing
in it only vanity or bluster. No feelings at all can distract them from
commercial preoccupations and worthless day-to-day anxieties. Everyone
saw, and all sides confirm, that during that terrible siege of Paris—while
the people fought and the class of the rich intrigued, preparing the
treachery that delivered Paris to the Prussians, while the courageous
proletariat and the women and children of the people were half-starved—
the shopke,epers had but a single concern: to sell their wares, their produce,
and the goods most essential to the people'ssurvival, at the highest possible
price.
The shopkeepers of all France's cities did the same thing. In town^
invaded by Prussians, they opened their doors to the Prussians; in towns
not invaded, they prepared to open them. They paralyzed the national
defense, opposing wherever they could the insurrection and the arming of
the people that alone could have saved France. The cities' shopkeepers and
the countryside^ peasants today compose the army of reaction. The
peasants can be converted to revolution, and they must be, but the
shopkeepers—never.
During the Great [French] Revolution the bourgeoisie was divided
into, two categories. One, forming the tiny minority, was.the revolutionary
bourgeoisie, known generically as the Jacobins. The Jacobins of today
must not be confused with those of 1793. Those of today are only pale
ghosts, ridiculously miserable specimens, caricatures of the past century's
heroes. The Jacobins of 1793 were great men, they possessed the sacred fire
and the creed of justice, liberty, and equality. It was not their mistake not
to understand better certain words which still express all our aspirations.
They considered only political appearance, not economic and social
context. But 1 repeat, it was not their mistake, just as it is not our merit that
we understand .them today. The mistake and the merit are of the times.
Humanity develops slowly—too slowly, alas!—and it is only by a
succession of errors, mistakes, and above all the bitter experiences that
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inevitably result from them, that mankind gains the truth. The Jacobins of
n93 were men of good faith, men inspired by the idea, devoted to the idea.
They were heroes! Had they not been so, and had they not had this sacred
and great sincerity, by no means could, they have accomplished the great
deeds of the Revolution. We can. combat the theoretical errors of the
Damons, Robespierres, and Saint-Jiists. and we must do so, but while
combating their false and narrow ideas, which are exclusively bourgeois in
social economy, we should acknowledge their revolutionary influence.
These were the last heroes of the bourgeois class, a class that used to teem
with heroes.
This heroic minority aside, the other category of the bourgeoisie was
the great majority of physical exploiters, for whom the ideas and the great
principles of the Revolution were but words, having value and meaning
only to the extent that these words could be used to stuff their large and
i^pectable bourgeois pockets. Once the richest and accordingly the most
influential of these bourgeois individuals had sufficiently used the Revolu
tion, stuffing their pockets in its tumult, they discovered that it had gone on
for too long, that the time had come toend it and to reestablish the reicn of
law and of public order.
They overthrew the Committee of Public Safety.'killed Robespierre,
Saint-Just, and their friends, and established the Directory, a true
incarnation of bourgeois depravity at the end of the [eighteenth] century
which marked the triumph and the reign of the ivealth that a few
thousand individuals had acquired by theft and collected into their
pockets.
But France had not yet had time to be corrupted, it was still all
throbbing with the great deeds of the Revolution, and it could not long
endure this regime. There were two protests, one abortive and one
victoriotis. The first, had it succeeded, had it been able to succeed, would
have saved France and the world. The triumph of the second ushered in the
kings' despotism and the peoples' slavery. I am referring to BabeufS
insurrection and the first Bonaparte's usurpation.
Babeufs insurrection was the final revolutionary attempt of the
[eighteenth] century.-Babeuf and Jiis friends had been more or less friends
of Robespierre and Saint-Just. They were socialist Jacobins". They had
known the creed of equality, even to the detriment of freedom. Their plan
was very simple: to expropriate all holders of property and of the
instruments of labor and other capital, for the benefit of the republican,
democratic, and social State; the State, becoming the sole owner of all
wealth, personal property as well as real estate, would as a result become
society^ sole employer and boss. At the same time, armed with political
omnipotence, the State would make itself exclusive master of the
upbringing and equal education of all children, and it would compel all
adult individuals to work and live according to equality and justice. All
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communal autonomy and individual initiative—all freedom. In a word—
would disappear, annihilated by this formidable power. Society would
totally cease to exhibit anything but monotonous and forced uniformity.
The government would be elected by universal suffrage, but once elected
it would exercise an absolute power over all members of society so long as
it remained active.
Babeuf did not invent the theory of forcibly establishing equality by
the power of the State. Its first foundations were laid several centuries
before Christ by Plato in his Republic, a work in which this great thinker of
antiquity attempted to sketch the design of an egalitarian society. The first
Christians undeniably fostered communism in the practice in their
associations, which were persecuted by all of official society. Later, during
the first quarter of the sixteenth century in Germany, at the very beginning
of the religious Revolution, Thomas MUnzer and his disciples made a first
attempt to establish social equality on a very broad footing. The
Conspiracy of Babeuf was the second practical manifestation of tfie
egalitarian idea among the masses. All these attempts, including the last,
failed for two reasons: first, because the masses were hardly sufficiently
advanced to make possible the realization [of the egalitarian idea]; and
second, especially, because in all these systems [ Plato's, MUnzerls, and
Babeufs], equality joins forces with the power and authority of the State,
and the result is incompatible with freedom. For we know, dear friends,
that equality is possible only with freedom and only by means of it: not by
means of this freedom which is enjoyed exclusively by the Bourgeois,
which is founded on the slavery of the masses, which is not freedom but
privilege; but by means of a worldwide freedom of human beings, which
raises each one of them to human dignity. But we also know that this
freedom is possible only within [the context of) equality. Not just revolt in
theory but revolt in practice, against all institutions and against all social
relations created by inequality; then the establishment of economic and
social equality through the freedom of everyone: that is our present
program, which will succeed despite the BIsmarcks, the Napoleons, the
Thiers, and all the Cossacks of my august Emperor, the Tsar of All the
Russias.
The Conspiracy of Babeuf brought together every citizen in Paris
devoted to the Revolution who still remained after the executions and
deportations of the reactionary coup d'itat of Thermidor; of course, it
included many workers. It failed; many were guillotined, but several had
the good fortune to escape. Among the latter was the citizen Buonarroti, a
man of iron who had an old-fashioned spirit, who so deserved respect that
he knew how to make his most acute opponents respect him. For a long
time he lived In Belgium, where he became the principal founder of the
secret society of Carbonari-communists; and in a book which has become
very rare today but which I will try to send to our friend Adh6mar
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[Schwitzgu&beO, he tells the doleful story of this last heroic protest of the
Revolution against the Reaction, the Conspiracy of Babeuf'
As I said, society's other protest against the bourgeois corruption
This story, a thousand times again as dismal, is known to you all. It
\ras the firet inauguration of the infamous and brutal regime of the sword
the first slap in humanity's face, imparted by an impudent upstart at the
beginning of this century. Napoleon 1 became the hero of all the despots
whom he temfied militarily at the same time. Once he wasconquered thev
were left with his disastrous estate and his infamous principle: contempt
lor humanity and its oppression by the sword.
JnT'l"
1°
Restoration. This was a ridiculous
ttempt to revive and return to political power two downfallen and
decayed social groups: the nobility and the priests. Only under the
Restoration did the bourgeoisie, threatened and attacked by the power
which it thought It had conquered for all time, again, remarkably, became
quasi-revolutionary. Enemy of the public order as soon as this publicorder
IS not ite own, that is, as soon as it establishes and guarantees interests
other thM its own, the bourgeoisie cpnspired anew. Messra. Guizot
Pfcrier, Thiers and so many others, the most fanatic partisans and
OTnspicuous defenders of an oppressive and corrupting government under
Louis-Phihppe, but one which was bourgeoisand therefore perfect in their
eyes—all these damned souls of the bourgeois reaction conspired under the
/« ~wa?begr

The year 1830 truly marks the exclusive domination of bourgeois
poll ICS and interests m Europe, above all in France, England, Betom
olland and Switzerland. In the other countries, such as Germany'
out^f/he'd
''"'"Sal. bourgeois interests entirely
outweighed all others, but [there was no] political government of the
Bourpois. I do not refer to the great and unhappy Empire of All the
Russias, which remains still subject to the absolute despotism of the Tsars
DoHtf™?h H
"If"®
'"'enneiiiary political class, no bourgeois
M>t cal body at all; where in effect there is only, on the one side! the
f .1!"'
organization of military police and bureaucracy to
sausfy the whims of the Tsar, and on the other side, the people^ of
RevXion T
"'y "l®
»•«' his functionaries. In Russia, the
Revolution will come directly from the people, as I fully explained in a
rather long s^ech which I gave a few years ago in Berne, and which I shall
the tilom of Ih°
J®'''®'' ""happy, heroic Poland, which struggles in
the telons of three infamous eagles—the Empire of Russia, the Empire of
Austria, Md the new Empire of Germany, represented by Prussia—always
to be stifled anew but neverdead. In Poland as in Russia, there is no middle
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class properly speaking; on the one hand there is the nobility, which in
Russia is a hereditary bureaucracy and slave to the Tsar, formerly
dominant but today disorganized and downfallen; on the other hand there
is the enslaved peasant, overwhelmed no longer by the nobility, which has
lost its power, but by the State, by its innumerable functionaries, and by
the Tsar. I shall not again mention the small countries of Sweden and
Denmark, which did not become really constitutional until 1848 and which
have remained more or less behind the general development of Europe; nor
Spain and Portugal, where the industrial movement and bourgeois politics
were paralyzed for so long by the dual power of the clergy and the army.
However, 1 ought to point out that Spain, which appeared so poorly
developed to us, today offers us one of the most magnificent organizations
of the International Working-Men's Association existing in the world.
I will pause for a moment on Germany. Since 1830, Germany has
offered us—and still offers us—the strange sight of a country where the
interests of the bourgeoisie predominate yet where political influence is not
theirs, belonging rather to the absolute monarchy, under a mask of
militarily and bureaucratically organized Constitutionalism which is
administered exclusively by nobles.
It is in France, England, and above all Belgium that the reign of the
bourgeoisie should be studied. Since the unification of Italy under the
scepter of Victor-Emmanuel, Italy can also be studied. But nowhere is the
bourgeoisie's reign so plainly marked as in France; it is in this country
that we shall chiefly examine it.
There, the bourgeois principle has had full freedom to be expressed in
literature, politics, and social economy since 1830. That principle can be
summarized in a single word: individualism.
By individualism I mean that tendency which considers all members
of society, the mass of individuals, to be mutually unconcerned rivals and
competitors, natural enemies with whom each individual is forced to live
but who block each other's way, that tendency which impels the individual
to gain and erect his own well-being, prosperity, and good fortune to the
disadvantage of everyone else, despite them and on their backs. It is an over
land racecourse from point to point, a general headlong flightin which each
individual seeks to arrive first. Woe to the weak who stop; they are passed.
Woe to those who collapse on the way, tired with fatigue; they afe soon
crushed. Competition has neither heart nor pity. Woe to the vanquished!
In this struggle, many crimes must inevitably be committed; this fratricidal
struggle is moreover a continuous crime against human solidarity, which is
the only basis of all morality. The Stat^, which is said to represent justice
and to deliver it, does not prevent the perpetration of these crimes. On the
contrary, it eternalizes and legalizes them. What it represents and defends
is not human justice but juridical justice, which is nothing but the
consecration of the victory of the strong over the weak, of the rich over the
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poor. The State demands only one thing: that all these crimes be
committed legally. 1 may ruin you, walk over you, and destroy you, but 1
must observe the laws in doing so. Otherwise 1 should be declared a
criminal and treated as such. That is the sense of this principle, this word
individualism.
Now let us see how this principle is manifested in literature, in this
literature created by the Victor Hugos, the Dumas, the Balzacs, the Jules
Janins, and other authors of books and articles in the bourgeois
newspapers which have inundated Europe since 1830, instilling depravity
and evoking egoism in the hearts of the young people of both sexes, and
unhappily even among the people themselves. Take whichever novel you
like: aside from false, lofty sentiments and fine sentences, what do you find
there? Always the same thing: a young man is poor, humble, and
unreco^ized; he is consumed by all kinds of ambitions and desires; he
would like to live in a palace, eat truffles, drink champagne, live ina grand
style, and sleep with some pretty marquise. While all others fail, he
succeeds through heroic efforts and extraordinary adventures. That is the
hero: that is pure individualism.
Let us look at politics. How is the principle expressed there? It is said
that the masses need to be led and governed, that they are incapable of
doing without government, as if they are also incapable of governing
themselves. Who will govern them? [Under the reign of bourgeois
individualism, c]lass privilege no longer exists. Everyone has the right to
attain the highest social positions and offices. But to get there one must be
intelligent and clever; one must be strong and wealthy; one must know
how to surpass all rivals and be able to do so. It is again a race from
point to point: it is the clever and strong individuals who will govern and
fleece the masses.
Ixt us now examine this same principle in relation to the economic
question, which is at bottom the basic question, one may say the only
question. The bourgeois economists tell us that they are partisans of
unlimited freedom for individuals and that competition is the condition
necessary for this freedom. But let us see, what is this freedom? And right
away, let us ask one question: Does isolated and solitary labor produceall
the marvelous riches of which our age boasts, has it produced them? We
know very well to the contrary. The isolated labor of individuals would
hardly be able to feed and clothe a small savage tribe; a great nation
becomes rich and survivesonly through collective labor, where the work of
one person depends on that of the other. Since labor, which is the
production of wealth, is collective, wouldn't it seem logical that the
enjoyment of this wealth should also be collective? Well, this Is what
bourpois cconomy does not want, what it hatefully resists. It wants
individuals to enjoy [the fruits of collective labor] separately. But which
individuals? All of them? Hardly! It grants this pleasure to the powerful.
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the intelligent, the cunning, and the wealthy. Yes. the wealthy above all.
For in the social organization [which follows from bourgeois political
economy], and in accordance with the law of inheritance which is [that
society^] principal foundation, a minority is bom richer and more
Successful than millions of disinherited and unsuccessful others. Then
bourgeois society says to all these individuals: struggle and fight for the
prize of well-being, wealth, and political influence. The winners will be the
lucky ones, poes equality exist at least in this fratricidal struggle? No. not
at all. A small number are able-bodied, armed from head to foot with
education and inherited wealth, and millions of men of the peopleenter the
arena almost naked, with their equally inherited ignorance and poverty.
What is the inevitable result of this so-called free competition? The people
yield, the bourgeoisie triumphs, and the fettered proletarian is compelled
to work like a ^Uey-slave for the individual bourgeois, who dominates him
unendingly.
So long as capital opposes labor, the proletariat will never be able to
defend itself against this nurturer of labor, which is the main weapon of the
bourgeoisie and which has become the principal agent of industrial
production in every advanced country.
Capital, as it is now organized and used, crashes not just the
proletariat; it oppresses and expropriates a vast number of members of the
bourgeoisie, transforming them [into proletarians]. The cause of this
phenomenon, which the moyenne and petite bourgeoisie dont understand
well enough and of which indeed they know nothing, is nevertheless quite
simple. Thanks to this fight to the death called competition, which prevails
today in commerce and industry because the people's freedom benefits
the bourgeoisie, all manufacturers are foreed to sell their products—
or rather, the products of the workers they employ and exploit—at the
lowest possible price. You know from experience that the expensive
products are today more and more shut out of the market by lower-priced
products, even though the latter are more poorly made than the former.
Here, then, is a first disastrous result of this competition, this struggle
internal to bourgeois production: it inevitably tends to replace good
products with mediocre products, and skillful workers with mediocre
workers; at the same time, it decreases the quality of the products and of
'producers.
In this competition, this struggle for the lowest price, big capital
inevitably overwhelms small capital and the fat Bourgeois min the skinny
Bourgeois.' For an immense factory can naturally make its products better
than a small or average-sized factory, as well as give them a better price.
The establishment of a large factory naturally requires great capital, but in
proportion to what it can produce it costs less than a small or average-size
factory: 100,000 francs is more than 10,000 francs, but 100,000 francs used
in a factory will yield [a profit of] twenty to thirty percent, while 10,000
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francs used in thesame manner will yield [a profit oQ ten percent. The large
manufacturer saves on the building, on primary materials, and on
machines; employing many more workers than the small or average-size
manufacturer, he also gains through better organization and a greater
division of labor. To put it briefly, a single manufacturer with 100,000
francs invested in an organization produces much more than ten
manufacturers each using 10,000 francs; for example, if each of the latter
were to realize a net profit of 2,000 francs on the 10,000-franc investment,
the manufacturer who establishes and organizes a large factory costing
100,000 francs realizes 5,000 or 6,000 francs on each 10,000 francs
[invested], or rather produces five or six [times as much] merchandise.
Producing proportionally much more, he can naturally sell his products
at a much lower price than the small or average-size manufacturer; but by
selling them at a lower price he forces the small and average-size
manufacturers to lower their prices, lest their products not be bought at ail.
But since it is much more expensive for them to produce these products
than it is for the large manufacturer, they are ruined by selling them at the
large manufacturer^ price. In this way big capital is the death of
small capital, and if big capital encounters capital bigger still, it is
overwhelmed in its turn.
This is so true that there is an undisguised tendency today for big
capital to agglomerate into horrendously huge capital. In the most
industrialized countries—England, Belgium, and France—exploitation of
commerce and industry by private companies is beginning to replace the
exploitation by large unassociated capitalists. And as the civilization and
national wealth of the most advanced countries increase, the wealth of the
big capitalists increases but the number of capitalists decreases. Membere
of the moyenne bourgeoisie find themselves thrown in with the petite
bourgeoisie, and a still greater number of the petite bourgeoisie are
inexorably thrust into the proletariat, into poverty.
This is an incontestable fact, supported by the statistics of all
countries as well as by the most precise mathematical proof. In the
economic organization of present-day society, the successive impoverish
ment of thegreat bulk of the bourgeoisie, to the benefit of a limited number
of monumentally huge capitalists, is an inexorable law for which the only
cure is Social Revolution. If the petite bourgeoisie had enough insight and
good sense to understand this, it would ally itself with the proletariat
before long in order to carry out this revolution. But the petite bourgeoisie
is in general very stupid; its foolish vanity and unfeeling egoism shut out
the spirit [of Revolution]. Overwhelmed on one side by the grande
bourgeoisie and rpenaced on the other by the proletariat which it despises,
detests, and fears, it sees nothing, achieves nothing, and stupidly allows
itself to be led into the abyss.
The consequences of this bourgeois competition are disastrous for the
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proletariat. The manufacturers, forced to sell their products—or the
products of the workers whom they exploit—at the lowest possible price,
naturally must pay their workers the lowest possible wages. Therefore they
can no longer reward their workers' talent. They must seek labor which is
sold, forced to be sold, at the lowest price. Since women and children are
satisfied with a smaller salary, the manufacturers endeavor to employ
children and women in preference to men, and mediocre workers in
preference to skillful workers, unless the latter are happy with the salary of
unskilled workers, children, and women. Every bourgeois economist has
demonstrated and acknowledged that the size of a worker's salary isalways
determined by the cost of his daily living. Thus, if a worker could lodge,
clothe, and feed himself on one franc a day, his salary would fall very
quickly to one franc. And this [is so] for a very simple reason: workers
tormented vby hunger are forced to compete with each other. The
manufacturer, on the other hand, is forced by bourgeois competition tosell
his products at the lowest possible price and, eager to grow as quickly as
possible by exploiting the workers' labor, he will naturally hire those who
will offer him more hours of labor for a lower salary.
This is not just a logical deduction, it is an actual event which occurs
every day in England, France, Belgium, Germany, and those parts of
Switzerland where big industry, exploited in big factories by big capital,
has been established. In my last lecture I toU you that you were privileged
workers. Although your salary is still less than the full value of your
daily production, and although you are undeniably exploited by your
employers, nevertheless you are better paid in comparison with workers in
laige industrial establishments, you have spare time, you are [relatively]
free and fortunate. And 1 hasten to acknowledge that you deserveso much
the more merit to have entered the International, becoming devoted,
zealous members of this vast association of labor which will liberate the
workers of the entire world. It is noble and generous of you. You prove
thereby that you are thinking not just of yourselves but of the millions of
your brothers who are much more oppressed and less prosperous. It is with
great happiness that I bear this witness.
But let me tell you that this act of unselfish and fraternal solidarity is
also an act of foresight and prudence. Yo.u perform it not only for your
unhappy brothers in other industries and other countries but also, if not
for yourself, then for your children. You are well-rewarded, free, and
prosperous, not absolutely so but by comparison. Why is this? Simply
because big capital has not yet overrun your industry. But surely you don't
think that this will always be the case. Big capital is compelled, by a law
inherent in it, inevitably to overrun-everything. It began, naturally, by
exploiting those branches of commerce and industry which promised it the
greatest advantages and were the most easily exploited; and after it has
sufficiently exploited them, the competition created by this exploitation
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will inevitably push it to assail those branches which will still then be
untouched. Dont machines already make clothes, boots, and lace? Mark
well these words, that sooner or later, and sooner rather than later,
machines will also make watches. The springs, the escapements, the cases,
the cap, the finishing, the ornamentation, and the engraving will be done
by machine. The products will not be as perfect as those which come from
your expert hands but they will cost much less and be sold for much less
than your more perfect products, which they will eventually exclude from
the market. And so you, or at least your children, will be as slavish and
poor as workers in large industrial establishments now. So indeed you see
that in working for your brothers, the impoverished workers of other
industries and other countries, you are also working for your children if
not for yourselves.®
You are working for humanity. The working class has today become
the sole representative of >the great and sacred cause of humanity. The
future now belongs to the workers: those in the fields and those in the
factories and ciUes. The classes which have always exploited the labor-of
the popular masses—the nobility, the clergy, the bourgeoisie, and the
myriad military and civil functionaries who represent the injustice and
malevolent power of the State—are corrupt classes, struck 'with impo
tence, capable neither of judging what is good nor of seeking it, infiuential
only for evil['s sake].
The clergy and the nobility were unmasked and defeated in 1793. The
Revolution of 1848 unmasked and showed the impotence and evil-doing of
the bourgeoisie. During the June Days in 1848, the bourgeois class boldly
renounced the religion of their fathers, this revolutionary religion whose
principles and bases were liberty, equality, and fraternity. As soon as the
people took equality and liberty seriously, the bourgeoisie, existing thanks
only to the people's economic inequality and social bondage, retreated into
reaction.
These very traitors who wish to disgrace France today once more—
the Thiers, the Jules Favres, and the vast majority of the 1848 National
Assembly—worked for the triumph of the most foul reaction back then,
just as they do today. They began by suppressing universal suffrage, and
later [using it] they 'raised Louis Bonaparte to the presidency. The fear of
Social Revolution, the dread of equality, the awareness of its own crimes,
and the fear of popular justice hurled this downfallen class, once so
intelligent and heroic but now so stupid and cowardly, into the arms of the
dictatorship of Napoleon IIL And they had military dictatorship for the
next eighteen years. We should not think that the Bourgeois Gentlemen
were too inconvenienced. Those who rebelled and played at liberalism in
too loud and incommodious a manner for the imperial regime were
naturally isolated and repressed. But everyone else—those who left the
political nonsense to the people and applied themselves earnestly and
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exclusively to the great concern of the bourgeoisie, the exploitation of the
people—they were well protected and powerfully supported. They were
even given all the appearances of liberty so that they could Save their
honor. Didnt a Legislative Assembly exist under the Empire, regularly
elected by universal suffrage? All went well, according to the desires of the
bourgeoisie. There was only one black mark. This was the ambition for
conquest exhibited by the sovereign, who forcibly dragged France into
ruinous expenditures which led to the destruction of his own power. But
this black mark was not an accident, it was a necessity of,the system. A
despotic and absolute regime, even one with the semblances of freedom,
must inevitably depend upon a powerful army, and every large standing
army sooner or later brings foreign war, because ambition is the principal
inspiration of the military hierarchy. Every lieutenant wishes to be a
colonel, every colonel a general. As for the soldiers, who are systematical
ly demoralized in their barracks, they dream of the noble pleasures of war:
massacre, pillage, theft, and rape—the exploits of the Prussian army in
France, for example. Well, if all these noble passions, nurtured systemati
cally and knowingly among the officers and soldiers, remain long
unsatisfied, then they grow worse, provoking the army to discontent, and
from discontent to revolt. War thus becomes a necessity. So all the
expeditions and wars undertaken by Napoleon ill were hardly the
personal caprices the Bourgeois Gentlemen claim, but a necessity of the
despotic imperial system which they themselves founded out of the fear of
Social Revolution. Thus the privileged classes, the cardinals and priests,
the downfallen nobility, and finally this respectable, honest, and virtuous
bourgeoisie above all, are as much to blame as Napoleon 111 himself for all
the horrible misfortunes that have recently struck France.
And comrades, you all saw that to defend unhappy France there was
in the entire land but a single group, the urban workers: precisely those
betrayed by the bourgeoisie and delivered to the Empire, which sacrificed
them to bourgeois exploitation. In the whole country, only the unselfish
urban and industrial workers sought an uprising of the people for the
safety of France. The rural workers, the peasants, demoralized and
stupefied by the religious education which they have been given from
Napoleon 1 to the present, took the side of the Prussians and of Reaction,
against France. They could have been revolutionized. In a pamphlet which
many among you have read. Letters to a Frenchman^ \ described the
methods by which they could have been won over to the Revolution.' But
for this to have happened, it was first necessary that the cities rise in
insurrection and organize themselves in a revolutionary manner. The
workers wanted this; they even tried it in many cities in central France, in
Lyons. Marseilles, Montpelier, Saint-£tienne, and Toulouse. But every
where they were held back and paralyzed in the name of the Republic by
the bourgeois radicals. Yes, in the name of the Republic, the members of
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the J>ourgeoisie who had turned republican out of fear of the people—in
the name of^the Republic of the Gambettas, that pid sinner Jules Favre,
Thiers the infamous fox, and all the Picards, Fe'rrys, Jules Sim6ns!
Pelletans and many others—in the name of'the Republfcf they assassinated
the Republic and France.
Sentence has been passed on the bourgeoisie. It is the richest and most
numerous class in Frances-except for the masses of the people of course—
and had it wished, it coUld have saved France. But for that it would have
had to sacrifice its money and its life and rely unreservedly on the
proletariat, aS.'did its forefathers, the bourgeoisie of 1793: Well it didnt
want to sacrifice its money any more than its life, and it preferred to see
France conquered by the Prussians than saved by popular revolution.
The issue between the workers in the towns and the Bourgeois was
stated just as clearly. The workers said: We would'sooner blow our houses
up than deliver our towns to the Prussians. The Bourgeois replied: We
would'sooner open'the doors of our towns to the Prussians than allow you
to create public disorder, and we would pVefer to retain our expensive
houses at all cost, even if we "have "to kiss the behind of these Prussian
Gentlemen.
And note that these same members oJ the bourgeoisie now dare to
insult'the Paris Commune, this noble Commune which is saving France's
honor and. let us hope, the freedom of the world at the same time. And in
the name bf what do they insult tHe Commune?/n the name of patriotism f
They are'really brazen-faced! They have sunk |o'a level of infamy
which has caused tftem to lose riearly their lowest'sen^e of decency. They do
not know shame. Before they have even died, they are already rotten to the
core. 1*
And it is not just in Franw; comrades, that thfe bourgeoisie is rotten,
morally and intellectually destroyed! if is the same throughout Europe;
and in all the countries of Europe, only the proletariat has kept the sacred
fire. It &lone 'is noW humanity's*^ standard-bearer.
What is its mottb;'its'morality','its principle? Solidarity. All for one,
one for all, and one'by virtue of all. This is the motto, the fundamental
principle of our grear IhteVnational [Working-Men'sJ Association which
transcends the frontier of States, thus destroying them, endeavoring to
unite'the .Workers of' the entire world into a single human family on the
basis of universally obligatory labofrin the name of the freedom of each
and every individiJal. This- Solidarity 1s collective labor and collective
iJrdperty in'social economy; in^olitics, it is called the destruction of St&tes
and the freedom of every individual, which arises from the freedom ofall
individuals.
Yes, dear comrades, you the workers, jointly with your brother? the
workers bf the whole world, today you alone inherit the great mission of
emancipating humanity. You have a co-inheritor; he is a worker like you.
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but he works under different conditions. This is the peasant. But the
peasant does not yet realize the great mission of the people. He has been
poisoned and is poisoned still by the priests, and he acts against himself, as
an instrument of Reaction. You must teach him and save him in spite of
himself, winning him over and explaining to him what Social Revolution
is.
At this moment, and above all in the beginning, the workers of
industry must count, can count only on themselves. But they will be allpowerful if they wish it. Only they must earnestly wish it. And there are but
two ways to realize this wish. The first Ls by establishing, first in their own
groups and then among all groups, a true fraternal solidarity, not just in
words but in action, not just for holidays but in their daily life. Every
member of the International must be able to feel that all other members are
his brothers and be convinced of this in practice.
The other means is revolutionary organization, organization for
action. If the uprisings of the people in Lyons, Marseilles, and other
French towns have failed, that is because there was hardly any organiza
tion. I can speak with full knowledge of the affair, for I was there and 1 was
pained by it.'^ And if the Paris Commune holdsfast so vaHantly today, this
is because during the whole siege the workers are earnestly organized. Not
without reason do the bourgeois newspapers accuse the International of
having produced the magnificent uprisingof Paris. Yes, let us say it boldly,
these are our brother-members of the International, who have organized
the people of Paris and whose steady efforts have made the Paris
Commune possible.
Let us then be good brothers and comrades, and let us organize
ourselves. Do not think that we are at the end of the Revolution, we are at
its beginning. The Revolution is henceforth the order of the day, for many
decades to come. It will come to find us, sooner or later. Let us therefore
prepare and purify ourselves and become more genuine, let us be less
talkers, less criers, less phrasemongers, less drinkers, and less rakes. Let us
gird our lom»^ and properly prepare ourselves for this struggle which will
save all peoples and finally emancipate humanity.
Long live the Social Revolution! Long live the Paris Commune!
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Part Two

Bourgeois Socialism and Revolutionary Socialism

2

The Hypnotizers

I

'X'ongress of Peace and Freedom ai Beme." Introductory page of a
contemporary collection of cartoons and carkaturet concerning the
Berne Cbngreu (IS68) of the League of Peaceand Freedom. Bakunin ii
unmistakable as the figure overturning the bed labelled "peace" and
holding the broom (that sweeps clean) marked "freedom.' Source:
Pittorino [pseud.], Congris de h Paixi Berne: Album (Geneva: Braun
et Cie. for Ch.T. Montaniar.[1868]). A copy of this brochure is in the
Biblioth6que publique et univenitaire, Geneva.

The International Association of Bourgeois Democrats, which calls itself
the "International League of Peace and Freedom," has just issued its new
program, or rather, it has just uttered a cry of distress, an exceedingly
touching appeal to all of Europe's bourgeois democrats, whom it begs not
to let it perish for lack of funds. It needs several thousand francs to
continue its newspaper, to flnish the official report of its last Congress,and
to enable the convocation of a new Congress—as a result of which its
Central Committee, driven to extreme measures, has decided to open a
subscription and is calling upon all the sympathizers and believers in this
bourgeois League to demonstrate their sympathy and their faith by
sending it as much money as possible, in any denomination.
Anyone who reads the new circular of the League's Central Com
mittee may think that he hean the dying, endeavoring to awaken the dead.
There is not a single living thought, only the repetition of hackneyed
phrases and the impotent expression of wishes as virtuous as they are
sterile, wishes condemned long ago by history precisely because of their
grievous impotence.
One must, however, give this due to the League of Peace and
Freedom: it assembled the most advanced, the most intelligent, the best
thinking, and the most magnanimous members of the European bourgeoi
sie—men who (with the exception of a small group) broke every relation
with the bourgeois class when they realized that life was ebbing from it,
that it no longer had any reason for existing, and that it could continue to
exist only by prejudicing justice and humanity; men who, despite having
been bom and raised in the midst of this class, turned their backs to it and
sought to serve the great cause of the emancipation of the workers whom
that very bourgeoisie exploits and dominates.
How, then, does it happen that this League, which counts so many
intelligent, learned, and sincerely liberal individuals, now displays such
poverty of thought and clear inability to will, to act, and to live? This
inability and poverty are the fault not of these individuals but of the class to
which they are unfortunate enough to belong. This class, the bourgeoisie,
having performed outstanding services for the civilization of the modern
world, is today condemned to death, as a political and social entity, by
history itself. The only service that it can still perform for humanity, which
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it served for so long while it lived, is to die. Yet it does not want to die; and
this is the only reason for its present pointless folly« for that shameful
impotence which now characterizes its every political project, national as
well as international.
The altogether bourgeois League of Peace and Freedom desires the
impossible: that the bourgeoisie continue to exist and continue toserve the
cause of progress at the same time. After long hesitations, after denying the
very existence of the social ^question at [the meeting of] its [CentraQ
Committee in Beme near the end of 1867, after rejecting social and
economic equality at its last Congress by a vast majority,'^ it has finally
realized that even a single step forward in history is nowadays impossible
unless the social question is resolved and the principle of equality
triumphs. Its circular calls on all its members to cooperate actively in
**everything that nfay hasten the advent of the reign of Justice and
equality.** But at the same time, it poses this question:**What role can the
bourgeoisie play ;n.the social question?'"'^
We.have already given our answer. If the bourgeoisie really wants to
perform one last service for humanity; if its love for real, complete world
wide freedom is sincere; if it wishes, in a word, to quit being reactionary,
then there is only one thing left for it to do: to die gracefully, as quickly as
possible.
Understand us well. This does not mean the death of the individuals
who make up the bourgeoisie, but thedeath of the bourgeoisieas a political
and social entity economically distinct from the working class.
What is the sincere expression, the only meaning, the sole goal of the
social question? It is, as the Central Committee itself finally recognizes, the
triumph and realization of equality, ^ut since the bourgeoisie's existence
as an entity economically distinct from the mass of workers implies and
inevitably produces inequality, isn't it obvious that the bourgeoisie must
perish?
In vain tl^ey resort to double-talk, they complicate words and ideas,
and they adulterate social science in order to benefit bourgeois exploita
tion. But every sensible person uninterested in self-deception now realizes
that so long as a certain numper of economically privileged persons have
means of existence and lead lives which are not those of the working class:
so long as a rather considerable number of individuals inherit capital or
land which is not the product pf their own labor, whilethe vast majority of
workers inherit nothing at all; so long as rent on land arui interest on
capital generally entile those.privileged persons to live without working
(and even if we suppose what is impossible under these conditions, that
everyone in society either is obliged or prefersto work, except for one class
in society which, owing to its economically and therefore socially and
politically privileged position, can devote itself exclusively to labors of the
intellect, while the vast majority make their living only from their physical
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labor): in a word, so long as every human being bom into society does not
discover there the same resources for personal maintenance, the same
upbringing, education, labor, and leisure—then universal political, eco
nomic, and social equality will be forever unattainable.
It was in the name of equality that the bourgeoisie once overthrew and
massacred the nobility. It is in the name of equality that today we demand
either the violent death or the voluntary suicide of the bourgeoisie, with
this difference: being less bloodthirsty than the bourgeoisie, we wish not to
kill persons, but to abolish status and its perquisites. If the Bourgeois
resign themselves to this and let it happen, not a hair on their heads will be
touched. But so much the worse for them if, in order to save a position
which will very soon be untenable, they place themselves in opposition to
both historical and popular justice and carelessly sacrifice their individual
interests to the collective interests of their class, a class condemned to
extinction.
2

One thing that should make the supporters of the League of Peace and
Freedojn stop and think is the poor financial situation in which the League
now finds itself, after barely two years of existence. The present-day
bourgeoisie is no doubt very distressed that Europe's most radical
bourgeois democrats were unable, after meeting together, either to create
an effective organization or to produce a single new and fruitful idea; but
this no longer surprises us, for we have realized the main cause of this
sterility and impotence. But how is it that this thoroughly bourgeois
League, whose members enjoy incomparably greater freedom of move
ment and action than the members of the International Working-Menls
Association, and who are also clearly richer—how is it that this League is
now dying/br want of material means, while the impoverished workers of
the International, oppressed by a multitude of odious and restrictive laws,
deprived of education and leisure, and overwhelmed by the weight of their
wearisome work, have been able toestablish in so short a time a formidable
international organization and a host of newspapers which express their
needs, their wishes, and their thoughts?
The duly established intellectual and moral bankruptcy of the League
of Peace and Freedom aside, what is the root of its financial bankruptcy?
How is this! Every Swiss radical (or nearly every such), combined with
the Volkspartei of Germany, with the Garibaldian democrats of Italy,and
with France*s radical democrats, plus Spain and Sweden,' the former
represented by Emilio Castel&r himself, the latter by the excellent colonel
who appeased their souls and conquered their hearts at the recent Berne
Congress—practical men, great political charlatans-like Mr. Haussman and
all the editors of the Zukunft,^* people like Messrs. Lemonnier, Gustave
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Vogt, and Barni, athletes like Messrs. Armand Goegg and Chaudey have
all lent a hand in the creation of the League of Peace and Freedom, which
was blessed from afar by Garibaldi, Quinet. and Jacoby of KOnigsberg:
and now this League, having led a wretched life for two years, must perish
for want of a few thousand francs! How is this! Even the symbolic, pathetic
embrace of Messrs. Armand Goegg and Chaudey, who—the one re
presenting the great Germanic homeland, the other the great [French]
nation—threw themselves into each others* arms in the middle of the
Congress, shouting "Pax/ Pax! Paxr in front of the entire perplexed
assembly until little Theodore Beck of Beme was moved to weep out of
enthusiasm and compassion [is not enough]. How is this! All of that has
not been able to touch or to soften the hard hearts of Europe's bourgeoisie,
to make them untie their moneybags—all of that has not produced a sou!
Has the bourgeoisie already gone bankrupt? Not yet. Or has it lost its
taste for freedom and peace? Not at all. It continues to love freedom, of
course on the condition that this freedom exist only for itself: that is, on the
condition that it always retain the freedom to exploit the de facto slavery of
the masses of the people, who under present-day constitutions have only
the right to freedom but not the means to it, and who remain subjugated by
force under the bourgeoisie's yoke. As for peace, the bourgeoisie has never
so much as now felt the need for peace. The bourgeoisie is disturbed,
paralyzed, and ruined by the armed peace which today weighs on the
European world.
How is it, then, that the bourgeoisie, which on the one hand is not yet
financially bankrupt and on the other hand continues to love freedom and
peace, does not wish to spend a single sou to preserve the League of Peace
and Freedom?
Because it has no faith in this League. And why not? Because it no
longer has faith in itself. To believe is to desire passionately, and the
bourgeoisie has irrevocably lost the force of desire. What could it
reasonably desire today, as a separate class? DoesnH it have everything:
wealth, science, and exclusive rule? It is true that the bourgeoisie does not
like very much the military dictatorship which protects it a bit brutishly,
but, knowing full well that it will lose everything and cease to exist the very
moment this dictatorship is overthrown, it realizes that this is necessary
and it prudently resigns itself. And the citizens of the League ask the
bourgeoisie to donate its money and come join in the destruction of this
benevolent dictatorship? Not that dumb! Endowed with a more practical
mind, the bourgeoisie xmderstands its own interests better than do [the
League's members].
The latter try to convince the bourgeoisie by showing it the abyss
toward which it is letting itself be led, along the path of egoistic and brutish
[self-]preservation. Do they think that the bourgeoisie does not see this
abyss? It too senses the approach of the catastrophe which must engulf it.
But here is its reasoning: "If we preserve what exists." the bourgeois
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conservatives say to themselves, ''we can hope to prolong our present
existence some years yet, and perhaps we may die before the catastrophe
arrives—and after us, the deluge!'^ Whereas if we let ourselves be led down
the path of radicalism, and overthrow the currently established powers,
then we will die tomorrow. Therefore, it is better to preserve what exists."
The bourgeois conservatives understand the contemporary situation
better than do the bourgeois radicals. Not deluding themselves, they
realize that there is no compromise possible at all between the bourgeois
system which is disappearing and the socialism which must take its place.
That is why all the really practical members of the bourgeoisie and all their
full purses are turning toward Reaction, leaving to the League of Peace
and Freedom theempty purses and the less powerful minds; and as a result,
this virtuous but ill-fated league is today doubly bankrupt.
If anything can demonstrate the intellectual, moral, and political
death of bourgeois radicalism, this must be its present inability to create
anything, an impotence already well shown in France, Germany, and Italy,
and one which is now displayed more scandalo'uSly than ever in Spain.
Nearly nine months ago, the Revolution in Spain exploded and tri
umphed. If the bourgeoisie did not have power, it at least had every means of
giving itself power. What did it create? Royalty and Serrano's regency.
The modem bourgeoisie contains two categories of persons, at least
some of whom—despite thedepth of our antipathy toward, distrust of.and
scorn for this class—we do not lose hope of converting sooner or later
through socialist propaganda. The one impelled by the very force of
circumstances and by the necessity of its current position, the other
impelled by magnanimity, they certainly participate with us in the
destruction of existing injustices and in the foundation of a new world.
We are referring [respectively] to the petite bourgeoisie and to the
young people in schools and universities. We will address the question of
the petite bourgeoisie inpThe International Working-Men's Movement,"
below]. Let us now say a few words about the bourgeois young people.
It is true that the children of the bourgeoisie usually inherit the
exclusive practices, the narrow prejudices, and the egoistic instincts of
their fathers. But so long as they stay young, they must not be given up for
lost. In youth there is a vigor, a courage of bold yearnings, and a natural
instinct of justice which are capable of counteracting many pernicious
influences. Corrupted by their fathers' example as well as by their precepts,
the young of the bourgeoisie are still uncorrupted by the realexperience of
life; their own actions have not yet excavated'an abyss between themselves
and justice, and their fathers' injurious traditionsare little protected by the
spirit of natural contradiction and protestation that has always animated
youth. The young are disrespectful; they instinctively scorn tradition and
the principle of authority.'® This is their strerigth and salvation.
Theri comes the healthy influence of education and learning: but
heahhy only if they are not twisted and falsifi^ by a perverse doctrinairism
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to the benefit of injustice and official lies. Today, unhappily, in the vast
majority of Europe's schools and universities, education and learning are
to be found in precisely this state of systematic and premeditated
falsification. One could even believe that these schools and universities
have been established expressly for the intellectual and moral corruption
of the children of the bourgeoisie. They are just so many shops for the
privileged, where lies are sold retail an^ wholesale.
Not to mention theology, which is the science of the divine lie, nor
jurisprudence, which is the science of the human lie; not to mention
metaphysics or visionary philosophy either, which is the science of all the
half-lies; all other sciences—histpry, philosophy, politics, and economic
science—are essentially falsified since they are all equally founded on
theology, metaphysics, and jurisprudence, and are separated from their
real basis, the science of nature.
We may say withoutexaggeration that every young person who leaves
the university and who^has been steeped in these sciences, or rather in these
systematized lies and half-lies which presumptuously assume the name of
science, is lost unless extraordinary circumstances intervene to.save him.
The professors, these modern-priests of patented political and social
knavery, have inoculated him with a poison so corrosive that miracles are
indeed necessary to cure him. He leaves the university an accomplished
doctrinaire, full of respect for himself apd of scorn for the popular riffra^,
which he is only too glad to oppress and aboveall to exploit, in the name of
his intellectual and moral superiority. And the younger he is, tlie more
malevolent and hateful he is.
It is otherwise in the faculty of the exact and natural sciences. These
are the true sciences! Foreign to theology and metaphysics, they are hostile
to all fabrications and are founded exclusively on exact knowledge, on
conscientious analysis of facts, and on pure reason, that is, on common
sense as expanded by well-planned experiments. Just as the ideal sciences
are authoritarian and aristocratic, so the natural sciences are democratic
and entirely liberal. So what do we see? Whereas, almost all the young
people who study the ideal sciences rush passionately into the party of
exploitative and reactionary doctrinairism, those who study th^ natural
sciences embrace just as passionately the p^rty of revolution. Many among
them are open socialist-revolutionaries like oureelves^Theseare^theyqung
people on whom we count.
The denionstrkion&at ^he last Li^ge Congress'^ make us hope that we
will very soon see the whole intelligent and courageous segment of the
young people in the universities form new sections of the Interoational
Working-Men^ Assppiation. Their cooperation will be valuable only if
they understand that the mission of science today is no longer to rule over
labor-but to, serve it, and that theywjll have many more things to learn
from the work^ers than to teach them. The workers, if they make a.good
match with the,bou;gepis youth,, today constitute the youth of humanity;
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they carry its entire future in themselves. During the events which will soon
be Mpon us, the workers will then be senior, and the well-intentioned
bourgeois students will be junior.
But let us return to the poor League of Peace and Freedom. Why is it
that in the League'^ Congresses the bourgeois youth is distinguished only
by its absence? Ah! This is because for the doctrinaires the youth is already
too advanced, and for the socialist minority it is not far enough advanced.
After these young people come the great bulk of students, young people
who have sunk into nullity and who are indifferent toward everything
which is not today's trivial amusement or tomorrow's lucrative job. They
are ignorant of the very existence of the League of Peace and Freedom.
When Lincoln was elected President of the United States, the defeated
Colonel Douglas, who was then one of the principal leaders of the defeated
party, exclaimed: "Our party is lost, the young are no longer with us!"'®
Well, this poor League never had the young with it. It was born old, and it
will die without having lived.
Such will also be the fate of the whole party of the radical bourgeoisie
in Europe. Its existence has never been but a handsome dream. During the
Restoration and the July Monarchy, it dreamt. In 1848, showing itself
unable to establish anything substantial, it took a great fall, and its
consciousness of this inability and impotence pushed it into[the party of]
Reaction. After 1848, it had the misfortune to survive. It itill dreams, but
no longer of the future; it dreams, rather, the retrospective dream of an old
man who has never really lived. And while it persists in its stupid dreams, it
senses around itself a new world in movement, the potency of the future
being born. This is the potency, and the world, of workers.
The noise made by the workers has finally half-awakened the radical
bourgeoisie, which, after having long ignored and disavowed the workers,
has finally come to recognize their real strength. It sees them full of the life
which it has always lacked, and wishing to save hself by identifying with
them, it now tries to transform itself. It no longer calls itself radical
democracy, but bourgeois socialism.
Under this new name, it has existed only one year. In [our next]
article, we will describe what it has done during this year.*
3
Since we view the League of Peace and Freedom as a dying entity
whose days are numbered, our readers may wonder why we bother with it
and why we do not let it die peacefully, as befits one who no longer has
anything to do in this world. Ah! We would ask nothing better than to let it
end its days quietly without speaking of it at all, if it did not threaten before
•(See also "La Moniagne and Mr. Coullery,*' below.~Ed.]
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dying to leave us a very unpleasant heir named bourgeois socialism.
And we would not bother even with this illegitimate child of the
bourgeoisie, unpleasant as it is, if only it did not give itself the mission of
converting the members of the bourgeoisie to socialism; and, not having
the least confidence in the success of itsexertions, we could even admire its
magnanimity if it did not simultaneously pursue a diametrically opposite
goal, which seems to us particularly immoral: the propagation of
bourgeois theories among the working classes.
Bourgeois socialism is a sort of hybrid, located between two
irreconcilable worlds, the bourgeois world and the workers' world; and
while on the one hand its harmful and ambiguous activity hastens the
death of the bourgeoisie, on the other hand, it simultaneously corrupts the
proletariat from birth. It corrupts the proletariat doubly: first, by
adulterating and distorting its principle and program; .second, by im
pregnating it with impossible hopes accompanied by a ridiculous faith in
the bourgeoisie's approaching conversion, thereby trying to draw it into
bourgeois politics and to make it an instrument thereof.
As for the principle which it professes, the position of bourgeois
socialism is as embarrassing as it is ridiculous. Too lax or corrupt to stick
to a single well developed principle, it aspires to marry together two
absolutely incompatible principles which it has the singular pretension to
reconcile. For example, it wishes to preserve personal property in capital
and land for the bourgeoisie and it simultaneously declares its magnani
mous intention to assure the well-being of the worker. It even promises him
the full benefits of the fruits of his labor, but since interest and rent are
levied only on the fruits of labor, this cannot be realized until capital ceases
to collect interest and property in land ceases to produce rent.
Bourgeois socialism likewise wishes to preserve the freedom currently
enjoyed by the members of the bourgeoisie, a freedom which is only the
ability to exploit and which exists only thanks to the power of capital and
property (which are the workers* labor); and simultaneously it promises
the fullest economic and social equality of the exploited with their
exploiters!
It upholds the right of inheritance, that is, the privilegeof thechildren
of the rich to be bom into wealth and that of the children of the poor to be
bom into poverty; meanwhile, it promises to all children the equality of
upbringing and education that justice demands.
It upholds, in favor of the Bourgeois, the inequality of means that
follows directly from the right of inheritance, and it promises 4o the
proletarians that everyone will work under its system, the work being
determined only by the individual"^ natural capabilities and inclinations.
This would be possible only under two conditions, each equally absurd:
either that the State, whose power, the bourgeois socialists detest as much
as we do, compel the children of the rich to work just like those of the poor,
which would lead us directly to despoticState communism; or that all the
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children of the rich, impelled by magnanimous intention and a miracle of
self-denial, freely put themselves to work the same hours at the same jobs
filled by those whose poverty and hunger compel them so, and this without
being forced to do so out of necessity. And even under this supposition,
basing ourselves on the psychological and natural sociological law that
two actions with different causes can never be alike, we can still pred ct
with certainty that the worker who is forced to work would inevitably be
the inferior and dependent one, the slave-of the worker who works by the
grade of his will.
The bourgeois socialist can be recognized by one sign above all: he is a
rabid individualist and feels a hidden fury every time he hears a mention of
collective property. As an enemy of collective property, he is naturally also
an enemy of collective labor, and being unable to eliminate collective labor
entirely from the socialist program, he reserves, in the name of this
freedom which he so poorly understands, a large place in that program for
individual labor.
But what is individual labor? In every undertaking where a person's
strength or physical ability is immediately involved (that is, in ail material
production), it is impotence. The isolated labor of a single person, however
strong and capable, is never enough to counteract the collective labor of
the many who are associated and well-organized. What is called individual
labor in industry today is nothing but the exploitation oT the collective
labqf of the workers by individuals who are privileged holders either of
capital or 6f learning. But from the moment that this exploitation ceasesarid the bourgeois socialists affirm, at least, that they wish it to end as much
as^ we do—there will no longer be any labor in industry other than
collective labor nor, as a resuh, any property other than collective
property.
Individual labor will therefore remain possible only in intellectual
production, in the works of the mind. And yet, is the mind of the world's
greatest genius ever anything but the product of the collective intellectual
and industrial labor of all pastand present generations? To be convinced of
this, let one imagine this same genius conveyed to a desert island since
earliest infancy. Supposing that he not die of starvation, what will he
become? A stupid and unreasoning creature who will not even know how
to utter one word and who consequently will never have refiected. Convey
him thereto at the age of ten years, andHvhat will he be several years latefl
Still an unreasoning beast who will have lost the habit of speech and who
will have pre^rved but a vague instinct of his past human nature. Convey
him there finally at the age of twenty or thirty years, and ten, fifteen, or
twenty years later, he will be a blockhead. Perhaps he will invent some new
religion!
What does this demonstrate? That the man best endowed by nature
receives only mental abilities from nature, but that these abilities remain
dead unless they are fertilized by the potent and beneficial activity of the
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collectivity. We shall say more: the more endowed by nature an individuiil
is, the more that person takes from the collectivity; from which it follows,
in all justice, that more must be repaid.
We willingly recognize, howewr, that although a large number of
intellectual labors could be performed better and more quickly collectively
than individually,-there are others which require solitary labor. But what
can one claim to conclude from this? That isolated works of genius or
talent, because they are rarer, more precious,and more useful than^hose of
ordinary workers, should be better remunerated than these latter?On what
basis, 1 ask you? Are these works more painful than manual labors? On the
contrary, the latter are incomparably more exhausting. Intellectual labor
is an attractive labor which brings its own reward and which needs no other
repayment. The intellectual worker also is remunerated by the esteem and
recognition of his contemporaries, by the wisdom he imparts to them, and
by the good which he does for them. You Bourgeois-Socialist Gentlemen
who are so strongly devoted to the ideal, do you find this repayment less
worthy than some other, or would you prefer more substantial reward, in
hard cash?
And further, you would be quite embarrassed if you had to establish a
tax on the intellectual products of genius. These are,^s Proudhon well
observed, of incomparable value: theyxost nothing, or they cost millioiu.'^
But do you realize that under such a system you would have to hurry and
abolish the law of inheritance as quickly as possible? For if you did not,
you would have children of men of genius and talent who would inherit
millions or hundreds of millions of francs; and add that these children are,
as a result either of a still unknown natural law or of the privileged position
which they ^ve attained through their fathers* labors, ordinarily very
ordinary intellects and often even quite stupid. But what would then
become of this distributive justice, which you like so much to talk about
and in the name of which you oppose us? How will this equality which you
promise us be realized?
To us the clear result of all this is that the isolated works of the
individual intellect, and every work of the mind, should be, as an,invention
and not as an application, free of charge. But how will the men of talent
and genius make their living? Oh, my God! They will live by their
collective, manual labor, like everyone else. What! You wish to compel
great intellects to do manual labor, just like the lowest intellects? Yes,for
two reasons. First, we are convinced that the great intellects, far from
losing anything by this, will on the contrary gain much in health of body
and vigor of mind, and above all in the spirit of solidarity and justice.
Second, it is the only way to elevate and humanize manual labor, and thus
to establish real equality among human beings.^^
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We are now going to consider the three great ways to emancipate the
workihg class which bourgeois socialism advises, and it will be easy for us
td show that each of these ways, outwardly very respectable, conceals an
impbssibility, an hypocrisy, or a lie. They are: l)popular education, 2)
cooperation and 3) political revolution.
We will examine [here] what they mean by popular education.
We hasten to state first of all that this is a point on which we agree
perfectly with them: The people must have education. Only those who wish
to perpetuate the slavery of the masses of the people can at present
question or deny this. We are so convinced that education is the standard
for measuring the degree of freedom, prosperity, and humanity that a class
or an individual can attain, that we call not just for some education for the
proletariat but iox full education, all-round education, and complete
education, so that no class may exist above them superior by its
knowledge, so that no aristocracy of the intellect may protect and direct
them—that is, exploit them.
We say that this so-called aristocracy of the intellect is the most
hateful, scornful, insolent, and oppressive of all the aristocracies that
have, each in its turn and sometimes all at once, oppressed human society.
The aristocracy of the nobility tells you: "You are a very gallant man, but
you were not born noble!" This is a bearable insult. The aristocrat of
capital acknowledges that you have all kinds of merits. "But,** he adds,
**you haven*t a sou!** This is equally bearable, for at bottom it is nothing but
the statement of a fact, which in most cases (like the first) even benefits him
to whom the.taunt is addressed. But the aristocrat of the intellect tells you:
'*You know nothing, you understand nothing, you are an ass, and I, an
intelligent man, can load a pack-saddle on you and lead you.** This is
insufferable.
The aristocracy of the intellect, this dear child of modem doctrinairism
and last refuge of the spirit of domination which has afflicted the world
since the beginning of history, which has sanctioned every State and been
its essence, is a pretentious and ridiculous cult of licensed intellect which
could quicken only in the womb of the bourgeoisie. The aristocracy of the
nobility did not need science to prove its right [to mle]. They rested their
power on two irresistible arguments: for its basts, violence and physical
force; for its sanction, the grace of God. The aristocracy committed
violence and the Church gave its blessings—such was the nature of their
right. This intimate union of triumphant brutality with divine sanction
conferred great prestige on the aristocracy and brought forth in it a sort of
chivalrous virtue which took all hearts by storm.
The bourgeoisie, bereft of all virtue and grace, can base hs right [to
rule] on only one argument: the very real but very prosaic power of money.
This is the cynical negation of every virtue: if you have money then you
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possess every right, however stupid you are and whatever riffraff you may
be; if you haven^t a sou, then you count for nothing, no matter what your
personal merits. That is the fundamental principle of the bourgeoisie in its
unpolished candor. It is understood that such an argument, however
powerful it may be, could not suffice to establish and, above all, to
consolidate bourgeois power. Human society is so constituted that only
with the aid of respectable appearances can the worst things establish
themselves. Hence the proverb that hypocrisy is the respect that vice pays
to virtue.^' Even the mightiest violence needs consecration.
We ^ve seen that the nobility put its own violence under the
protection of divine grace. The bourgeoisie could not resort to this
protection. First of all. Almighty God and his representative the Church
had over-compromised themselves over the centuries by protecting
exclusively the monarchy and the nobility, this mortal enemy of the
bourgeoisie. Second, the bourgeoisie, regardlessof what it says and does, is
atheist at the bottom of its heart; it speaks of Almighty God for the people
but has no need of Him itself; it pursues its interests not in the temples
dedicated to the Savior, but in those dedicated to Mammon,^^ at the Stock
Exchange, in the counting-houses of commerce and Ranking, and in large
industrial establishments. The bourgeoisie had to seek sanction outside of
God and Church. It found sanction among licensed intellectuals.
The bourgeoisie knows very well that the principal base of its present
political power, one could say its only base, is its wealth; but, neither
wishing to affirm this nor being able to do so, it seeks to explain its power
by the superiority not of its natural ability but of its scientific ability. It
claims that one must be aware of many things to govern men, and that at
present only it has such knowledge. It is a fact in every European State that
only the exploiting and dominating class—the bourgeoisie^ which includes
a nobility that today exists in name only—receives a somewhat serious
education. Further, there appears in its bosom a naturally less numerous
class of men who dedicate themselves exclusively to the study of the
greatest problems of philosophy, social science, and politics, men who
properly constitute the new aristocracy of licensed and privileged intel
lectuals. This is the quintessence, the scientific expression, of the spirit and
interests of the bourgeoisie.
The modem universities of Europe, which form a sort of scientific
republic, currently perform for the bourgeois class the same services that
the Catholic Church once rendered to' the aristocracy of nobles; and just as
Catholicism then sanctioned the violences perpetrated by the nobility on
the people, so does the university, this church of bourgeois learning, now
explain and legitimize the exploitation of these same people by bourgeois
capital. Is it any wonder that in the great struggle of socialism against
bourgeois political economy, licensed learning has jtaken, and continues to
take so resolutely, the side of the members of the bourgeoisie?
Let us not seize upon the effects, but always attack the causes: the
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science of the schools is a product of the bourgeois spirit, and the men who
represent this science have been born, raised, and educated in the bosom of
the bourgeoisie, under the influence of its spirit and its exclusive interests,
all of which are by nature opposed to the full, genuine emancipation of the
profetariat; all their economic, philosophical, political, and social theories
have been worked out one after the other along these lines and have at
bottom no goal other than to demonstrate the ultimate inability of the
working masses[to manage their own affairs], as well as the mission of the
(bourgeoisie (which is educated because it is wealthy and which can always
make itself wealthier because it possesses education) to govern the workers
until the end of time.
What must we recommend to the world of the workers in order to
break this fatal circle? Naturally, acquire learning and seize knowledge,
this powerful weapon without which the workers may make revolutions
but without which th^ equality, justice, and liberty that form the very basis
of their political and social yearnings, could never establish themselves on
the -ruins of bourgeois privileges. Here we agree with the bourgeois
socialists.
But there are two other very important points on which we entirely
differ with them:
(1) The bourgeois socialists ask only a little more education for the
workers than they receive'today, and they reserve the privileges of superior
education only for a Very limited group of wealthy men—men from the
property-owning class, from the bourgeoisie, or just m^ who by a lucky
accident have been embraced and welcomed into this class. The bourgeois
socialists claim that it is useless for everyone to receive the sameamount of
education because, if everyone wished to devote himself to science, no one
would be left to do the manual labor without which even science itself
would not exist.
(2) On the other hand they declare that, in order to emancipate the
working masses, one must start first of all by giving them education, and
that they should not consider a radical change in their economic and social
position until they become more educated.
We shall return to these two points in [**Ail-Round Education,**
below].

3

La Montagne and Mr. Coullery

1
La Montagne is a newspaper published in La Chaux-de-Fonds, managed
by Mr. Jeanrenaud, whom, every worker of thi§ area knows for his
remarkable devotion to and indefatigable ^propaganda of the religious
ideas of the Protestant sect to which he belongs.^
Our readers are all familiar with the movement that has appeared in
Neuch&tel canton; every one of them knows that Ihe conservatives in this
canton have allied themselves with socialists from elsewhere, and that they
have formed a political party rather like the one that flourished in
Geneva some years ago. La Montagne is the organ of this party, with which
the workers* movement has nothing in common. This newspaper nevertheless
dares to call itself the "organ of social democracy."
At the meeting on 30 May [1869] held in Cr6t-du-Locle,^^ this organ
was with great reason unanimously disavowed, for insofar as social
questions are concerned it deals with petty questions of local politics and
Protestant propaganda. Tt professes a socialism to which all reactionaries
would eagerly subscribe, it propagates the false news about our strikes and
the general calumnies about the workers* movement that the Journal de
Geneve invents. In a word, it misleads the working class of La Chaux-deFonds, seeking to separate them from the International [Working-Men*s]
Association, the resolutions and principles of which it condemns and
distorts.
Also La Montagne\ clumsy friend, the Journal de Geneve has just
given it good marks (see its issue of 2 July [1869]),^' .which is an eyeopening sign to workers who know what this approval means.
We sincerely regret that men who have made so many sacrifices for the
people's cause, men whose nobility of heart we are.Happy to recognize, are
letting themselves be fooled by self-love, persisting in holding a false
position that completely separates them from their former friends. But
regardless of the distress this separation causes, we would be lax in our
obligation [if we did not] signal to the workers of all Europe that these
persons have deserted their great cause and become the intimate friends of
bourgeois reaction.
Workers of La Chaux-de-Fonds, beware! La Montagne is an organ of
bourgeois reaction, and if the words "organ of social democracy" appear
on its masthead, this is only a mask with which to trick you!
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La Montagne, a Chaux-de-Fonds newspaper founded and edited by
Dr. Coullery, which calls itself an organ of social democracy(note well the
contrast with socialist democracy!), has the indisputable honor of having
invented a new kind of socialism. Up to now we have had various types of
hybrid socialism: doctrinaire or scholastic socialism, which prepares
Procrustean beds for future humankind; authoritarian socialism, which
makes the State a sort of God Almighty on earth, bestowing and regulating
human life and liberty; the hypnotic socialism of the bourgeoisie, which
attempts to show the workers, who are exploited so harshly by bourgeois
capital, that they need only count upon their bosses* forbearance; finally,
we have the socialism of radicals who would like to use the subversive
passions of the working masses as tongs to draw power to themselves. Mr.
Coullery has the distinguished honor of adding to bourgeois socialism, of
whiph he has always been a most fervent apostle, a new invention of his
brain: JESUITIC OR PROTESTANT SOCIALISM.
To demonstrate this, we refer to the speech he recently gave at the
Chaux-de-Fonds section of the International, which he reproduced in No.
18 of
Montagne. But to explicate this speech we must refer to some
previous events, particularly to the charges made not against Mr. Coullery
personally but against his clearly reactionary and bourgeois tendencies, at
the Cr&t-du-Locle meeting of 30 May 1869, and to the verdict against them
w^ich was pronounced unanimously, save for three votes, by an assembly
which convoked more .than one hundred fifty delegates from the [Inter
national^] Jura sections, among whom were nearly a hundred delegates
from La Chaux-de-Fonds; then, we must recount the facts on which the
charges and the verdict were based.
Whoever has followed the development of socialist ideas in the
Intemational['s sections] in French-speaking Switzerland knows very well
that all of Mr. Coulle^*s propaganda has been, from the beginning, the
purest sort of bourgeois socialism. As the editor of La Voix de I'Avenir, he
always championed the principles on which the omnipotence of the
bourgeois world is chiefly founded and from which the slavery of the
proletariat naturally and inevitably springs: individual property, the law of
inheritance, unrestrained competition in industry and commerce, and
above a\\—freedom!
As a pupil, admirer, and worshipper of Bastiat, whom he considers
the greatest revolutionary and who, from the standpoint of socialism, is the
greatest reactionary that has ever lived, Mr. Coullery fanatically worships
this sacred and divine freedom. This is a fine passion, which we would
dearly love to share with him and for which we would praise him greatly, if
we did not know that this freedom, whose knight he has exclusively made
himself, is in reality only the privilege of the few and the slavery of the
many. It is the freedom of the Journal de Geneve, the freedom extolled by
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every member of the bourgeoisie who asks the police to supervise his
workers' labor.
Ah! We also warn freedom! But we want it whole, not just religious, or
civil, or political, or economic, but human—expansive, like the world. We
want it unencumbered by all the chains of the present religious, political,
juridical, and economic institutions that ruin it. We want complete
freedom for every individual, manifesting itself in the all-round cultivation
of all natural abilities, based on the solidarity and equality of everyone!
Unfortunately for Mr. Coullery, this freedom will be the death of his as
surely as the emancipation of the workers will be the death of all economic
and political privileges enjoyed by the members of the bourgeoisie.
One often wonders whether these preachers of bourgeois freedom
who appear so ardent and sincere, are hoaxers or dupes. Are their lies to
the workers the fault of their heart or of their mind?
Let us see, Mr. Coullery, iell us, hand over your heart, where do you
find the courage to speak of freedom to workers who are slaves of capital,
and simultaneously to preach respect for the foundktion of their slavery,
the economic and political organization of society? Is it really possible that
you have not realized that the worker's freedom must destroy the bases of
that organization, lest it be destroyed by them?
Whatever be the motives that have inspired Mr. Coullery, it is certain
that nearly all his articles in La Voix de I'Avenir have been suggested by the
socialism of the Bourgeois, a socialism so fraternal in form but so hopeless
and unfeeling in the end. Have the various sections of the International in
French-speaking Switzerland at all hesitated to protest repeatedly against
this newspaper^ tendencies? It was tolerated only for want of something
better, and only as long as possible. The crisis broke out in October 1868,
after the Brussels Congress [of the IntemationaQ.
This is a memorable year in the history of militant and practical
workers* socialism. Three extremely important events occurred. First, the
International Working-Men's Association concluded that so long as the
bourgeoisie has a separate existence, based on individual and hereditary
property in land and capital, any serious and sincere reconciliation
between it and the millions of workers whom it exploits is impossible; and
the International refused the alliance that the members of the bourgeoisie
proposed. Meeting in congress in Brussels, the International WorkingMen's Association declared that, from the standpoint of honest socialism
or of the all-round emancipation of the workers, the entirely bourgeois
League of Peace and Freedom had no reason for existing.
[Second, t]he League of Peace and Freedom, meeting in congress in
Beme two weeks later, agreeing with the insight of the Brussels Congress,
eliminated the principle oieconomic and social equality from its program,
by a vast majority; in this way, it definiti\«ly asserted itself as a bourgeois
league, therefore hostile to the workers* program.^^ The break was thus
clarified and openly proclaimed by each side almost simultaneously. The
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impossibility of any reconciliation became obvious to everybody, and
everyone who was not so broad-minded as to hold simultanebusly two
mutually destructive principles was forced to take one of the two sides, to
the exclusion of the other.
To these two events we add a third, still more important and above all
more explich than the first two: the adoption of the great principle of
collective property by the Congress of Workers in Brussels, arid the
entirety natural and logical support of individual and hereditary property
by the Congress of Bourgeois in Berne.
Collective property and individual property! These are the two
banners under which the great battles of the future will be fought. This
open way of posing the question did not please Mr. Coullery. Broken
hearted at no longer being able to remain the friend of both parties, he
finally allowed himself to follow freely his bourgeois instincts and turned
furiously against both the Bmssels Congress and the dissenters at the
Beme Congress. By contrast, he proved himself to be full of enthusiasm for
the socialism'of Messrs. Goegg and Chaudey.
This was too much for the International Working-Men*s Association
in Freiich-speaking Switzerland. Mr. Coullery had to qiiit La Voix de
I'Avenir, which then ceased to appear. On the ruins of this paper,
wasf later founded.
3
Whatever our opponents say, we have the greatest respect, not for all
opinions, but for the right of all individuals'to hold their own opinions; and
the more hbhesty and openness a person brings to them, the more esteem
we have for that person.
Mr. Coullery, having been a fiery radical, parted company with
radicalism. That is his ri^ht. This sorry radicalism, which has rendered
indisputable services to the world, is now being abandoned by living
persons. Mr. Coullery, who is alive at least in his imagining if not in his
thinking, has left it like the others. The point, then, is to know what road he
has'taken since leaving it. He had to choose between two paths.
In one direction was the great road of the future, of Universal, unique,
full freedom, of the complete emancipation of the proletariat by the
ecotiomic and social equalization of everyone on earth. It was the new
world, a limitless ocean. It was Social Revolution.
In the'other direction were the romanesque and picturesque ruts of a
past both mystical and brutal. There was the Church, there were the
monarchy and aristocracy^that had been blessed and consecrated by the
Church; there were bourgeois privileges and the separation of the working
masses as a body from the professions. There were many small wellrestricted freedoms, and the absence of freedom. There was the reign of
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violence, a quite indecent reality enveloped in a cloud of divine mysticism
which partly concealed its daily monstrosities and which lent it a false
appearance of grandeur. [In this direction, Qn a word, was the world of
brutality, triumphant but cheerful brutality, which sought self-con$olation
in the silly stories of religion and other pleasant fables: a world which still
remains the ideal homeland of every romanesque and sentimental soul, of
every spirit warped and corrupted by spiritualism.
Can we be angry with Mr. Coullery for not having chosen the other
path? We do not think so; it would be unjust, for in the end one's own
nature determines one's path. In siding with Reaction against Revolution,
Mr. Coullery has only obeyed his own nature.
Our criticism, then, is not directed at the decision which Mr. Coullery,
in his innermost heart, believed he had to take by leaving the radical
party—this does not concern us—but to the totally ambiguous position in
which he later placed himself with respect to the party of socialist
democracy, t)ie International Working-Men's Association. We reproach
him for a great lack of sincerity and candor. Like most religious persons, he
doubtless believes that it can often be useful to mislead people for their
own good, and that only God deserves the whole and undisguised truth.
This can still be a legitimate conviction by itself. It has long been professed
and practiced by Jesuits as well as by Protestants, and we would not have
attacked it in the person of Mr. Coullery if he had not wished to make it a
weapon for perverting the International.
What we oppose in Mr. Coullery is his enormous pretension to be the
friend of and most intimate collaborator in an openly reactionary party,
and simultaneously to pass as an honest socialist and devoted partisan of
the emancipation of the working masses. He would like to convince us that
he has become more worthy of our sympathy and confidence since rallying
to the politics of the aristocrats and Protestants, that he has drawn closer
to the very spirit of the International.
We would not stop to address this question if it lived [only] in Mr.
Coullery's heart or mind. But it appears absolutely necessary for us to fight
the notion, for if it succeeds in being accepted by any number of workers, it
would inevitably pervert their hearts as well as their minds, leading them
directly into slavery.
To be siu^, Mr. Coullery has had a thousand excellent reasons to part
company with radicalism. Perhaps the radical party erred in not having left
enough space for this personage so profoundly preoccupied, with himself.
Mr. Coullery's nature is in large degree whimsical and sentimental; it
requires warmth, real or feigned, a great deal of dramatic movement, and
above all much personal exposure. He naively identifies his precious
person with his principles, and he so loves the world's attention that when
the world forgets or ignores him, Mr. Coullery willingly concludes that his
principles have been forgotten. Need we be amazed that, in such a frame of
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mind, he felt constrained in the prosaic world of bourgeois radicalism, and
that he let himself be converted to religious and political Protestantism?
Docsnt everyone naturally seek, and hasnt everyone the right to adopt,
the most appropriate arena?
Mr. Coullery made only one mistake, which ultimately we would prefer
to attribute to his head rather than to his heart. He imagined that he made
progress by retreating into the camp of reaction! This mistaken view has
certainly not allowed him to realize that if the socialists fight bourgeois
radicalism, then this is done hardly from the standpoint of the past but
rather from that of the future. No person possessed of heart and mind
would dare hesitate in the choice between the present and the past; for in
sho^ contemporary radicalism, with aU its imperfections and contradictions,
is still a thousand times better than the sordid past, which Revolution has
smashed and which equivocal, vain, and confused persons would like to
revive.
If socialism disputes radicalism, this is hardly in order to reverse it but
rather to advance it. Socialism criticizes radicalisih not for being what it is
but, on the contrary, for not being enough so, for having stopped in
midstream and thus having put itself in contradiction with the revolutionary
principle, which we share with it. Revolutionary radicalism proclaimed the
Rights of Man, for example, human rights. This will be its everlasting
honor, but it dishonors itself to^ay by resisting the great eco;nomic
i^evolution without which every right is but an empty phrase and a trick.
Revolutionary socialism, a legitimate child of radicalism, scorns its
father's hesitations, accuses it of inconsistency and cowardice, and goes
further [than it]. But at the same time, revolutionary socialism gladly
recognizes the solidarity between itself and radicalism, and never will Dr.
Coullery succeed in leading us into the camp of aristocratic and Protestant
reaction.
Mr. Coullery would like to deny his alliance with the party of the old
royalists, who now call themselves
in Neuch&tel canton. But he
cannot. These reactionaries, these old political tricksters, are naturally
more clever and more practical than he, and you need give them but the tip
of your finger for them to seize your whole person. They know how to
entangle and swallow up in their snares even the most resistant individuals.
Mr. Coullery perhaps imagines, in his naive self-conceit, that he will fool
them, and they have already fooled him; he pretends to lead them, and he
follows them. He now serves them acting as a weapon against the
International Working'Men's Association, whose doors he tries to open to
their corrupting propaganda.'^
Here is how he recommends these reactionaries to the workers of the
International, in the 3 July[1869] issue of his newspaper la Montagne'.*
*Note that the principal editors of this newspaper are, in addition to Dr. Coullery: Mr. Louis
Jeanrenaud (a Protestant who diH'ers from many others in that he never hid the fact of being
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"Doesnt the conservative or liberal party share many of our opinions?
Don't its newspapers, speakers, and writers ask, with us. the separation of
Church and State? In the Grand Conseil havent they supported Mr.
Coullery in the suppression of privileges,^* as well as in the idea of
separation? Havent they warmly defended just, honest, equitable, and
proportional representation? Isnt one of their most influential members**
passionately concerned with social problems, with cooperation?** And
later he adds: "What matters the past of those who share our ideiis? (Mr.
Coullery should have said: of those whose ideas we now share.) We do not
ask them: What were you? (But they have not changed, they remain what
they were. It is Mr. Coullery who has joined them.) We ask instead: What are
you, what do you wish, do you march with us?** (If Mr. Coullery wished to be
honest, he should have said: "Will you suffer us to walk with you?*0
These are the how-do*you-do's and proofs of socialism that Mr.
Coullery has[offered] in hissad obligation to address the old aristocrats of
Neuch&tel republic, the very persons who have fought this republic to
benefit the King of Prussia. These are the new allies whom he attempts
to smuggle into the International[Working-Men's] Association, doubtless
so that they may later impose themselves on it by violence. Isnt this the
way Jesuits and Protestants operate?
In the 13 July[186^ issue ofIflAfom<7;?n« weread:"Forwhatreason
does L'i^aliti take to task the editor of La Montagne, Mr. Louis
Jeanrenaud? And to what end does it make his religious convictions a
crime? Is it an accident that one must have a badge of rationalism or
atheism to be a member of the International? Vp to now we thought that a
person's political and religious opinions did not affect his standing as a
member of the International; as for us, we maintain thai point of view."
This time the confession is complete. Impelled by his eloquence, or
perhaps by the necessity of giving reactionary proofs to his dear allies and
collaborators, Mr. Ck)ullery confesses to us: first, ihsiiaccordingtohim even
the most fanatical reactionary who is concerned in any way with the social
question, even from a wholly retrogressive standpoint like Mr. Henri
Dupasquier or Dr. Coullery, has the right to enter the International; and
second, he unmasks for us his forethought, and his hereafter clear
one, whom everyone in La Chaux-de^Fonds, Neuch&tel, and Le Locle knows to beone of the
most zealous and fanatical members of thatanti*rational, anti-liberal. anti>socialist, and antihumanitarian community), and Messrs. Edouard Perrochet and Henri Dupasquier, both
representatives of the old royalist party. One imagines that Mr. Coullery, in such an entourage,
with all his love of freedom, b not free. These latter, who know very well what they want,
would not have ao^epted Mr. Coullery had he not ^ven them proofs of his fidelity and were
they not hoping to use him to attain their goal. So Mr. Coullery is obliged to make his acts
conform to their desiresand to write in the newspaper only what they wish to let him write.To
them will accrue the utility, to him the glory.
**Mr. Henri Dupasquier, one of the editors of La Montagne, the same one whose
reactionary speech aroused unanimous indignation at the 1867 Congress of [the League oQ
Peace [and Freedom] in Geneva.''
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intention, to open wide the gates of the International to aristocrats. Jesuits,
and Protestants, doubtless in the hope that they will sooner or later plant
the banner of reaction there.
La Montagne does not yet dare call itself an organ of the International.
But it clearly aspires to this masthead,and Mr. Coullery's last speech, at the
5 July [186^ meeting of the Chaux-de-Fonds section [of the International],
demonstrates his formal intention to make this section solidaristic with his
reactionary policy. What follows from this? That Mr. Coullery is not so
preoccupied with the International Working-Men's Association, and that
he has troubled himself to form new sections of it in the Jura only so as to
make them simultaneously a pedestal for his own person and an
instrument of reaction.
Mr. Coullery is fooling himself. The International is stronger than him
and all his aristocratic and Protestant friends taken together. Their
intrigues may well be able to disturb a very small part of it, on the surface,
for an instant. But the day after, no trace will remain.
Mr. Coullery^ Verdict^"
The International Working-Men's Association has a fundamental law
that ^ch section and each member must obey, under penalty of expulsion.
This law is set forth in the General Rules proposed by the General Council
of the Association in 1866 to the Geneva Congress, discussed and
unanimously approv^ by this Confess, and at last ultimately approved
through their unanimous acceptance by the sections of every country.
Thus, it is the fundamental law of our great Association.
The Preamble at the head of these General Rules defines clearly the
basis and goal of the Association, and it establishes above all:''
Uiat the emancipation of the workers must be accomplished by the
workers themselves:
That the efforts of the workers must strive to establish the same rights
and the same obligations for everyone—that is. political, economic, and
social equality;
TTiat the subjection of the worker to capital is the source of all
political, moral, and material servitude;
That, for this reason, the economic emancipation of the workers is the
great goal to which every political movement should be subordinated;
That the emancipation of the workers is not a simply local or national
problem—but INTERNATIONAL.
As a result of these principles, the International Working-Men^
Association admits all workers' societies, as well as all separate individuals,
whatever their origin and without regard to cojor, belief, or nationality,
with the special clause, however, that they adhere to these principles
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openly, completely, without second thoughts, and that they undertake to
observe them.
Let us see, then, what obligations follow from these principles, that
each workers* society and each individual assumes upon entering the
International [Working-Men*s] Association.
The first obligation, which we find at the head of the Preamble, is to
strive with every effort for the triumph of EQUALITY; not just of political
equality, which would be pure radicalism, but of simultaneously political,
economic, and social equality, through the abolition of all possible
privile^s, economic as well as political, so that for all persons on earth,
without regard to color, nationality, or sex, there may henceforth be only a
single social way of life: **the same obligations, the same rights,**
This is the whole program of revolutionary socialism, of which
equality is the first condition and first word, admitting freedom only after
equality, in equality, and through equality; for every freedom extraneous
to equality constitutes a privilege, which is to say, domination by a small
number and slavery for the vast majority.
Better to establish the revolutionarily socialist character of the
program of the International, the Preamble follows this first declaration
with a second and no less important one: **That the subjection of labor to
capital is the source of all political, moral, and material servitude, and that
for this Koson, THE ECONOMIC EMANCIPATION OF THE WORKER is
the great goal to which every political movement must be subordinated.*'^'
This is the reversal of all bourgeois politics, the point where socialist
democracy is absolutely and definitively separated from the exclusively
political democracy of the Bourgeois, separated from both Mr. Coullery and
the radicals, and from Mr. Coullery even more than from the radicals.
From the moment when the International recognized the great goal to
which every political movement must be subordinated, it rejected all
politics which do not strive to attain this goal directly. Thus it rejected all
bourgeois, monarchical, liberal, or even radical democratic politics; for we
know both that bourgeois politics neither has nor can have any goal other
than the consolidation and extension of bourgeois power, and that this
power is founded exclusively on the dependence of the worker and on the
exploitation of the worker^ labor. So that no uncertainty may remain on
this point, the Preamble adds: "^That the subjection of the laborer to capital
is the source of all political, moral, and material servitude." Which is to
say, that to attain the' great goal of the International—the economic
emancipation of labor—the tyranny of capital must be broken, and all the
power and life of the bourgeoisie must be smashed.
How to smash the tyranny of capital? Destroy capital? But that would
be to destroy all the riches accumulated on earth, all primary materials, all
the instruments of labor, all the means of labor. That would be to condemn
all humanity—which is infinitely too numerous today to exist like savages
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on the simple gifts of nature, and which therefore can exist henceforth only
with the help of this capital—to the most terrible death, death by
starvation. Thus capital cannot and must not be destroyed. It must be
preserved. But if it is preserved and if it continues to stay separate from
labor and superior to it, then tl^re is no human force that can stop it from
oppressing and enslaving labor.
Capital which exists isolated from labor and superior to it: this is the
constitution, the economic, political, and social power of the bourgeoisie.
Labor remaining isolated from capital and inferior to it: this is the
proletariat. So long as they remain separate from one another, can they be
reconciled? Can a political constitution be invented which prohibits capital
from oppressing and exploiting labor? This is impossible. All the
arrangements one could make would result only in a new exploitation of
labor by capital, inevitably detrimental to the workers and advantageous
to the members of the bourgeoisie; for political institutions exercise power
only so long as they are not in contradiction with the economic force of
circumstances; from which it follows that so long as capital remains in the
hands of the members of the bourgeoisie, the latter cannot be prevented
from exploiting and enslaving the proletariat.
Since capital is iiul^tructible and destined not to remain concentrated
in the hands of a separate, exploiting class, there is but a single solution—
the intimate and complete utxion of capital and labor; the members of the
bourgeoisie must be compelled to become workers and the workers must
obtain not individual but collective property in capital: for if they tried to
divide among themselves the capital that exists, they would first of all
reduce it, reduce to a large degree its productive power, and with the help
of the law of inheritance they would very soon reconstitute a new
bourgeoisie—a new exploitation of labor by capital.
Here is the clear result of the principles contained in the General
Rules. This result has moreover been decid^ly established by the Brussels
Congress, which proclaimed collective property in land and free credit,
that is, the collective property of capital, as the absolutely necessary
conditions of the emancipation of labor and of the workers.^^ These are the
two very resolutions of the Brussels Congress that horrified all Mr.
Coullery's bourgeois instincts and that made him understand that he could
have nothing in common with the International Working-Men's Association.
This Association poses a vast goal: equality. The means it proposes as the
only effective and real ones, are no less formidable: the overthrow of the
power of the members of the bourgeoisie and the destruction of their
existence as a separate class. It is understood that the International
Working-Men^ Association, being willing and obliged to strive by these
means to this goal, declares open war on the bourgeosie. Compromise
between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat is no longer possible, the
proletariat desiring only equality and the bourgeoisie existing only
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through inequality. For the bourgeoisie^, as a separate class, equality is
death; for the proletariat, the-least inequality is slavery. The proletariat is
tired of being the slave, and the bourgeoisie naturally does not wish to die.
Thus it is irreconcilable war, and one must be either crazy^or a tjaitor>to
advise and preach conciliation to the working classes. May Mr. Coullery
take it as read.
The Intematioiwl [Working-Men^] Association, in undertaking this
formidable war against the bourgeoisie, does not in the least delude itself
about the vast difficulties awaiting it. It is unaware neither of its
adversary's influence nor of the colossal efforts which it will have to make
in order to be victorious. It knows that all defensive and offensive arms,
capital and credit, all the organized military, bureaucratic, and diplomatic
powers of these vast, oppressive, centraliz^ entities which call themselves
States, all the corrupting effects of religion, .{ind all the practical
applications of science are on the side of our eneniies; and to oppose it all,
we have only justice, the ah-eady aroused instinct of the masses of the
people and the vast number of the proletariat. And still tHe International
has hardly despaired of victory, jior does it so despair.
It has realized that with the help of the political and moral corruption
and dissolution of the enemy camp, a formidable force can be seated by
unifying and organizing in a'very.real and solid manner.these millions of
proletarians who are tired of suffering and who are now impatient for
emancipation across all Europe: a force able to struggle against and
triuniph over the coalition of all privileged classes and all Si^tes. Ait the
same time, it has ^lized that for this organization to be effective and
substantial, rejepting every compromise and every equivocation, it must
above all conforin and remain faithful to its principle. And in the Preamble
to the General Rules, we'fin^ this statement: That the emancipation of the
workers must be accomplished by the workers themselves—v/hich, added
to subsequent statements, signifies that the InternationaJ Workin^>Men^
Association absolutely excludes from its midst all. those who wish to
pursue any goal other than the all-roiind and definitive emancipation of
thje workers, that Is td say, equality; and that, if it mak^ exception to
receive members of.the bourgeoisie, this is only on the Qsndition that they
adhere fully, sincerely, and wholeheartedly to .the workers' program, that
they henceforth pursue only the unique aQ(l grand policy of the International
and have absolutely no goal other t^n this emancipation of labor in the
world, renouncing all.personal and local policies.
To make this meaning clearer still, the Preamble adds this other
statement:
the emt^cipationrof the workers is not a simply local or
national problem," that it is eminently international: from which it follows
that the entire policy of the Associatioiv can' only be an international
policy, excluding absolutely all patriotic conceits which always interest the
members of the bourgeoisie, excludirig .every exclusively n^tjonal policy.
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The homeland of the worker, the homeland of the member of the
International, is henceforth the great federation of the workers of the
whole world, in the struggle against bourgeois capital. The worker can
henceforth have no compatriots or brothers other than workers, regardless
of their country, and no foreigners other than the members of the
bourgeoisie, unless these latter break all solidarhy with the bourgeois
world and openly embrace the cause of labor against capital.
That is the program of the International Working-Men's Association.
Equality is its goal; the organization of the might of the workers, the
unification of the proletariat of the entire world across State frontiers and
on the ruins of all patrioticand national narrowness, is its weapon, its great
and only policy, to the exclusion of all others. Whoever adopts this
program can with good reason be called a worthy member of the
international Working-Men^ Association.
In ['The Policy of the International," below], we shall show how Dr.
Coullery, by his acts as well as by all his writings and speeches, has put
himself in flagrant contradiction with all the basic principles of this
program.

Part Three

The Program of Revolutionary Socialisin
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Facsimile of ihe first installment of "The Policy of the Intemationairin
L'kgalM, no. 29 (7 August 1869).

The Policy of the International

1
**l)p to now,** says [the 13 July 1869 issue o(\ La Montagne, "^we thought
that a person*s political and religious opinionsdid not affect his standingas
a member of the International; as for us, we maintain that point of view.**
At first glance, we might think Mr. Coullery to be correct. For indeed,
when the International welcomes a new member into its bosom, it does not
ask him whether he is an atheist or a believer, or whether he belongs to any
particular political party, it asks him only: Are you a worker? If not, do
you wish, do you feel the need, have you the strength, to embrace the
workers* cause totally and unreservedly, and are you willing to identify
yourself with it, to the exclusion of all opposing causes?
Do you feel that the workers, who pr^uce all the wealth of the world,
who are the creators of civilization, and who have won every bourgeois
freedom, are today condemned to poverty, ignorance, and slavery? Have
you realized that the chief cause of all the ills afflicting the worker is
poverty, and that this poverty, the fate of all workers of the world, results
inevitably from the present economic organization of society, especially
from the subjugation of labor—i.e., the proletariat—to the yoke of
capital—i.e., the bourgeoisie?
Have you realized that there is, between the proletariat and the
bourgeoisie, an irreconcilable antagonism which results inevitably from
their respective stations in life? That the prosperity of the bourgeois class is
incompatible with the prosperity and freedom of the workers because this
exclusive prosperity [of the former] is based on the exploitation and
subjugation of the latter^ labor; and that, for the same reason, the
prosperity and human dignity of the masses of workers absolutely require
the abolition of the bourgeoisie as a distinct class? That as a result, war
between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie is unavoidable, and that its
only outcome can be the destruction of the latter?
Have you realized that no worker, however intelligent and strong, can
struggle alone against the influence that the members of the bourgeoisie
organize so well, an influence epitomized and chiefly supported by each
and every State? That in order to become strong you must unite not with
members of the bourgeoisie—this would be a folly or a crime, for every
member of the bourgeoisie is, as a member of the bourgeoisie, our
irreconcilable enemy—nor with traitorous workers who are so base as to
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curry favor with the members of the bourgeoisie, but with strong and
virtuous workers who honestly want what you do?
Have you realized that an isolated local or national workers'
association will never be victorious against the formidable coalition of all
the privileged classes, property-owners, capitalists and States throughout
the world—even if it belongs to one of Europe's largest countries; and that
to resist this coalition and win this victory, nothing less is needed than the
union of all local and national workers' associations into a worldwide
association, the great International Working-Men's Association of all
countries^
If you feel, if you have indeed realized and really want all this, then
join us, regardless of your political and religious beliefs. But for us to
welcome you, you must pledge: (1) to subordinate henceforth your
personal interests and even those of your family, as well as your, political
and religious convictions apd their manifestations, to the supreme concern
of ou.r association—the struggle of labor against capital, of the workers
against the bourgeoisie in theeconomic field; (2) never tocompromise with
members of the bourgeoisie for personal gain; (3) never to strive to rise
above the working masses as an individual for your personal advantage,
for this would immediately make you a member of the bourgeoisie, an
enemy and an exploiter of the proletariat, since the whole difference
between the two is that a member of the bourgeoisie always seeks his own
good outside the collectivity, while the worker seeks his and intends to
claim it only in solidarity with all [others] who work and are exploited by
bourgeois capital; (4) to remain always faithful to the solidarity of the
workers, for the International considers the least betrayal of this solidarity
to be the greatest crime and most infamous deed of which a worker is
capable. In a word, you must accept our General Rules fully and
unreservedly, taking a solemn oath to adhere to them henceforth in your
life and in your acts.
We think that the founders of the International were very wise to
eliminate all political and religious questions from its program. To be sure,
they lacked neither political views nor well defmed anti-religious views.
But they refrained fronj expressing those views in their program because
their main purpose, before all else, was to unite the working masses of the
civilized world in a common movement. InevitablyJhey had to seek a
common basis, a set of elementary principles on which all workers should
agree, regardless of their political and religious delusions, simply so that
they might show themselves to be earnest workers, that is, harshly
exploited and long-suffering.
Had they unfurled the flag of some political or anti-religious system,
they hardly would have united the workers of Europe but instead would
have divided them even more; for the priests, the governments, and even
the reddest bourgeois political parties, aided by the workers' ignorance,
have disseminated a horde of false ideas among the working masses
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through their own self-interested and highly corrupting propaganda. And
these blinded masses are still, unfortunately, too often taken in by lies, the
only purpose of which is to make them serve, voluntarily and stupidly, the
interests of the privileged classes, to the detriment of their own.
Moreover, there is still too great a difference in the level of industrial,
political, intellectual, and moral development among the working masses
in variouscountries for it to be possible today to unite them around a single
political, anti-religious program. To suggest such a program for the
international and to make it an absolute condition for admission to that
Association, would be to establish a sect, not a worldwide association, and
it would destroy the International.
There was yet another reason for eliminating from the start all
political tendencies from the program of the International, at least in
appearance, and only in appearance.
From the beginning of history until today, there has never been a
politics of the people, and by '^the people" we mean the common people,
the working rabble whose labor is the world's pabulum. There has only
been the politics of the privileged classes, and these classes have used the
physical force of the people to dethrone each other and to take one
another's place. The people, in turn, have supported or opposed them only
in'the vague hope that at least one of these political revolutions—none of
which could have been made without their help but none of which has been
made for their sake—might alleviate somewhat their poverty and their ageold slavery. They have always been deceived. Even the Great French
Revolution betrayed them. It eliminated the aristocratic nobility and
replaced it with the bourgeoisie. The people are no longer called slaves or
serfs; the law proclaims them free-born. But their slavery and their poverty
remain unchanged.
And these will remain unchanged so long as the masses of the people
continue to be used as the tool of bourgeois politics, whether this is called
conservative, liberal, progressive, or radical politics, even if it gives itself
the most revolutionary airs in the world. Because alt bourgeois politics,
regardless of its color and its label, has at bottom but a single aim: to
preserve bourgeois rule; and bourgeois rule is proletarian slavery.
So what did the International have to do? First of all, it had to
separate the working masses from all bourgeois politics and eliminate from
its program all bourgeois political schemes. But when the International
was founded, the only political programs in the world were those of the
Church, the monarchy, the aristocracy, and the bourgeoisie. The program
of the bourgeoisie, especially that of the radical bourgeoisie, was certainly
more liberal and more humane than those of the others, but they were all
based on the exploitation of the working masses, and none of them
actually had any purpose other than to contend over who should
monopolize this exploitation. The International therefore had to begin by
clearing the ground. And since, from the standpoint of labors emancipation.
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all politics was tarnished with reactionary elements, the International first
had to cast out from its bosom all known political systems so that it could
establish, upon the ruins of the bourgeois world, a genuine workers'
program—the policy of the International.
2

The founders of the International Working-Men'is Association acted
wisely in establishing, as the basis of this Association, the exclusively
economic struggle of labor and capital, rather than political and philosophical
principles. With such a basis, they could be sure that a worker, as soon as
he set foot on its ground, would inevitably discover, through the very force
of circumstances and through the development of this struggle, the
political, socialist, and philosophical principles of the Internationalprinciples, indeed, which are but the legitimate expression of its point of
departure and of its goal. They could be sure that the worker would
become imbued with confidence, both from his sense of being right and
from the numerical strength he gains by uniting in solidarity, in the
struggle against bourgeois exploitation, with his comrades-in-labor.
We have explained these principles in ["Z^ Montagne and Mr.
Coullery," above].,From the political and social standpoint, they inevitably
result in the abolition of classes (and hence of the bourgeoisie, which is the
dominant class today), the abolition of all territorial States and political
fatherlands, and the foundation, upon their ruins, of the great international
federation of all national and local productive groups. Since the principles
of the International, from the philosophical standpoint, aim at nothing less
than the realization on earth of the human ideal, of human well-being, of
equality, justice, and freedom, these principles strive to render hopes for a
**better world** in heaven totally pointless, and they will also result
inevitably in the abolition of all cults and religious systems.
But if you start by announcing these two goals to unlearned workers
crushed by their daily labor, workers who are demoralized and corrupted
(by design, one might say) by the perverse doctrines liberally dispensed by
governments in concert with every privileged caste—the priests, the
nobility, the bourgeoisie—then you will alarm the workers. They may
resist you without suspecting that these ideas are only the most faithful
expression of their own interests, that these goals carry in themselves the
realization of their dearest wishes, and that the religious and political
prejudices in the name of which they may resist these ideas and goals are on
the contrary the direct cause of their continued slavery and poverty.
We must distinguish clearly the prejudices of the masses of the people
from those of the privileged class. As we have just said, the masses*
prejudices are based only on their ignorance and totally oppose their very
interests, while the bourgeoisie*s are, based precisely on its class interests
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and resist counteraction by bourgeois science itself only because of the
collective egoism of its members. The people want but do not know; the
bourgeoisie knows but does not want. Which of the two is incurable? The
bourgeoisie, to be sure.
General rule: Only those who feel the need to be converted, who have
already received through their outward privations or inward instincts
everything you want to give them, can be converted. You will never convert
those who do not feel the need to change* or even those who are discontent
with their situation and want to change it but who, because of the nature of
their moral, intellectual, and social habits, seek that situation in a world
which is not the world you envision.
I ask whether you can convert to socialism a noble who covets riches,
a member of the bourgeoisie who would like to be a noble, or even a worker
who in his soul strives only to become a member of (he bourgeoisiel You
might as soon convert a real or imaginary aristocrat of the intellect, a
scientist, a half'^cientist, a quarter-, tenth-, or hundredth-part scientist
who is full of scientific ostentation and of arrogant scorn for the illiterate
masses—often just because he has been lucky enough somehow to
understand a few books—and who thinks he b called, with others of his
kind, to establish a new ruling, i.e., exploiting, caste.
No argument or propaganda will ever convert these miserable
persons. There is only one way to convince them: by acting, by destroying
tlie very possibility for privileged positions to exist, by destroying all
domination and exploitation; by social revolution, which in sweeping
away every basis of inequality in the world will moralize those persons by
fordng them to seek their welfare through equality and solidarity.
The case is different with earnest workers. By "earnest** workers we
mean ail those who are really overwhelmed by the burden of labor, all
those who are in so destitute and precarious a situation that none of them,
save in the most extraordinary circumstances, could consider gaining a
better situation for himself, and only for himself, under present economic
conditions and in the present social environment—becoming in his turn,
for example, a manager or a State counselor. To be sure, we also include in
this category those rare and magnanimous workers who could rise
individually above the working class but who do not wish to take
advantage of the possibility, workers who would prefer to be exploited by
the members of the boui'geoisie a bit longer, in solidarity with their
comrades>in-poverty, rather than become exploiters in their turn. These
workers do not have to be converted; they are pure'socialists.
We are referring to the great mass of workers who, exhausted by their
daily labor, are poor and unlearned. These workers, regardless of the
political and religious prejudices implanted in their mind, are socialist
without knowing it: their most basic instinct and their social situation
makes them more earnestly and truly socialist than all the scientific and
bourgeois socialists taken together. They are socialist because of all the
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conditions of their material existence and all the needs of their being,
whereas others are socialist only by virtue of their intellectual needs. And
in real life the needs of the being are always stronger than those of the
intellect, since the intellect is never the source of being but is always and
everywhere its expression, reflecting its successive development.
The workers lack neither the potential for socialist aspirations nor
their actuality; they lack only socialist thought. Each worker demands,
from the bottom of his heart, a fully human existence in terms of material
well-being and intellectual development, an existence founded on justice,
that is, on the equality and freedom of each and every individual through
labor. This is the instinctive idea) of everyone who lives only from his own
labor. Clearly, this ideal .cannot be realized in the present social and
political world, which is founded on injustice and on the indecent
exploitation of the labor of the working masses. Thus, every earnest
worker is inevitably a socialist revolutionary, since he can be emancipated
only by the overthrow of all things now existing. Either this structure of
injustice must disappear along with its showy display of unjust laws and
privileged institutions, or the working masses will be condemned to eternal
slavery.
This is socialist thought, the germs of which will be found in the
instinct of every earnest worker. The goal, then, is to make the worker fully
aware of what he wants, to unjam ^within him a stream of thought
corresponding to his instinct, for as soon as the thought of the working
masses reaches the level of their instinct, their will becomes unshakable
and their influence irresistible.
What impedes the swifter development of this salutary thought
among the working masses? Their ignorance to be sure, that is, for the most
part the political and religious prejudices with which self-interested classes
still try to obscure their coi^ious and their natural instinct. How can we
dispel this ignorance and destroy these harmful prejudices? By education
and propaganda?
To be sure, these are excellent means. But, given the present plight of
the working masses, they are' insufficient. The isolated worker is too
overwhelmed by his daily grind and his daily cares to have much time to
devote to education. Moreover, who will conduct this propaganda? Will it
be the few sincere socialists who come from the bourgeoisie and who
wrtainly are magnanimous enough but who, on the one hand, are too few
in number to propagandize as widely as necessary and, on the other hand,
do not adequately understand the workers* world because their [sociaQ
situation puts them in a different world, and whom therefore the workers
rather legitimately distrust?
**The emancipation of the workers must be accomplished by the
workers themselves,** says the Preamble to our General Rules. And it is a
thousand times right to say so. This is the principal basis of our great
Association. But the workers* world is in general unlearned, and it totally
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lacks theory. Accordingly, it is left with but a single path, that of
en^ancipation through practical action. What does this mean?
It has only one meaning. It means workers*solidarity in their struggle
'against the bosses. It means trade-unions, organization, and the federation
of resistance funds.^*
3
If the International at first tolerated the subversively reactionary
political and religious ideas of the workers who joined it, this was hardly
because the International was indifferent to those ideas. The International
cannot be accused of being indifferent because it detests and rejects those
ideas with all the strength of its being, for as we have already shown, every
reactionary idea is the inversion of the basis of the International.
This tolerance, we repeat, is prompted by a far-seeing wisdom. The
International knows full well that every earnest worker is socialist because
of all the wants intrinsic to his wretched station in life, and that any
rea'btionary ideas he has can result only from his ignorance. To deliver him
from that ignorance, the International relies on the collective experience he
gain^ in its bosom, especially on the progress of the collective struggle of
the workers against the bosses.
And indeed, as soon as a worker believes that the economic state of
affairs can be radically transformed in the near future, he begins to fight, in
association with his comrades, for the reduction of his working hours and
for an increase in his salary. And as soon as he be^ns to take an active part
in this wholly material struggle, we may be certain that he will very soon
abandon every preoccupation with heaven, voluntarily renounce divine
assistance, and become increasingly accustomed to relying on the collective
strength of the workers. Socialism replaces religion in his mind.
The same thing will happen to the worker*s reactionary politics, the
chief prop of which will disappear as his consciousness is delivered from
religious oppression. On the other hand, through practice and collective
experience, which is naturally always more broadening and instructive
than any isolated experience, the progressive expansion and development
of the economic struggle will bring him more and more to recognize his
true enemies: the privileged classes, including the clergy, the bourgeoisie,
and the nobility; and the State, which exists only to safeguard all the
privileges of those classes, inevitably taking their side against the
proletariat in every case.
The worker thus enlisted in the struggle will necessarily come to
realize that there is an irreconcilable antagonism between the henchmen of
Reaction and his own dearest human concerns. Having reached this point,
he will recognize himself to be a revolutionary socialist, and he will act like
one.
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This is not the case with the members of the bourgeoisie. All their
interests are opposed to the economic transformation of society. And if
their ideas are also opposed to it; if these ideas are reactionary or, as they
are now politely called, moderate; if their heart and mind detest this great
act of justice and liberation that we call the Social Revolution; if they are
horrified of real social equality, that is, of simultaneously political, social,
and economic equality; if at the bottom of their soul they desire, as many
bourgeois socialists now do, to preserve a single privilege—even just their
intellect—for themselves, their class, or their children; if they do not abhor
the present order of things, with both mental logic and impassioned
strength; then we may be sure that they will remain reactionaries and
enemies of the workers' cause all their life. They must be kept far from the
International.
They must be kept very far away, because their admission would only
demoralize the International and divert it from its true path. There is,
moreover, an unmistakable sign by which the workers can tell whether a
member of the bourgeoisie who seeks admittance to their ranks comes to
them straightforwardly, unhesitatingly, and without subversive hidden
motives. This sign is the relations he maintains with the bourgeois world.
The antagonbm between the world of the workers and that of the
bourgeoisie is becoming more and more pronounced. Every seriousthinking person whose opinions and ideas are not distorted by the often
unconscious influence of self-interested sophists must now realize that
there is no reconciliation possible. The workers want equality and the
bourgeoisie wants to maintain inequality. The one obviously destroys the
other. Thus the vast majority of bourgeois capitalists and propertyowners—the ones who have the courage honestly to admit what they
want—are also bold enough to show just as honestly the horror that the
present labor movement evokes in them. These are our resoluteand sincere
enemies. We know who they are, and this is good.
But there are other members of the bourgeoisie who are of a different
kind; they have neither the same candor nor the same courage. They arc
enemies of social liquidation, which we call, with all the force of our souls,
a great act of justice, the necessary point of departure and the indispensable
basis for an egalitarian and rational organization of society. Like all other
members of the bourgeoisie, they wish to preserve economic inequality, the
everlasting source of all other inequalities; and at the same time they claim
to want what we want, the all-round emancipation of the worker and of
labor. With a passion worthy of the most reactionary members of the
bourgeoisie, they support the very source of the proletariat's slavery, the
separation of labor from landed property and capital, which are now
represented by two different classes; and they nevertheless pose as apostles
who will deliver the working class from the yoke of property and capital!
Are they fooling themselves or are they just fooling? Some, in good
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faith, fool themselves, but many are impostors; most fool both themselves
and others. They all belong to the radical bourgeoisie and the category of
bourgeois socialists who founded the League of Peace and Freedom.
Is this League socialist? As we have already noted, it rejected socialism
w|th horror in the beginning, during the first year of itsexist^ce. This past
year, it triumphantly rejected the principle of economic equality at its
Berne Confess. Now, sensing that it is dying and wishing to live still a bh
longer, but fmally realizing that the social question is now the crux of
political life, it calls itself socialist. It has become bourgeois-socialist and
wants to decide all social questions on the basis of economic inequality. It
wishes to preserve rent and interest, as it must, but it pretends to
emancipate the workers with them. It tries to give nonsense some
substance.
Why does it do this? What makes it attempt so unseemly and
unproductive a task? This is not difficult to understand.
A large part of the bourgeoisie is tired of the reign of Caesarism and
militarism which it itself founded, out of fear of the proletariat, in 1848.
Just remember the June Days, those precursors of the December Days;
remember the National Assembly that unanimously offered nothing but
curses and insults after the June Days, unanimously but for a single voice,
the voice of the illustrious and heroic socialist Proudhon, who alone had
the courage to throw down the challenge to this rabid bourgeois herd of
conservatives, liberals, and radicals. Nor should we forget that some of
those citizens who reviled Proudhon are still alive and more militant than
ever, [while others] have since become martyrs to liberty, beatified by the
December persecutions.^'
There is therefore absolutely no doubt that the entire bourgeoisie,
including the radical bourgeoisie, was the creator of the Caesarean and
military despotism, the effects of which it now deplores. Having used this
despotism against the proletariat, the bourgeoisie now wants to be rescued
from it. Nothing is more natural; this regime ruins and humiliates the
bourgeoisie. But how to get rid of it? In the past the bourgeoisie was daring
and strong, and its triumphs gave it strength. Now it is cowardly and weak,
troubled by the impotence that accompanies age. It recognizes its
weakness only too well and senses that it can do nothing by itself.
Therefore it needs help, and only the proletariat can provide this;
consequently, the bourgeoisie needs to win over the proletariat.
But how to win it ovef? By promises of freedomand political equality?
These words no longer touch the workers. They have learned at their own
expense, and they have realized through harsh experience, that these
words mton nothing to them but the preservation of their economic
slavery, often harsher than before. If you want to touch the hearts of these
Wretched millions of labor's slaves, speak to them of their economic
emancipation. Every worker knows that this is the only real, serious
foundation of every other emancipation. Accordingly, the workers must
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be approached on the ground of economic reforms of society.
Well, said the Leaguers of Peace and Freedom to themselves, let us do
that, and let us call ourselves socialists as well. Let us promise them
economic and social reforms, but always on the condition that they fully
respect the basw of civilization and of bourgeois omnipotence; individual
and hereditary property, interest on capital, and rent on land. Let us
convince them that the worker can be emancipated only under these
conditions, which guarantee our domination and their slavery.
Let us .even convince them that the achievement of all these social
reforms requires that they first make a good political revolution, but an
exclusively political one, as red as they like politically and with much headchopping if that becomes necessary, but with the greatest respect for the
inviolability of property: in short, a wholly Jacobin revolution that will
make us masters of the situation. And once we become the masters, we will
give the workers, well, what we can give them and what we want to give
them.
Here is an infallible sign by which the workers can recognize a false
socialist, a bourgeois socialist: if, speaking of revolution, or if you like of
social transformation, he says that political transformation must precede
economic transformation; if he denies that they must be accomplished
together and simultaneously, or if he denies even that political revolution is
something other than the immediate and direct implementation of full and
complete social liquidation, let the workers turn their backs on him, for he
is either a fool or a hypocritical exploiter.
4
If the International Working-Men's Association is to be faithful to its
principle and if it is to remain on the only path that can bring it success,
then it must above all counteract the influences of two kinds of bourgeois
socialists: the partisans of bourgeois politics, including even bourgeois
revolutionaries; and the so-called practical men, who advocate bourgeois
cooperation.
Let us first consider the former.
We have said that economic emancipation is the basis of all other
emancipations. This summarizes the entire policy of the International.
Indeed, the following statement appears in the Preamble to our
General Rules:
**That the subjection of labor to capital is the source of all political,
moral, and material servitude, and that for this reason the economic
emancipation of the workers is the great goal to which every political
movement should be subordinated.'^^
Of course, every political movement which does not have tht full and
definitive economic emancipation of the workers for its immediate and
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direct goal, which does not have written clearly on its standard the
principle of economic equality, that is, the full restitution of capital to
labor or Social Liquidation—every such political movement is bourgeois
and, as such, must be ruled out of the International.
As a result, the policy of bourgeois democrats or bourgeois socialists,
which declares that political freedom is the prior condition for economic
emancipation, must be mercilessly ruled out. These words mean nothing
but that political reforms or political revolution must precede economic
reforms or economic revolution, and that the workers must therefore unite
with the somewhat' radical members of the bourgeoisie in order first to
cah^ out political changes with them, but without later carrying out
economic changes against them.
We strongly dispute this pernicious theory, which can only make the
workers once more a tool of their own exploitation by the bourgeoisie. To
gain political freedom first can only mean to gain it by hself, leaving
economic and social relations as before, that is, the property-owners and
capitalists with their impudent riches and the workers with their poverty.
But, they say, once this freedom is won, it will give the workers a
means of later giinmg equality or economic justice.
Freedom, indeed, is a splendid and powerful tool. The question is
whether the workers will really be able to use it and whether it will really be
theirs, or whether, as has always been the case until now, their political
freedom will be but a false front and a fraud.
Wouldn't a worker who, in his present economic predicament, is told
of political freedom, respond with the refrain of a well-known song:"
Do not speak of freedom:
Poverty is slavery!
Indeed, one would have to be in love with illusions to imagine that a
worker, under present economic and social circumstances, can really and
truly make use of his political freedom or fully profit from it. For this he
lacks two little things: spare time and material resources.
Furthermore, didnH we see precisely this in France on the day after the
Revolution of IS48, the most radical revolution desirable from the
political standpoint? The French workers were certainly neither indifferent
nor unintelligent, and desphe the most far<reaching universalsuffrage they
had to let the members of the bourgeoisie do as they pleased. Why?
Because they lacked the material resources necessary to make political
freedom a reality, because hunger forced them to remain slaves to hard
labor, while radical, liberal, and even conservative members of the
bourgeoisie—republicans of recent vintage, some converted the day before
the revolution, some the day after—came and went, agitated, spoke, took
action and conspired freely, some able to do so because of their annuity or
other lucrative bourgeois situation, and others able because of the State
budget, which they naturally preserved and made stronger than ever.
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We know what happened: first the June Days; later, their inevitable
result, the December Days."
But, someone will say, the workers have become wiser by their very
experience, and they will send common workers, rather than members of
the bourgeoisie, to Constituent or Legislative Assemblies. As poor as they
are, they will somehow manage to give their parliamentary deputies
something to live on. Do you know what the result of this will be? The
worker-deputies, transplanted into a bourgeois environment, into an
atmosphere of purely bourgeois political ideas, will in fact cease to be
workers and, becoming Statesmen, they will become bourgeois, and
perhaps even more bourgeois than the Bourgeois themselves. For men do
not make their situations; on the contrary, men are made by them. And we
know from experience that bourgeoi^ified] workers are frequently no less
egoistic than bourgeois exploiters, no less pernicious to the International
than bourgeois socialists, and no less vain and ridiculous than bourgeois
nobles.
Regardless of what is said and done, the workers will have nofreedom
so long as they remain in their present predicament, and whoever advises
them to gain political freedoms without first mentioning the boiling
questions of socialism, without saying the words that cause the members of
the bourgeoisie to pa\t—social liquidation—that person simply says: First
win this freedom for us, so that we can later use it against you.
But, someone will say, these bourgeois radicals mean well and they are
sincere. [We reply that n]o good intentions nor any sincerity can
counteract the influence of one's [sociaO standing; and since we have said
that the very workers thrust into this situation inevitably become
bourgeois, that is all the more reason for those who remain in thissituation
to remain bourgeois.
If a member of the bourgeoisie, motivated by a great passion for
justice, equality, and humanity, earnestly wishes to work for the emancipation
of the proletariat, let him begin first by breaking all political and social ties
with the bourgeoisie, all connections between the bourgeoisie and his
interests, his mind, his vanity, and his heart. Let him understand before all
else that no reconciliation is possible between the proletariat and the
bourgeoisie, which lives only by exploiting others and which is the
proletariat's natural enemy.
After he has turned his back on the bourgeois world for good, let him
fall in under the workers' standard, on which are written the words:
"Justice. Equality, and Liberty for all. Abolition of classes through
worldwide economic equalization. Social liquidation." He will be welcome.
We have only one piece of advice to give the workers about the
bourgeois socialists and the bourgeois[ified] workers who will tell us about
compromise between bourgeois politics and workers* socialism: turn your
backs on them.
Since bourgeois socialists are now trying, with socialism as bait, to
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agitate a great workers' unrest in order to gain political freedom, a freedom
which we have seen would profit only the bourgeoisie; since the masses of
workers, enlightened and set in motion by the International, have reached
a clear understanding of their predicament and are in fact organizing
themselves and becoming really strong, not along national lines but
internationally, and not for the bourgeoisie's designs but for their own;
since a revolution is necessary even to achieve the bourgeoisie's ideal of
complete political freedom with republican institutions; and since revolutions
can succeed only thanks to the people's might—for all these reasons, this
strength must stop being used to pull chestnuts out of the fire for Bourgeois
Gentlemen. It must from now on contribute only to the victory of the
people's cause, the cause of everyone who labors against everyone who
exploits labor.
The International Working-Men^ Association, true to its basic
principle, will never lend a hand in any political agitation that has any
immediate and direct purpose other than the complete economic emancipation
of the worker^that is, the abolition of the bourgeoisie as an economic
class isolated from the bulk of the population—or in any revolution which,
from the first day. from the first hour,does not have written on its standard
the words Social Liquidation.
But revolutions kre not improvised. They are not made arbitrarily
either by individuals or even by the most powerful associations. They
occur independently of all volition and conspiracy and are always brought
about by the force of circumstances. They can be foreseen and their
approach can sometimes be sensed, but their outbreak can never be
hastened.
Convinced of this truth, we ask: What policy should the International
follow during this somewhat extended time period that separates us from
this terrible social revolution which is so universally anticipated?
Paying no attention to any local or national politics, as its articles
require, the International will give labor unrest in all countries an
essentially economic character, with the aim of reducing working hours
and increasing salary, by means of the association of the working masses
and the accumulation of resistance funds.
It will propagandize its principles because these principles, which are
the purest expression of the collective interests of the workers of the entire
world, are the soul and the whole vital force of the Association. It will
propagandize widely without regard for bourgeois sensibilities, so that
each worker who emerges from the intellectual and moral torpor that has
been used to restrain him nmy understand his predicament, understand
exactly what he must do, and know under what conditions he can gain his
human rights.
The International will propagandize so much more vigorously and
whole heartedly that we shall often encounter influences in the International
itself that will attempt to portray the latter's principles as a useless theory
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and affect disdain for them, trying to restore the workers to the political^
economic, and religious catechism offlhe bourgeoisie.
Lastly, the International will expand and organize^across the frontiers
of all countries', so that when the revolution—brought about by the force
of circumstancfcs—breaks out, th& International will be a^real force and
will know what it has to do. Then it will be able to take the revolution into
its own handstand giveit a direction that will bertefit the peopleun earnest
international -organization of workers' associations from all countries,
capable of replacing this departing political world of Statesand bourgeoisie.
We.concliide this faithful statement of the policy of the International
by quoting the last paragraph of the Preamble taour GeneralrRules>
"The'onovement. occurring among the workers oC Europe most
industrialized countries, in giving rise to new h6pes, gives solemri warning
not^to jfall back into old.errors."
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The first question we must now consider is whether the working masses can
be fully emancipated so.long as theeducation that they.receive is mferior to
that ^iven to the members of the bourgeoisie, or,Jn general-, so long as any
class of any siw enjoys,.because of its bjrth', the privileges,of.^better
upbringi'^ and a fuller education. Dpesnt th,is question answer-itself? Isn't
it obvious, that, of two persons endowed with .nearTy equal natural
intelligence, the one who. knows more, who.U broader-minded thanks to
^ientific learning, who grasps more easily and, fully the nature of his
surroundings because he better understandsfhose facts which arecalled the
laws of nature and society and which interconnect natural and social
events—that that person will feel freer in nature^and society, and that he
will also in fact be the cleveref and stronger oT the two? The one who knows
more will naturally rule over the one.who knows less; and if between two
classes just this one difference in education and .upbringing existed, it
would be enough to produce all the.others in sliort order, a^dthe human
world would fmd itself in its present state,divided anew into a large nymber
of slaves aiid a small number of rulers, the former workingforthe latter^as
is the .case now.
Now you understahd why bourgeois socialists call for only'some
ecfucation for the people, a litt)e more than they have now, and why we
socialist-demoprats call for all-round education for t^em, total education
as full as the'intellectual develoj^me^t.of the times^.ailo,ws, sojhat in the
futfure no class can rule over the working masses,exploitmg them, superior
tq.them because it knows more. The bourgeois socialists,wisl)-to preserve
classes, each of which, according to them; should fulfilf a different social
function-T^one ihlit of learning,, for example, and another that of manual
labor. V^e, on .th^ contrary, 'desire tKe full and definitive abolition of
classes, the unification of society, the economic and social equalization of
all human being^ on rarth. They want to lessen, mitigate, and prettify
inequality and injustice, preserving all the.while4hese historical bases of
contemporary.society; but,we wish'to^destroy themi From this it clearly
follows that no. understanding'nor«conciliation, nW even coalition, is
possible between'the bourgeois sdcialists and us.
But, they will say (and this argument^they advance most often against
us, for Doctrinaire Gentlemen of every color consider it ir/esistible), it is
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impossible for all humanity to devote itself to scientific learning; it would
die of hunger. While some study, accordingly, the others must work to
produce the vital necessities, first of all for themselves and then also for
those persons who have consecrated themselves exclusively to labors of the
intellect. For these latter work not just for themselves: dont their scientific
discoveries, through application to industry and agriculture as well as to
political and social life generally, both broaden human understanding and
improve the situation of every human being without exception? Don't
artistic creations ennoble everyone*s life?
No, not at all. And our greatest criticism of science and the arts is
precisely that they spread their good deeds and exercise their beneficial
influence only over a very small portion of society, to the exclusion of the
vast majority and hence also to their detriment. We may now say of the
progress of science and the arts what has already quite correctly been said
of the stupendous development of industry, commerce, credit—social
wealth, in a word—in the most civilized countries of the modem world.
This wealth, concentrated in an ever smaller number of hands and
sloughing off the lower strata of the middle class, the petite bourgeoisie,
into the proletariat, is wholly exclusive and becomes moreso every day,
growing in direct proportion to the increasing poverty of the working
masses. From this it follows that the abyss which already divides the
wealthy and privileged minority from the millions of workers whose
physical labor supports them, is always widening, and that the wealthier
the exploiters of the peopled labor get, the poorer the workers get. Simply
juxtapose the extraordinary affluence of the great aristocratic, financial,
commercial, and industrial world of England to the wretched predicament
of the workers of that country. Simply read once more the unpretentious,
heartrending letter recently written by an intelligent, honest London
goldsmith, Walter Dugan, who voluntarily poisoned himself, his wife,and
his six children just to escape the humiliations, the poverty,and the tortures
of hunger. You will have toacknowledge that from the material standpoint
this vaunted civilization means only oppression and ruination to the
people.
The situation is the same with respect to the modem progress of
science and the arts. There has been vast progress, yes. But the greater the
progress, the more it becomes a cause of intellectual and hence material
slavery, a cause of the peopIe^s poverty and inferiority; for this progress
always widens the abyss that already divides the insight of the people from
that of the privileged classes. From the standpoint of natural ability, the
insight of the people today is clearly less jaded, less depleted, less affected,
and less corrupted by the need to defend unjust interests, and as a result it is
naturally more cogent than bourgeois insight. But on the other hand, the
privileged classes are fully armed, formidably armed, with knowledge. It
happens quite often that a very bright worker must stand silent while a
stupid scholar gets the better of him, not because the latter has any sense
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but because of the education denied to the worker, which the other has been
able to get because the labor of the worker clothed him, lodged htm, fed
him, and provided him with tutors, books, and everything else he needed
for his education while his stupidity was being scientifically developed in
the schools.
We know perfectly well that the amount of learning each individual
acquires is hardly the same even within the bourgeois class. Within the
bourgeoisie too, there is a scale which depends not on the individuals*
abilities but on the relative wealth of the social stratum in which they were
born. For example, the education received by the children of the lowest
stratum of the bourgeoisie is scarcely more than that which the workers
manage to give themselves, and it is almost no education when compared to
What society distributes so generously to the grande and moyenne
bourgeoisie. So what do we see? The petite bourgeoisie, which now counts
itself among the middle class only out of foolish vanity on theone hand and
out of its dependence on the big capitalists on the other, is most of the time
in a poorer and much more humiliating predicament than even the
proletariat. So when we speak of the privileged classes, we never mean the
poor petite bourgeoisie. If it had a bit more insight and courage, it would
not hesitate to join us in battleagainst the grande and moyenne bourgeoisie
which crush it now no less than they crush the proletariat. And if the
economic development of society were to continue in this direction for yet
another decade, which to us seems nevertheless impossible, we would see
the majority of the moyenne bourgeoisie sink first into the present
predicament of the petite bourgeoisie and disappear a little later into the
proletariat, thanks always to the inevitable concentration of[social wealth
in &n] always fewer number of hands. The unfailing result of this will be
eventually to divide the social world into a small, e^ssively affluent,
learned, ruling minority and a vast majority of wretched, ignorant, slavish
proletarians.
Every honest person,'everyone who has human dignity and justice at
heart, everyone who believes in the freedom of each individual through the
equality of every individual and in that context, must be astounded that all
inventions of the human mind and all the great applications of science to
industry, to commerce', and to social life in general, have until now
redounded only to the benefit of the'privileged classes and never to the
benefit of the masses of the people, extending theinfluence of thoseeternal
protectors of every political and social injustice. We need only name these
machines for every worker and every sincere partisan of the emancipation
of labor to acknowledge this fact. Whose strength still now maintains the
privileged classes in their positions, with all their arrogant prosperity and
unjust delights, against the legitimate indignation of the masses of the
people? Is this strength inherent in these privileged classes? No, [their
positions are preserved] by the strength of the State alone, of whkh
moreover every ruling office—and even middle and lower offices, save
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those of workers and soldiers-is now filled by their children, as thev
always have been. And what is now the basis of all the influence exerted bv
the States? It is science.
'
Yes. science. The science of government, the science of administration
and financial science; the science of fleecing the people without makina
them complain too much and, when they begin to complain, the science of
irnposmg silence, forbearance, and obedience on them by scientifically
organized violence; the science of tricking and dividing the masses of the
people, of keeping them eternally and advantageously ignorantso that they
may never, by helping each other and through unifying their efforts,
coiKtitute a force able to overturn the States; above all, military science,
with all Its miproved weapons, its formidable tools of destruction which
perform wonders"; finally, the inventors* science, which has produced
steamboats, railroads, and telegraphs—railroads which, as used by
military strategy, increase tenfold the defensive and offensive force of
States, and telegraphs which have created the most formidable politically
centralized entities ever in the world, transforming each government into a
hundred" or thousand-armed Briareus^' and allowing it to be present to
act, and to strike everywhere.
W^o, then, can deny that every scientific advance, without exception,
has until now resulted only in increasing the wealth of the privileged classes
and the influence of the States, to thedetriment of the welfare and freedom
of the popular masses and the proletariat?Someone will object: Don't the
working masses also benefit from scientific progress? Aren't they much
more advanced now than heretofore?
We reply with the words of Lassalle, the famous German socialist. To
assMS the progress of the working masses from the standpoint of their
political and social empancipation, we should not compare their current
intellectual level with their past intellectual leyel.^^ Having determined the
difference between them and the privileged classes at a given time, we
^ould examine whether they have adyapced at the same rate as the latter.
For if they have advanced at an equal rate, then the intellectual distance
separating them from the privileged world will be the same. If the
proletariat advances further and at a faster rate than^o.the privileged "this
distance necessarily will have decreased. But if, on the contrary' the
workers* progress is slower and therefore |ess than that of the dominant
elates, then the distance between them will have grown over the same
period of time; the abyss separating them will have become larger, the
privileged will have become more powerful, and the wprker will have
become more dependent, more of a slave than in the beginning. If you and I
leave simultaneously from two different spots, and if you begin 100 paces
ahead of nie and make 60 paces a minute while I make only 30, then at the
end of an hour the distance separating us will no longer be 100 paces but
280 [j/c for 1,900].
This example gives an entirely fair idea of the progress of the
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bourgeoisie and of the proletariat respectively until now. The members of
the bourgeoisie- have trodden the path of civilization faster than have the
proletarians, not because their intellect is naturally more powerful (we
might with good reason say the exact opposite today) but because until
now the economic and political organization of society has been such that
only they could educate themselves, such that learning existed only for
them, and such that the proletariat has been condemned to forced
ignorance, whh the result that even if the proletariat makes progress—and
its progress is certain—this has occurred not thanks to society, but in spite
of it.
We summarize. Under the present organization of society theadvance
of science has caused the relative ignorance of the proletariat, just as the
advance of industry and commerce has caused its r«/a//ve Impoverishment.
Intellectual and material advances alike have thus tended to increase its
slavery. What follows from this? It follows that we must repudiate and fight
this bourgeois science, just as we must repudiate and fight bourgeois
wealth. To repudiate and fight them means destroying the social order that
makes them the patrimony of one class or several classes; and for this we
must lay claim to them as the common property of everyone.
2

We have shown that so long as the various strata of society have more
than one level of education, there will inevitably be classes, that is,
'economic and political privileges for the small number of the wealthy, and
slavery and poverty for the vast number of others.
As members of the International Working-Men's Association, we
want Equality, and because we want it. we also must want the same allround education for everyone.
Someone will ask: If everybody is educated, who will want to work?
Our answer is simple: Everyone shall work and everyone shall be educated.
A frequent objection to this reply is that such a combination of industrial
and intellectual labor can only hurt both, that workers will be poor scholars
and scholars will be poor workers. Yes, [this is true] in present-day society,
where both manual and mental labor are distorted by the wholly artificial
separation to which they have both been condemned. But we are convinced
that well-rounded living persons must develop muscular and mental
activities equally and that these activities,far from harmingeach 6ther, not
only will not impede each other but instead will support, broaden, and
reinforce each other; the scholar's science will become more fertile, more
useful, and broader in scope when the scholar ceases being a stranger to
manual labor, and the educated worker will work more intelligently and
therefore more productively than the unlearned worker.*'
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From this it follows, in the interest of both labor and science, that
there should no longer be cither workers or scholars but only human
beings.
As a result, those who are now preoccupied with the intolerant world
of science because of their greater intellect, those who submit to the
requirements for being bourgeois once they are established in the bourgeois
world, those who place all their inventions at the exclusive disposal of the
privileged class to which they themselves belong—once these persons really
share solidarity with everybody, not in their imagination nor just in words
but in fact, through their own labor, then they will just as inevitably place
the discoveries and applications of science at everyone"^ disposal, to
facilitate and above all to ennoble labor, which is the only legitimate and
real basis of human society.
It is possible and even quite probable that the most esteemed sciences
will fall considerably below their presentlevel[of esteem] during the rather
extended transitional period that will naturally follow the great social
crisis. Doubtless too, luxury and all the refinements of life will have to
disappear from society for a long time, and they will not be able to reappear
until society finds the necessities of life for everyone, when luxuries no
lon^r will be exclusive delights but will ennoble everyone's life. But will
this temporary eclipse of higher science be so great a misfortune? Won^
science gain what it loses in lofty exaltation by getting a broader base?
Certainly, there will be fewer illustrious scholars, but at the same time there
will be infinitely fewer ignorant people. No longer will there be a few who
touch the skies, but millions who are now crushed and degraded will walk
on the earth as human beings. There will be no demigods, but neither will
there be any slaves. The demigods and slaves will be humanized to an
identical intellectual level, the former coming down a little, the latter rising
quite a bit.Then neither deification nor scorn will have any place. Everyone
will join together, and once united, they will march with a newspirit to new
conquests, in science as welt as in life.
Rather than dread this very momentary eclipse of science, we invoke
it, for we see that it will humanize scientists and workers together,
reconciling science and life. And we are convinced that after this new basis
is established, the progress of humanity in both science and life will very
quickly surpass everything we have seen until now and everything we can
now imagine.
But here another question appears: Are all individuals eqtmlly capable
of rising to the same level of education? Let us imagine a society organized
in the most egalitarian way, in which all children will have, from birth, the
same start in life, economically, socially, and politically—absolutely the
same care, upbringing, and ^ucation; among those millions of little
individuals, will we not discover endless differences in energy, natural
ability, and aptitude?
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That is the great argument of our opponents, both the bourgeois
socialists and the pure Bourgeois. They believe it is irresistible. Let us try to
prove the opposite. First of all, by what right do they cite the principle of
individual capabilities? Can these capabiUties develop in existing society?
Can they develop in a society which continues to be based economically on
the jright of inheritance? Clearly not, for assoon as[the right oQ inheritance
exists, children's careers will never be the result of their capabilities and
their individual energy; before all that, it will be the result of the financial
state, the wealth or poverty, of their families. Rich but stupid heirs will
receive a superior education; the most intelligent children of the proletariat
will continue to inherit ignorance, just like now. IsnH it only hypocrisy and
filthy fraud to speak of individual rights based on individual capabilities in
present-day society, or even to do so with a view to a reformed society still
based on individual property and the right of inheritance?
Individual freedom is much talked about today, but what prevails is
hardly the multifaceted individual but the individual defined by the
privileges of social standing; what prevails, then, is social class. Just let an
intelligent member of the bourgeoisie rise up against the economic
privileges of this respectable class, and you will see how much the other
members of this class, who now speak of individual freedom, will respect
hisi And they speak to us of individual abilities! Do we not see the ablest
members of the working class and bourgeoisie forced every day to yield and
even kowtow to the stupid heirs of the golden calf?*^ Only under total
equality will actual abilities of individuals be fully developed and
individual liberty be human rather than privileged. Only when there exists,
for all persons on earth, equality from the beginning which still safeguards
the hi^er rights of that solidarity which has always produced material
goods and human intellect—in a word, social life—only then can it be said
that every individual is the child of his labors more than today. From this
we conclude that for a single individual's abilities to thrive and bear full
fruit, every political and economic privilege, that is, every class, must be
abolished. Individual property and the right of inheritance must disappear,
and economic, political, and social Equality must triumph.
But once equality has triumphed and is well established, will various
individuals' abilities and their levels of energy cease to differ? Some will
exist, perhaips not so many as now, but certainly some will alwaysexist. It is
proverbial that the same tree never bears two identical leaves, and this will
probal^ly always be true. And it is even truer with regard to human beings,
who are much more complex than leaves. But this diversity is hardly an
evil. On the; contrary, as the German philosopher Feuerbach rightly
observed, it is a resource of the human race.*' Thanks to this diversity,
humanity is a collective whole in which the one individual complements all
the others and needs them. As a result, this infinite diversity of human
individuals is the fundamental cause and the very basis of their solidarity. It
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is an all-powerful argument for equality.
Even in modem society, if we disregard the differences artificially
created by a thousand social causes, such as upbringing, education, and
economic and political standing—which differ not only among social
strata but nearly from family to family—we will see that from the
standpoint of intellectual abilities and moral strength, excluding geniuses
and idiots, the vast majority of individuals either are quite similar or at least
balance each other out (since one who is weaker in a given respect nearly
always makes up the difference by being equivalently stronger in another
respect), with the result that it becomes impossible to say whether one
individual from this mass rises much above or sinks much below another.
The vast majority of human individuals are not identical, but they are
equivalent and hence equal. Only the cases of geniuses and idiots therefore
remain to support our opponents' reasoning.
We know that idiocy isa physiological and social illness. It ought to be
treated as such, not in schools but in hospitals, and we have the righfto
expect that the introduction: of a social hygiene that is more rational and
especially concerned with the physical and moral health of individuals will
lead to the disappearance of this affliction, which so degrades the human
race. As for geniuses, we must first of all observe, happily or unhappily as
you wish, that they have appeared in history only as very rareexceptions to
all known rules; and exceptions cannot becategorized. In any case, we may
hope that society, through the genuinely demooatk and populv oii^nization
of its collective strength, will find a way to make these great geniuses less
necessary, less overpowering, and more truly beneficial to everyone. For
we must never forget the profound saying about Voltaire: "There is
someone who has greater sense than the greatest geniuses, and that is
everyman."*® The task, then, is only to organize this everyman in
accordance with the greatest freedom, based on the .fullest economic,
political, and social equality, so that we may have nothing left to fear from
the dictatorial whims and despotic ambition of geniuses.
As for producing geniuses through upbringing, this need not be
considered. Moreover, no celebrated geniuses, or almost none of them,
have manifested their talent in infancy, in adolescence, or even in early
adulthood. Their genius was demonstrated only when they had'reached a
mature age, and many were not recognized until after their death, while
many who had been proclaimed superior in their youth ended their careers
in complete obscurity. Thus, neither the relative superiorities and inferiorities
of individuals, nor the extent of their abiUties, nor their natural proclivities
can be determined in their infancy or even in their adolescence. All these
things become clear and are resolved only by the individuals'development;
and since some individuals are precocious and others very slow although
not inferior (they are often even superior), it is clear that no single professor
or schoolmaster can predict the career and the sort of occupatio'n that a
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child will choose after having become an adult.
From this it follows that society has no way to determine and no right
to determine any child's future career, and that it owes everyone, without
exception and without regard for real or imagined differences in inclination
or ability, an absolutely equal upbringing and education.
3
Education ought to be equal for everyone in all respects. It must
therefore be all-round education, that is, it should prepare every child of
each sex for the life of thought as well as for the life of labor. This way,all
children are equally able to become full human beings.
Positive philosophy,*^ which has dethroned religious myths and
metaphysical dreams in people's minds, already allows us to glimpse what
scientific education should be in the future. It will be based on the
knowledge of nature and be crowned by sociology. Ideals will cease having
dominion over life and violating it, as they always do in every metaphysical
and religious system. They will become nothing but the final, finest
expression of the real world. Ceasing to be dreams, they will themselves
become realities.
Since, on the one hand, no mind however powerful can encompass
every specialty of every science, and since, on the other hand, a general
knowledge of all sciences is absolutely necessary for the mind to be fully
developed, instruction will naturally be divided into two parts: the general
part, which will furnish both the basic elements of every science without
exception and a very real, not superficial, knowledge of the whole that they
form together; and the specia(iz^ part, which will be divided of necessity
into several groups or faculties, each of which will cover in full the
particular aspects of a given number of sciences that are intrinsically very
complementary.
The first or general part will be obligatory for all children. It will
constitute, if we may put it this way, the humane instruction of their mind.
It will replace completely metaphysics and theology and at the same time
give the children a perspective broad enough for them to be fully aware in
choosing, once they have reached adolescence, the particular ability which
best suits their individual aptitude and tastes.
Undoubtedly some adolescents, influenced by either their own or
someone else's secondary interest, will be mistaken in the choice of their
scientific specialty, initially choosing a faculty and career not quite best
suited to their aptitudes. But since we are sincere, unhypocritical partisans
of individual freedom: since we detest with all our heart, in the name of this
freedom, the principle of authority** and every possible manifestation of
that divine, anti-human principle; since we detest and condemn, from the
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full depth of our love for freedom, the authority both of the father and of
the schoolmaster; since we And them equally demoralizing and disastrous
(for daily experience shows us that the head of the family and the
schoolmaster, in spite of and even as a result of their acknowledged and
proverbial wisdom, are worse O^dges] of their children^ abilities than are
the children themselves, because they follow an indisputable, irrevocable,
and entirely human law that leads every domineering person astray,
leading every schoolmaster and family head to give much greater weight to
their own tastes than to the natural aptitudes of the child in their arbitrary
determination of their children's future); fmally, since the mistakes of
despotism are always more disastrous and less rectifiable than those of
freedom: [for all these reasons] we support fully and completely, against
every official, semi-official, paternal, and pedantic tutor in the world, the
freedom of children to choose and decide their own career.
If they err. the error itself will be an effective lesson for the future, and
the general education which they will have received will help them guide
then^elves back onto the path indicated to them by their own nature. Like
mature persons, children become "wise only through experiences of their
own. and never through those of others.
Along with scientific or theoretical instruction, in all-round education
there must inevitably be industrial or practical instruction. This is the only
way to train the full human being, the worker who understands what he is
doing.
Industrial instruction will parallel scientific instruction in being
divided into two parts: general instruction, which should give children the
general idea of all trades without exception and their first practical
familiarity with them, as well as the idea of their aggregate, which is the
essence of the material aspect of civilization and the totality of human
labor; and the specialized] part, divided into groups of trades which are
more closely interrelated.
General instruction should prepare adolescents to choose freely the
special group of trades, and from this group the specific trade which suits
their taste. Once they have entered this second phase of industrial
instruction, they will serve their first apprenticeship in serious work under
the guidance of their teachers.
Alongside scientific and industrial instruction there will have to be
practical instruction as well, or rather, a series of experiments in morality,
not divine morality but human morality. Divine morality is based on two
immoral principles: respect for authority and contempt for humanity.
Human morality, on the contrary, is founded on contempt for authority
and respect for the freedom of humanity. Divine morality considers labor
to be a degradation and a punishment. Human morality sees in it the
highest condition of human happiness and human dignity. Divine morality
inevitably results in a policy that acknowledges only the rights of those who
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can live without working because of their economically privileged position.
Human morality concedes rights only to those who live by working; it
» acknowledges that human beings become human only through labor.
The upbringing of children, the starting-point of whichis authority,
should lead afterwards to the fullest freedom. By freedom we mean, from
the positive point of view, the full independence of thewill of theindividual
with respect to the will of others.
Man is not and will never be free of natural and social laws. Laws may
be divided into [these] two categories to facilitate the acquisition of
knowledge, but in reality they belong to one and the same category, for they
are all natural laws without exception, irrevocable laws which are the basis
and the necessary condition of all existence. As a result, for any living being
to rebel against them i&lo commit suicide.
But these natural laws must be distinguished from the authoritarian,
arbitrary, political, religious, criminal, and civil laws that the privileged
classes have established over the course of history, always for the sole
purpose of exploiting the labor of the working masses and muzzling their
freedom—laws which have, under the pretext of a fictitious morality,
Always been the source of the lowest immorality.Obedience to the laws that
constitute, independefitly of all human volition, the very life of nature and
of society is involuntary and inevitable. But this obedience [should be] as
independent as possible of every dictatorial claim, of every collective and
individual human will that would impose its[own artificiaO law rather than
its natural influence.
The natural influence which human beings exert on each other is only
one of the conditions of social life against which revolt would be impossible
and useless. This influence is the very material, intellectual, and moral basis
of human solidarity. The human individual is a product of solidarity, i.e.,
of society, and can, while still obeying society's natural laws, react against
this solidarity to a certain extent under the influence of outside feelings,
especially when they come from a foreign society. But the individual could
hot leave that society without entering another sphere of solidarity and
experiencing new influences there. Life outside all society and outside all
human influences—absolute isolation—is intellectual, moral, and material
death to a human being. Solidarity is not the product of individuality but
its mother, and the human individual can be bom and develop only in
human society.
The sum of the dominant social influences, as expressed by the
common or general awareness of a more or less outspread human group, is
called public opinion. And who is unaware of the all-powerful influence of
public opinion on every individual? Compared to it, the effect of the most
draconian and restrictive laws is nothing. Public opinion is thus the pre
eminent educator of human beings. From this it follows that for individuals
to be moralized, society itself must be moralized before all else; its public
opinion, its conscience must be humanized.
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To moralize human beings, we have said, we must moralize the social
environment.
Socialism, which is founded on positive science, rejects absolutely the
doctrine of free will. It recognizes that every so-called human vice and
virtue is only the product of the combined action of nature, properly so
called, and society. Through its ethnographic, physiolo^cal, and pathological
processes, nature ^ves rise to so-called natural abilities and inclinations,
and social organization develops them or halts or warps their development.
All individuals, at every moment of their life,are, without exception, what
nature and society have made them.
A science of statistics is possible only because of this natural and social
inevitability. This science is not satisfied with ascertaining and enumerating
social facts but looks for their links to and correlations with the
organization of society. Criminal statistics show, for example, that in a
given country, in a given town, over a period of ten, twenty, thirty, or more
years, the same crime or misdemeanor occurs every year in the same
proportion [to the totaQ, if the fabric of society has not been altered by
political and socjal crises. Even more remarkably, a given modus operandi
recurs from year to year in the same proportion; for example, the number
of poisonings, knifmgs, and shootings, as well as the number of suicides
committed one way or another, are almost always the same. This led the
famous Belgian statistician Quetelet to utter the following memorable
words: "Society prepares the crimes while individuals only carry them
out."*'
This periodic recurrence of the same events in society would not take
place if the acts and the intellectual and moral inclinations of individuals
depended on free will. Either the term "free wiir* has no meaning or it
mean^ that, human individuals make up their minds by themselves,
spon^neously, with no outside influence of nature or society. Qut if.this
latter were the case, and if all individuals conducted themselves as they
wished, then the world would be wholly anarehic; all solidarity among
individuals would be impossible. These millions of whplly mutually
independent wills would-clash with one another and tend inevitably toward
mutual destruction, succeeding in this if there did not exist above them the
despotic will of divine providence, ''guiding their actions"and simultaneously
annihilating them, imposing divine order on this human confusion.
Now we understand why every partisan of the principle of free will is
compelled by logicjtoi recognize the existence and the influence of divine
providence. This is the basis of all theolo^cal and metaphysical doctrines.
It is a magnificent system which has pleased the people's minds for quite a
while and which, seen from afar, from the standpoint of abstract reflection
and poetic imagination, actually appears extremely harmonious and noble.
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The historical reality that corresponds to this system has unfortunately
always been horrifying, and the system itself cannot withstand scientific
criticism.
Indeed, we know that so long as divine right reigned on earth, the vast
majority of individuals were brutally and pitilessly exploited, tormented,
oppressed, and slaughtered. We know that when [a small number of
privileged individuals] now try to keep the masses of the people enslaved, it
is still always in the name of the theological or metaphysical divinity. It
cannot be otherwise, because as soon as a divine will begins to rule the
world—both nature and human society—then human freedom is totally
abolished. Human volition is necessarily impotent in the presence of divine
will. What follows from this? That it is necessary to deny the real freedom
of human beings in order to defend their metaphysical, abstract, or
imaginary freedom, called "freewill."In the presence of divine omnipotence
and divine omnipresence, man is a slave. Since human freedom is
annihilated by divine providence, only privilege remains, that is, special
rights accorded by divine grace to some individual, hierarchy, dynasty, or
class.'®
Divine providence likewise makes all science impossible, which is to
say very simfily that it is the negation of human reason, or that
acknowledging it requires one to renounce his own good sense. As soon as
the divine will begins to rule the world, the natural connections among
events become nothing but a series of manifestations of the supreme will,
the orders of which—as the holy Scripture says—can never be understood
by human reason, lest they lose their divine character. Divine providence is
not only the negation of all human logic, but of logic in general, because all
logic implies natural causality, and this contradicts divine freedom. Divine
providence is, from the human standpoint, the triumph of nonsense. Those
who wish to believe in it must therefore renounce both freedom and science
and, while they allow themselves to be exploited and negated by the
privileges of God Almighty, they should repeat whh Tertullian, "I believe
in the absurd, adding to that declaration another, equally logical one:
"And / desire injustice,"
As for us, humbly confessing that we understand nothing through
divine logic, and contenting ourselves with human logic which is based on
experience and on the knowledge of how events in nature and society are
interrelated, we voluntarily surrender all claims to the bliss of another
world and instead lay claim to the full triumph of humanity on this earth.
The accumulated, coordinated, considered experience that we call
science shows us that free will is an untenable fiction, contrary to the very
nature of things; that what we call volition is only the manifestation of a
certain neural activity, just as our physical power is only the result of
muscular activity; and that both, as a result, are equally products of natural
and social life, that is, of the physical and social conditions in which each
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individual is bom and grows up—from which clearly follows the tmthfulness
of what we stated [above]: that for human beings to be moralized, their
social environment must be moralized.
There is only one way for this to happen, and that is for justice to
triumph: the fullest freedom* of every individual through the fullest
equality of each. The inequality of conditions and laws and its unavoidable
result, the absence of individual freedom, is the great collective injustice
which gives birth to all Individual injustices. Abolish it, and all the others
will disappear.
In view of the reluctance of persons of privilege to let themselves be
moralized, i.e., equalized, we greatly fear that this triumph of justice can
take place only through social revolution. We shall not discuss this now; we
shall limit ourselves to announcing the obvious truth that the morality of
individuals will be impossible so long as the social environment is not
moralized.
For individuals to be moralized and become fully human,three things
are necessary: a hygienic birth; rational, all-round education,accompanied
by an upbringing based on respect for labor, reason, equality, and freedom;
and a social environment wherein each human individual will enjoy full
freedom and really be, de jure and de facto, the equal of every other.
Does this environment exist? No. Therefore it must be established. If,
in the existing social environment, we cannot even successfully establish
schools which would give their students an education and upbringing as
perfect as we might imagine, could we successfully create just, free, moral
persons? No, because on leaving school they would enter a society
governed by totally opposite principles, and, because society is always
stronger than individuals, it would soon prevail over them, that is,
demoralize them. What is more, the very foundation of such schools is
impossible in the present social environment. For social life embraces
everything, pervading the schools as well as the life of families and
individuals who are a part of it.
Instmctors, professors, and parents are all membersof this society, all
more or less stultified or demoralized by it. How would they ^ve students
what they themselvps lack? One can preach morality successfully only by
example; and since a socialist morality is entirely the opposite of current
morality, ihe schoolmasters, who are inevitably more or less dominated by
the latter morality, will act in front of their pupils in a manner wholly
contrary to what they preach. As a result, a socialist upbrin^ng is
impossible not only in modem families but in the schools as well.
But all-round ^ucation is equally impossible under present conditions:
*We have already said that by freedom we mean, on the one hand, the fullest possible
development of every individual^ natural faculties and. on the other hand, that of his
independence: not with respect to natural and social laws, but with respect to all laws that
other human wills—collective and isolated [from the collectivity]—impose.
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the members of the bourgeoisie will hear nothing of their children
becoming workers, and workers are deprived of every resource for giving
their children a scientific education.
I am quite amused by those good bourgeois socialists who always tell
us, ^'Let us first educate the people, and then we shall emancipate them.**
We say, on the contrary: Let them first emancipate themselves, and.then
they will educate themselves. Who will educate the people? You[bourgeoi8
socialists]?.But you do .not educate them, you poison them by trying to
inculcate in them all those religious, historical, political, juridical* and
economic prejudices which guarantee your own separate existence, destroy
their intelligence, and weaken their legitimate indignationrand will. You let
them be crushed by their labor and their poverty, and you say to them,
''Study, get educated!**We should like to see all of you, with your children,
take to.sti^y after thirteen, fourteen, or sixteen hours of brutalizing labor,
with your payment entirely in poverty and with uncertainty about what
tomorrow will bring.
No, Gentlemen, despite our respect for the great question of all-round
education, we declare that right now it is hardly the greatest question
confronting the people. The first question concerns their economic
emancipation, which necessarily entails their simultaneous political eman
cipation, and soon thereafter their intellectual and moral emancipation.
Therefore, we thoroughly endorse the resolution passed by the
Brussels Congress:
"Recognizing ^hat it is for the moment impossible to organize a
rational [system of] instruction, the Congress calls upon th^ various
sections [of the IntemationaQ to establish public courses following a
program of scientific, professional, and productivje instruction, that is, allround instmction, in order to remedy as much as possible the insufficient
education that workers ciurently receive. It is correctly understood that the
reduction in the hours of labor is considered to be an indispensable
preliminary condition.*^^
Ves, certainly, the workers do everything possible to obtain all the
^ucation they can in the material circumstances in which they currently find
themselves. But without being led astray by the Sirens* song of the
bourgeois socialists and the members of the bourgeoisie,^^ they will above
all concentrate their efforts on the great question of their economic
emancipation, which is the mother of all their other emancipations.

6
Report of the Committee on the Question of Inheritance^^

Citizens,
This question, which will be discussed at the Basle Congress, is
divided into two parts, the first being the principle, and the second being
the practical application of the principle.
The question of the principle itself should be considered from two
standpoints: expedience and justice.
From the standpoint of the emancipation of labor, is it expedient, is it
necessary, to abolish the right of inheritance? In our opinion, to ask this
question is to answer it. What can the emancipation of labor mean, if not
its- deliverance from the yoke of property and capital? And how can
property and capital be prevented from dominating labor and exploiting it
so long as they are divorced from labor, moifopolized by the'members of a
class who need not work in order to live because of their exclusive
enjoyment of the fruits of that monopoly, who will continiiie to exist and to
keep labor down by levying on it land's rent and capital^ interest, who are
made strong by this state of affairs,and who thus secure for themselvesall
the profits of industrial and commercial enterprises as is the case now
everywhere, leaving to the workers, who are thenuelves crushed by the
mutual competition into which they are forced, only what is absolutely
necessary to keep them from starving to death?
No political or juridical law,1iowever severe, will be able to prevent
this domination and exploitation, no law can prevail against the force of
circumstances, no law can prevent a given situation from producing all of
its natural results: From this it clearlyfollows that, so long as property and
capital remain on one side and labor remains on the other,'the former
constituting the bourgeois class and the latter the jproletariat, the workers
will be the slaves and the members of the bourgeoisie will be the masters.
But what separates property and capital from labor? What dis
tinguishes the classes economically and politically from oneanother, what
destroys equality and perpetuates ineqiiality, the privilege of the few and
the slavery of the many? It is the right of inheritance.
Need we demonstrate how the right of inheritance gives rise to every
economic, political, and social privilege? Plainly, it alone maintains class
differences. Through the right of inheritance, both natural and passing
differences among individuals, of fortune or prosperity, differences that
should not outlive the individuals themselves, are eternalized, one maysay
petrified. Becoming traditional differences, they create privileges of birth.
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they establish classes, they become a permanent source of the exploitation
of millions of workers by mere thousands of the wellborn.
So long as the right of inheritance is in effect, there can be no
economic, social, and political equality in the world; and so long as
inequality exists, there will be oppression and exploitation. In principle,
.then, from the standpoint of the all-round emancipation of labor and
laborers, we must desire the abolition of the right of inheritance.
It is understood that we do not intend to abolish physiological
heredity, that is, the natural transmission of physical and intellectual
abilities, or to be more precise, that of muscular and neural abilities from
parents to their children. This transmission is often unfortunate, for it
,causes the physical and moral maladies of past generations to be passed on
to present generations. But the disastrous effects of this transmission may
be fought only by applications of science to individual and collectivesocial
hygiene, and by a rational and egalitarian organization of society.
What we want to abolish, what we must abolish, is the right of
inheritance, which was established by jurisprudence and which constitutes
the very basis of the juridical family and the State.
It is also understood that we do not intend to abolish sentimental
inheritance. By this we mean the passing on, to children or friends, of
objects of slight value which belonged to their friends or deceased parents,
and which, because of their long use, have personal meaning. Substantial
inheritance is what guarantees to heirs, either in full or in part, the
.possibility of living without working, by levying upon collective labor
either land's rent or capital's interest.
We intend that both capital and land—in a word all the raw materials
of labor—should cease being transferable through the right of inheritance,
becoming forever the collective property of all productive associations.
Equality, and hence the emancipation of labor and of the workers, can be
obtained only at this price.
Few are the workers who do not realize that the abolition of the right
of inheritance will in the future be the ultimate condition of equality. But
some fear that if it is abolished now, before a new social organization has
guaranteed the lot of all children regardless of the conditions under which
they are born, then their children will find themselves in financial
jlifTiculties after their death.
"What!" they say. **From the sweat of my brow and through great
privation, I have amassed two or three or four hundred francs, and my
children will be denied them!" Yes, these will be denied them, butin return
they will be cared for by society, without prejudice to the natural rights of
the mother and father, and they will receive an upbringing and an
e,ducation which you could not guarantee them even with thirty or forty
thousand francs. For it is clear that as soon as the right of inheritance is
abolished, society will have to take responsibility for all costs of the
physical, moral, and intellectual development of all children of both sexes
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born in its midst. It will become their supreme guardian.
We shall stop here, because at this point the question joins that of allround education, on which another committee should report to you.'' But
there is another point we should clarify.
Many persons hold that if the right of inheritance is abolished, then
the greatest stimulus that impels them to work will be destroyed. Those
who so believe still consider labor a necessary evil or, to speak theological
ly, the result of Jehovah'is curse, which he angrily hurled at the unhappy
human race and in which, by a singular caprice, he included the whole of
creation.
Rather than enter into this solemn theological discussion, we shall
base ourselves on the simple study of human nature, answering those who
disparage labor, by saying that for every person who possesses human
capabilities, labor, far from being an evil or a painful necessity, is a need.
To be convinced of this, you may conduct a simple experiment on yourself:
force yourself to be absolutely inactive for only a few days, or to do sterile,
unproductive, and stupid work, and see whether at the end you do not feel
most unhappy and degraded! Man's very naturecompels him to work, just
as it compels him to eat, drink, think, and speak.
If labor is hated today, this is because it is excessive, brutalizing, and
forced, because it is the death of leisure, because it deprives one of the
possibility of enjoying life fully, and because nearly everyone is compelled
to apply his productive energy to that type of labor which least fits his
natural inclinations. Labor is hated, finally, because in this society, which
is founded on theology and jurisprudence, the possibility of livingwithout
working is considered an honor and a privilege, and the need to work for a
living is regarded as a sign of degradation, a punishment and a disgrace.
When the labor of body and mind, manual and intellectual together, is
considered the greatest honor, the sign of virility and humanity, then
society will be saved. But that day will never arrive so long as inequality
reigns, so long as the right of inheritance has not been abolished.
[Examining the principle of the abolition of inheritance from the
second standpoint, we ask:] Will this abolition be justf But if it is in
everyone's interest, in the interest of humanity, how could it be unjust? We
must distinguish historical, political, and juridical justice from rational or
simply human justice. The first has ruled the world until now, making it a
repository of bloody oppressions and injustices. The second will emanci
pate us. Therefore let us examine the right of inheritance from the
standpoint of human justice.
A man, we are told, has acquired through his labor several tens or
hundreds of thousands of francs,a million, and he will not have the right to
leave them as an inheritance to his children! Is this not an attack on natural
right, is this not unjust plunder?
Fjrst, it has been proven a thousand times that an isolated worker
cannot produce very much more than what heconsumes. We challenge any
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real worker, any worker who does not enjoy a single privilege, to amass
tens or hundreds of thousands of francs, or millions! That would be quite
impossible. Therefore, if some individuals in present-day society do
acquire such great sums, it is not by their labor that they do so but by their
privilege, that is, by a juridically legalized injustice. And since a person
inevitably takes from the labor of others whatever he does not gain from
his own, we have the right to say that all such profits are thefts of collective
labor, committed by a few privileged individuals with the sanction of the
State and under its protection.
Let us proceed.
The thief who is protected by law dies. With or without a testament, he
leaves his land or his capital to his children or to his parents. This, we are
told, is a necessary result of his individual freedom and his right; hisdesires
must be respected. But a dead man is dead for good. Outside of the
altogether moral and sentimental existence created either by the pious
memories of his children, parents, or friends (if he deserved such
memories) or by public recognition (if he rendered some real service to the
public), he no longer exists at all: He therefore can have neither freedom
nor right nor personal will. Ghosts should not rule and oppress this world,
which belongs only to the living.
So that he may continue to will and to act after his death, a juridical
fiction or political lie is necessary, and as he is henceforth incapable of
acting by himself, some power—the State—must take responsibility for
acting in his name and for him. The State must execute the'will of a man
who can have no will because he no longer exists.
And what is the influence of the State, if it ts not everyone's influence
organized to everyone's disadvantage and to the advantage of the
privileged classes. Before all else, it is the production and the collective
strength of the workers. So do the masses of workers have to guarantee the
principal source of their poverty, the transfer of inheritances, to the
privileged classes? Must they forge with their own hands the chains that
shackle them?
For the right of inheritance, which is exclusively political and juridical
and hence contrary to human right, to collapse by itself, the proletariat
need only declare that it no longer wishes to support the State, which
sanctions its slavery. The abolition of the right of inheritance is enough to
abolish the juridical family and the State.
Moreover, all social progress has proceeded from successive aboli
tions of rights of inheritance. First, the right of divine inheritance was
abolished, the traditional privileges or punishments which were long
considered the result of either diving benediction or divine malediction.
Then the right of political inheritance was abolished, resulting in the
recognition of the sovereignty of the people and the equality of citizens
before the law. At present, in order to emancipate the worker, the human
being, and to establish the reign of justice on the ruins of all the political
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and theological injustices of the present and the past, we must abolish
economic inheritance.
The last question to be resolved addresses the practical measures we
must take to abolish the right of inheritance. The right of inheritance may
be abolished in two ways: either by successive reforms or by social
revolution.
It can be abolished by reforms in those fortunate countries, which are
very few in number if they exist at all, where the class of property ownere
and capitalists, the members of the bourgeoisie, inspired by a spirit and a
wisdom that they now lack, fmally realize the imminence of social
revolution and earnestly desire to come to terms with the world of the
workers. In this case, but onlyin this case, the path of peaceful reforms will
be possible. By a series of successive, prudently planned modifications,
mutually a^eed between the workers and the membersof the bourgeoisie,
th^ law of inheritance could be abolished completely in twenty or thirty
years, replacing the present customs of property, labor, and education with
collective labor, collective property and-all-round upbringing and educa
tion. It is impossible for us to determine further,the character of these
reforms, for they must necessarily be adapted to the particular situkion in
each country. But in all countries the goal remains the same: the
establishment of collective property, collwtive labor, and individual
freedom, through universal equality.
The way of revolution will naturally be shorter and simpler.
Revolutions are never.mad?,either by individuals or by associations. They
are brought on by the force of circumstances. The International by no
means has as its goal the making of the revolution, but it ought to take
advantage of [the spirit of R^^volution, organizing it as soon as it appears
as the result of the increasingly clear injustice and ineptitude of the
privileged classes. We inust understand ,that on the first day of the
revolution the right of the'inheritance will simply be abolished, along with
the State and juridical lajv, so,that on the ruins of these injustices the new
international world may tTien appear, the world of labor, science, freedom,
and equality, o|-ganizing itself/rom the bottom up, by the free association
of all productive associations, across all political and national frontiers.
The Committee proposes the following resolutions:
Whereas the right of inheritance is one of the principal causes of the
economic, social, and political inequality which governs,the world;
Whereas, so long as there is no equality, there can be neither freedom
nor justice but only oppression and exploitation—slavery and the labor of
the people;
Therefore, the Congress recognizes the need to abolish fully and
completely the right of inheritance.
This abolition will be accomplished as. events require, either by
reforms or by revolution.

7
Speeches to the Basle Congress

On the Question of Landed Property
The absence of representatives of agriculture is no reason to dispute the
right of the Congress to take a position on the question of property." The
Congress is only a minority, but there has in every age been a minority
which represents the interests of all humanity. In 1789, the bourgeois
minority represented the Interests of France and the world; it signalled the
emergence of the bourgeoisie. Babeufs protest was made in the name of
the proletariat; we are his continuators, and our small minority will soon
be a majority.
Contrary to what has been said, the collectivity is the basis of the
individual. It is society that makes man; an isolated human being would
not even learn to speak or think. Do not mention men of genius and their
discoveries, Arago, Galileo, etc. They would have invented nothing were it
not for the labor of previous generations. He who has greater intellect than
Voltaire—is everyman.'^ If the greatest genius lived on a desert isle from
the time he was five years old, he would produce nothing; the individual is
nothing without the collectivity. Individual property has been and is
nothing but the exploitation of collective labor. We can do awdy with this
exploitation only by establishing collective property. 1 therefore ask the
Congress to consider the following conclusions:
I vote for collectivity, especially of land and in general of all social
wealth, in the sense of social liquidation.
By social liquidation I mean expropriation de jure of all current
property-owners by the abolition of the political and juridical State, which
is the protector and sole guarantor of present property and of all so-called
juridical law; and expropriation de facto, by the very force of events and
circumstances, wherever and to whatever extent possible.
As for the subsequent organization: whereas all productive labor is
inevitably collective, including the.misnamed "individual labor," which is
possible only thanks to the collective labor of past and present generations,
I am resojv^ on theformation of interassociated communes
sation des communes] which the majority of the committee has proposed,
all the more willingly because such solidarity implies the organization of
society from the bottom up, while the minority's proposal speaks to us of
the State."
I am a resolute opponent of the State and of all bourgeois State
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politics. I call for the destruction of all national and territorial States, and
the foundation upon their,ruins of the International Working-Men'sState,
On the Question of the Right of Inheritance
There Is but a simple difference between the standpoint of those
collectivists who believe that it is useless to vote to abolish the right of
inheritence after having voted "for collective property, and that of those
collectivists who think, as do we, that it is useful and even necessary to do so.
They place themselves entirely in the future and, taking-collective
property as their point of departure, discover that there is no longer any
good reason to be concerned with the right»of inheritance.
We on the contrary take our departure from the present, where we are
-under the system of individual property triumphant, arid we encounter an
obstacle in our advance toward collective property: the right of in
heritance. We therefore believe that it must be overthrown and aljolished.
The report of the General Council [of the Internatioijaq says that
since t|ie juridical reality is only the result of economic-'realities, the
-transformation of the latter suffices to destroy the former. It is indis
putable that everything x:aned a'juridical or political right in history has
only be^n the expression or the result of an established fact. But it is also
indisputable that the right, beinganeffect of previously established facts or
events, becomes in.tum the cause of future.events, itself a very rcal,*very
powerful fact that must be overthrown if we wish to arrive at an order of
things different from what now exists.
Thus, the right of inheritance, once the natural result of the violent
appropriation of natural and social riches, became the basisof the political
State and the juridical familyi which guarantee and sanction individual
property. We must therefore vote to abolish, the right of inheritance.
We have been much spoken to of practice. Well, it is in the name of
practice that 1 urge.you to-vote to abolish the right of inheritance.
It has been said today that the transformation'of individual property
into collective property will meet with grave obstacles amoifg the peasants,
the small landowners. And inde«l, if we tried to*'expropriate these
inillions of small'farmers by decree after proclaiming the social* liquida
tion, we would inevita'bly cast them into reaction, and we would have to
use foree against them to submit them to the revolution, that is, we'would
have to use reaction against them in ofder to bring them under the
revolution.
Then it would be well to leave them the possessors de facto of these
parcels which they now own. But-if you do not abolish the right of
inheritance, what will happen then? They will leave these parc'els-to their
children, with the State sanctioning tKeir property rigHts."^
You will preserve and perpetuate the individual property which you
have voted to abolish and transform into collective property.
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On the contrary, if you carry out social liquidation at the same time
that you proclaim the political and juridical liquidation of the State, if you
abolish the right of inheritance, what will be left to the peasants? Nothing
but possession de facto, and this possession, deprived of all legal sanction,
will be no longer shielded under the Stated powerful protection and will be
transformed easily under the pressure of revolutionary events and forces.

Part Four

The Tactics of Revolutionaty Socialism
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The Organization of the International
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Title page of the workcrt' vademecum wherein "The Organization of
jhe booklet, where Bakumn summarizes the General Rules of the
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Ttie huge task undertaken by the International Working-Men's Assbciation-^to emancipate the workers and to free the peot)le's labor definitively
and completely from the ypke of all its exploiters^ from ihp bosses and from
thosefwhci hold raw'tnaterials and'the instrumentsjof production (in a
\voidi from 9]! the representatives of capital)—is not just an ecohomic or
simply material project. It is at the same time an^ to the same degree a
social, philosophical, and. moral project. If-is also, if you wishi jiighly
political, but only in the sense of destroying all politics by abolishing
States^
/
We th|nk we need not prove that itis impossible economically to
e^nancipate, the workers within theexisting political, juridicial, religious, and
'social "structure of the mqst advanced-countries; or that it will therefore be
.necksary. in order to attain this goal'and to realize it fully, to destroy all
existing institutions—State, Church, Court of Law. Bank, University,
Adrninistration, Ariny.,^nd Police—which are in-fact only so'many
^fortresses erected by^privilege^against-the proletariat. Mor is it enough to
overturn those institutions in a single countiy.-They must be overthrown in
all;-countries because, since the foundation of ipodem States in the
iseventeenth and eighteenth centuries, there has existed,'acrdss the frontiers
of 611 countries, a solidarity andu very strong international alliance among
all these institutions. "
The tdsk that the International Working-Men's Association has
.uhdemken is thus nothing less than4he4otal liquidation of the presently
existing political, religious, juridical, and social world and its replaceihent
by a new economic. p)iilQsophic,^and social 'world: But an undertaking as
gigantic as this coqld never succeed withpufthe use of two Equally gigantic
arid, forceful'Kvers. which'are'mutually-tomplementaiy: first, the? ever
vgrdwing intensity of the, masses* suffe^ng, of their Qeeds and their
economic claims; secpnd, the new social philosophy, a liighly realistic
philosophy of the people, inspired by nothing but i;eal knowledge, th&t is.
simultaneously experimental' and theoretical kndwledge based'only on
those principles which express-the masses' timeless claims, the human
priAciples of equality, liberty and worldwide solidarity.
-Driven'by those needs; ^he people must win in the name of these
principles. .Th^pse principles are not foreign to the people nor are they evdn
new to them, insofar asthe people have alwaysxarried them instinctively in
their hearts. The pepple have always longed foV. their emancipation from
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eveo' yoke that has enslaved them; and since the worker, who fosters
society and creates all the riches of ciyilization, is the last slave and the most
slavish of all slaves, since he can emancipate himself only by emancipating
the whole world with him, he hasalways longed for universal emancipation
and for worldwide freedom. He has always dreamt passionately of
equality, which is the highest form of freedom. Again and again crushed by
the [poverty of the) individual lives of each of hU hapless children, he has
^ways sought his well-being in solidarity; for up to now good fortune has
been uncommon and unshared, meaning an egoistic life lived at the
expense of others by exploiting and subjugating them. Only the unfor
tunate, hence the masses of the people, have felt fraternity and made it
come true.
Because of this, social science, acting as a moral doctrine, only
develops and formulates the instincts of the people. Between these instincts
and this knowledge [which that science represents], however, there is an
abyss to fill. For if just instincts were enough to deliver the peoples, they
would long ago have been delivered. These instincts have not prevented the
masses from accepting every religious, political, economic, and social
absurdity which has ever victimized them over the melancholic and trade
course of their history.
It is true that these cruel experiences, which the masses have been
wndemned to undergo, have not been all lostonthem. These experiences
have,created among them a sort of historic awareness, a traditional and
practical science which serves themas theoretical knowledge. For example
we can te certain today that no western people will let themselves be led
astray by a new religfous or messianic charlatan or by any political
swindler. We can also say that the masses of the people in Europe,even the
less advanced ones, keenly feel the need for an economic and social
revolution; for had the masses not expressed this instinct so clearly, deeply,
and resolutely, no socialists in the world, not even men of the greatest
genius, would have been able to stir them.
The people are ready, they suffer greatly, and what is more they are
beginning to understand that they do not have to suffer. Tired of turning
their hopes drunkenly toward heaven, they are no longer, disposed to
display much patience on earth. Independent of all propaganda the masses
have, in a word, become consciously socialist. The deep worldwide
sympathy elicited by the Paris Commune among the proletariat of everv
countiy. is a proof of this.
The masses are mighty, they are the basic element of all might. What,
^n. do they require to overturn this order of things which they detest?
They require two things: organization and science, precisely those things
on which every government has always based its own might.
Thus: organization first, which, let us add, can never be worked out
separately from science. Thanks to military organization a battalion, a
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thousand armed men. can and effectively do keep in awe a million who are
armed but disorganized. Thanks to bureaucratic organization the State,
with several hundred thousand employees, keeps vast countries in chains.
So to make the people's might strong enough to be able to eradicate the
State's military and civil might, it is necessary to organize the proletariat.
That is precisely what the International Working-Men's Association
does, and by the time it has come to include a half, a third, a quarter, or only
a'tenth of the European proletariat, organizing them, theState—nay. every
State—will have ceased to exist. Since the goal of the organization of the
International is not the creation of newStates or newdespotisms but rather
the radical destruction of all private dominions, its character and its
organization must be essentially different from those of the States. So
lAuch as the latter are authoritarian, artificial, and violent, foreign and
hostile of the natural development of the instincts and interests of the
people, that much must the organization of the International be free and
natural, conforming in every way to those interests and instincts. But what
is the natural organization of the masses? It is organization based on the
various ways that their various types of work define their actual day-to-day
life; it is organization by trade association. From the moment that every
occupation—including the various agricultural trades—is represented
vinthtn the International, its organization, the organization of the masses of
the people, will be complete.
For in fact it is only necessary that one worker in ten join the
[International Working-Men's] Association earnestly and with full under
standing of the cause for the nine-tenths remaining outside its organization
nevertheless to be influenced invisibly by it, and insofar as the welt*beingof
the proletariat requires them at critical moments to follow the Interna
tional's lead, they will do so without doubting themselves.
It may be objected that this manner of organizing the International's
influence on the popular masses suggests the establishment of a system of
authority and a new government on the ruins of old authorities and existing
governments. Such a belief would be a serious blunder. The organized
effect of the International on the masses, which will be its only *'government." will always differ from that of all States and governments because of
this essential characteristic: it is nothing but the entirely natural organiza
tion—neither official nor clothed in any authority or political force
whatsoever—of the effect of a rather numerous group of individuals who
are inspired by the same thought and headed toward the same goal, first of
all on the opinion of the masses and only thbn. by t(ie intermediary of this
opinion (restated by the International's propaganda), on their will and
their deeds. But the governments—armed with an authority, a power, a
material strength which some say come from God. others say come from
their superior intelligence, and still others say come from the people's will
itself (ascertained and expressed by the conjuring trick called universal
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suffrage)—impose themselves violently on the masses, who are forced to
obey them and to execute their decrees, usually without even the
appearance of their own wishes, needs, or desires having been consulted.
The difference between the State's influence and the International^
influence is the same as that between the official effect of the State and the
natural effect of a club. The IntemationaPs influence has never been and
will never be anything but one of opinion, and the International will never
be anything but the organization of the natural effect of individuals on the
masses. But the State and all its institutions—Church, U niversity, Court of
Law, Bureaucracy, Treasury, Police, and Army—not only require their
subjects passively to recognize and obey their doubtless very elastic laws,
but also corrupt as much as they can the [natural] effect of the State's
subjects [on each other and their situation] as well as their will to act [to
change that situation].
The State is authority, domination, and force, organized by the
property-owning and so-called enlightened classes against the masses; the
International is the release of the masses therefrom. The State, never
seeking nor ever being able to seek anything but the subjugation of the
masses, calls upon them to submit; the International, seeking only their
complete freedom, calls upon them to revolt. But for this revolt in turn to
be powerful and able to overturn the State's domination, and that of the
privileged classes whom it solely represents, the International must
organize itself. To reach this goal it uses only two methods which, although
they are hardly legal (since legality is usually nothing but the juridical
consecration of privilege, that is, of injustice), are legitimate from the
standpoint of human rights. As we have said, these two methods are, first
the propagation of its ideas, and second, the organization of its members*
natural effect on the masses.
To anyone who supposes an effect tjius organized is still an attack on
the freedom of the masses, an attempt to create a new authoritarian force,
we reply that he is ehher a sophist or a drunkard. So much the worse for
those who are so unaware of the natural and social law of human solidarity,
that they imagine the mutual and absolute independence of individuals and
masses to be possible or even desirable. To desire such a thing is to desire
the very destruction of society, for all social life is only this never ceasing
mutual dependence of individuals and masses. At every, moment, every
individual, even the most intelligent or the strongest, and above all the
strong and intelligent, [contributes to] the production of the will of the
masses as well as to their effect, and is simultaneously the product of them.
The very freedom of every individual results from this great number of
material, intellectual, and moral influences which every individual around
him and which society—in whose midst he is born, grows up, and dies—
continually exercise on him. To wish to escape this influence in the name of
a transcendent, divine, absolutely egoistic and self-sufficient freedom is to
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condemn oneself to non-existence; to wish to cease exercising it over others
is to cease [producingl every social effect, it is to cease expressing thoughts
and feelings, and so again it leads to non-existence. The independence so
exalted by idealists and metaphysicians, and individual freedom conceived
in that sense, is hence nothingness.
In nature as in human society, which is still nothing but this same
nature, everything alive lives only on the condition that it intervene in the
most positive manner, and as influentially as its own nature allows, in the
life of others. To abolish this mutual influence would be to die. And when
we reclaim the freedom of the masses, we hardly wish to abolish the effect
of any individual^ or any group of individuals' natural influence upon the
masses. What we wish is to abolish artificial, privileged, legal, and official
influences. If the Church and the State could be private institutions, we
would oppose them but we would not contest their right to exist. They are
private institutions in the sense that they exist only for the particular
interests of the privileged classes, but we contest them because they
nevertheless impose themselves authoritatively, officially, and violently
upon the masses by using the collective strength of the organized masses. If
the International were able to organize itself into a State, we—its
convinced and passionate partisans—would become its most bitter
enemies.
But the fact is precisely that it cannot organize itself into a State; it
cannot do so, first of all, because it abolishes all borders, as its n^me
sufficiently suggests; and no State exists without borders, history having
shown that the worldwide State—a dream of peoples who conquer and of
the world's greatest despots—is impossible to realize. So whoever speaks of
a State thus necessarily is speaking of more than one State—oppressive and
exploitative internally, mutually hostile if not seeking conquest ex
ternally—and so is negating humanity. The worldwide State, or rather the
People's State of which the German communists speak, can therefore mean
only one thing: the abolition of the State.
The International Working-Men's Association would make abso
lutely no sense unless it led inVincibly to the abolition of the State. Only in
order to destroy every State does it organize the masses of the people. And
how does it organize them? Not from the top down like the States do,
imposing an artificial unity and order upon the natural life of the mass»,
upon the social diversity produced among them by the diversity of their
tabor; but from the bottom up, taking, on the contrary, the social existence
of the masses and their real aspirations as the point of departure, inducing
the masses to group, harmonize, and equilibrate themselves in conformity
with this natural diversity of occupations and stations in life, and helping
them to do so. This is the very goalof the organization of the trade sections.
We have said that in order to organize the masses and to instill in them
the beneficial effect of the ^ternational Working-Men's Association it
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would be enough for one worker in ten in a given trade to join the[proper
trade] section [of the International]. This is quite possible. In moments of
great polmcal or economic crises, when the instinct of the masses, red-hot
IS open to every favorable suggestion, when these troops of slavish, bent*
downtrodden but never resigned men finally revolt against their yoke but
teel disoriented and powerless because they are totally disorganized, then
ten, twenty, or thirty well-informed and well-organized men among them,
who know where they are going and what they want, will easUy rally a
hundred, two hundred, three hundred or even more. We saw this recently in
the Paris Commune. There the organization[of the masses] was in earnest
barely started during the siege, and it was neither very complete nor very
strong; nevertheless, it was enough to create a formidably strong resistance
What will happen when the International [Working-Men's] Associa
tion IS better organized, when it comprises a much larger number of
sections—above all, more agricultural.sections—and, in each section,
counts double and treble the number of members presently there? Above
all, what will happen when each of its members understands still better than
at present the ultimate goal of the International, its true principles, and the
means to realize its victory? The iofluence of the International will become
irresistible.
But for the International really to acquire this influence, for a tenth of
the proletariat, organized by this Association, to be able to rally the other
nine tenths, each member of each section must be penetrated much more
thoroughly by the principles of the International than is now the case. Only
on this condition will he be able effectively to discharge the mission of
propagandist and apostle in time of peace and calm, and that of a
revolutionary principal in time of struggle.
When we speak of the International^ bases, we mean none other than
those in the Preamble to our General Rules, voted by the Geneva Congress
(1866). They are so few that we ask permission to review them here:
/. TTie emancipation of labor should be the work of the laborers
themselves;
2. The efforts of the workers to emancipate themselves should lend
themselves to the establishment not of new privileges but of equal rights
and equal obligations for everyone, and to the abolition of all class
domination;
3. The economic subjection of the worker to the monopolizers of
primary materials and of the instruments of labor is the origin of allforms
of slavery: social poverty, mental degradation, and political submission;
4. For this reason, the economic emancipation of the working classes
is the great goal-to which every political movement should be subordinated
as a simple means;
5. The emancipation of the workers is not a simply local or national
problem; on the contrary, this problem ispf interest to allcivilizednations.
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depending for its solution upon their theoretical and practical cir
cumstances;
6. The Association and all its members recognize that Truth, Justice,
and Morality must be the basis of their conduct toward all men. without
fegard to color, creed or nationality;
7. Finally the Association considers itself obliged to demand human
and civil rights not only for its members but also for whoever fulfills his
obligations: "No obligations without rights, no rights without obli
gations.
AH of us now know that this program, so simple and so just^ which
expresses so unpretentiously and inoffensively the most legitimate, human
demands of the proletariat, contains, precisely because it is exclusively a
humane program, all the seeds of a vast social revolution: the overthrow of
everything now existing and the creation of a new world.
That is what now must be explained to all members of the Inter
national and made entirely clear to them. This program includes a new
science, a new social philosophy that should replace all the old religions
with an altogether new and international policy which, we hasten to say,
can, as such, have no goal other than the destruction of all States. For each
member of the International to be able to fulfill with full awareness his
double duty among the masses as propagandist and natural principal [in
the Revolution], he must himself be penetrated as thorou^ly as possible
by [the knowledge represented in] this science, this philosophy, and this
policy. It is not enough to know and to say that the workers should be
economically emancipated, that everyone should benefit fully from the
objects he produces, that classes as well as political subjection should be
abolished, that human rights should be fully realized, that everyone should
be perfectly equal in his duties and his rights—that human fraternity, in a
word, should be fulfilled. All of that is doubtless very good and very just,
but if the workers of the International stop there and do not examine
thoroughly the conditions necessary for these great truths to be realized,
and their consequences and spirit as well—if they are satisfied to repeat
those truths for ever and ever in this general form—then they run a high
risk of turning those truths very soon into hollow and sterile words, ties
which are held common but not understood.
But, someone will say, even though every worker may become a
member of the International, they cannot all have learning. And is it not
enough for the International to contain a group of men who possess the
knowledge, the philosophy, and the policy of socialism—insofar as is
currently possible—in order for the majority, the people of the Inter
national, faithfully obeying [the formtfs] fraternal command (in the style
of that Jacobin dictator par excellence. Mr. Gambetta),^'^ to be sure of
following the path leading to the full emancipation of the proletariat?
That is an argument which the nowadays triumphant authoritarian
party within the International has often expressed, not openly—they are
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neither sincere nor courageous enough—but clandestinely, developed with
all kinds of rather clever qualifications and demagogic compliments
addressed to the supreme wisdom and omnipotence of the sovereign
people. We have always fought this view passionately, for we are convinced
that the moment the International [Working-Men's] Association is divided
mto two groups—one comprising the vast majority and composed of
members whose only knowledge will be a blind faith in the theoretical and
practical wisdom of their commanders, and the other composed only of a
few score individual directors—from that moment this institution which
should emancipate humanity ^ould turn into'a type of oligarchic State, the
worst of all States. What is more, this leaiyied, clairvoyant, and cunning
mmority; carefully hiding its despotism behind the appearance of obsequi
ous respect for the'will of the sovereign people and for* its resolutions,
would yield to the necessities and requirements of its privileged position'
thus assuming along with all its responsibilities, all the rights of govern
ment, a govemmept all the more absolute because it would aKvays urge
thbse resolutions itself upon the so-called will of the people, thereby very
sobn becoming increasingly despotic, malevolent, and reattionary. '
The International [Working-Men's] Association will become an
instrument of humanity's emancipation only whenit is first itself freed, and
that will happen oiiiy when it ceases to be divicled into two groups, the
majority blind tools and the minority skilled manipulators: when each of its
members has considered, reflected on. and' been peneirated by the
knowledge, the philosophy, and the policy of socialism.

9
^

Geneva's Doul^le Strike®'

f
^TH^' Bourgeois are inciting us. Th^ aib striving in every way to ph>voke
us ^>eyond endurance, thinking not too unreasonably that their interests
'Voiild 1)e very .well served if we were compell^^ today ^o engage th^m in
b|ttl?.
>
They calumniate and insiilt us in their newspapers. Counting on the
sympa^ies of their public, which will forgive them Everything so long as
the Bourgeois and the bosses are whitewashed and the workers'blackpned,
tl^y invent, misrepresent, and water down the facts. Conftdeni of impunity
and sympathy! the devout prevaricator Journal de Ginkv^ espraially
outdoes itselrin lies.
They are not satisfit^ to incite and prbvoke. us with what they write;
impatient to make us lose our patience, they resort to the deed, their
unliappy children, thesejgolben youths who'in their depraW an(j shameful
idleness abhor virork and workers, these University stucjents who know
/everything about theology and hothiifg about science—these liberals irom
the rich bourgeoisie descend ui)on the streets and gather in crowds in the
dafes,'like j6st" last year, anped with poorl^'hidden revolveri in their
pockets. They would say that they fear an attack'by th6 worker whicti thpy
believe theAiselves compelled to repulse.
^ Do tl&yl^eriously'believe this?'No, not at all, but they make as If to
telieve it in order to have a pretext for arming themselves and a plausible
motive for atuck. Yes, for attacking us;'Tor last Tuesday tftey'dared lay
hartds on som^pf ourtomrade§ who had laid'on them not even a finger, but
who had' fespdnded'to all their insults with truths which wer^ no doubt
rather dis&gre^ble. t6 ears as delicate as theirs. They took the liberty of
stopping^'our^c^rhrades and abusing them for severaj HoUn, until a
coihmitt^ sent^ by the International went to the Town Hall to demand
them back."'
"
What:BLre the members of the bourgeoisie contemplating?'Do they
really want to compel us to descend upon the street asrwell. arms in hand?
Yes. thdy wantlt. And why do^they'want it? The reason is very simpfe: they
want to'^Sehfoy the'International.
Itis'enou^h to read the' bourgeois newspapers, that is, nearly every
ndwspap%r'in eVery' country, to be persuaded that nothing is noWmore an
'Object of'fear and horror-for the European bburgeoisie'than^lje IntCfi&tional W<bl*king-Men*s Association. And as we must, before airelse, be
fair even to our bitterest foes, we should recognize-that^he bourgeoisie is a
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thousand times right to loathe and fear this formidable association.
We know that all bourgeois prosperity^ as the exclusive prosperity of
an exclusive class, is based on the poverty of the people and their forced
labor, labor forced not by law but by hunger. It is true that this slavery of
labor is called the freedom of labor in the liberal papers such asthe Journal
de Genkve. But this strange freedom is like that of a disarmed and fully
naked man who is delivered unto the mercy of another who is armed from
head to toe. It is the freedom to be crushed and beaten. Such is bourgeois
freedom. We understand that the members of the bourgeoisie love it dearly
and that the workers cannot stand it at all; because for the former this
freedom means wealth, whereas for the latter it means poverty.
The wprkers are tired of being slaves. They do not love freedom any
less than the members of the bourgeoisie do» on the contrary they love it
more, for they (understand very well and know from painful experience that
there can be neither dignity nor prosperity without freedom. But they do
not conceive of freedom other than together with equality; for freedom
with inequality is privilege, that is, the pleasure of some based on the
suffering of all.The workers want political and economicequality together,
for politicalequality without economic equality is a fable, a trick, and a lie!
and they want no more lies. Theworkers therefore inevitably lean toward a
radical transformation of society, which must result in the abolition of
classes from the political as well as the economic standpoint, toward an
organization of society where everyone will be born, grow up, be educated,
work, and enjoy the benefits of life under universally equal conditions.
That is the promise of justice and it isalso the final goal of the International
Working-Men's Association.
But how to reach this paradise, this realization on earth of justice and
humanity, from the abyss of ignorance, poverty, and slavery into which the
rural and urban proletarians are now plunged? For this, the workers have
but a single means: association. Through association they educate and
enlighten one another, and by their own efforts they end this deadly
ignorance which is one of the main causes of their slavery. Through
association they learn to aid, to know, and to support one another, and in
the end their influence will be greater than all the bourgeois interestsand all
political powers put together.
Association has thus become the password of theworkers of all trades
and all countries, particularly in the last twenty years, and [in that time] all
Europe has been covered, as if by magic, with a multitude of workers'
societies of all kinds. This is incontestably the most important and at the
same time the most comforting event of our tipies. It is the infallible sign of
the approaching full emancipation of labor and of the workers in Europe.
But the experience of these very twenty years has shown that isolated
associations are almost as poweriess as isolated workers, and that even the
federation of all workers' associations of a single country would not be
strong enough to combat the international coalition of all the capital
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ex))loiters of labor in Europe. Economic science, on the other hand, has
demonstrated that thequestion of the emancipation of labor Is by no means
a national question; that no country, however rich, powerful, and large,
can attempt any radical transformation of the relations of capital and labor
without ruining itself and condemning all its Inhabitants to poverty—
unless this transformation also occurs, simultaneously, In a large number
of the most industrialized countries of Europe; and it has shown that the
question of delivering the workers from the yoke of capital and from that of
its representatives, the members of the bourgeoisie, is as a result mostly an
international question. Wherefrom it follows that this question clin be
solved only on the grounds of intemationality.
The intelligent German, English, Belgian, French, and Swiss workers
who founded our fine institution understood this. They also understood
that the workers of Europe, exploited by the members of the bourgeoisie
and oppressed by the States, must count only on themselves to perform this
magnificent act of emancipating labor internationally. Thus was the great
Iiitemational Working-Men's Association created.
Yes, great and truly formidable! It has been in existence barely four
and a half years and already its adherents number several hundred
thousand, scattered throughout nearly every country in Europe and in
America as well, and intimately united throughout them all. In so short a
time such fruits can be produced only by healthy thoughts; such an
undertaking can only be legitimate.
Is this thought hidden, is it a conspiracy? Not a chance in the world. If
the International conspires, it does so in broad daylight and discusses it
with anyone who wishes to listen.^^ And what does it say? What does it ask?
Justice, nothing but the strictest justice, the right to be human, and the
obligation of everyone to work. If this sentiment seems subversive and
scandalous to modem bourgeois society, then so much the worse for this
society.
Is this a revolutionary undertaking? Yes and no. It Is revolutionary in
the sense that it intends to take a society founded on an oppressive
minority's exploitation of the vast majority, on idleness, on iniquity and
privilege, and on an authority which protects all these pretty things, and to
replace it with a society founded on equal justice for all and freedom for
everyone. In a word, it seeks an economic, political, and social organiza
tion in which every human being, regardless of natural and individual
particularities, would be able to develop and get education, to think and
work, to act and enjoy life as a human being. Yes, this is what it seeks, and
once more, if what it seeks is incompatible with the present organization of
society, then so much the worse for this society.
Is the International [Working-Men's] Association revolutionary in
the sense of barricades and a violent overthrow of the political order now
existing in Europe? No. It is concerned very little with such politics, to the
point of ignoring them. So bourgeois revolutionaries are also very angry at
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it for its indifference to their desires and all their schemes. Even if the
International had not long ago realized thatall bourgeois politics, however
red and revolutionary in appearance, endeavors not to emancipate the
workers but to consolidate their slavery, its eyes would be opened wide
enough by the pitiful game that the republicans and even the bourgeois
socialists are currently playing in Spain.
The International Working-Men's Association therefore casts com
pletely aside all the political intrigues of the day and now recognizes only one
policy: its [own] propaganda, growth, and organization. By the time the
great majority of workers In America and Europe have joined it and
become truly organized in its midst, the revolution will no longer be
necessary; justice will have been dpne without violence. And if at that time
some heads are broken, it will be because the members of the bourgeoisieso
desired.
In just a few years of peaceful growth the International will hold such
sway that trying to fight against it will be absurd. The bourgeoisie
understands this only too well, an^ that is why its members are trying to pro
voke us to fi^t now. ThQr hope that they can crush us today, but tbsy know
that tomorrow will be too late. They therefore want to force us to fieht them
today.
Will we fall into this scurrilous trap, workers? No. We would too much
delight the members of the bourgeoisie and for too long a time ruin our
cause. We have justice and right on our side but we are not yet strong
enough to fight. Therefore let us keep our indignation to ourselves
remaining firm and resolute yet calm, regardless of the provocations of
insolent bourgeois whippersnappers. Let us keep on suffering. Are we not
used to suffering? Let us suffer, but let us forget nothing.
And while we wait, let us continue, redouble, and expand ever more
widely our propaganda work. The workers of all lands-the peasants in the
countryside as well as the urban factory workers—must come to under
stand what the International seeks, to realize that only its triumph can
assure their true emancipation and that the International is the homeland
of all oppressed workers, their only refuge against exploitation by the
Bourgeois, and the only force capable of overthrowing the arrogant power
of the members of the bourgeoisie.
Let us organize ourselves and enlarge our Association, but at thesame
time let us not forget to consolidate it so that our solidarity, which is our
whole power, may become daily more real. Let us build our solidarity in
study, in labor, in public action, and in life. Let us become partners In
common ventures to make our life together more bearable and less
difficult. Let us form as many cooperatives for consumption, mutual
credit, and production as we can, everywhere, for though they may be
unable to emancipate us in earnest under present economic conditions,
they prepare the precious seeds for the organization of the future, and
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through them the workers become accustomed to handling their own
affairs.
This future is near. Let the unity of slavery and poverty, which today
ei^lfs the workers of the entire world, be transformed for us all into a
unity of thought and will, of goal and action—and the hour of deliverance
and justice for all, the hour of reclamation and full reparation, will then
strike.
Organization knd General Strike
Workers, keep your greatest composure. If your sufferings are great,
be heroic and bear them a bit longer. Read attentively what the newspaper
L'lnternationale^ tells the workers of the Charleroi basin, which we too
should learn.
Listen, then, to the wise counsel 6f our Belgian brothers:
**May our Swiss brothers be patient a little I6nger! Like us they must
await the signal of the social collapse of a large country, either England,
France, or Germany. While we wait, let us continue to gather all the^forces
of the proletariat, forming alliances. Let us help ourselves so well as we can
amid the ills that present conditions compel us to suffer. Above all let us
study how to solve the great economic problems which will greet us on the
day after victory, and let us seek how best to proceed with the liquidation of
the old society and the establishment of the new."
Be patient, be patient, **the day of justice will come." While you wait,
close your ranks and strengthen your organization.
The news of the European workers' movement can be summed up in
one word: strikes. In Belgium the typographers*strike in several cities, the
spinners' strike in Ghent, the upholsterers'strike in Brussels; in England the
imminent strike in the manufacturing districts, in Prussia the strike of the
zinc miners, in Paris the plasterers' and painters' strike; in Switzerland the
strikes in Basle and Geneva.
As we advance, the strikes multiply. What does this mean? That the
struggle between labor and capital is ever more urgent, that economic
anarchy becomes deeper every day, and that we are advancing with huge
steps toward the inevitable result of this anarchy: Social Revolution. Sure,
the proletariat's emancipation could be peacefully accomplished if the
bourgeoisie desired capital to lose its titheon labor, if it wanted to renounce
its privileges and hold its own Night of August 4.^' But bourgeois egoism
and blindness are so ingrained that you have to be an optimist to hope that
the social problem may be solved by a common understanding between the
privileged and the disinherited. It is much more likely that the new social
order will emerge from the very tumult of the present anarchy.
When strikes spread out from one place to another, they come very
close to turning into a general strike. And with the ideas of emancipation
that now hold sway over the proletariat,a general strike can result only in a
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great ^taclysm which forces society to shed its old skin. To besure, we are
not yet there, but everything is leading us there. Only the people must be
ready, and must not let themselves be manipulated by talkers and^iasamers
like in 1848. For this they must be-vigorously and earnestly organized.
But since the strUijes follow each^other so rapidly, could the cataclysm
arrive before the proletariat is sufficiently organized?. We do not.think so,
in the first place because the strikes indicate a certain collective strength
already, a certain understanding among the workers; and in the second
place because each strike becomes the pointof departure for the fprmation
of new groups.
^ Th?, necessities of thp struggle impe| the workers^ to. support one
another across politiral boup(larics and professions. TJie more active the
scruple ^eqpm^, therefore/the stronger and more extensive this fi^eration of proletarians must become. And some narrow-minded ^onpmists
accme this fWeradoij of workers, represented by.the'Internatipiwl, of
instigatitig strikes and.ci«atinganarchy! This, yeiy siipply, isto mistake the
effect for the cause: the Intematipiwl has not created the war between the
exploiter and- the exploijed; rkher, the requirements of tha^ war have
creaf^ the International.
^

>

10
On Cooperation®^

What should be the nature of the economic agitation and development of
the wbrkers of the International, and what will be the means of these,
' before the social revolution, which alone can emancipate them fully and
rffefipitively; does so? Theexperience of recent years recommends two paths
"to us, one negative,She other positive: resistance funds and cooperation.
^ By the broad^'tetm "cooperation," we mean all kndwn systems of
consutnption, otmtitual credit or labor credit, and of production. In the
application of all these systems, and even in the theory on which they are
Based, we should distinguish two opposing currents: the bourgeois cumnt
and the purely socialist current.
Thus in the associations for consumption, credit, and production
that the' bourgeois socialists establish or suggest, we may find every
element of bour^ois political economy: interest on capital, dividends^ and
.premiums.
Which of these two systems is the good one, the real one?
The fiist, that of the bourgeois socialists, is accepted most often by
tho^e membeii of the Internationar^ sectio^ who like to call themselves
practical men. They are in fact very practical in appearance, but only in
appearance, for all their ideas amount to is continuing, in the middle of the
Vbrters* world, the old bourgeois practice of exploiting labor through
capital
What could^ossibly be the result when a few score workers, or even a
few hundred, try to establish an association on bourgeois bases? Either it
. does not succeed apd goes bankrupt, plunging these worker^ into a poverty
greater still than that from which thfcy tried to escape by founding it; or it
succeeds, thus creating a few score or a'few hundred Bourgeois, without
iniproving the general condition of the working class. The Lausanne
Congress' expressed this very well in th6 following resolution: "The
Congress thinks that the present efforts, of workers* associations (if they
' become pnore inclusive'^and maintain their present foi^) tend to'constitute
a fourlh estate^which has beneath'^t a still'poorer fifth estate.**^^
This fourth estate would comprise a limite4 nuihber of workers who
establish among themielves af sort of bourgeois joint-stock cbmpany,
necessarily excluding the* fifth estate, the great mass of workers not
partners in' this'cooperative venture but oii the contrary exploited by it.
That is the cooperative system which bourgeois socialists not only preach
but even try to establish in the midst of the International, some of them
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knowing better and others unaware that such a system negates the basis
and purpose of our Association.
What is the purpose of the International? To emancipate the working
class through the solidaristic action of the workers of all countries. And
what is the purpose of bourgeois cooperation? To lift a limited number of
workers out of the common poverty and bourgeoisify them, disadvan
taging the greater number. Is it not right to say that this practice, which the
practical men of the International recommend, is a wholly bourgeois
practice and that, as such, it should be kept out of the International?*
Let us imagine a thousand persons oppressed and exploited by ten.
What if twenty or thirty of them, or more, said to themselves: "We are tired
of being victims; but on the other hand, since it is ridiculous to hope for
everyone*s well-being, since the prosperity of the few absolutely requires
the sacrifices of the many, let us abandon our comrades to their fate and
think only of ourselves, let us in turn become wealthy bourgeois
exploiters."
Would this not be an act of treason? And yet that is exactly what our
"practical men^ advise us! In theory as well as in practice, in cooperation as
well as in administration, they are thus the exploiters and enemies of the
working class. They wish to suit their own purposes, not those of the
International; but they wish to use the International, the better to suit their
own purposes.
We must further remark that they deserve the name practical men.
which they give themselves, more because of their personal bourgeois
intentions than because of their success. Many of them act in good faith
and fool only themselves. Never having known,seen, or imagined any kind
of association other than a bourgeois one, many of them think it quite fair
to resort to this sort of association to fight the bpurgeoisie. They are simple
enough to believe that what destroys the workers can emancijjate them,
that they can use against the bourgeoisie the weapon with which the
bourgeoisie itself crushes them.
This is a big mistake. These naive persons do not take into account the
vast advantage that the bourgeoisie enjoys against the proletariat through
its monopoly on wealth, science, and secular custom, as well as through the
approval—overt or covert but always active—of'States and through the
whole organization of modern society. This fight is too unequal for success
reasonably to be expected. Under these conditions, bourgeois weapons
which are only frenetic competition, the war of all against all, and the
victory of individual prosperity through the ruination of others—can serve
only the bourgeoisie, and they would inevitably destroy the proletariat's
only strength, its solidarity.

argument presented, the
frfd ™ rn
the International (1866) on cooperative credit unions
and on consumption and production cooperatives; see note 33.—Ed.]
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- The bourgeoisie knows this well. So what do we see? While the
boiirgeoisie rashly continues' to fight resistance funds and trade unions,
which are the only really efficacious weapons the workers now can use
against h, it is entirely reconciled—after a certain hesitation, it is true, but
not a long one—to the system of bourgeois cooperation.
All the bourgeois economists and publicists, even the most conserva
tive, sing of the praises of this system in every key. and the bourgeoisie^ still
all too numerous partisans in the International" try to add every workers'
cooperative to the chorus. Mr. Coullery and the Journal de Geneve, Mr.
Henri Dupasquier. the Protestant conservative of Neuchatel, and Prof.
Dameth, that apostate of socialism converted by the Protestants in
Geneva, all agree in this regard.
They all shout themselves hoarse: "Build cooperatives, workers!"
Yes! Build these fine bourgeois cooperatives, so that you may be
demoralized and ruined for the benefit of some wealthy entrepreneurs to
whom you would be stepping-stones, so that they in their turn may become
members of the bourgeoisie. Build bourgeoiscooperation, it will hypnotize
you, and after it exhausts all your energies it will leave you unable to
organize your international strength, without which your right would
never prevail against the bourgeoisie and triumph over them.
We want cooperation too. We are even convinced that the cooperative
will be the preponderant form of social organization in the future, in every
branch of labor and science. But at the same time, we know that it will
prosper, developing itself fully and freely, embracing all human industry,
only when it is based on equality, when all capital and every instrument of
labor, including the soil, belong to the people by right of collective
property. Therefore before all else, we consider this demand, the organiza
tion of the international strength of the workers of all countries, to be the
principal goal of our great International [Working-Men'^] Association.
Once this is acknowledged, we hardly oppose the creation of
cooperative associations; we find them necessary in many respects. First,
and this appears to us even to be their principal benefit at present, they
accustom the workers to organize, pursue, and manage their interests
themselves, without any interference either by bourgeois capital or by
bourgeois control.
it is desirable that when the hour of social liquidation is tolled, it
should find many cooperative associations in every country and locality; if
they are well organized, and above all founded on the principles of
solidarity and collectivity rather than on bourgeois exclusivism, then
society will pass from its present situation to one of equality and justice
without too many great upheavals.
But for cooperative associations to fulfill their purpose, the Inter
national must sanction only those that are based on its own principles.
In subsequent articles, we shall discuss cooperation according to the
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principles of the Inten^tiona!,* and already ^oday we are publishing a
rough-draft which^eems to us to toke an important step toward realizing
these principles.®'

11'
The International Wprking-Men's Movement
I*

If anything .now shocks the most stubborn conservatives, it is the
increasingly universal and imposing movement of the working masses not
djily in Europe but in Amerira as well. Every address delivered by
aristocratic or (ibUrgeois Statesmen E^nd' p6liti<^ns of every country
testifies to their'uneasiness. They no'longer let a single opportunity escape
to express their so ^ro/ound and above all so sincere sympathies for this so
numerous and so /nr^^fi/ng'mas^ of workers, ft mass which has for ages
served as a pa^ive, mute p^estal^to every'^tnbi^onind to all the,worlds
politics, a mass which has
grown tired of playing so unprofitable and
lindigntfied a role, a mass which'is nov^giving n6ti9e of its resolute will to
live and^ork noJonger for a^y but itself.
Indeedt^ one miist be gifted wilh a great deal of stupidity, &ne fnust be
blind an(([<ieaf not to recogniu the importance of thi^ movement. And
'whoever tes '^reservied in him^lf a sp^rk' of vitality and rightmind^n^ss
iincorrupte'd'by seli'-iiiterest or by doctriM, will recognize wilh us that only
one'm'oveihent.tdday is no ridiciilous and fruitless duturbance, only one
movement carries anr entire future within itself,and that is the iritemational
working-men% movement.
What is ttiere, a£i^e from this movement? First of all at the yery top,
there is something that is without a doubt very respecuble but quite
unprbducCive ^nd very ruinous in "the bargainfthe organi^d brutality of
the States. 'Next,,und^rjhe protection of this brutality, come the large
fi;iancia'l, commercial; and industrial works .and, great' international
plunder, a few tiiousand internatidnally'solidaristic individuate who rule
"over the whole of society thanks to their mighty interests.
UndeqieaiH thbin ar^ the moyenne and petite bourgeoisie^ aplever and
comfortable class in'times past, buf one now stifled and dverwhelined and
driven down into the,proletariat by the ppgressive intrusions of fiimncial
feifdalism. This class is now so piuch poorer [than before] that it combines
all the cori(^its- of a privileged world with all the real poverties of an
exploited world. It is a class condemned by its own history and
physiologically exhausted. It had influence in earlier times, when it
advanced; now it draws back, afraid, condemning itself to nothingness. If it
had retained a bit of this vigorous vitality, a bit of this sacred fire which in
the past inspired it to conquer a world, it would have found the courage to
acknowledge to itself that it is now in an impossible preaicament, ruined in
every way unless it makes a heroic effort, dishonored, destroyed, and
^These arttbles did not appear.—Ed.]
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threatened with death from complications. There are only two influences
today and they are preparing for a fatal meeting: that of the past,
represented by the States, and that of the future, represented by the
proletariat.
What effort can save this class, not as a separate class of course, but as
an aggregation of individuals? The.answer is very simple; thrust into the
proletariat by the force of circumstances, the moyenne and especially the
petite bourgeoisie should enter it witfiout restraint and with all its will.
We shall return to this question shortly. Meanwhile, we shall end this
article with the following reflections, borrowed from our Viennese
colleague and organ of social democracy, the Vqlksstimme.^'*
"Only the blindest egoism can fail to recognize that only the triumph
and the realization of the socialist principle can now put an end to the
appajling putrefaction that has invaded all strata of society, founding in
place of the present anarchy a social order consonant with justice and the
general well-being. Really, we dont need scientific treatises to show that
vast social reforms are needed. Socialism today is inevitably taking hold of
all spirits. The future belongs to it. There can no longer be any doubt in the
matter, for the winds of the workers*movement grow ever higher and more
threatening in every country. The principal strength of the working masses
is concentrated, above"all, in the capitals and other large cities of Europe—
our organized battalions are everywhere pushing forward. Already, in
Spain, the red flag has been baptized with blood.
•*The electoral activities in France" and the recent crimes of the
privileged class in Belgium in particular show that it has eveiywHere been
decided to answer the legitimate complaints of the workers with the
arguments of brute force and the eloquence of bayonets. In Vienna as
well, a certain newspaper uttered this sinister cry: *It is time to get it over
with!* We are threatened, and yet, without letting ourselves be the least bit
intimidated by these threats, we are not afraid'to say that if we feel a single
burning desire, then that desire is to see all these social reforms, which have
now become absolutely necessary, peacefully "achieved by universal
fraternal agreement.
"For us, the red flag is the symbol of universal human love. Le^t not our
enemies think, then, of turning it into a flag of terror against themselves.**

12
On Russia

\^at is now happening in Russia deserves the attention of every socialistdemocrat in Europe.
We must affirm that there have been up to nowsome wholly mistaken
ideas about the character, the tendencies, and the economic situation of the
peoples inhabiting those vast regions. Thus was it not a rather general
opinion in Europe—and is it notistilf—that the present Tsar [ Alexanderll],
the benefactor and liberator of these peoples, is the object of their every
reverencfe? That' he has really emancipated the Russian peasants and
established on solid foundations the well-being of the rural communities
that are all the strength and ricHness of the Empire of All the'Russias? Has
it^not been said and believed that'the Tsar owes his'pow6r to all the
happiness he has created and all the gratitude he hasdeserved, that he need
only'make a sign for millions of fanatic barbarians' to launch themselves
'against Europe?
It has been said and repeated in a thousand different ways; some doubt
the fact, but others know full well, that by doing so they render an immense
service to the Tsars* much detested power, which is b^sed less on its actual
deeds than on imagination and on the panic terror which it knowingly
propagates and which its diplomats can always explain.
W^ thus'it not believed in 1861, on the basi^ of Prince Gorchakov*s
dispatches, of the Russian press, and of the non-Russian press funded by
the government of St. Petersburg, that the entire Russian people, including
every class—the nobility, the priests, the shopkeepers, and above all the
young people in the universities and the peasants-Axnanimously supported
the suppression and anhihilatioh of Poland; that the government, which
ri^y perhaps have wished' to act more moderately, was forced to become
the hangman of this unfortunate nation, which it droned in blood merely
to obey the unanimous will and vast passion of the' people?
The whole European worfd believed it with hardly an exception, and if
this general belief did not restrain European public opinion, it did quite a
bit to neutralize the effects thereof. Aided by the cowardice and the
Hivisions in European diplomacy, everyone stopped short in theface of this
impressive manifestation of the supposed power of a^ whole people. They
did not dare confront it or provoke it to ftgKi and, with no resistance save a
few ridiculous protests, they calmly allowed a great new crime to be
committed in Poland.
Then came the sophists, Russian and non-Russian, some hired and
others foolishly blind—in whose ranks Proudhon, the great Proudhon,
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unfortunately stood—explaining to us that the Polish revolutionaries were
Catholics and aristocrats, representatives of a world condemned to perish,
that the Russian government with all its hangmen represented the cause of
democracy, the cause of the oppressed peasants, and the cause of the new
principle of economic justice."
These are the lies which they dared to spread and which were believed
in Europe; and in Europe all this helped to increase considerably the
prestjge and power of the idea (and the power of ideas must never be
disregarded) of the Empire of All the Russias.
To have believed all these fictions, spread by Russian diplomacy either
directly or indirectly, the European public must have been totally ignorant
of everything in that vast land, and of everything happening thei:e. And
what is more peculiar,- the Polish emigri press of every country len^ a hand
to Muscovite dipjomacy by unanimously ideiitifying'the'Russian people
with the go^epiment of St. Petersburg. Would the Poles' legitimate hatred
for their pppresso/s so blind them, that th^y would not realize the service
they thus render to the very government they detest? Or might they actually
desire to preserve the„present economic order so much, |[iat they wquld
prefer even the Tsars* savage regime to a social revolution of the Russian
peasants?
^ Whichever the case, it is time that this disgraceful and dangerous
iporance cease. As representatives of the cause of the mternational
emancipation of labor pd of the working-men of all countries, w.e cannot
and must not have na'tional preferences. The oppressed workers of kl
countries are our brothers; and as wje pay no attentiqn to'the interests,
ambitior*s. and variities of the political homelands, the only foreigners or
enemies we know are, the exploiters of the people's labor.
It.is very important for us to know, as representatives of the great
international struggle of labor against, exploitation by the nobility or
bourgeoisie, whe.ther the seventy million who are now imprisoned and
enslaved within pur close neighbor the Empire of All the Russias, and the
hundred million Slavs who live in Europe, will be for usor against us on the
great day of the'battle. It would be more, than a mistake for us to be
unaware of thern, (or us not to try to .understand their nature and their
customs, their position and their current inclinatiops: it wouId.be criminal
lunacy.
The most obvious event„which now fills the columns of every official
or semiofficial newspaper in St. Petersburg and Moscow, is the unforeseen
closing of univ^rsitiep, academies, and other Stateschools, the arrest of a
large number of young students in St. Petersburg and Moscow, in Kazan
and other Russian provinces. After that, police orders enjoined all
innkeepers and headwaiters fromjserving meals to more than two students
at a time, enjoined house owners from lettiijg one student spend the night
at another's, enjoined even a gathering of more than two students in one
room during the day. The prisons, the police stations, the dungeons of the
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secret chancellory, and the fortresses are full of young people sei^d in the
two capitals or brought from the heart of Russia.
So what is happening? IsnH everything in Russia calm and satis
factory? What do these young people want? Are they asking for a
constitution like in Belgium or Italy, or like the one that lucky Spain, for
instance, will receive? No, not at all. Have you read the program of Russian
social democracy which, translated into French, caused such scandal
among the good bour^ois socialists at the Berne Congress?^* Well, it's
their program, it's what they want. They want nothing more nor less than
'the dissolution of this monstrous Empire of All the Russias, whose
oppression has stifled the people's vitality for centuries but which has not
succeeded in killing it, regardless of how things took. They want a-social
revolution such as the West, which has been moderated by civilization,
scarcely dares to picture in its imagination.
And are these lunatics small in number? No, they are a legion, forming
an army of several tens of thousands: didassi young people, a few nobles,
many children of common employees and priests, and the youth of the
people both urban and rural. But are they isolated from the people? Not at
all. On the countrary, this is a movement of the enlightened youth who
come .from the lowest dregs of Russian society and seek the light with a
vigor and a passion we no longer know, a movement which is growing and
expanding despite all the terrible measures of regression familiar to this
country^ government, a movement which every day seeks to blend in
further with the movement of a people reduced to despair, to the most
unimaginable poverty, by the famous emancipation and other reforms of
the "Uberator-Tsar."
A little longer—^wo years, a year, perhaps several months—and these
two movements will be one, and then: then we shall see a revolution which
will without dout^t be greater than every involution heretofore.

13
A Few Words to My Young Brothers in Russia

You rise anew. So they have not succeeded in burying you. Then this spirit
that arouses you to destroy the State is not the ephemeral product of some
juvenile excitement but the expression of a vital need and ofa real passion.
It rises from the very depths of the life of the people.
If your revolutionary tendencies were only an outward sickness, the
simple longing of youth's vanity, then the heroic attempts of our paternal
government to cure you would have long ago been successful. You would
long ago have renounced the dangerous mania of thinking, renounced all in
man which is human, and become—among this throng of officially titled
and unreasoning beasts who ravage the people and devour the countrynew beasts. You would have merited the name of patriots ofthe Empire of
All the Russias.
The outcast lettered youth of Russia, as young as it is. has already
weathered quite a few storms. In our days, under the naively despotic
regime of the Emperor Nicholas, twenty years and more were needed to go
through half the proofs which you have undergone in the last eight or nine.
After the fires of 1861, during and after the Polish insurrection [of
1863], and above all since Karakozov^ act, this good Emperor Alexander
has not spared his efforts to complete your political education." En
couraged, excited by our entire patriotic learning, by the Slavophiles and
Panslavists as well as by the partisans of the bourgeois civilization of the
West, at the s^me time by our planters and by our liberals,-he has liberally
used against you all the methods bequeathed him by the Tatars which were
later so well perfected by the, bureaucratic science, of the Germans:
truncheon, whip, torture, death by gallows and death by hunger, im
prisonment for life, exile en masse and forced labor—he used them all to
take the measure of your strength, your obstinate will, your faith in the
people's cause.
Nothing shook you, you sustained yourselves, and so you are strong.
Many of your comrades perished. But for each victim buried, ten new
fighters rise from the earth: it is thus near at hand, the end of this infamous
Empire of All the Russias.
Where do you find your strength and yourfaith? A faith without God,
a strength without personal goal or expectation! Where do you find this
strength consciously to condemn to nothing your entire existence, to
confront torture and death without vanity and without phrases? What is
the source of this merciless thought of destruction and coldly passionate
resolve in the face of which our adversaries' spirit takes fright and their
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.t^lood runs cold in their veins? Our official and semi official literature,
which claims to express the thought of the Russian people, halts before you
altogether disconcerted. It no longer understands anything.
n If you were the faithful servitors to the Emperor and the St^te, spies,
executioners, private or public thieves, burglars or otherwise, well-thinking
riffraff, servile liberals,' butchers of peasants or of Poles, if you'had caused
the deaths of thousands or tens of thousands of human beings, this precious
, literature would have understood you and amnestied you,and if you had in
.the least the means and the will to show your gratitude to the editors of the
newspapers, they would have declared you the saviors of the^Empire, as
th$y did Muravyov the Hangman. All of that is customary in the
Byzantino-Tatar and Germano-bureaucratic civilization of our State;
none of it is opposed to the official and semi oificial patriotisth of the
Empire of All the Russias.
If you young people were visionary, doctrinaire, or sentimental, if you
trified with dreams of science and art, of freedom and humanity in'theory,
in your conversations, or in books, they would still amnesty you; fdr the
worthy veterans of this disgraceful literature had their youth as well. They
too dreamt when they were still only students. Enthusiasts of pretty
theories, they too swore to devote their lives to the cult of the'ideal, to noble
exploits, to the service of freedom and humanity. Then came experience,
acquired in the most abject world imaginable, and under the influence of
this world they became what they'are-^scoundrels. But, recalling with
compassion the dreams of their youth, they would pardon you yours so
willingly that they would be convinced that, with the same experience and
under the influence of the same reality, you would certainly become still
more villainous than they.
What they will never pardon is that you wish to be neither thieves nor
dreamers. You have as much scorn for this hateful world whose reality
oppresses you as for that ideal world which has served until now as a refuge
for pure souls, against reality's ignominy. That is what frightens our
patriotu: literature. It knows neither what you want nor where you go.
The editors of the St. Petersburg and Moscow newspapers have, in
their consternation, found a subterfuge. They have unanimously decided
that the present movement among the Russian youth results from Polish
intrigues! One could not imagine anything more cowardly, nor more
stupid!
Is it not infamy and cruelcowardice to inflame the executioner against
the victim he tortures! And on the other hand, it is truly stupid not to see the
abyss that separates the program of the largest majority of Polish patriots
from that of'our youth, which represents the socialist and revolutionary
idea of the Russian people.
Between the Polish patriots and us there is only onesentiment and one
goal in common: Hate for the Empire of All the Russias, and the firm will
to destroy it at all cgst as quickly as possible. That ts the only point on
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which we agree. One step more, and the abyss opens between us. We wish
the definitive abolition of everything that constitutes the State, in Russia as
well as outside it; and the Poles work only for the reconstitution of their
historical State.
The dream of the Poles is, we think, not good, since every State,
however liberal and democratic its forms, ruins the popular masses who
work to profit a small minority that does not work. The Poles dream the
impossible, for States in the future will not reconstitute themselves but fall,
annihilated by the emancipation of these masses. The Poles, without
knpwing it and certainly without wishing it, dream a new slavery for their
people. And if they succeed in realizing this dream—not with the strength
of the people, who will certainly not lend themselves to it, but with the aid
of foreign bayonets—then they will become our enemies as well as their
people's oppressors.
We will fight them then in the name of social revolution and universal
freedom. But until then we are their friends and we should help them, for
their cause—the destruction of th^ Empire of All the Russias—is also ours.
For Russian and non-Russian peoples emprisoned today in the
Empire of All the Russias, no enemy is more dangerous, more mortal,than
this Empire itself.
The Polish patriots have never understood this, and that is why their
influence on Russians revolutionary movement has always been nil. This is
unfortunate, for if they as well as we really merited the calumny of the
Russian press, we would better understand one another, if only for the first
act of the Slav tragedy that is being heralded: which would not prevent us
from separating or even from fighting during the three following acts, if we
have to, only to be reconcilcd in the fifth.
No, it is not the influence of Polish intrigues, it is a wholly other
gigantic strength that agitates the Russian youth and urges them on: // is
the awakening of the life of the people.
The current reign bears a remarkable resemblance to that of Tsar
Alexis, the father of Peter the Great, who despite his historical good nature
pillaged and unmercifully oppressed the people for the greater glory of the
State and.for the benefit of the tribe of nobles and bureaucrats, just as the
so-called emancipator of the peasants, this excellent Emperor Alexander
II, does today.
Then as now the unfortunate people, crushed, tortured, reduced to
most dire.poverty and decimated by hunger, abandoned their villages and
took refuge in the forests. Now as then this entire, vast population, finally
understanding this imperial swindling, is becoming restless, counting no
longer on any emancipation but that from below, in the way shown only
two centuries ago by the hero Stenka Razin.*
*To explain the immense figure of Stenka Ra^ and the secret of his vast popularity, we
would first have to outline (he Russian people's position in seventeenth-century society. To
understand this position it is necessary to know that thiy were a free people up to the end of
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One senses the approach of a new bloody encounter, a last struggle to
the death between the Russia of the people and the State.
Who will triumph this time? The people, without doubt. Stenka Razin
was a hero, but among them all he was alone and above them. His truly
gigantic personal influence was nevertheless insufficient to resist the
already largely organized power of the State. He perished, and everything
, perished with him. It will be otherwise today. There will probably not be a
hero as influential or as popular as Stenka Razin, who concentrated the
"whole strength of the rebellious masses in his single person. But he will be
replaced by this legion of nameless, socially outcast young people who
already thrive on the life of the people and who stay united by the same
thought and passion and by a common goal.
The union of these youths with the people assures the triumph of the
people.
These youths are strong and resolute only because they draw their
thought and their implacable willfrom the passion of the people. They seek
not their own triumph but the triumph of the people. Stenka Razin is felt
behind them. Not the personal hero but the collective hero, invincible for
that very reason: the entire, spendid, assembled young people over whom
his spirit already hovers.
the sixteenth century, and that it was only in the last decade of that century that the peasants,
who had kept their freedom of movement up to then, attached themselves to the land.
The traditional idea in Russia, which still today is one of the two pillars of the peopled
consciousness there, is that the land belongs to the people. The other idea, just as old, is that
the people should administer their own affairs according to the resolutions of theircommunal
assemblies, in which every head of family takes part.
These two ideas are so deeply rooted in the consciousness of the Russian people that
despite three centuries of slavery, they are today preserved intact lliey will be the very basisof
the Russian peopled future political organization.
The Russian peopte are deeply socialist by instinct as well as by tradition, but they lack
political education. That is why, as free as they were to be^n with, they could have been
enslaved.
In the West, the alliance of the crown and the people against the property-owiting
nobility led to the development of monarchical power, but in Russia that power was based on
the alliance of the crown, the nobility, and the clergy against the people. That is why the
Russian nobility and clergy always remain the wiling slaves of theTsar, who rewards them by
guaranteeing [to them] the peasants* slavery; it is also why the people have always been the
only real, the only earnest revolutionaries in Russia.
During the first years of the seventeenthcentury, the communes rose upen masse against
the tyranny of the Tsar, the clergy, the nobility, and the Muscovite bureaucracy, and this
memorable revolution failed to destroy the Empire, which was reconstituted by the free
election of a new Tsar. Then that Tsar% son, Alexis (1645-1676), forgetting all the promises
sworn by his father, plunged the Russian people and especially the peasantsinto a thmtofore
unimaginable slavery. It was during this reign that the celebrat^ revolt of Stenka Razin
erupted.
Stenka Ratin was a man of remarkable intelligence and wilL He was a man of iron who
knew pity neither for himself nor for others. He was nothing but a simple Don Cossack. His
father had been hanged by a Prince Dolgorukii, commander of a Muscovite army against
Poland. Stenka Razin fled down the Volga in 1667. There he formed a band with whom he
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Th|it is the real meaning of the current movement, which is rather
innocent in appearance but which, despite seeming so, throws our whole
official and semiofftcial, patriptic, Uterary world into consternation.
Friendst Leavp ail the pnore quickly, then, th|s,world condemned to
destruction. Leave these univenities, these academies, these schools from
.which you are now teing expell^, where they sought only to separate you
from the people. Go among the people. There should be your career, your
life, your knowledge. Learn amid these masses whose ^and^ are-hardened
by labor how you should serve the people's cause. .And remember well,
brothers, that the cultured youth should be neither master nor protector
nor benefactor nor dictator to the people, only the midwife of their
spontaneous emancipation, the uniter,and organizer of their efforts and
their strength.
Do not concern yourself at this moment with the knowledge in the
name of which you would |>e tied down and flogged. This ojjlcial science
must perish with the world that it expresses and serves; and a new science,
rational and alive, will appear>in its,place after the victory of the people,
from the very depths of their unchained life.
Such is the faith of the best men of the West, where, as in Russia, the
old world of States founded on religion,on metaphysics, on jurisprudence,
in a word on bourgeois civilization, is collapsing, along with its in
dispensable complement, the rights of hereditary property and of the
descended in boats to the Caspian &a, piUa^ng the l^rsian coasts and returning to the Don
rich with his spoils.
In j670 he reappeared on the Volga and declared jivar to the death on theentire nobility,
bureaucracy and clergy: he proclaimed the peasantsHreeBom tofull and integral pos^sion of
the land. The whole people from the Oka to the Volga pronounced themselves in his laVor,
lulling eveiy noble, eveiy functionary of the Tsar, and every priest. In a short4ime, Stenka
Razin had taken Astra^an, Tsariuyn, and^^ratov. His procedure was the*simplest: be
massacred everyone who was not of the people'and ieft it to the latter to seize the land and
thrive upon it. Even^where he'plundeted, there ros^ the freejcommuneof peasants who fully
possessed thb lalid.
When Razin defeated regular troops, his first coiicem was .to make the soldiers
themselves lull alt their ofTicers. He told thesoldiers that hewould not n&ke war^oii them, that
they were free to join him or to go their own way. But if they went thei^own way,'h6'roade the
others pursue and massacre them.
Eyeiywhere he went, he burnt alj the acts and papers of the Jsan but as weliaveseen he
didnl spare men either. Hewas hardly religious; when he was reproached for lulling pnests,he
replied: "Hey, what do you need priests^t? If you want to get marn^. walk around a tree
three times'aiKl itTi settled." On the other hand, he'was a p<»t; he wrote magnificent songs of
brigandage which are still sung on the Volga and throu^out Russia. Taken prisoner in 1671,
he was conveyed to Moscow, wl}ere.the people had awaited Jiim as a libeiator; after being
tortured, he was beheaded.
Inthe midst of the most monstrous'tortures, he uttered not.a sound. His nature was of
iron. He is still ^oday the grntest hero of popular legend.
The Russian people, who are sufwrstitious but not religious,and superstitiouf only when
s^rstltidn coiiKtdes with t^r d<Miifes, await his return in 1870.'*
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juridical family, collapsing and preparing to give way to the international
and freely organized world of the workers.
It is a lie that Europe rests shrouded in a deep sleep. On the contrary,
she wakes, and oik must truly be deaf and blind not to sense the approach
of a final struggle.
Organizing itself for this struggle and extending its hand across the
borders of all States, the world of the workers of Europe and America
appeals to your fraternal alliance.

Part. Five

Putriotism.and Human Progress
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Open Letters to Swiss Comrades of the International*

I
Friends and brothers.
Before leaving your mountains 1 feel the need to express to you once
more, in writing, my profound gratitude for the fraternal reception that
you have given me. Is it not marvelous that a former Russian noble, of
whom you previously knew nothing, may set foot in your land for the first
time and, having scarcely arrived, find himself surrounded by hundreds of
brothers! This wonder could occur today only through the International
Working-Men k Association, for one simple reason;only it today embodies
the historical vitality and creative force of the politkal and social future.
Those united by a living thought, by a volition and the same great passion
and by a common will, are truly brothers, even when they do not realize it
themselves.
[The Economic Component of Patriotism]

Detail of i map. drawn in 1869. showing Berne, NeuchAtel, and the St.
Imier Valley, which runs from La Chiux-de-Fonds east<northeast to
Sonceboz. 'Hw heavy dark linesare railroads,overprinted on the map in
1908. Along the line that runs through the St. Imier Valley appear the
towns of SL Imier and Sonvi(L]ier. (The latter is where Bakunin gave
the Three Lectures to Swiss Members of the International.") South
west from La Chaux-de-Fonds is Le Locle, and between these two
towns b Cftt[-du-Lock]. To the northeast of Sonceboz is Moutier.
Bakunin^ grave is in the Bremgarten Cemeteiy, Berne.

There was a time when the bourgeoisie, endowed with this life force
and constituting by itself the historic class, offered the same spectacle of
fraternity and unity in both its thoughts and its actions. That was the finest
hour of the bourgeoisie, a class doubtless still worthy of respect but one
which has since become impotent, stupid, and sterile: during those days it
advanced most strongly. That was the bourgeoisie before the Great
Revolution of 1793, as well as before the revolutions of 1830 and 1848
though to a much lesser degree. In those days the bourgeoisie had a world
to conquer, a place to take in society, and it organized for combat;
intelligent, audacious, and feeling that it stood for universal rights, it was
endowed with an irresistible omnipotence; unaided, it accomplished three
revolutions against the combined forces of the monarchy, the nobility,and
the clergy.
At that time the bourgeoisie also founded a formidable worldwide
international association: Freemasonry.^^
It would be a great mistake to judge the Freemasonry of the eighteenth
*(This selection and the next, **Physiologicai or Natural Patriotism."are of a piece. The
inserted, bracketed subheadings correspond to the four components of patriotism that
Bakunin enumerates below.—Ed.]
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century, or of the beginning of the nineteenth, by what it is today. The
erstwhile increasing influence of Freemasonry, a preeminently bourgeois
institution, reflected the growth and influence of the bourgeoisie: later, its
decadence reflected the moral and intellectual decadence of that class.
Today, having sadly become a jabbering old intriguer, it is useless and
worthless, sometimes malevolent and always ridiculous, whereas before
1830 and especially before 1793 it was active, powerful, and genuinely
beneflcent. uniting through its organization the choicest minds and the
most ardent hearts, the most flery wills and the boldest personalities, with
but a very few exceptions. It was the vigorous incarnation of the
humanitarian idea of the eighteenth century, as well as its practical
implementation. All the great principles of liberty, equality, and fraternity,
of human reason and human justice—worked out at first in theory by the
philosophy of that century and developed within Freemasonry—emerged
as practical principles, as the bases of a new morality and politics: the soul
of a colossal project of demolition and reconstruction. At that time.
Freemasonry was nothing less than the worldwide conspiracy of the
revolutionary bourgeoisie against feudal, monarchical, and divine tyranny.
It was the International of the bourgeoisie.
We know that nearly all the main actors of the first Revolution were
Freemasons and that when this Revolution erupted it found, thanks to
Freemasonry, friends and powerful allies in every other country. This
certainly contributed to its triumph. But it is just as clear that the triumph
of the Revolution was Freemasonry*s undoing, for once the Revolution
had granted most of the wishes of the bourgeoisie by giving it the nobility %
social position, the bourgeoisie, which had for so long been an exploited
and oppressed class, became very naturally in its turn the privileged,
exploitative, oppressive, conservative, and reactionary class, the friend and
firmest supporter of the State. After the coup d'itat of Napoleon I,
Freemasonry became an imperial institution in most European countries.
The Restoration revived it slightly. Seeing itself threatened by the
return of the old regime and forced to surrender to the coalition of Church
and nobility the position it had won through the first Revolution, the
bourgeoisie necessarily became revolutionary again. But what a diflerence
between this reheated revolutionism and the ardent, powerful revolution
ism that inspired it at the end of the eighteenth centuryl In those days, the
bourgeoisie was sincere, it earnestly and na!vely believed in human rights, it
was driven and inspired by the genius of demolition and reconstruction, it
was in full possession of its intelligence and at the height of its strength. It
believed itself and felt itself to be the representative of the people, and this it
truly was. It did not yet sense the abyss that separates it from the people.
The Thermidorean reaction and the conspiracy of Babeuf dispelled this
illusion forever. The abyss that separates the working people from the
dominating, exploiting, property-owning bourgeoisie has opened, and
nothing less than the dead body of the entire bourgeoisie and its whole
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privileged existence will ever fill it.
. , , .
• • w *
Thus, after the Restoration, it was no longer the whole bourgeoisie but
only a part of it, which recommenced to conspire against the regime of the
Church and the nobility, against the legitimated kings.
In my next letter, if you allow me, I shall develop my ideas on this last
phase of constitutional liberalism and of bourgeois Carbonarism.
2

In my last article I said that reactionary, legitimist, feudal, and clerical
activities revived the revolutionary spirit of the bourgeoisie, but that there
was an enormous difference between this new spirit and the one that
animated it before 1793. The eighteenth century^ bourgeoisie were giants,
compared to whom the most daring members of thfe nineteenth s appear
mere pygmies.
One need only compare their programs to be convinced of this. What
was the program of the eighteenth century's philosophy and of its Great
Revolution? No more nor less than the full emancipation of all of
humanity; the achievement of every individual's right and full, real freedom
by means of the political and social equalization of all individuals; the
triumph of the human world over the wreckage of the divine world; the
reign on earth of justice ind fraternity. But this philosophy, this revolution
erred in not realizing that human fraternity cannot be achieved so long as
States exist, that the real abolition of classes and the political and social
equalization of individuals will be possible only when the economic
resources for upbringing, education, employment, and subsistence are the
same for everyone. We cannot criticize the eighteenth century for not
having understood this. Social science is not created and studied with
books alone, it needs the great lessons of history; and it was necessary to
accomplish the Revolution of 1789 and 1793. and further to undergo the
experiences of 1830 and 1848, in order to arrive at this henceforth
irrefutable conclusion—that any political revolution that does not have
economic equality as its immediate and direct goal is, from the standpoint
of the interests and the rights of the people, nothing but hypocritical and
camouflaged reaction.
This truth, so clear and simple, was still unrecognized at the end of the
eighteenth century, and when Babeuf posed the economic and social
question, the revolution's strength was already exhausted. But the
immortal honor remains his, of having stated the greatest problem ever
stated in history—the emancipation of all of humanity.
In comparison with this vast program, what was the goal of the
program of revolutionary liberalism under the Restoration and the July
Monarchy? Sham constitutional freedom: a very prudent, very modest,
very regulated, very limited freedom, created entirely for the tempered
disposition of a half-sated bourgeoisie which was weary of combat and
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impatient to enjoy its spoils, which already felt threatened (though now
from below rather than from above), and which was anxiously watching
while innumerable millions of exploited proletarians appeared on the
horizon like a dark crowd tired of suffering and preparing to demand their
rights.
Since the beginning of the present century this nascent spectre, later
baptized the red spectre, this dreadful ghost of universal rights which
opposes the privileges of the rich and which, as it develops, will reduce to
dust the sophisms of bourgeois economy, jurisprudence, politics and
metaphysics—this justice and reason of the people has become, amid the
modem triumphs of the bourgeoisie, its unremitting killjoy, diminishing
its confidence and its spirit.
And still the social question was nearly unrecognized under the
Restoration, or rather, nearly forgotten. Certainly, there were a few
isolated great dreamers like Saint-Simon, Robert Owen, and Fourier,
whose ^nius and great hearts understood the necessity of radically
transforming the economic organization of society. Around each of them,
like so many small churches, gathered a small number of devoted and
ardent followers who were, however, known only to their masters and who
exerted no outside influence. There was only the communist testament of
Babeuf, transmitted by his illustrious friend and comrade Buonarroti to the
most vigorous proletarians through a secret organization of the people.^'
But this work was underground at the time and its effects were felt only
later, during the July Monarchy; it was not noticed at all by the bourgeois
class during the Restoration. The people, the mass of workers, remained
quiet and did not yet demand anything for themselves.
It is clear that if the spectre of popular justice had any life at this time,
it could only haw been in the false consciousness of the members of the
bourgeoisie. Whence came this false consciousness? Were the members of
the bourgeoisie any more wicked during the Restoration th^n their fathers
who made the Revolution of 1789 and 1793*^ Not in the least. They were
virtually the same persons but they were set in different surroundings and
in other political conditions. They were enriched by a new experience, and
hence they possessed a different consciousness.
The bourgeoisie of the last century sincerely believed that they
emancipated the entire people by emancipating themselves from the
monarchical, clerical, and feudal yoke. And this sincere but naive belief
was the source of the heroic daring of all their marvelous power. They felt
themselves united with everyone, and they marched into battle carrying
with them universal strength and universal rights. Thanks to the strength
and the rights of the people which the bourgeoisie embodied, its members
could, over the last century, scale and capture the fortress of political power
after which their ancestors had lusted for so many centuries. But the very
moment they planted their banner, ^ ne,w ideastruck them. As soon as they
gainedpower, they began to realize that the interests of the bourgeois class
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no longer had anything in common with those of the popular masses, that
on the contrary these were radically opposed, that the exclusive influence
and well-being of the property-owning class could depend only on the
poverty and the political and social subordination of the proletariat.
From that moment, the relations between the bourgeoisie and the
people were radically transformed, and even before the workers had
realized that the members of the bourgeoisie were their natural enemies—
this out of necessity rather than out of ill will—those latter had already
recognized this ine^dtable antagonism. This is what 1 call the bad con
science of the bourgeoisie.
3
I said that the false consciousness of the members of the bourgeoisie
has paralyzed the entire intellectual and moral development of the
b6urgeois class since the beginning of the nineteenth century. Let me
correct myself and replace the word paralyzed with another: distorted. For
it would be Wrong to say that a spirit has been paralyzed or atrophied,
which has passed from the theory of the positive sciences to their
application: it has invented all the wonders of modem industrysteamboats, railroads, and the telegraph—and it has pushed to their most
extreme conclusions political economy and the historical criticism of the
growth of wealth and of the civilization of peoples, giving birth to a new
science—statistics—and establishing the bases of a new philosophy—
socialism-which is nothing but the very negation of the bourgeois world,
sublime suicide from the standpoint of the exclusive interests of the
bourgeoisie.
The paralysis came only later, after 1848, when the bourgeoisie, terrorstricken by the effects of its own works, consciously leapt backwards,
renounced every thought and volition so as to preserve its wealth,
submitted to military protectors, and abandoned itself—body and soul—
to the purest form of reaction. Since then it has created nothing and it has
lost, along with its courage, the creative force itself. It no longer has even
the force or the spirit of self-preservation, for everything it has done and
still does to save itself pushes it inevitably toward the abyss.
The bourgeoisie was still full of spirit up to 1848. Undoubtedly, this
spirit no longer had the vigorous strength that enabled it to create a new
world between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries. No longer was it the
heroic spirit of a class whose daring had allowed it to conquer all. It was the
moderate and thoughtful spirit of a new proprietor who, after having
gained an ardently coveted piece of property, now had to make it prosper
and turn it to his profit. The spirit of the bourgeoisie in the first half of the
nineteenth century is characterized above all by an almost exclusively
utilitarian tendency.
The bourgeoisie has been criticized for this, but wrongly so. On the
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contrary, I believe that it has rendered one last great service to humanity by
preaching, more by example than by its theories, thecult of—or rather, the
respect for—material interests. These interests have, at bottom, always
prevailed in the world: but until then they had always appeared as some
kind of hypocritical or unwholesome idealism, which is precisely what
transformed them into malicious and unjust interests.
Whoever pays the slightest attention to history cannot fail to see that
the most abstract, sublime, and ideal religiousand theological struggles are
always underlain by some great material interest. No war between races,
nations, States, and classes has ever had any purpose other than
domination, which is the necessary condition and guarantee of the
possession and enjoyment of wealth. From this standpoint human history
is only the continuation of the great struggle for life which, according to
Darwin, constitutes the basic law of the organic world.
In the animal world this battle is waged without ideas, without words,
and also without resolution. So long as the earth exists, the animal world
will devour itself: this is the natural condition of its life. Human.beings,
who are preeminently carnivorous, began their history with cannibalism.
Today they aspire toward worldwide association, the collective production
and collective consumption of wealth.
But what a bloody and horrible tragedy there is between these
endpoints I And we are not yet finished with this tragedy. After cannibalism
came slavery, after slavery serfdom, after serfdom wage-labor, after which
the terrible day of justice must first come, and much later, the ag& of
fraternity. These are the phases j^rough which the animal struggle for life is
gradually transformed, historically, into the human organization of life.
And amid this fratricidal struggle of men against men, during this
mutual ruination, this subjugation and exploitation of [the many] by those
[few] who have until now held out over the centuries under changing names
and forms, what has been the role of religion? Always to sanctify violence
and transform it into right. It transported humanity, justice, and fraternity
into an imaginary heaven, leaving behind the reign of injustice and
brutality on earth. It has blessed these successful thieves and, in order to
enrich them further, it has preached resignation and obedience to their
innumerable victims, the peoples. And the more sublime the ideal that it
adored in heaven appeared, the more horrible the reality on earth became.
For it is the very essence of all idealism, religious as well as metaphysical, to
scorn the real world and to exploit it while scorning it—from which it
follows that all idealism inevitably en^nders hypocrisy.
Man is material, and material cannot be scorned with impunity. Man
is an animal and cannot suppress his animality. But hecan transform, must
transform and humanize it through freedom, that is, through the combined
action of justice and reason, which in their turn can comprehend freedom
only because they are its products and its highest expression. On the
contrary, every time that man has tried to abstract his animality, he has
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become its plaything and slave, and even more often its hypocritical
servant: witness the priests of the most idealist and most absurd religion of
thte world, Christianity.''
Compare their well-known lewdness with their vow of chastity,
compare their insatiable lust with their doctrine of renouncing the goods of
this world,and you will agree that no one is as materialist as thesp preachers
of Christian idealism. At this very moment, which question most disturbs
the Church? The preservation of Church properties, which that other
Church—the State, the expression of political idealism—is now every
where threatening to confiscate.
Political idealism is no less absurd, pernicious, and hypocritical than
religious idealism, of which it is moreover onlya different form:its worldly
and terrestrial expression. The State is the younger brother of the
Church—and patriotism, that virtue and cult of the State, is but a reflection
of the cult of the divine.
According to the precepts of the idealist school, which is simulta
neously a religious and a political school, the virtuous must serve God and
devote themselves to the State. That is the doctrine that bourgeois
utilitarianism has begun, since this century began, to treat as it deserves.
4
[The Political Component of Patriotism]
One of the greatest services rendered by bourgeois utilitarianism, I
have said, is to have killed patriotism, the religion of the State.
As we know, patriotism is an ancient virtue which arose under the
Greek and Roman republics, where no real religion other than that of the
State ever existed, nor any object of veneration other than the State.
What is the State? The metaphysicians and doctors of law tell us that it
is the public cause: it is collective welfare and universal rights, as opposed
to the disintegrating action of the egoistic interests and passions of the
individual. It is justice and the realization of morality and virtue on earth.
As a result the individual has no duty greater, nor can he perform any act
more sublime, than devotion and sel^sacrifice to—and, if necessary, selfimmolation for the sake of—the state's triumph and its influence.
There, in a few words, is the whole theology of the State. Let us now
see whether this politicaltheology does not, like religious theology, conceal
beneath its very attractive and poetic appearance some very vulgar and
sordid realities.
Let us analyze first the very idea of the State, as it is portrayed by its
enthusiasts. It is the sacrifice of the natural freedom and interests not only
of each individual but also of every relatively small collectivityassociations, communes, and provinces—to the interests and the freedom
of everyone, to the well-being of the great whole. But what, in reality, is this
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everyone, this great whole? It is the agglomeration of all these individuals
and of all those more limited humancollectivities which they compose. But
what does that whole, which is supposed to represent them, actually
represent as soon as all individual and local interestsare sacrificed in order
to create it and coordinate themselves into it? Not the living whole wherein
each person can breathe freely, becoming more productive, stronger, and
freer as the full freedom and well-being of individuals develops in its midst;
nor natural human society, in which every individual^ life is reinforced and
broadened through the life of every other: on the contrary, it is the ritual
sacrifice of each individual and of every local association, an abstraction
which destroys living society. It is the limitation, or rather the complete
negation, of the so-called good of everyone, of the life and the rights of
eveiy individual who is party to this "everyone." It is the State, the altar of
political religion on which natural society has always been immolated; a
universality which subsists on and devours human sacrifices, just like the
Church. The State, 1 repeat again, is the younger brother of the Church.
To demonstrate the identity of the Church and the State, I ask the
reader to note that both are based essentially on the idea of the sacrifice of
life and of natural rights, and that they proceed similarly from this
principle. According to the Church, natural human wickedness can be
overcome only through divine grace and the death, for God's sake, of man
as he is found in nature; according to the State, it can be overcome only
through law and the immolation of the individual on the altar of the State.
Both strive to transform man; the one into a saint, the other into a citizen.
But man as found in nature must die, for sentence is passed on him
unanimously by the religion of the Church and that of the State.
That is the self-same theory of the Church and the State in its ideal
purity. It is a pure abstraction. Butevery historicalabstraction presupposes
historical events. These events, as I said in my last article,are of anentirely
real and brutal character: violence, spoliation, conquest, and enslavement.
It is human nature that man is not satisfied just to act; he must also justify
and legitimate what he has done, in his own eyes and in those of the world.
Thus religion appeared in the nick of time to consecrate the accomplished
facts and, as a result of this benediction, the unjust and brutal action was
transformed into a right. As we know, juridical science and political rights
sprang first from theology and then from metaphysics, which is nothing but
disguised theology, a theology which ridiculously claims not to be absurd
and vainly strives to give political rights a scientific aspect.
Let us see now what role this abstraction called the State, which
parallels that historical abstraction called the Church, has played and still
plays in real life, in human society.
The State, as 1 have said, is basically a vast cemetery wherein every
manifestation of individual and local life, every interest of those parties
who together constitute society, is sacrificed, dies, and is buried. It is the
altar on which the real freedom and welfare of peoples are immolated for
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the sake of political grandeur; and the more complete this immolation, the
more perfect the State. From this I conclude, and it is my conviction, that
the Russian Empire is the State par excellence, the State without rhetoric
or phrase-mongering, the most perfect State in Europe. On the contrary, all
States in which the peoples still have some room to breathe are incomplete
States from the standpoint of the ideal, just as all other Churches, in
comparison with the Roman Catholic Church, are deficient.
As I have said, the State is an abstraction which consumes the life of
the people. But for an abstraction to be born, develop, and continue to exist
in the real worid. there must bea real collective bodyinterested in its existence.
This collective cannot be the great masses of the people, for they are
precisely its victims: it must be a privileged body, the sacerdotal body of the
State, the governing and property-owning class, which is to the State what
the sacerdotal class of religion, the priests, is to the Chureh.
And indeed, what do we See throughout all history? The State has
always been the patrimony of some privileged class: the priesthood, the
nobility, the bourgeoisie, and finally, after every other class has been
exhausted, the bureaucratic class, when the State falls or rises—whichever
you wish—into the condition of a machine. But for the State to be
preserved, there absolutely must exist some privileged class interested in its
existence. It is exactly the solidaristic interest of tHis privileged class that is
called patriotism.
5
[The Physiological or Natural Component of Patriotism]
Has patriotism, in the complex sense in which the word is normally
used, ever been a passion or a virtue of the people? Basing myself upon the
lessons of history. I do not hesitate to answer this question with a decisive
no. To prove to the reader that this reply is correct, 1should like to analyze
the basic elements which, combined in various ways, constitute this thing
called patriotism.
These elements are four in number: (1) the natural or physiological
element, (2) the economic element. (3) the political element, and (4) the
religious or fanatical element.
The physiological element is theessential basis of all naive, instinctive,
and brutish patriotism. It is a natural passion which is in flagrant
contradiction with all politics precisely because it is excessively natural—
that is. altogether animal—and. what is worse, it greatly obstructs the
.economic, scientific, and human development of society.
Natural patriotism is a purely animalistic reality, to be found at all
levels of animal life and even, one might say. toa certain degree in plant life.
Patriotism taken in this sense is a war of destruction, the first human
expression of this great inevitable battle for life which is the essence of all
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evolution and existence in the natural or material world: an incessant
battle, a universal and mutual camivorism in which each individual, each
species, is nourished by the flesh and blood of members of other species, a
battle which thus inevitably renews itself every hour, every instant,
resulting in the prosperity and development of the fullest, most intelligent,
and strongest species, at the expense of all others.
Those who are in agriculture or gardening know the costs of
preserving their plants from the invasion of the parasitic species that join
battle with them over the light and the chemical elements of the earth,
without which they cannot survive. The strongest plant, which is best
adapted to the particular conditions of climate and soil and which still
develops with relative vigor naturally tends to stifle all others. It is a silent
struggle, but one without truce. And the whole force of human intervention
is required to protect the preferred plants against this deadly invasion.
In the animal world the same struggle recurs,only with moredramatic
commotion and noise. The extinction is no longer silent and insensitive.
Blood flows; the devoured, tortured animal fills the air with its cries of
distress. Man, the animal.that can speak, finally utters the first word in this
struc^le, and that word is patriotism.
The struggle for life in the animal and plant world is by no means only
an individual struggle; it is a struggle of species,groups, and families, some
pitted against others. In each living being there are two instincts, two great
basic concerns: food and reproduction. From the standpoint of nourish
ment, every individual is the natural enemy of every other, regardless of the
bonds of family, groups, and species. The proverb that wolves do not eat
other wolves is correct only so long as the wolves fmd animals of other
species for sustenance, but we know very well that as soon as wolves begin
to miss these latter, they devour each other without qualms. Cats, pigs, and
many other animals ofter devour their own offspring, and there is no
animal that will not do so if forced by hunger. DidnH human beings begin
with cannibalism? And who has not heard those distressing stories of
sailors on some frail craft, shipwrecked, lost in the ocean, deprived of
nourishment, deciding by lot which of them is to be sacrificed and eaten by
the others? Finally, during this terrible famine which has just decimated
Algeria, did we not see inothers devouring their own children?
Hunger is a harsh and invincible despot, and the need to eat, an
entirely individual^need, is the first law, the ultimate condition of life. It is
the basis of all human and social life, and of animal and plant life too. To
rebel against it is to destroy what remains, condemning oneself to
nothingness.
But along with this fui^damental law of material life, there is another
just an essential: reproduction. The first leads to the preservation of
individuals, the second to the establishment of families, groups, and
species. Individuals, impelled by an innate need, in order to reproduce
thenlselves, seek to mate with those iti^i^iduals who are organically closest
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to them, who are their fellow-creatures. Differences among organisms can
render mating sterile or even altogether impossible. This impossibility is
•clear between the plant world and the animal world; but even in the latter,
the mating of quadrupeds, for example, with birds, fish, reptiles, or insects
is equally impossible. If we limit ourselves to quadrupeds alone, we again
find the same impossibility between various groups, and we come to the
conclusion that the ability to mate and the power to reproduce exist for
each individual only among a very limited sphere of individuals whose
organisms are identical or similar to his own, and who belong to the same
group or family.
Since the instinct of reproduction establishesthe sole link of solidarity
that exists among individuals in the animal world, animal solidarity
ceases to exist where this ability to mate is not found. All those with whom
an individual finds it impossible to reproduce, form a different species, an
absolutely foreign and hostile world, condemned to be destroyed; and all
that lies within composes the great homeland of the species—for example,
the human race for human beings.
But this destr;uction and mutual camivorism of living beings are found
not only at the boundaries of this limited world that we call the great
Ivomeland, but also in the very midst of this worid, which is just as ferocious
and sometimes more ferocious, because of the very resistance and
competition that are found there, and because there the equally cruel
battles of love are added to those of hunger.
Moreover, every animal species is subdivided in^o various groups and
families, under the influence of the geographic and climatological condi
tions of the various countries it inhabits. The various differences in
conditions of life leads to corresponding differences in the very organisms
of these individuals who are members of the same species. We know further
that every individual animal seeks naturally to mate with the individual
most like it, from which follows naturally the development of a great
number of variations within the same species. Since the differences that
distinguish all these variations from one another are based primarily upon
reproduction, and since reproduction is the sole basis of all animal
solidarity, it is clear that the great solidarity of the species must be
subdivided into many more limited solidarities, that the great homeland
must parcel itself out among a multitude of small animal homelands that
are mutually hostile and mutually destructive.

15
Physiological or Natural Patriotism

[continued*]

I

In my last letter I showed how patriotism, as a natural passion or
disposition, derives from the physiological law that separates living
beings into species, families, and groups.
The patriotic passion is clearly a solidaristic passion. To be observed
in its most explicit and clearly resolved form in the animal world, it must be
sought among those animal species which, like man, are endowed with a
highly sociable nature: for example, among ants, bees, beavers, and many
others which have stable common habitats, as well as among species which
wander in herds. The animals that live in established, collective habitats
exhibit, from the standpoint of nature, the patriotism of agricultural
peoples, whereas those that wander in herds exhibit that of nomadic
peoples.
It stands to reason that the latter patriotism, which involves only the
bond among individuals within the herd, is less complete than the former,
which adds to it the bond of individuals with the soil or locality they
inhabit. Habit is second nature for animals as well as for man, and the
particular ways of life of which habit is composed are much better resolved
and more established among collectively sedentary animals than among
wandering herds; and these different habits, these particular ways of life,
constitute an essential element of patriotism.
Natural patriotism may be defined as follows: an automatic and
wholly uncritical, instinctive attachment for hereditary or traditional ways
of life which are collectively accepted, and an equally automatic and
instinctive hostility toward any other way of living. It is love for one's own
and hatred for everything foreign. Patriotism is tlius collective egoism on
one tiand, and war on the other.
It is by no means so strong a solidarity that the individual members of
an animal collectivity will not devour one another if they must; it is,
however, strong enough for all these individuals to unite, forgetting their
civil discords, against every intruder whocomes from a foreign collectivity.
Take the dogs of a town, for example. Certainly, dogs do not by nature
form a collective republic; left to their own instincts, they live in errant
packs, like wolves, and only under man's influence do they become settled
*[See the note at the bottom of p. 169, above.—Ed.]
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animals. But once they have established this way of life, they constitute in
each village a sort of republic, not a communitarian one, but one based on
individual freedom, pursuant to the formula of which bourgeois econ
omists are so enamored: every man for himself, and the Devil take the
hindmost. It is laissez-faire and /ator-aZ/^r without limit, a competition, a
civil war with no quarter and no truce, in which the stronger always bites
the weaker—exactly as in bourgeois republics. But just let a dog from a
nearby village trot down their street, and you see all these contentious
citizens immediately throw themselves en masse on the unfortunate
straiiger.
' I ask, is this not the faithful imitation, or rather the original that is
copied every day in human society? Is it not a perfect demonstration of that
natural patriotism which 1 have called, and which I dare to call again,
nothing but an altogether animal passion? It is without doubt animal, both
because dogs are incontestably animals and also because man—an animal
tike the dog and all other animals on earth, but an animal endowed with the
physiological ability to think and talk—begins his history withanimality in
order to attain, many centuries later, the conquest and the perfect
foundation of his humanity.
Once we understand this origin of man, we need no longer be
astonished at his animality, which is one natural fact among so many other
natui^al facts, nor ne^ we even be indignant about it, for, whereas the
whole of man's human life is only an incessant fight on behalf of his
humanity, against his natural animality, it follows tha,t we must struggle
'most vigorously against man's animality.
I wish merely to establish that the patriotism extolled to us as an ideal
and sublime virtue by the poets, by politicians of every school, by
govemhients, and by every privileged class, is rooted not in man^
hui^aiiity but in liis animality.
And indeed at the beginning of history, and today in the least
advanced parts of human society, we see natural patriotism reign supreme.
To be sure, patriotism is a much more' complex feeling in human
communities than in other animal communities, for the very reason that
human life, tHe life of the animal that thinks and speaks, comprehends
infinitely more than does that of the other animal species. To purely
ijiaterial customs and traditions there are added, in man, traditions that are
more or less ab'stractive, intellectual, and moral, plus a horde of ideas and
representations, true or false, along with different religious, economic,
political, and social customs. All these compose, as elements of man%
natural patriotism, in one combination 'br.another, a pai^ticular manner of
being for a collecti\4ty, a traditional way of life, thought, and action, which
is distinct from all others.
But whatever difference there be between the natural patriotism of
human collectivities and that of animal collectivities, they have this in
common: they both are instinctive, traditional, habitual, and collective
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passions, and their intensity in no way depends upon the nature of their
content. On the contrary, we may say that the simpler and less complex the
content is, the more intense and strongly intolerant is the patriotic feeling
that manifests and expresses that content.
Animals are clearly much more attached to the traditional customs of
the collectivity to which they belong than are men. This patriotic
attachment is unavoidable for them, and they can shake it off only under
man*s influence. Likewise in human collectivities: the less advanced the
civilization, the simpler and less complex is the very foundation of social
life, and the more intense is natural patriotism, i.e., the instinctive
attachment of individuals to all the material, intellectual, and moral habits
that represent the traditional and customary life of a particular
collectivity, as well as their hatred for everything different and foreign.
From this it follows that natural patriotism is inversely proportional to [the
degree of] civilization, which latter is the very triumph of human nature
among human societies.
No one will dispute that the instinctive or natural patriotism of the
wretched tribes inhabiting the arctic zones, which have hardly been
touched by civilization and whose material life is stricken by poverty, is
infinitely stronger and more exclusive than the patriotism of, for example,
a Frenchman, an Englishman, or a German. The Frenchman, the
Englishman, and the German can live and acclimatize themselves any
where, while the native of the polar regions would very soon perish of
homesickness, were he far removed from there. And yet, how much poorer
and less human his existence is! This shows again that, far from being a
mark of humanity, the intensity of natural patriotism is a mark of
animality.
Aside from this positive component of patriotism, which consists of
the instinctive attachment of individuals to the particular way of life of the
^Uectivity to which they belong, there is, further, the negative component,
just as essential as the first and inseparable from i^. This is the equally
instinctive abhorrence of everything foreign—instinctive and, as a result,
altogether animal. Yes, truly animal, for this abhorrenfce is so much
stronger and harder to conquer that the less the one experiencing it thinks
about and understands it, the less human he is.
Today this patriotic repulsion againsteverything foreign isfound only
among savage peoples. In Europe it can still be found among those halfsavage natives whom bourgeois civilization has not deigned to enlighten,
but whom it has not forgotten to exploit. In the greatest European capitals,
even in Paris and above all in London, rays of enlightenment have never
brightened some streets, which have been abandoned to a wretched
populace. A stranger need only appear there, and he will be surrounded by
a mob of wretched human beings—men, women, and children, scarcely
dressed, whose countenance and appearance show signs of the most ghastly
poverty and abject degradation—who will insult and sometimes maUreat
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him, just because he is a stranger. By all means, then, is not this brutal and
savage patriotism the most glaring negation of everything we call
humanity?
And still, some very enlightened bourgeois newspapers—the Journal
de Genhve, for example—are not ashamed to exploit this barely human
prejudice, this thoroughly animal passion. However, wishing to do them
justice. I freely acknowledge that they exploit these people without dividing
them in any way.doing so only because they find that exploitation usefuljust as nearly every priest of every religion today preaches religious
nonsense without believingit. only because it is clearly in the interest of the
privileged classes for the popular masses to continue belie^dng it
When the Jourruxl de Geneve has exhausted its arguments and proofs,
it says: this is a foreign thing, or idea, or man. And it has so low an opinion
of its compatriots that it hopes the advance of this fearful
foreign will
suffice for them to forget everything—common sense, humanity, justice—
and go over to its side.
I am scarcely a Genevan, but 1 respect the residents of Geneva too
much not to think the Journal mistakenabout them. Surely they would not
wish to renounce humanity for guilefully exploited animality.
2

1 have said that, insofar as patriotism is instinctive or natural, having
all its roots in animal life, it presents nothing more than a particular
combination of collective habits—material, intellectual and moral. eco«
nomic, political and social—developed by tradition or by history within a
limited human society. These habits, I added, may be good or bad,since the
content or object of this instinctive feeling does not influence its intensity;
and even if one conceded some kind of difference in this respect, it would
tend more often toward the good habits than toward the bad. This is
because the force of inertia exerts in the intellectual and moral world a
force just as powerful as in the material world. As a result of the animal
origin of every human society, in every society which is not yet declining
but which is progressing and marching onward, the bad habits are more
deeply entrenched than the good, because they are older. This explains
why, of the sum total of present collective habits in the most advanced
countries of the civilized world, at least nine-tenths are worthless.
It should not be imagined that 1 wish to declare war on the habit that
society and men have generally allowed themselves to be governed by
habit. In this, as in many other things, they are only inevitably obeying a
natural law, and it would be absurd to rebel against natural laws. The
action of habit in the intellectual and moral life of individuals, as well asin
that of societies, is identical to that of vegetative forces in animal life. Both
are conditions of existence and of reality. To become something real, the
good as well as the bad must become habit, either with the members of
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mankind each taken individually, or with society. Every practice and study
to which men apply themselves has no goal other than this, and the better
things take root in man and become second nature only by force of habit.
The question, therefore, Is not to rebel foolishly against habit, for it is an
inevitable influence which neither human intelligence nor human will can
reverse. But if we earnestly wish to be enlightened by the reason of the age
and by the idea of true justice which we have formed, we need do but a
single thing: constantly engage our willpower—that is, the habit of willing
which circumstances independent of us have developed in us—for the
elimination of our bad habits and for their replacement by good ones. To
humanize society completely, it is necessary to destroy ruthlessly all causes
and conditions—economic, political, and social—which produce the
tradition of the bad in individuals, and to replace them with conditions that
will engender necessarily, among those same individuals, the rise of the
habit and the practice of the good.
From the standpoint of modern consciousness, humanity, and justice,
such as we have come Anally to understand them thanks to the past
developments of history, patriotism is a bad, narrow,and disastrous habit,
for it is the negation of human equality and solidarity. The social question,
which the working people of Europe and America are now posing in their
practice and which can be resolved only by abolishing State boundaries,
tends inevitably to destoy this traditional habit in the consciousness of the
workers of all countries. 1 will show later how, since the beginning of the
nineteenth century, this habit has already been greatly undermined in the
consciousness of thehigh-flnancial,commercial, and industrial bourgeoisie
by the prodigious and wholly international development of its wealth and
economic interests. But I must flrst show how natural and instinctive
patriotism, which by its very nature can only be a very narrow and very
limited feeling, an altogether local collective habit, has been greatly
modifled, weakened, and impaired since the beginning of history by the
successive formation of political States, well before this bourgeois
revolution.
To be sure, patriotism as an altogether natural sentiment—i.e., as
produced through the truly solidaristic life of a collectivity, and until now
weakened only a little, if at all, by reflection or by the effect of economic
and political interests, or by that of religious abstractions—is animal
patriotism in very great part if not altogether, and it can only encompass a
very restricted world: a tribe, a commune, a village. At the beginning of
history, as now among savage peoples, neither nations nor national
languages nor national cults existed; thus, there was no fatherland in the
political sense of this word. Every little locality, every village had its
particular language, its god, its priest or sorcerer, and was only a diverse,
extended family which,at war with every other tribe, negated all the rest of
humanity by its own existence and grew stronger by enduring. Such is
natural patriotism in its vigorous and simple crudity.
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Vestiges of this patriotism are still found, even in some of the most
civilized countries of Europe. In Italy, for example, especially in the
southern provinces of the Italian peninsula, the lay of the land, the
mountains, and the sea produce barriers among the valleys, communes,
and towns, separating and isolating them, rendering them almost alien to
one another. Proudhon, in his pamphlet on Italian unity,correctly
observed that this [national] unity was still only a wholly bourgeois idea
and by no means a popular passion, that the rural population has remained
largely foreign (and 1would even add hostile) to it because this unity, which
is in contradiction on the one hand with their local patriotism, has brought
them on the other hand nothing but oppression, ruin, and unmerciful
exploitation.
Even in Switzerland, especially in the backward cantons, do we not
very often see local patriotism vying with cantonal patriotism, and this
'latter with the political, national patriotism of the whole republican
confederation?
To sum up, I conclude that patriotism, as a natural feeling, being in
es^nce and in reality an altogether basically local feeling, is a serious
obstacle to the formation of States, and that as a result these latter, and
civilization along with them, have been able to establish themselves only by
destroying—if not altogether, then at least to a considerable degree—this
animal passion.
3
[The Religious or Fanatical Component of Patriotism]
Having examined patriotism from the standpoint of nature and shown
that from this point of view it is, on the one hand properly an animal
sentiment, since it is common to all animal species, and, on the other hand
essentially local, because it can never extend beyond the very limited space
or world in which the man deprived of civilization spends his life, I shall
npw proceed to the analysis of exclusively human patriotism, of economic,
political, and religious patriotism.
Naturalists have proven, and it is henceforth axiomatic, that the
number of animals in a pack always corresponds to the amount of the
means of subsistence in the region it inhabits. The pack grows as these
means are found in greater quantity; it is reduced as this quantity
decreases. When.a pack of animals has consumed all the provisions ofa
region, it migrates. But, this migration shatters all its old habits and its daily
routine ways of life, and causes it to hunt for the means of subsistence in
wholly unknown regions, with no idea and no clue at all, by instinct and
altogether at random. It is always accompanied by privations and vast
sufferings. The greater part of the migrant animal pack perishes from
hunger, often serving as food for the survivors; and only the smaller part
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suc^eds in acclimatizing itself and in fmding new ways of life in a new
region.
Then comes war: war among the species that feed oh the same foods,
war among those who must devour one another to survive. Considered
from this point of view» the natural world is nothing but a bloody
slaughterhouse, an appalling and dismal tragedy writ by hunger.
Those who admit the existence of a God-the-Creator do not suspect
the handsome compliment they pay him by portraying him as the creator©/
this world. Indeed! A God-the-Omnipotent« God-the-Omniscient, Godthe-Omniilcent could not have created so hideous a world.
It is true that the theologians have an excellent argument to explain
this revolting contradiction. They say that the world was created perfect,
and that an absolute harmony did reign at first, until God, furious at man
who had sinned, condemned man and the world.
The fuller this explanation is of absurdities, the more edifying it is;and
we know that all the theologians'strength rests with the absurd. For them,
the more absurd and impossible a thing is, the truer it is. All religions are
only deifications of the absurd.
So a perfect God. created a perfect world, and that is how this
perfection goes to the dogs and draws its creator^ malediction, becoming
an absolute imperfection after having been an absolute perfection. How
could perfection become imperfection? To this they reply that, however
perfect the world was at the moment of creation, it was nevertheless notan
absolute perfection, since God alone is absolute and More-than-Perfect.^'
The world was perfect only in a relative way, in comparison to what it is
now. But why use this word •'perfection," which admits of nothing relative?
Is not perfection necessarily absolute? Then say that God created an
imperfect world, but one which was better than that which we now behold.
But if it was only better, if it was already imperfect upon emerging from its
creator's hands, then it did not exhibit this harmofiy and absolute peace of
which the theologians continually remind us. And then we will ask them:
According to your own words, should not every creator be judged from his
creation, and a worker from his works? The creator of an imperfect thing is
inevitably an imperfect creator; since the world was imperfect, God, its
creator, is imperfect, because his creatidn of an impeifect world can be
explained only by his lack of intelligence, lack of power, or lack of
goodwill.
But, they will say, the world was perfect, only less perfect than God. To
this I shall reply that one cannot speak of more or less where perfection is
involved. Either perfection is complete, whole, and absolute, or it does not
exist; therefore, if the world was less perfect than God, the world was
imperfect. From this it follows that God, the creator of an imperfect world,
was himself imperfect, that he remains imperfect, that he never was God,
and that God does not exist.
To'preserve God^ existence, the theologians will then be forced to
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concede that the world he created was perfect in the beginning. But then I
will ask them two little questions. First, if the world was perfect, how could
two perfections exist one outside the other? Perfection can only be unique.
It does not admit of duality, for in duality the one limits the other,
rendering it imperfect. Accordingly, if the world was perfect, there was no
God above or even outside it; the world itself was God. One other question.
,If the world was perfect, how did it fall? It is a pretty perfection that can
degenerate and be spoilt! And if they admit that a peifection can fall, then
God can fall too! Which means that God existed in menis credulous
imagination, but that human reason, which is increasingly triumphant in
history, destroyed him.
Finally, how unique he is, this God of the Christians! He created man
in such a way that man could, that man must sin and fall. Since omniscience
is one of his infinite attributes, God, in creating man, could not have been
unaware that the latter would fall. And since God knew it, man had to fall;
otherwise, it would have given an impudent lie to divine omniscience. And
they speak to us of human freedom? It was fate! Even the simplest family
head would have been able to foresee in the place of God Ahnighty that
man falls in yielding to this fatal inclination. And then see how Divine
Perfection gets terribly angry, ridiculously and hatefully angry: God curses
not only the transgressors of his law, but all of human descent, even though
it does not yet exist and is accordingly absolutely innocent of the sin of our
first parents; and, not content with this revolting injustice, he curees further
this harmonious world, which happened to be there, and transforms it into
a repository of crimes and horrors, a perpetual slaughterhouse. Then, slave
of his own anger and of the curse he himself declared on men and on the
world, his own creation, remembering a bit late that he was a God of love,
what does he do? his not enough to have bloodied the world with his anger:
he further spills the blood of his only Son, this bloody God; he sacrifices
him under the pretext of reconciling the worid with his Divine Majesty! If
only he had succeeded! But no, the natural, human world remains as torn
asunder and stained with blood as before this vicious expiation: from
which it follows cleariy that the God of the Christians, like all other Gods
who had preceded him, is a God as impotent as he is cruel, and as absurd as
he is wicked.
And these are the kinds of absurdities that they wish to force on our
freedom and reason! It is with monstrosities just like these that they claim
to moralize and humanize men! If only theologians had the courage frankly
to renounce all claims to humanity as well as to reason. It is not enough to
say with TertuUian, Credo quia absurdum, I believewhat is absurd."®^ Let
them try, if they can, to force their Christianity on us by the knout like the
Tsar of All the Russias, by the stake like Calvin, by the Holy Inquisidon
like good Catholics, and by violence, torture, and death, as the priests of
every religion possible would still like to be able to do—let them try all
these fine ways, but let them never expect to triumph any other way.
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As for us, let us once and for all leave these absurdities and divine
abominations to those who foolishly believe that in their name they can still
exploit the common people, the toiling masses, for a long time to come.
Returning to our fully human reason, let us always remember that human
wisdom, the only thing that can enlighten and liberate us and make us
worthy and inspire us, is to be found, in relation to the present day, not at
the beginning of history but at its end; and that man, in his historical
development, proceeds from animality progressively to attain humanity.
Let us, therefore, never look back but always look ahead, for ahead is our
light and our well-being. If it is also useful to look back sometimes, and if
we are so permitted, it is only to ascertain what we have been and what we
must no longer be; what we have done and what we must no longer do.
The natural world is the constant theater of an interminable struggle,
the struggle for life. It is not for us toask why this is so. We have not made it
so, we have found it so upon birth. It is our natural point df departure, and
we are not at all responsible for it. Let it suffice for us to know that it is so,
that it has been so, and that it will probably always be so. Harmony in the
natural world is established through combat, through the victory of some
and the defeat, more often the death, of others. The growth and
development of species in the natural world are limited by their own hunger
and by the appetite of other species, that is, by suffering and death. We do
not say with the Christians that this earth is a vale of sorrows, but we ought
to acknowledge that it is not at all as tender a mother as it issaid to be, and
that living beings need much strength to survive here. In the natural world,
the strong live and the weak succumb, and the former live only because the
latter do succiunb.
Is it possible that this inevitable law of natural life is also a law of the
human and social world?
4
Are men by their nature condemned to devour each other in order to
live, as do animals of other species?
Alas! We find cannibalism in the cradle of human civilizadon, during
and after wars of ^nocide among races and peoples: wars of conquest,
wars to maintain the balance of power, political wars and religious wars,
wars on behalf of great ideas such as those waged by France under her
present emperor [Napoleon III], and patriotic wars for great national unity
like those contemplated on the one hand by the Pangermanic minister
[Bismarck] of Berlin and on the other hand by the Panslavist Tsar
[Alexander II] of St. Petersburg.
And what do we find at the bottom of all this, common to all these
hypocritical phrases they use to give themselvesan appearance of humanity
and right? Always the same economic issue: the tendency of some to live
and prosper at the expense of others. All the rest is mere humbug. The
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ignorant, the naive, and the fools let themselves be taken in, but the strong
men who control the destinies of the States know full well that at the
bottom of every war lies but a single concern: plunder, the acquisition of
others* wealth, and the subjugation of others* labor!
That is the simultaneously cruel and brutal reality that the Gods
Almighty of every religion, the Gods of battles, have never failed to bless—
beginning with Jehovah, God of the Jews, the eternal Father of our Savior
Jesus Christ, who commanded his chosen people to massacre every native
of the Promised Land, and ending with the Catholic God, symbolized by
the Popes, who, as a reward for the massacreof heathens, Mohammedans,
and heretics, gave the land of these hapless peoples to their happy butcheiB,
each one of whom was dripping with their blood. To the victims, Hell; to
their executioners, their spoils, the goods of the earth. Such is the purpose
of the holiest wars, religious wars.
It is clear that, at least until now, humanity has hardly been exempt
from the general law of animality that dooms all living beings to devour one
another in order to live. Only socialism, which puts human justice in the
place of political, juridical, and divine justice, which replaces patriotism
with the worldwide solidarity of mankind and economic competition with
the international organization of a society founded entirely on labor, will
be able to put an end to these brutal manifestations of human animality and
to war.
But until it triumphs on earth, all the bourgeois Congresses of Peace
and Freedom will protest in vain and all the Victor Hugos of the world will
preside over them in vain, and n^en will continue to tear one another to
pieces like wild beasts.
It has been well established that human history, like the history of all
other animal species, began with war. This war, never having any goal
other than obtaining the means of existence, has gone through various
phases of development that run parallel to the various phases of
civilization, that is, to the various phases of thedevelopment of man*s needs
and of the means of satisfying them.
Thus at first, man the omnivorous animal, like all other animals,
subsisted on fruits and plants and by hunting and fishing. No doubt man
hunted and fished over many-centuries as do animals still today, without
the aid of tools other than those that nature endows. The first time that he
used the crudest weapon, a simple stick or a ^tone, he performed an act of
thinking and asserted himself, no doubt without suspecting it, as a thinking
animal, as a human being. Even the most primitive weapon, which must
inevitably be adapted to the proposed goal, implies a certain amount of
mental calculation, which essentially distinguishes the human animal from
ail other animals on earth. Owing to this faculty of reflection, thought, and
invention, man perfected his arms—very slowly, it is true, over many
centuries—and thereby transformed himself into a hunter or a ferocious
armed beast.
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Having reached this firsf stage of civilization, small human grdups
naturally found it easier tb fetfd themselves by killing living beings
(including other human beings) which'^'were to be u^ed as fdod, than did
beasts deprived of these instruments of, hunt or wa^. And since the
multiplication of an animal species is-always'in direct proportion to the
means of subsistence, it is clear that the number of men'Wa$ bound to
increase &t a fastel* rate than that of-other animal species, and that
eventually the time would come when uncultivated nature could no longer
feed everyone.
5
s

'If.human reason were not progressive-^if it relied, on the one hand, on
the tradition that preserves for the benefit- of future generations the
knowledge acquired by past generations^Tspreading, on-the other hand,
thanks ta the gift of s^ech, which is inseparable from that of th6ught—
then it would never develop any further. If it were not endowed witb the
unlimited ability to invent new ways.to defend'^human life against all
natural forces unfavomble' to it, then this insufficiency of naturerwould
inevitably have, limited the mulitplication vOf the huiDan race.
But thanks to the preciou&faculty-that allows him to apprehend, to
reflect, and to understand, man can surmount this ftaturallimit which halts
the developme^ of^ll Qther animal species. When natural sources were
e}^havsted* he.created artificial ones...Profitingjiot by physical force but by
superior intelligence, he j:eased simply.killing forimmediate consumption
and turned to subduing, taming, and somehow raising wild beasts, in order
to* make them ser>ce*his ends. In this way, over the centuries, groups of
hupters were jtraixsjfiprQ^'into groups 6f herdsmen^
With this new soiAcey.of subsistence, the ^uman race naturally
multiplied still-further, creating the necessity of:producing new means pf
subsistence. The exploitation of. animals no:longer sufficing, groups- of
people set aboi^t exploiting the earth. Npn^dic peppl^ ^nd herdsmen jvere
in this ?yay transformed, over stilljnoreicenturi'es, into agricultural peoples.
.It is at this stage pf history that slavery,.properly.$o called,.l>egan.
.Men, wild animals^ that they were, first, began by jdevouring the enemies
theyJi9d,1cilled-or>.taken prisoner.^ But when they* began to realize* the
advantage of eitploiting dumbianimals instead of killing them immediately,
they very^oon c^me;to realize whatihey cbuld-.gaih fromihe services of
man, the most*intelligent animal on*:earth. The vanquished;enemy no
lon^r was devour^*, but instead becamea slave, forced to work in order to
maintain his master.
The labor of pastoral 'peoples is so.Iight and simple that it hardly
requires the labot^of slaves. Consequently^ we see that for nomadic and
pastoral^peoples thenumber of slaves is^fy limited, if not zero. Thit^sUre
otherwise with agricultural and settfed 'i)eoples. Agricultii^''require8
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assiduous, painful, daily labor. The free man of the forest^ and plains, the
hunter as well'las thV<he(^sman, takes to agriculture'only with great
repugnance. So w see still to^ay among the savage peoplesof America, for
example, that .it .is onto the comparatively weaker creature, the woman,
that the hardest andsmost distasteful domestic labors fall. Men know no
•occupations other^^n hunting and; wamng, which our own civilization
.still considers the m(^t noble ^lling^; and, disdaining all other^occupations, Aey remmn slothfully. recumbent, smoking their pipes* while their
unhappy wives,\ these natural slayes of the barbarian, succumb to the
f burden of their daily tpil.
^
One ^t^p later in c^yili^tion, and, the slave takes the part of the
women.,>An intelligent beast of burden, forced to bear the whole load of
physical labor, he prc^uces the leisure and the intellectual and moral
idevelopmenl of.his master.

16
The Agitation o f the Socialist-Democratic Party in Austria

The workers* movement in Austria is assuming remarkable proportions.
The reader can assess them from the events that we have already pointed
out in part and that we shall continue to point out as they occur. In our last
issues we published a rather detailed account of the Popular Assembly
which occurred in Vienna on 4 May [186^ and which could be held only
behind closed doors, but which nevertheless assembled more than 6,000
followers.*' Now La Voix du Peuple (Volksstimme), the newly established
organ of this party, which we warmly recommend to every honest socialistdemocrat in Europe, brings us news of another popular assembly in
Vienna, this time in the open air, which assembl^ more than 20,000
workers.
But the workers* movement does not stop in Vienna. Despite all the
obstacles placed in its path by Herr von Beust*s liberal government, which
is propped up by the various tendencies in the party of the bourgeoisie, and
despite all the enticements of the clerical and feudal party, which is vainly
trying to divert it from its goal, the movement is spreading with prodigious
speed in nearly every province of Austria, and it is uniting under the same
socialist flag and in the name of the same program, the workers of al! the
different nations whose strained political union has up to now constituted
that bulwark of the old Catholic and reactionary Holy Alliance in Europe,
the monstrous Habsburg Empire.
This worm-eaten empire is now sinking under the weight of its lies and
age-old crimes. Napoleon and Bismarck gave it the coup de grdce. It will
not rise again despite all the tonics that liberalism—nay, even bourgeois
democratism—now tries to administer it. The bourgeoisie is itself too ill to
cure an illness which is by now incurable; the dead do not revive the dead,
and the living have many more things with which to be concerned than
accommodating this dying entity, which will leave no memory in history
other than itsinfamous hypocrisies and its violent, bloody, merciless deeds.
The bourgeoisie, which no longer thinks of effecting its own escape,
clings to the unity of Bismarck*^ Germany or to the imperial institutions of
Napoleon HI, just as it clings to a kingless throne in Spain and, in general,
to all presently existing political States. It is aware that every one of its
political and social privileges, as well as its very existence as a class
economically distinct from the large number of workers who now work for
it [rather than for themselves], will be shattered and destroyed by the very
popular storm that will do away with all those States.
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However, the disappearance of this empire from the political map of
Europe, an event near at hand, will leavea vast void, the filling of which the
very interest of civilization will require. The urgency of this task is now
becoming so obvious that the dark forces of reaction—encouraged by the
fruitlessness of the efforts of the liberal and democratic bourgeoisie in
Austria (efforts which seem to hasten the collapse of this empire rather than
to avoid it), represented externally by the Panslavist empire of St.
Petersburg plus the Pangermanic empire of Berlin and domestically by
the ultramontane clergy and the old Austrian oligarchy—are all openly
preparing to assume the legacy. Russian diplomacy and Bismarckian
diplomacy, imperial princes and counts, former bureaucrats, old soldiers
and bishops are all now plotting together in Austria, and they seem to have
free rein to exche the most fanatical passions there, religious as well as
national, in every possible way. By whipping up these foolish and blind
passions, they hope to kill the moribund Austrian Empire.
Bourgeois liberalism strives to obstruct this reactionary coalition with
the artificial centralization of the States, an obstacle which is.no less
reactionary from the standpoint of socialist-democracy and which is,
moreover, too feeble and inadequate to the task, Terror-stricken by the
imminence of the cataclysm that threatens to engulf all privileged positions
and fortunes, the bourgeois members of the Reichsrat*^ have made a
superhuman effort to conceal an enormous deficit and have given the
emperor an army of 800,000 men besides. This is the final effort of the
empire. Once these last resources are exhausted, it will have nothing left to
live for. But history teaches us that once a State has reached this point, it
can not survive much longer.
The Austrian Empire is therefore condemned to die. Who will assume
it$ legacy? Will it be foreign reaction, allied with domestic reaction? This
would be a very great calamity, but it will not come to pass. The heir that
awaits its legitimate legacy, and is alone powerful enough to collect it, is
neither imperial Russia nor royal Prussia. It is ^the party of socialist
democracy, which is not Austrian,although it is of good Austrian birth,for
it represents the cause of the workers of the entire world.
It is above all in Austria that we feel, see, and touch, so to speak, this
indisputable truth: life has now deserted the bourgeois class, as before it
deserted the nobility; the body of the bourgeoisie is intellectually and
physiologically dead or close to dying, and the entire future—I almost said
the present—belongs to the workers alone. While the liberal and democrat
ic members of the bourgeoisie exhaust themselves in ineffectual attempts
to establish something resembling a party, the party of socialist democracy,
which is composed principally of workers if not entirely so, which reaches
into every Austrian province and as a result of natural attraction unites
members of the most different nationalities in its midst, already counts \s«ll
over 100,000 followers. And it was formed hardly a year ago. Isn't this a
tremendous result?
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The fact is that Austrian workers are perhaps the best situated in
Europe to usher in unselfishly the social policy of the future. The workers
of other lands must still somewhat fight the demoralizing grip and stifling
prejudices of national feeling or patriotism. Austrian patriotism was
invented only to mask the imperial bureaucracy and army. By no means is
it a natural national sentiment; it isan official virtue worth as much asevery
other official virtue.
If the Austrian worker wished to be patriotic, in the very limited way
of one of the numerous nationalities which compose the Austrian Empire,
he would have to surrender all claims to unity with the workers of every
nation in the same empire. That is to say, he would have to surrender all
claims to the only instrument with which he can humanize his life and
obtain well-being, freedom, and—the supreme goal of the workers of all
countries today—equality. Accordingly, he can become a real force only by
trampling underfoot the principle of nationality."
The Austrian workers understand this necessity so well that the first
act of the party of socialist democracy was to eliminate the national
question from its program. The heads of national Slav parties—urged on
the one hand by feudal and clerical politics and on the other by bourgeoisliberal, bourgeois-socialist', and bourgeois-democrat German politicians—
are vainly trying'to win the workers of Vienna over to their opposing
camps. These courageous workers, deaf to all the Sirens' voices,®® and
inspired by the principle that brought them together, have declared in a
memorable manifesto that they wish to belong neither to the Confedera
tion of Northern Germany, over which Bismarck presides, nor to the
political combination of the bourgeois socialists of Vienna, Munich, and
Stuttgart;" that they recognize no homeland other than the international
camp of the workers of all countries who fight against bourgeois capital;
and that for them there are neither Germans, nor Slavs, nor Magyars, nor
Italians, nor French, nor English, but only human beings: their friends if
they are workers, their enemies if they are bourgeois exploiters and
dominators.
The program of the proletariat of all countries can be expressed no
more clearly.
What follows? That the Austrian workers, in evefy effort they make to
emancipate themselves, serve noi a national cause but that of the workers
of the whole world. Do they not in this respect surpass the working
populations of all other countries, even the workers of France, who, their
heroic virtues aside, greatly err in never forgetting that they have the honor
of being French and that Paris is the capital of France, nay, of the worid?
The Viennese workers are attached no more to Vienna than to any
other city. They do not consider themselves the center of the worid. They
have no heroic and revolutionary tradition in their past, and are thereby
fortunate in having no reason for conceit; but they are also free of all the
memories of 1789 and 1793, a splendid but ponderous burden that too
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often renders the creative force of French socialism powerless. For it must
certainly be admitted that revolutionary classicism still weighs heavily on
the political and social thought of the French today, as the classicism of
Comeille and Racine has long weighed on their poetry.
The Austrian workers have none of these glories and none of these
burdens. They enter both politics and socialism wholly virgin and fresh,
and hence full of life. They will be able to create everything; a great future
awaits them, and they will quite probably be called upon to lay the first
foundations of the international State of the future: the worldwide
economic republic, the inevitable coming of which was announced to his
bewildered bourgeois electors by Mr. Thiers himself—this most vile
bourgeois celebrity, this skeptical septuagenarian moneybags who has
conducted a lifelong fight against socialism but whose long and unhappy
experience has turned him into a prophet.
The Viennese workers, who in general follow the vagaries of Lassalle
and who educate themselves by reading his writings, auspiciously discuss a
State of the Austrian [^ople in their program. But they must first make
allowances for the^r present political position: they are still Austrian
subject's and, as such, are subjected to very severe and restrictive laws as
well as to the arbitrariness of a police that was formed under the old
despotism and has not been much reformed by the new liberalism.
Moreover, did not the Viennese liberals—what am J saying, did noi the
Viennese democrats and bourgeois socialists^nearly a year ago denounce,
in their newspapers and speeches, the earnest socialism of the Viennese
workers to this very police? The workers of Austria must therefore by
prudent, since they are surrounded on all sides by informers and enemies. A
trustworthy source tells us that they would before long be incorporated as
sections of our great lntemational[Working-Men%] Association, were they
not formally prevented by Austrian laws.
And in spite of all this, in spite of all these restrictive laws and under
the very pressure of such a police, we must say that they display more
revolutionary audacity, a much greater initiative, and international
sympathies far more magnanimous in other respects, than we do, who are
also members of the International and who enjoy in Switzerland every
liberty of the bourgeois republic. To prove this, we need only cite the text of
the telegram that the last popular assembly, held in Vienna on 30 May
[1869] by 20,000 workers, sent to the workers of Paris and Lyons after the
last elections; ''Greetings and congratulations to the workers of Paris and
Lyons. We have received happily the news of your victory, which is ours as
well. Long live the French people, long live the vanguard of the
proletariat!"
We believe that Lassalle errs when he forgets that history has shown
the worldwide political State to be impossible, since every political State
inevitably must be a limited national or territorial State, and says, in the
middle of so many wonderful things, a bit too much about the State, for the
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existence ofthQ^^tat^is, asjust indicated, incompatible with the solution of
the economic question, which is essentially an international and worldwide
question. But let us suppose.that the Au^tri^ workgrs, too blindly.drawing
their inspiration from La^lle's writings, seriously believe.it possible to
tran^orm the present Austrian Empire Jnto ^ genuinely democratic State
of the liwople. 'Where can thejr efforts lead if they succeed? Only to the
destruction of this empire and to-t^e liquidation of every political State on
the landJt^ occupies.
,
What do the. Austrian workere want? \Vhat all bold, thoughtful
workers want now: not just' the political abolition of classes but their
econpmic ]aboUtion as well; the social and economic equalization of
individuals in their upbringing, their Jabor, and their enjoyment of the
fruits of ia\)or—so that^all hUman individuals pn Wrth may Ijave but a
single way of life regardless of nationjor sex, so that this new, life may be
expresK|d by ^ch indjviduars fullest freedpms and founded on the^trictest
solidarity of them all. Welj, we defy them to realize this goal in any political
State!
,
'
* 4
«
• n
Whoever talks abouva political State—wheth,er it is an absolute,
monarchy, a constitutional monarchy, or evpn a republic-^is tal|cing about
domination and exploitation. }t is the domination of eit^ier one [dynasty]
or one nation or one class over every other one, it is the very [negation] of
socialism.
^at does socialism want? To,establish a just human society, free of
all tutelage, free of all authority..free of political domination and economic
exploitation, founded only on collective labor that is g^ranteed by
collMtive property.^
What is to be dope to reach,this goal? Tfie States must be abolished,
for their oiJy mission is to protept individual property, thatjs, to protect
the exploitation by'some privileg^.niinority'. of the.collective labor of the
masMS of the people; for in tfyit ver^'way they prevent the development of
the worldwide economic republic.
On(^ the, political States are al>olished, and the old system of
organizing society by means of authority froih the top down isaccordingly
rendered forever imppssibje, how .will tHe. new society reorganize itself?
Through the-free federatio;i .of local associations into a vast international
as|ociation: focal associations^ no .longer political as they now are, but
economically productive a^the^ w|ll inevitably become as soon as they are
delivered frbm'^iair^olitical tutelage.
Well. the^Austrian jvorkers are now in such a position that they must
inevitably ^ke this path, unless they renounce all hope of impto'^ng their
lot. Indeed, to unite all nations of the A'ustrian Empire under the same
banner, don^ the Austrian wprkers have to recognize that all these nations
have the sanw righits?Tq do'tfiat,.they have to put an end to thc.monarchy
in Austria. Tpey-^have to destroy the empire.
j^nd oncp'tfiis ,einpire^?^9sti-oycd, nothing will preventthe workers*
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associations of every other country.in Europe, once they are emancipated,
from joining the association of Austrian workers—which already includes
so many different nationalities, forming the nucleus of a vast international
organization—and establishing the worldwide association together with'it.
These are the reasons we greet the splendid progress of. the socialist-^
democratic party in Austria with d6ep joy.

17
Panslavism

Panslavism is the order of the day in our official and semiofficial world. It
is the dominant idea of the present reign. Having emancipated our
peasants, as we know, having given us freedom and happiness, our
generous benefactor Tsar Alexander II now thinks only of the deliverance
of the Slav peoples, our brothers, who groan under the yoke of the
Germans and the Turks.
No one speaks anymore of anything else at the court of St. Petersburg,
or in the lofty spheres of the army and the bureaucracy. The salons of St.
Petersburg and Moscow offer, at this moment, a spectacle as amusing as it
is instructive. Great ladies who ordinarily speak only French and who
disdain Russian because it is the language of our peasants, thoroughbred
GemMns who serve the emperor, men of State, generals, officers and civil
functionaries who have only two ideas in their head and two feelings in
their heart—first to please the emperor and second to make their fortune
and career—all of them are now dying out of their love for our unhappy
brothers, the Slav peoples. A well-organized empire has marvelous
discipline! The master orders, and immediately everyone is animated by
suitable ideas and intentions.
We had a memorable example of this magical production of feelings
on command during and after theSlav Congress held in Moscow in 1867,"
when with the permission of their master—or, more truthfully still,
following an order which they had received from their master—the Emperor
of Russia's valets, whom he has given titles of one sort or another,
offered their generous hospitality to the Slav subjects of the Emperor of
Austria and of the Sultan of Turkey. The program of feelings, conforming
to the political situation and officially imposed, was worked out at the
Minwtry of Foreign Affairs,as we know, with great care. Once the roles were
distributed, each one learned his own by heart, reciting it so naturally and
so seemingly freely that our Slav guests, who ailked no better than to let
themselves be fooled, were carried away by it all.
This was high comedy, where every spectator was simultaneously an
author. Naturally; a good number of simpletons took their roles seriously,
believing in good faith that Slav emancipation was what it was alt about.
They wasted their congratulations and their tears of sincere joy, while liars
gave them the Judas kiss.
This congress was a true saturnalia of slaves, an orgy of mutual
hypocrisy and official lies. On the part of all its Russian numbers it wasan
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act of cynicism, and on the part of the Slav members it was one of
cowardice. For the introduction to and the basis of this congress was: the
massacre of a great Slav nation, Poland; the subjugation of another Slav
nation. Little Russia [i.e., Ukraine]; and finally the de facto slavery
^{lich—under the name of emancipation—still oppresses a third greatSlav
people, the people of Great Russia.
And it was in the name of the Tsar who organized all these
massacres—the cause of this slavery as well as its ultimate aim—that the
Slavophile Russians promised resurrection and deliverance, and that the
Slav delegates announced such to their fellow-citizens! Our' Russian
Slavophiles', mostly functionaries or semiofficial agents of the empire and
fools only in some small part, clearly acted in the interest of the empire. But
the Slav delegates, the Riegers, the Palack^s, the Brauners: in whose
interest did they seek to defraud their peoples?'^
We do not hesitate to speak of fraud, for the eminent men whom we
have just named are too intelligent, too aware, too practical, and tooclever
to be fooled themselves. They know better than anyone what the Empire of
Russia is and what the Slav peoples can expect from it.
They see very clearly how this boa constrictor strives to crush in its
vast entrails the last vestiges of nationality among the Slav and non-Slav
peoples it has devoured. Consummate experts in the history of the Slav
peoples, they know that nothing until now has been as disastrous for those
peoples as the protection of the government of St. Petersburg, which,
having ceased fomenting unrest among them, has never failed to l^tray
them, defenseless, to their vengeful Turk and German oppressors. Finally,
they are politual men too perspicacious and too well-informed not to know
that at this very hour, when an innumerable throng of this govemmentls
agents is running around all the Slav countries of Austria and Turkey,
preaching holy war in the name of theLiberator>Tsarand announcing to
everyone that the hour of common deliverance is near at hand, that at this
very hour, Russian diploinacy—too wise to dream of conquering all the
Slav countries at the same time, which would be impossible—is already
preparing the elements of a new partition, in which it will ask only the
concession to Austria, at least temporarily, of Turkish Serbia, Monte«
negro, and perhaps even Bosnia, so long as it is itself allowed to grab all of
Romania and to create the quasi-independent viceroyalty of the Buigarians, under the high and very liberal protection of the Emperor of
Russia, with a prince of the house of Romanovs.
Moreover, Messrs. Palack^, Rie^r, Brauner & Co. can also not be
unaware that there has long existed an entente between the courts of St.
Petersburg and Berlin, according to which—in the event that the united
arms of Prussia and Russia triumph over the Austro-French coalition—
Russia will seize Galicia while the kingdom of Prussia, transformed into
the Empire of Germany, will lay its hands on Bohemia, Moravia, and a
large part of Silesia.
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They.know all this and they have always known it. Why then did thcv

Imier
^
defrauding their peoples by portraying
Empwor Alejander *11 as the future liberator of the Slav world?..
This 18 a question that the Slav patriots must resolve themselves. We
arc content to pose it. Permit us, however, to give tl^m-counscl; thatall
Slav peoples—sorely tried by experience aji4 acquainted aboveail with the
eZS e nf
R *1^ fpJand^who today fepl.oppressed
fpllow the
^inple.pf the Bul^nans today, who seek their emancipation and wellbemg in revolution, in the revolutionary sojidarity of ali peoples, Slav and
non-Stoy, and never in reaction, .;ior ever in schemes ofdipIoiMcy and
riever above all m the dissolving, corrupting, and fraudulent protection'of
the Emperors of AH the, Russias.
^

Introduction
1. Bakunin*sconnection with Ncchaev is therefore not directly addressed here, although
it is contemporaneous with this period; but Ba)cunin himself kept that cqnn&tion separate
from his other ^ivities.The Bibliographies in this volume may guide the interested rea^pr to
Engtuh>language and other materials cm ihil matter and on other matters.
2. Of the items not appearing in these two newspapers, one was published in a workers'
almanac in French Switieriand, one is from another newspaper, and qne was given as a series
of lectures in a publie hall. Full information on, sources may be found in the Comment on
Texts and Translation.
3. Isaiah Berlm, ^iflerzen and'Bakunin on Individual Liberty," in Joint Committee on
Slavic Studies [of the ACtS and^SSRQ*, Cpntinuftyjind Change in Russian and Soviet
Thougfti, ed. with introd. by Ernest J. Simmons (Cambridge: Hapatd (Jniversity Press,
I9SS), p.473;Am£die Dunois,'^Michel Balfounine,*'Porfraiii</!h/er.no.6(J June 1909): 146.
4. Cited by Carlo Cafiwo m$I Elis^ Reqjus, "Editor^ I^reface"[sic], in Bakunin, God
ant/(Ae'Sra{e (Boston, Mu;.: B. R.Tucker,'i883),'p.4. An acquaintance of pakunin's from
this perip^ has left ad^^iption of his.rbiza'rre method of writtn'g, whichvras itwif a function
of his complete lack of order'^ '
^
^ ^

[Bakunin] usually began with a b^ter to one o( ^ neopKyt6(litj;ie by little the'letter
became as long,as an article fora reyiew^'which'article then took'on thi'dimensions ofa
pamphlet.^ Soin'etimes; even in this'context,^^is va^bond thought was unable to find a
home, an^ a rather thicV tome emers^4iT^
would have btto long fgoset
in type and corrected when, upon flnishing the manuscript, he would'^y that there
was no mon^ to publish it; tlie printera* proofs were arranged on shelves, awaiting
more favor^bjp pircumst^ncq. Another tinw, a spbsidia/y question came to his mind
while hewas^'^e mi^dl^ of wrihng;'Bakunm thenabandoned Wha(he h'a4 tegun and
concerned hiimlf<to develop the isiue. WhatJwu leR u^mished,bi;unput)li8hcd was
certainly not lost; Bakunin drew liberally on hb archives and used old writings for new
literal entefprisn. Morebver, this was facilitated by the fact that all his^'cogitatbns,
whatever h^ wrote, cam^ back toa sii^ thought; the worldwide revolution had to be
set olT and cod^ivist anarchism installed. His phraseology, a direct heir to Hegel,
easily fiflapted iuelf to the mdst diy^ s'ubjects.
. . . Heijinounced to me in one of h u letten^that he proposed' td'write a pamphlet
polemicizing against me; but to publish it he n^ed 300 frahcs.Vhich^yasked me to
lend him. litis insolent manner of borrowing^ money from an adverss^ in order to
assail him seemed so original to me that l^'sent it to him. but this'bfochuVe toofaiUd to
see the light of day; the money, apparently, was necessary for other "needs" of ttie
prop^nda.
*
Q. N. Vynibov, "Revoluitsionnyia vospominaniia" [Revolutiooaiy Rdnmiscencesl Viainik
48 (February 1913); 56-57.
S. A chronological table of Bakuninli life may be found'b the list of N^ifcslon^ based'on
f
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and expanded from N. M. Pirutnova, fia^unin(Moscow: Molodaia gvardiia, 1970), pp. 3946. E. H. Carr, Mkhael Bakunin (New York: Random House, Vintage Books, 1961). p.
7. M. A. Bakunin, Sobrantesoi-hinenii ip»fm [Collection of Worksand Letters],ed. by
lu. M. Stekiov. 4 vols. (Moscow: izdateKstvo vsesoiuznogo obshchestva poUtkatorzhan i
ssylWposelentsev, )934-36), i, 328-29; transbted in Arthur Lehning (cd.), MUhael
Bakunin; Selected Writings (London: Jonathan Cape, 1973), pp. 34-35.
8. Bakunin. Sobrqnie swhinenii I pisent, II. 70.
9. The two articles a^e reprinted together in ibid.. II, 317-85.
10. "Reaction in Cermany." in Lehning (ed.), Michael Bakunin: Selected WritiMs, p. 49.
11. Ibjd., p. 48.
12. Ibid., p. 36.
13. Ibid., pp. 49-50.
14. Hence Bakunin's opposition, at the Basle Congress (1869)of the International, to the
notion of "direct legislation," which is now a commonplace known as the''referendum.
15. Frederick Engets, •Origin'of the Family. Private Property and the State," in Karl
Marx and Frederick Engels, Selected Works in One Volume (New York: International
Publishers, 1968), p. S^14.
16. Engels, "Apropos of \Vorking-Class Political Action." in ibid., p. 314.
17. Bakunin, "Vsesvetnyi Revoliutsionnyi Soiuz^otsial^oi Demokratii"[Worid Revolu
tionary Unipn of Social Detnocracy], in Archives Bakpunine. 8 vols, in 9 l>y 1984 ( Leiden: E.
J. Brill, 1961- ).V,'IOb. This translation is bai^d on Iheone found in G. P. Maximoff(comp.
and ed.). The Political Philosophy of Bakunin (Glencoe. III.: The Free Press of Giencoe,
1953), p. 384, but is ^atly modined from this.
18. Bakunin, "Aux Frir^ de rA[Ilian(x] en Espagne," cited in Max Nettlau, Michael
Bakunin: Eine Biographie (l^ndon:'By the Author, 1896-1900), p. 288.
19.^ B^unin,' "Programnia,'o6shche^tya'mezhdunarodnoi revoiiutsii (okonchanie)**
[Program of the W6rld Revolutbnary Alliance (Conclusion)]. Anarkhicheskii vestnik. no. 7
(May 1924): 40. The first part of this document is innos. S-6(November-Decemter 1923): 3741.
20. Marx. "Op^he Jewish Question" in Loyd D. Easton and Kurt H. Guddat (trans,and
eds.). Writings of the Young Marx on Phildsophy and Society (Garden City, N.Y.:
Doubieda^, Anchor'Books, 1967), p. 231.
21. Marx and Engets. 77i^<7emian/</iro/o£)'(Lbndon: Lawrence AWishart, 1965), pp.45,
78,
22. Marx, "Private Property and Communism," in Easton and Guddat (eds.), Writit^s of
the Young Marx, p. 304.
23. Marx, "Critjque of Hegel^ Philosophy of the State," jn ibid., pp. 173-75.
24. Bakunin, "Reaction in Germany," in Lehning (ed.), Michael Bakunin: Selected
Writiiigs, p. 39.
'
25. la
(Paris), 27 January j845.
26. Ibid.
27. M. Bakounine, I7ea'nniver$airedelarivoluttonpohnaise{Ptita: Bureau des Affaires
polonaises, 1847), p. L
28. Itnd.. pp. 1^14; this transIatiM is taken from Carr, Michael Bakunin, p. 150, and
diecked against'the ori^nal. Samuel'Dolgoff (ed.), Bakunin on Anarchy (New York:
Random Houscv 1972), p.
for some reason renders the last word as "Russia."
29. Bakunin, Sobranle sochinehll ipisem, IV. 140; this translation is slightly revised from
Lawrence D. Orton(ed.), The 'Cottfession"of Mikhail Bakunin. trans, by Robert C. Howes
(Ithaca, N.V.: Cornell University Press, 1977), p. 76.
30. Engels, "Democratic Panslavi8m,"in Marx and Engels, Collected Works, 13 vols, by
1984 (Undon: Uwrence & Wishart, 1975- ). Vlll, 366-67.
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31. Ibid., p. 369.
32. Marx and Engels, "The Communist Manifesto," in Selected Wprks in One Volume.
pp. 35-36.
33. Marx and En^ls, "The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte," in ibid., p. 175.
34. Marx, "Critique of the Gotha Program," in ibid., p. 330.
35. Bakunin, "Lettre h La Liberti," in Archives Bakounine. 11,161; translation slightly
revised from Lehning (cd.), Michael Bakunin: Selected Writings, pp. 253-54.
36. Bakunin, "Lettre & Celso Ceretti." in ArMves Bakounine, I, pt. 2, 245.
37. Marx, "Le Consei) g6n6ral au Comiti central de TAlliance Internationale de la
Dimocratiesocialiste," in Archives Bakounine. 11,275. An English translation of the full text
may be found in Institute of Marxism-Leninism, The General Council of the First
International: 1868-1870 (Moscow: Progress Publishers, n.d.). pp. 379-83.
38. Bakunin, "Lettre k La Libertd," in Archives Bakounine, 11, 161.
39. Marx and Engels. "The Communist Manifesto,"in Selected Works In One Volume, p.
53.
40. Bakunin, "L'Empire knouto-germanique et la Rivolution sociale," in (Euvres, 6 vols.
(Paris: P. V. Stock, I895-I9I3), 11, 327.
41.M.Bakunin, Narodnoe dieh: Romanov, Pugachev, Hi Piestei? |Tbe Peoptels Cause:
Romanov, Pugachov, or Pestel?] (London: TrQbner & Co., 1862), reprinted »in M. P.
Dragomanov [Drahomaniv](ed.), Pisina M. A. Bakunina k A. /. Gertsenu iN. P. Ogarevu
[Letters of M. A. Bakunin to A. I. Herzen and N. P. Ogaryov] (Geneva: Ukrainskaia
tipografiia, 1896), pp. 396-418.
42. M. A. Bakounine,/4 mes amis nusnefpo/onais (Leipzig: Wolfgang Gerhard, 1862),
43. Not to be confused with the "Catechism of the Revolutionary" that was found in
Nechaev's possesion. An English translation of the "Revolutionary Catechism," abridged,
may be found in Dolgoff (ed.), Bakunin on Anarchy, pp. 76-97.
44. This brochure was set in type in 1867, and printers'proofs were corrected; however, it
was not published until after Bakunin^ death.-It may be found in (Euvres, I, t-206. The
principal passages are translated into English in Lehning(ed.), Michael Bakunin: Selected
Writings, pp. 94-110.
45. Translation taken <rom Carr, Mii^ael Bakunin. p. 356, This passage does not
correspond exactly \nth the minutes of the Congress in Bulletin stinographique dudeuxiime
Congrks de la Paixet de la L^ert^ (Berne), no. 2 (23 September 1868): 119.probably because
Cart's source uses a Russian translation of a separately published French edition of the
speech, which Bakunin would have had the opportunity to emend. The changes do not affect
the substance of Bakunin% speech, constituting mainly clarification and elaboration of the
ideas expressed.
46. See Bakunin, "Kuda idti i chto delatT [Where Are We to Go and What'U to be
Done?],-in
Bakounine. Ill, 187-200.
47. Bakunin, "(Lettre] li Pablo," cited in Nettlau. Michael Bdtunin: Eine Biographie, p.
284. Emphasis in the original.
48:'fokunin, "Reaction in Germany," in Lehning (ed.), in Michael Bakunin: Selected
Writit^s, p. 43.
49. Ibid., p. 40.
50. Bakunin,sochinenii i pisem. IV, 153. This trandation is based on Orton
(ed.). The"Cof\fession"of Mikhail Bakunin, p. 91. but is revised against the original text. The
most significant change is to render vlast'&i "power" rather than "government." In the
paragraph preceding tb^ one cited, Bakunin did use the word napravlenie. which does mean
"government," and the context of that usage led the original Russian editor to infer that
Bakunin was repeatinga question which the Tsar had given him ona list to answer (5o6ran/«
sochinenii ipisem, IV. 152,475. n. 142). Orton duly notes that inference in his own edition(p.
172, n. 79), and that is the only possible basis for retaining the English word "governineitt"
when Bakunin switches from napravlenie to vlast\ the very fact of the switch, however,
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strongly suggests that Bakunin intended another meaning. The whole of his revolutionary
activity and political philosophy argues against the use of the word "government" In this
context.
51. Bakunin, "Pis'mo k Sergeiu Ncchaevu" [Letter to Sergei Nechaev], in Archives
Bakounine, IV, 118-19; translation taken from Lehning (ed.), Michael Bakunin: Selected
Writings, pp. 191-92. Emphasis in the original.
52. The epithet is Max NomadV
53. Bakunin, "Appendke [k 'L'Empire knouto-germanique et la R^olution soclalel:
Consid6rations philosophiques sur le FantOme divin,sur le Monde r6elet sur L'Homme "in
(Euvres. lU. 219, 234.
54. Ibid., p. 235.

Conunent on Texts and Translation
1. Alexander FraserTytler, Lord Woodhouselee, Essay on the Principiesof1>amlatlon
(London: Dent, 1791).
2. B. Nikolajewsky, ''M. A. Bakunin in der 'Dresdner Zeitung\^ Iniemaiional Review
for Soda! History, I (1936): 185-92.
3. [>ysgloss:a neologism that I may propose for general adoption,as noword in English
now has the requisite sense—the prefix meaning "abnormaP and the root meaning
"language," from the GreeL
4. Jean Dubois, Le vocabulalre politique el social en France de 1669 h 1872 (Paris:
Larousse, [1962]).

The Basle Baknnln
I. In late October 1870, Bakunin wrote; "However much I try to convince myself to the
contraiy, I believe that France is lost, betrayed to the Prussiarts by the incapacity, the
cowardice, and the cupidity of the bourgeoisie. The militarism and the bureatufracy. the
aristocratic arrogance and the^Protestant Jesuitry of the Prussians, in affectionate alliance
with the knout of my dear sovereign lord and master the Emperor of All the Russlas. wilt
triumph over the Continent of Europe for 1 know not how many decades. Goodbye to all our
dreams o^ approaching liberatioa" Thus the Knouto-Germanic Empire. (Clt^ in James
Guillatune. L'lnternatlonale: documents et sotivenirs, 4 vols. (Paris: Soci6t6 nouvelle de
librairieetd'6dition, 1905-10]. 11. 112; translation taken from B.H. Carr, Mkhaet Bakunin
[New York: Random House. Vintage Books, 1961], p. 424.) Between November 1870 and
February 1871 Bakunin composed, and in April 1871 he published, the pamphlet t'fmp/re
knouto-germanlqtte et la Rivolutlon sociale (Gerava: Imprimerie cooperative. 1871), in
which he expanded on this theme; only fragments have appeared in English, in G. P.
MaximofT (comp. and ed.). The Political Philosophy of Bakunin (Glencoe, 111.: The Free
Press of Glencoe. 1953). pp. 220-22. 259-60. 281-82. 368, 388-89, 392-93, 404-8.
Other parts of the manuscript gained greater notoriety after Bakunin^ death. The title
page of the 1871 publkation had added: "Part I"; from Part.ll, written in February-March
1871. was d rawn the famous "God and the State,** not to be confused with another fragment
of this same manuscript, composed in April-May 1871. published by Nettlau under the title
"Dieuet I'Etat*'in (Fuvrej.6 vols. (Paris: P.V. Stock, 1895-1913),1,26I-335.Bnd translated in
part in Arthur Lehning (ed.), Michael Bakunin: Selected Writings (London: Jonathan Cape.
1973), pp. 139-52.The"Preface to Part II." which Bakunin wrote in June 1871. is none other
than "The Paris Commune and the Idea of the State," which is translated Integrally in ibid.,
pp. 195-213.
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More information on this history of the manuscript, and on its still more numerous
fragments may be found in Paul Avrich, "Introduction to the Dover Edition," in Bakunin.
God and the Siaie (New York: Dover, 19^0). pp. viii-xil. Since Avrich wrote, the fragment
called "An Essay against Marx" has been partially translated in Lehning (ed.), Michael
Bakunin: Selected Writings,pp. 263-66. The entire manuscript, with many variantsappearing
for the first time, has been published as vol. VII ofihi Archives Bakounine. Arthur Lehning's
"Introduction" to this volume is the definitive history of the work's composition.
2. More literally but less alliteratively:"War on.the cas'tles and peace to the hovels!"(ln
the German: Frlede den HUtten, Kriegden Palasten!) In The Peasant'War in Germany,
Engels opined that this popular movement was not progressive because* it oppo^ the
historically necessary centralization of Germany; to Bakunin. however, so widespread a
popular revolt could not beln the wrong,
3. The phrase isthe title of a folksong with the refrain: "Do not speak of liberty, poverty is
slavery." Pierre Lachambeaudie, Fables, 10th ed. (Paris: Pagnerre, 1852), pp. 188-89.
4. Cf. (Euvres, I, 41: "...whereas socialism seeks to found a republic of men, [pure
republicanism, "the darling of the Robesplerres and Saint-Justs") seeks only a republic of
citizens,even If—as in theconstitutions which came as a necessary sequel tothat of 1793, from
the moment when, after a brief hcsitatlon.'[pure republicanism] came to th^ point of
deliberately ignoring the social question—even If the active citizens, to use an expression of
the Constituent Assembly, must base Iheir civic privilege on exploiting the labor of the
passive citizens." (Translation taken from Lehning [ed.J, Michael Bakunin: Selected
Writings, pp. 100-101; emphases in the original.) Those who characterize Bakunin as a
Jacobin tend erroneously to discount such sentiments as these, which are found throughout
his writings.
5. The book Bakunin refers to is: Ph. Buonarroti, Conspiration pour Vigaliti dite de
Babeuf suivle du procis auquel elle donna lieu, des pihes jusiiflcaiives. etc.. etc.. 2 vols.
(Bhissels: Libralrie romantique, 1828).The only l^nglish translation of this work appeared in
1836, bill BaJbeuPs spewh to the court that condemned him is more widely available: The
Defense of Gracchus Babeuf before the High Court of Venddnie, ed. and trans. ^ John
Anthony Scott (New York: Schocken ^ooks. 1972).
6. Bakunin refers to his fourthspeechat the BerneCongess(l868)of the League of Peace
and Freedom, which is a rare Item and has not been translated into English: Bulletin
st^nographique iht deuxieme Congris de la Paix et de la Liberti, no. 4 (25 September 1868):
214r39. See, however, "On Russia" and *A Few Words to My Young Brotfids in Russia"
in this volume.
7. "...les gros ca^itaux doivent nfecessairement fecraser les petits capttaux, les gros
bourgebis doivent ruiner les petits bourgeois.*^ The grande, moyenne,and petite boifrg^lsies
were capitalists of varying wealth; Bakunin "invented" the gros capttaux and gros'bourgeois
(on the construction of gros ivpitalistes, which locution was current in Lyons near theend of
1870 when he was there) in order to play on the double meaning of pe/iu bourgeois. See the
lexicographical study Jean Dubois. Le vocabulalre poliiique et social en France del869 d
1872 (Paris: Larousse. [1962]). esp. pp. 48-49, JIO7I I,'229-31, 236-39.
The haute (also yieille or ancienne) bourgeoisie were aristocrats, probably descended
from the noblesse de robe. Because' all these terms have specific and interdependent
connotations, they are as a rule kept in the translations here, rather than replaced with others
less definite (such as "upper middle-class." which would not only confound the haute and
grahde bourgeobies but also be anachronistic).
8. In 1911 Guillaume commented:"Things have greatly changed in the St.-lrnler Valley
since 1871. The watchmaking industry has entered large-scale production; m'ost workers who
make watches now labor in factories, and their salaries have greatly diminished." CEuvre$, V.
325, n. 1.
9. The anonymously printed Lettres d un Frani-ais sur 'la crise actuelle, septembre 1870
[Neuchfitel: Imprimerie G. Guillaume fils. 1870]. reprinted in Archives Bakounine, VI,'l06-
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31, were the result of Guillaume^ extensive editing of a Bakunin manuscript composed in
Lyons under the title"Leure i un Fran^ais^Cseeibid., VI. 3-103). The original manuscript has
been fairiy widely 6ul only fragmenlarily translated into English: see Lehning (ed.). Mkhae!
Bakunin: Selecied tVriiings. pp. 232-35: Maximoff (ed.). PoUik-al Philosophy of Bakunin pp
174-75.203-4,370-72.373.389-92.393-97.397-403.405.406-7.408.410-11; and Sam Dolgoff
(ed.). BakuninonAnarchy{liew\OTW: Random House. 1971). pp. 183-217, despite the plural
title "Letters."
(0. Bakunin participated in the aborted Lyons insurrection.
1 FoUowi^ the transcriptioo in Archives Bakounine, VI, 245 ("Ceignons nos reins.
Mblwl Bakounitie, De la guerre d la Commune, ed. F, Rude (Paris; Editions anthropos,
1972), p. 404, pves ^se^ons nos reins," which it rectifies to "scrrons nos rangs" (respectively:
let us close our loins, let us close our ranks), but the manuscript is
Paris,
Biblioth^ue nationale, Salle des manuscrits, Nouvelles acquisitions fran^aises. folio 23690.
p. 446.
12, Held in Berne in 1868. After this vote by the Congress Bakunin. who had been a
member of the League's Central Committee, withdrew from the League with his associates
and founded the International Alliance of Socialist Democracy,
The "Program of the Alliance," which Bakunin wrote upo^ his withdrawal fiom the
League, is so concise a statement of his anarchist principles and objectives, that it is worth
reproducing'here. This translation is taken from Lehning (ed.). Michaef Bakunm: Selected
IVriilrtgs, pp. 174-75:
1. The Alliance stands for atheism, the aboiition,of cults and the replacetnent of
faith by science and divine by human justice.
2. Above all, it stands for the final and total abolition of classes and the political,
economic and social equalization ofindividualsofeithersex.and. to this end. itdeniands
above all the abolition of the right of inheritance, so that every man's possessions may in
future be commensurate to his output, and so that in pursii^nce of the decision reach^
by the last workme men's Congress in Brussels, the land, the instruments of work and all
other cajiital may oecome the collective property of the whole of society and be utilized
only by the workers, in other words by the agricultural and industrial associations.[See
note 33 below.]
3. It stands for equality of the means of devclopmetit for all children of both sexes
from the cradle onward—maintenance, upbringingand education to all levels of science.
Industry and the arts—being convi-'xd that while at first the effect of equality will be
only economic and, social it will increasingly lead to greatei; natural equality among
individuals by eliminating all ariificial inequalities, the historic products of a false,
iniquitous social system.
4. Hostile to all despotism, acknowledging no politibal form other than the
republican form,^aiid totally rejecting any alliance with reaction, it also repudiates all
political action whose target is anything except the triumph of the workers* cause over
Capital.
5. It recognizes thai all the political and authoritarian Stales of today must scale
down their functions to the simple administration of the public services In their
respective lands and merge into the universal union of free Associations, both
agricultural and industrial.
6. The concrete, final solution to the socialquestion can only be realized on the basis
of international worken' solidarity, and the Alliance repudi^t^s any policy based on socalled patriotism and itational rivalry.
7. It stands for the universal Association of all local associations, through Liberty.
13. From the Leagued untitled circular of 1,4 May 1869, Bakunin does not mention that
the contributions being solicited were to have been redeemable for shares in a company
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"which we are organizing to assure the appearance of the newspaper Us Eiats-Unis
d'Europe."
14. A Berlin newspaper, founded by Johann Jacoby in 1867 and closely allied to the
Volkspartei. which Bakunin once called the "principal organ of Prussian democracy." See
Guillaume, L'Iniemaiionale, 1, 51, n. 1, and 212.
15. "Apris nous, le deluge!"—a remark attributed to Jeanne, Marquise de Pompadour
(1721-1764), mistress of Louis XV, toward the end of her life,
16. Bakunin elsewhere expresses the principleo?authority thus:"With God,.. humanity
is divided into men greatly ifispired, less msplred. and uninspired.... The greatly inspired
musi be listened to by the less inspired,and the less inspired by the uninspired.Thus we have
the principle of authority well established and with it the two fundamental institutions of
slavery: Church and State." God and the State, p. 53, translation modified slightly according
to the original text in CEwvwi.'lU, 86; emphasis in t))e original.Cf. P.-J. Proudhon, General
Idea of the Revolution in the Nineteenth Century [Idte ginirale de la rtvolution au XIXe
sifecle, 1851). trans, by John Beverley Robinson (London; Freedom Press. 1923), Fourth
Study,
17. The International Students' Confess, held from 29 October through I November
1865, and attended by over a thousand persons, Bakunin met a number of them later in the
decade, in Geneva and through the League of Peace and Freedom. For morj;, see Archives
Bakounine, IV, 454,'nn. 55-57.
18. Bakunin heard of this while in the United States (perhaps from Charles Sumner), or
while he was travelling to or from the United States, after his escape from Siberia and on his
way to London.
19. Cf. P.-J. Proudhon, What Is Property? An Inquiry into the Principle of Right and of
Governmeni [Qu*est-ce que 'la propri6t6? ou Recherche sur le principe du droit et du
gouvernement, 1840), trans, by Benj. R. Tucker (New York: Humboldt, [ca. 1890]; reprint
ed. [with a new Introduction by George Woodcock]. New Y ork: Dover.1970), First Memoir,
chap. Ill, sec. 7,esp. p. 146:"...an artist's talent may be infinite, but iu mercenary claimsare
necessarily limited..."
20. This is an idea with which Mao, in a different social and political context, had the
opportunity to experiment. A brief description in English is provided by Rennselaer W. Lee,
"The Hsia Fang System; Marxism and Modernization," China Quarterly, no. 28 (OctoberDecember 1966): 40-^.
21. "L'hypocrisie est un hommage que fe vice rend b la vertu"—aphorism no. 218 in the
R^JIexiora ou sentences maxtmes of Francois, due de la Rouchefoucauld.
22. Syrian god of riches, whose name was often used to refer to great unearned wealth.
23. The brief first installment of this series may have been written jointly by Bakunin and
Charles Perron (1837-1909). the principal editor of L'i^aliti whom Bakunin replaced for
several months in the summer of 1869.
24. The agendum was, "How should the'lnternalional^ goal be realized?" Resolytiqns
repudiating LM Mohtagne and endorsing L 'kg^iik and Le Progres were pass^; the assembly
was unanintous but for three votes. Coullery had used La Montagne to attack the resolutions
of the IWMA's Brussels Congress (1868) on collective property. (See note 33.) He did not
appear at the meeting on 30 May 1869 but declared the follbwing'day that, had he bMn there,
he could easily have refuted his opponents* arguments; given' this opportunity that very
evening by his followers, who also invited Bakunin, Coullery stayed home. After hu earlier
bravado, this was taken as his adinowledgment of defeat. The seriK of articles on Coullery
was catalyzed by his own attacks a month later, again printed in La Montagne, against the
"aberrations" of the socialist-revolutionaries who had turned their backs on him. See also
note 30.
25. On the front page.
26. The President of t^e League had. at Bakunin's behest, sent a' letter to his counterpart
in the International, inviting representatives of the latter to the League's Congress in Berne;
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the international adopted a resolution declining the invitation. (See Guillaume, L'Iniema
iionale, 1.72. n. I, and 67 for these documenU and more information; see also the interesting
commentary in the Leaguels organ. Us Etais-Unis d'Europe, no. 38 [20 September 1868].)
27. After 1815 Neuchfttel was governed by aristocratic families loyal to the King of
Prussia, even though it had become a Swiss canton. A workers' revolt, centered in Le Locle
and La Chaux-de-Fonds, failed in 1831, but 1848 saw theproclamation of a republic, ending
Prussian sovereignty and installing an elected Grand Conseil. A royalist attempt at
counterrevolution was defeated in 1856.
28. Guillaume explains: ""What is involved here is not, as one might think, those
privileges which, to the detriment of the proletariat, make the aristocracy and bourgeoisie
into privileged classes, but a simple detail of the NeuchStel legislation on bankruptcy.
Concerning this Coullery had written {yoix de t'Avenir. 26 May 1867), 'We ask the
destruction of eveiy privilege. We wish that, in case of bankruptcy, no creditor be privileged
save the mortgagee, for this type of credit is a covenanted contract between the two parties '"
(Bnfres, V, 93. n. 1.
W. Dup^uier had launched an attack on various European and American republics,
culminating in the assertion that the Civil War in the United States had been waged for
purposes of oppression. This statment drew remarksfrom the hall, including:"Let him go to
the French Senate if he wants to insult a Republicl" Hector Varela, a Venezuelan minister,
demanded the floor to refute "this calumny." See Annates du Congr^s de Genkve, 9-12
septembre 1867 (Geneva: V6r6sofr& Garrigues, 1868), pp, 259-63.
30! Guillaume explains: "This title alludes to one of Coullery'S maneuvers. Having
carefully avoided both being present at the 30 May [1869] meeting in Cr6t-du-Ucle and
running into Bakunin the following day. Coullery. after a month's delay, had the idea of
asking to be judged by the Chaux^de-Fondssection. In La Montagne he Invited his 'accusers,'
whom he did not name, to attend a meeting of thatsection on 5 July, so that the case might be
decided between them and him. Naturally only the Coullery faithful attended the meeting,
where they applauded their chief.- In its 10 July 1869 issue, U Progrks labelled the entire
proceeding a ridiculous farce. '(Euvres, V, 96-97, n. 2.
31. The Preamble is retranslated from the French, It had previously appeared in
L'^alitk on 8 May 1869, reproduced from Congrks ouvrier de lAssociaiion internationale
des Travallleurs lenu b Genkve du 3 au 8 septembre 1866 (Geneva: Imprimerie J.-C.
Ducommun et G. Sttinger, 1866), pp. 12-14, which text had been adopted by the IWMA at
its 1866 Congress in Geneva. Here is the original English text as published in Address and
Provisional Rules of the.Working Men^ International Association, established September
28. 1864. at a public meeting held ai St. Martini Hall. Long Acre. London (ILondonl:
Printed at the"Bee-Hive" Newspaper oRlce, 1864), which served as the basis for that French
translation:
That the emancipation of the working classes must be conquered by the working
classes themselves; that the struggle for the ernancipation of the working classes means
not a struggle for class privilege and monopolies, but for equal rightsand duties, and the
abolition of all class rule;
That the economical subjection of the man of labour to the monopolizer of the
means of labour, that is thesources of life, lies at the bottom of servitude in all its forms
of all social misery, slavery, mental degradation, and political dependence;
That the economic emancipation of the working classes is therefore the great end to
which ev«ry political movement ought to be subordinated as a means;
That all efforts ajming at that great end (lave hitherto failed from the want of
solidarity between the manifold divisions of labour in each country, and from the
absence of a fraternal bond of union between the working classes of dilTerent countries;
That the emancipation of labour is neither a local, nor a national, but a social
problem, embracing all countries in which modern society exists, and depending for its
solution on the concurrence, practical and theoretical, of the most advanced countries;
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That the present revival of the workingclasses in the most industrious countries of
Europe, while it raises a new hope, gives solemn warning against a relapse into the old
errors and calls for the immediate combination of the still disconnected movenwnts.
32. A comparison of this sentence with the original in note 31 yields the observation of a
discrepancy between the English and its French translation, in theomission in the latter of the
words "as a means.''This requires a comment, for the difference—which was not believed to
be a serious one by those who noticed it at the time—became the subject of controversy after
the London Confereitce(l87l)ofihe lnternational.wherearesolutionwas passed suggesting
that "unfaithful translations" of the IWMA's General Rules had given rise to "false
interpretations,"
The I:rench translation published by the IWMA, Association Internationale des
Travallleurs: Statuts et i^glements (London: Imprimerie cooperative internationale, 1866).
did translate "as a mearis" by tvnme moyen, following Longuefs version in Manifeste de
I'Association internationale des Travallleurs sutvi du Rkglement provisoire (Brussels:
Alliance typographique. M.-J. Pool el Cie., 1866), pp. 15-18. But the latter publication was
hardly distributed outside Belgium, while theformer wascompletely unknown in the Frenchspeaking countries.
In February 1870, the French sections of the IWMA decided to reissue the General
Rules, using the 1866 Geneva text as a basis. This new translation can be found in Proces de
I'Associaiion de Travallleurs (Paris: P^r la Commission de propagande du Conseil federalde
rA.l.T.. 1870). pp. 201-9. Inil.'*asamcans''is rendered by fommes/mpfrmtyw. passing into
French and Swiss currency.
That the 1871 London resolution was actually part of Marx'^campaign against Bakunin.
and that no fabiflcation or distortion was involved, is suggested by the fact that afterthe 1870
trdnslation with commesimple moyen appeared. Bakunincited it many times in his published
explanations of the General Rules. One such instance, in fact, is found in this volume on
pp. 142-43, in a sele^ion written in mid-i87I.
The information on historical sources included in this note is drawn from Archh-es
Bakounine,1, pt. 1.313-16. n. 5, and pi. 2,485.n. 369, whichcontain much more information
and can be considered definitive on the issue.
33. The Brussels Congress (1868) of the International adopted a resolution on "Properly
in Land, Mines, Railroads, Ac.," expressing the belief that "the Monomical development of
modem society will create the social necessity of converting arable land into the common
property of society," althou^ it continued, "and of letting the soil on behalf of the State to
agricultural companies" composed of "working men bound by contract to guarantee to
society the rational and scientific [exploitation of the land] at a price as neariy as possible
approximate to the working expense.**
The resolution on "Credit Institutions for the Working Classes" began with the
consideration that "interest and profit of every kind accruing to capital, whatever form it may
assume, is a black mail levied upon the labour of loKiay for the benefit of him whom the
labour of yesterday has already enriched,and that if he has the right to accumulate, he has no
right to do so at the expense of others," and concluded that "the foundation of banks of
exchange, based upon cost prk«,[is] the means of renderingcredit democraitcandequal... **
The resolution on "Property in Land, Mines, Railroads, &c.," defined terms for the
collective ownership of fixed capital, and that on "The Effects of Machinery in the Hands of
the Capitalist Class" based such ownership on the "organization of mutual credit."
International Working Men% Association, Resolutions of the Congress of Geneva, 1866. and
the Congress of Brussels. 1868 (London: Printed by the Westminster Printing Co.. [1870]),
pp. 10-13.
34/ See Archives Bakounine, V. 510, n. 105.
35. Bakunin refers to Proudhon^ participation in the debate over a motion in the
Constituent Assembly. The motion called for opening a State credit of two million francs to
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pcrmii the definitive closure of the ateliers naiionaux, which had provided employment for
the jobless after the February 1848 revolution. The principleat issue Was the right to work, for
a key section of the motion read, "It is important that the intervention of the Slate conserve
the character of benevolent assistance and that no payment be made as either salary or
remuneration.** Proudhon had introduced a counterproposal which guaranteed employment
and which an official report severely criticized. The debate may be found in Compie rendudes
siances de lAs^mblee nationale [constituante de 1843-18491(Paris: H. & C. Noblet, 1849),
11, 757-87; Proudhon^'interventions are at 770-82. esp. 780-82; excerpts from his speeches
were also pubtisted separately at the time, as a folio broadside.
The 17 M^y 1869 issueofL«/Vogr«>jpublishedexcerplsfromihissession(3l July 1848)
of the Consituent Assembly, very possibly at'Bakunih*s suggestion, as he'had been strongly
impressed by Proudhon*s position at the lime itself; Bakunin without doubt had this issue in
mind when, in a letter to CJeorg Herwegh written during the first half of August 1848. he called
Proudhon "the only man in Paris, the only one in the politico-literary world, who still hasany
seiw." It is also in this letter to Herwegh that Bakunin for the first time expresses his
disillusionment with paiiiamentarism (repeated in his Confession', n.b., thb letter antedates
his experiences during the wave of insurrectbns across Central Europe in which he
participated in'1849), and he concludes; "I believe neither in constitutions nor in laws; tte best
institution possible would not satisfy me. We need nothing less than the bureting-out-intoUfe of a new worW. lawless and therefore free.**(But see Bakuninis distinction between manmade and natural law, p. 121 above.) M. A. Bakunin;5ofrnm^foc/>tnrmYV/>/!sem[Conection
of Works and Letters], ed. by Iu. M. Stekiov, 4 vols. (Moscow: Izdatel^tvo vsesoiuzn<^o
obshchestva politkatonhan i ssyl'ho-poselentsev, 1934-36), III, 317-18.
Bakunin erred in saying that Proudhon was alone in the Constituent Assembly: the
motion'to open the credit was passed by a vote of 691 to 2.
36. See notes'31-32.
37.<See note 3.
38. The June Days comprised nearly a week of bitter street fighting in 1848 by the
working poor and the unemployed of Paris, including probably some members of the<i/e/f«r5
natlonaux. After General Cavaignac moved in with infantry and artillery, the defeat of the
insurrection was only a matter of lime, although the rebel quarters were conquered with
difftculty, street by street and barricade by barricade. In simplest terms,the June Days were a
revolt" by the propertyless against the propertied. The sentiments of the latter, whether they
were large or small property-owners, werp uniform.
The December Days, in'l 851, followed the coupditat that abolished the republic and
made Louis Napoleon, who had been its president, the Emperor Napoleon 111. These Days
were not as hard-fought and were over sooner than those in June 1848, for the Parisian masses
did not participate as widely. It is said that deputies to the no longer existing Parliament,
rather than workers, manned the barricades.
39. This letter was printed, in French translation, in L't^alitk, no. 27 (24 July 1869), pp.
1-2, having been borrowed from the Brussels newsfAiper L7niernaiionak, no. 27 (18 July
1869), pp. 1-2. It made the rounds of a number of newspapers adhering to the IWMA^cause
after soiro bourgeois newspapers (including the Journal Genive) reported the interesting
case of ^a worker who killed himself and his family, without however mentioning his
motivation. The key passage in the letter reads: **lt is better to die this way that to wait for
death tocome to us with the slow torturesof poverty and hunger, however, weshould perhaps
succumb quKkly, for we are hardly strong, Emma, thediildrenand 1. My wife and 1love each
other mudi; separation wouId.be worse than death, and we adore our children. We adore
them too much togive them over to poverty and to abandon them. My wife and I suffer now
an indescribable agony.**
40. An allusion to the then well-known observation of General de Failly concerning the
Battle of Mentana (3 November 1867): 'The chassepots worked wonders.**chassepots beinga
new kind of rifle named for its inventor. Albert-Antoine Chassepot (1835-1903).
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41. Briareus, a sea monster with fifty heads and a hundred hands, son of Uranus and
Gaea in Roman mythology, revolted with his brothers against Jupiter. Although Jupiter
defeated and enchained the rebels, consigning them to an abyss in the earth, he later called on
them for help in his stru^le with the Titans.
42. See Herr Bastiat'Schulze von DeStzsch, der dkonomische Julian, oder Capital und
Arbeit (Berlin: C Ihring Nachf., 1874).
43. See note 20.
44. Those whose supreme vahie is precious metal.
45. The Essence of Christianity[DaiV>les6n6t9Chrisltntiiwm, 1841], trans, by George
Eliot (New York: Harper and Row. 1957), p. 23.
46. It was Talleyrand (1754-1838) who said, in a speech to the Chambre des Pairs on 24
July 1821: "There is someone who has greater sense than Voltaire, Bonaparte, or any cabinet
minister past, present, or yet to come—and that is eve|7man.'*This phrase does not appear in
the Prods-verbal des skances de la Chambre des Pairs, however, but only in Talleyrand*s
speech separately printed: Chambre des Pairs de France, Opinion de M. le Prince de
Talleyrand sur leprojet de hi relatif aux joumaux et kcritspiriodiques[]mprcaion no. 96 de
la]Session de 1820, Stance dumardi 24juillet 1821 (Paris: P. Didot, 1821), pp. 11-12. At issue
was an extensionand intensification of press censorship; Talleyrand, avowing hisdesire fora
**repressive law.** opposed the proposed law as too hanh. It was nevertheless adopted.
47. Not the positivism of Auguste Comte (1798-1857), which Bakunin abhorred as a new
religion legitimizing the hegemony of the licensed intellect, but rather scientific philosophy in
general, based on observation and experiment. Bakunin read Comtek Cours de philosophie
positive in December 1869-January 1870, and discussed it extensively in his ''Considerations
philosphiques sur le Fantdmedivin,sur le Monde r^el et sur THomme.**which was planned as
an appendix to L'Empire knouto-germanique et la Rivolution sociale (see note 1) but was not
published until 1908 (in (Euvres, III, 216^5).
48. See note 16.
49. See Lambert A. J. Quetelet, A Treatise on Man and the Development of His
Faculties [Sur l^omme, et le diveloppement de ses facultes, 1835] (Edinburgh: William and
Robert Chambers, 1842; reprint ed. [with an Introduction by Solomon Diamond],
Gaiittsville, Fla.: Scholars* Facsimiles & Reprints, 1969), p. 108, col. 2.
50. Bakunin uses the word hierarchy in its etymological sense, meaning "ecclesiastic
government.**
51. Bakunin misunderstands Tertultian, who. referring to the Resurrection, wrote,
"Certum est quia impossibile est** (It is certain because it is impossible), often quoted as
"Credo quia absurdum**(I believe[it] because [it is)absurd). See his Decarne Christi,chap. 5.
52. The resolution is retranslated from Bakunin*s French; all italics are l^is. The English
text of the original resolution follows, according to International Working Men^ Associa
tion, Resolutions of the Congress of Geneva, 1866, attd the Congress of Brussels, 1868, p. 12:
"Cognisant that it is impossible at present to organise a rational system of education, the
Congress invites the different sections to establish courses of public lectures on scientific and
economical subjects, and thus to remedy as miuh as possible the short comings of the
edtication actually received by the working men. It is understood that the reduction of the
hours of labour is an indispensable preliminary condition of any true system of education.**
It should be noted,in order to avoid muunderstanding, that in this volume Education has
been translated as *^tpbringing,*' enseignement as "instruction,** and instruction as "educa
tion.**
53. In Greek mythology the Sirens were women whose voices lured sailors to their death
as the latter*s boats crash^ against the rocky shores of the island inhabited by the former.
54. This report was adopted at the General Assembly of the Geneva Sections of the
International, probably held 21 August 1869, and it was presented in their name a few weeks
lateral the Basle Congress of the iWMA.
55. No such committee was formed; but see "All-Round Education" in this volume.
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56. Bakunin begins by refuting the previous speaker, Tolaln. who had stated."I do not
think we have the right to take a decision on the collectivity of land in the absence of
itpresentatives of agriculture."
There are some differences between the record of Bakunin^ speeches as published in the
minutes of the Congress by the International and in L'^aliti, Although the differences for
the most part are iwt major, involving phraseology and emphasis, it is the latter transcript
which is used as the basis of this translation, for that transcript was provided by Bakunin
himself. Cf. Jacques Freymond (ed.). La Premiere tniernationale: Recuell des documents 4
vols. (Geneva: Droz, 1962-71), 11, 67,94-95.
57. See note 46.
58. The minority report, based in part on a report presented by the Brusseb section of the
IWMA, called for a new State to Ik^uidate and reorganize existing society.
59. Bakunin based this summary on the French version printed in Paris in 1870; here it is
retranslated from his own French, (See notes 31-32.)7heconcIudingslogan,"Noobllgations
without rights, no rights without obligations," appeared on the masthead of L'^allti.
60. Bakunin refen to a proclamation which Gambetta had Issued in early September
1870. Having entered Marseilles, Gambetta declared hit^If the bearer of'"/Ae/ns/ruc/tonj
and the orders of those who have accepted the mission of delivering France from foreign
[domination]" (emphasb in the original). Calling on the people to follow him in his crusade
against the Prussians, Gambetta described the "great duties" which "the situation in I^ris"
imposed on the people in the provinces: "The first, for everyone, is not to let yourself be
dWerted by any preoccupation which b not war, the fight to the death; the second is, until
peace comes, to accept fraternally the command of the republican power which has issued
from necessity and from law." Cited in Gambetta. 1869-1879 (Paris: Libiairie Sandoz et
Fisdibacher, 1879), pp. 68-71; emphasis added.
6!. The significance of the strikes lies in the fact of solidarity, previously undemonstrated. among the different trades,and in the support they received from the IWMA.
The two strikes to whi(^ Bakunin refers, by stonecutters and bricklayers, broke out in mldMareh 1869, over the failure of some employers to honor the pay scale agreed upon to resolve
a previous strike. All the workers in the building trades sided with the strikers. Then on 20
Match 1869, the typographers struck over their employers* refusal to accept new wage
demands. Guillaume continues thestory: "At this the Genevan bour^obieassumed a clearly
provocathre attitude. The 'golden youths* took up arms and looked for run-ins with the
workers, stopping strikers [in the street]; a large bourgeois assembly (31 Mareh [1869])
addressed an appeal to the government. Inviting it to make the 'freedom to work' respected,
and denouncingthe International,which'throws the canton of Geneva into ruins withdecrees
sent from London and Paris.' " Bakunin, believing that streetfighting would destroy the
strikers* organization and possibly hurt the International, then collaborated with Charles
Perron (the erstwhile editor of L'E^atlti) to write thU artide. (Btvres^ V, 37, n. I.
6Z It was actually the police who made the arrest after the "golden youths" had induced
them tp break up meetings in which strikers were explaining their situation to unwitting
strikebreakers from out of town. L'^alitk, no. 11 (1 April 1869).
63. The members of the Parisian sections of the International made a similardeclaration
a year later, when the arrest of "all individuals whodirect the International" was ordered in
the French capital. On 2 May 1870, the International^ Federal Council of Paris publbhed a
protest which
in part: "It is untrue that the International was involved in this new
conspiracy, which is doubtless no more real than any similar invention we have heard
brfore.... So long as all explotere, capitalists, priests, and political adventurers have not
disappeared, the International Working-Men^ Assodation, a permanent conspiracy of all
the oppressed and exploited, will [continue to] exbt, despite the powerless persecution
against its supposed chiefs." Cited in (Euvres V, 44, n. 1.
64. A Brusseb newspaper, from the 27 March 1869 issue of which L'^aliti reprinted an
article commemorating the bloody repression of strikes and then of riots resultingtherefrom.
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The principal passages of the L'lnternatlonalearticle are reprinted in (Euvres, V, 48-49, n. 2.
Here are the most significant excerpts:
Be patient,'Workers, be patient. A day will come. If you desire it, when today's
slaves will be the masters; but for that you must know how to contain your le^timate
anger until all woricers act in concert for their common deliverance.
Dont let those who tell you sudi a day will never come, discourage you; if you
desire it, it will come; it willcome, and you will be astonished atever havingdoubted it.
It will come, the day of justice, and at its coming everyone will salute, saying,
"How could we have been so long in the darkness?"
Dawn is already breaking; its first rays are already beginning to pieree the
darkness; have courage, friends, the great day U near.
65. During a session of the National Assembly held late Into the night of 4 August 1789,
the French nobility approved a decree in which th^ renounced their remaining feudal rights.
66. It is possible that this article was written jointly by Bakunin and Charles Perron.
67. There is noauthoritati>« English version of this resolution. It is interesting, however,
to note the addendum [M-oposed by Eccarius, which abo carried: "The supposed dangerof an
inferior rank of working men within theworking class, resuhing from the efforts of working
men's associations, will vanbh in the same degree as the development of modem Industry
renden production on a small scale more and more impossible."See The Times (London), 10
September 1867, p. 8. The unnamed correspondent of the newspaper b in fact Eccarius. He
was clearly somewhat dbsatisfied with the outcome of the proceedings: "I'wonder .whether
those voluble Frenchmen have any idea of making themselves ridiculous' in the eyes of the
practical people.... "The original French resolutions, a'series of which those cited Aere are
only a part, may be found in the minutes of the Congress, reproduced in Freymond (^.), La
Premiire htternationak, 1, 12(^30, 201-9,
68. In using this phrase, Bakunin probably had in mind the Volkspartei and
Arbeiterwreine, which met respectively in Stuttgart and Nuremberg in September 1868 to
endorse the program of the International. (Marx thereupon took these two organizations to
be the exclusive representatives of the German proletariat.) The Stuttgart and Nuremberg
Congresses both sent delegates to the Berne Congress (1868) of the League of Peace and
Freedom, where they voted with the majority agatist the proposals motivated by Bakunin
and the collectivbt minority. Guillaume, L'lnternatlonale, 1,75, n. J.
69. Guillaume summarizes this project: "The project in question, signed by 'A Group of
Intematbnalists,* proposed the creation in Geneva of a cooperative society, which would
have been attached to thecentral resistance fund that theOeneva s^tions of the international
intended to establish. Each member of the Geneva "sections wouki have been assessed thirty
centimes each month, but only one-third of the total would have been turned over to the
resistance fund. The other two4hirds would have been put at the disposal of thecooperative.
This cooperative would havestarted with about 650,000 francs and made a net profit of four
percent, or ^,000 francs, of which half would have been turned over to the resbtance
fund.... In the case of a strike, aid wouU have beendbtributed partly in money,through the
resisunce fund itself, and partly in kind,through theaccount which the resbtancefund would
have at the cooperative.... In this way, the resistance and the cooperative became
indissohibly linked, to the great advantage of both." (Euvres, V, 218, n. 1.
70. This passage is taken from the Volksstlmme, no. 3(3 May 1869), which later carried a
summaiy of the assembly on 4 May, including the major speeches,which Bakunin translated
in L'i^aUtii, nos. 19,21 (29 May, 12 June 1869). Also see note 83.
71. In particular, the legblative elections of 23-24 May 1869, In France, where many socalled "unreconciled" candidates were chosen.
72. The young revolutionary S.G. Nechaev (1847-1882) arrived in Bel^um from Russia
in March 1869; before the end of Mardi he landed in Geneva and immediately entered into
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relations with Bakunin. Guillaume writes of having received a letter from Bakunin. in which
the latter expresses his excitement at Nechaev'^ arrival: "At this moment J am excessively
preoccupied with what is happening in Russia. Our young people, perhaps the most
revolutionary in the world, both in theory and In practice, are so restlessthat thegovernment
has beet) forced. \o close the, universities, academies, ^d several school^ in St. Petersburg.
Moscow, and Kazan. I now have a specimen of these Srouh^fanatlcs who neither doubt nor
fear anyAing, who haveadopted ihe principle that, although many offhem must p^lsh under
the hand of the govepiment, ,th^ will not rest an ipsunt. until the people revolt They are
admirable, these yotins fanatics—b^le\«rs without Qod and jieroes without phrases." Cited
in (Eluvm. V, 53, n. I.
^
73. For Proudhon, ^ hU St les J^ltis^de I8i5, pni cesse d'exisier? Actes du futur
Congas (Paris: E. E)entu, 1863).
74. The program in question was written by Bakunin and first appeared In Geneva in the
flrst issue (I September4868) of the Rus^an-tanguage newspaper Narodnoe,delo\ it has not
beeq translated into English^ That newspaper was founded by^kunin and an associate, but
from the second issueon, itwascontrolledbyN. L U|in(l845-l883),a Russianmemberof the
International who \yas extremely'active in Mary's campaigns against Bakunin.
75. In St. Pkersburg. The;r wre the pretext for a se/ies of judidal pursuits agains)
various groups,of students, o^ whom blame for the fires wu, 4>robably unjustly, placed.
76.,In early 1870 ^metteend ofthe ^ine^^r period fotlowingthe abolition of serfdom,
during which the Russian pea^ts were forbidden tQ opp'ose the repurchase, by}hdr former
masters, of the la^ they received through the 1861 decree that remancipated" fhem.
,77. According tpCarr {Michael Bakuntn^p. 128). Bakunin becamea freemason in 1845,
though bis activity m the lodge ms negli^ble. to the mid;1860s, however, his interest revived
(ibid., p. 303), and it is pppible ttot this influet^ the atheism—fOr ''anti-theolo^sm*'—in
Bakunin^ anarchist thought..Probably„he,also x^rded the Freemasons as a potemial
network for revolutionary Activity, due to the group's clandes^Uiutyj
78..Se^ note 5. {
j
n
«
79. F. Rude. .in. le Soclalisme liberiaire (Paris: DenoSI, 1973). p. 50, n. .1. aqcuses
Guillaume and Nettlau of falsification for ha^dn^ printed "Catholidsm"for "Christianity"iij
the,l895 edition {(Euvres,1,221); thb b somewhat peculiar. It Is no ^cret that Nettlau alone
produced>tbe.first volume, \^her^ Guillaume did the rest-over a de<^e.later. More
in^ortant, passages a few pages on—paitlcularly one In which Bakunin ^Ib the Roman
Catholic CSiureh the most perfect idigion—give thb acposation dC false {iiig;,Rude^
t!^3aIcttQb)^ earlier editms were trying to-play up to, the Protestants
little sense in
view.ofthe yncensored ariti-Protestantlsm in'La Motiiag^iXid Mr. Coulfery"(pubIbhed in
CEuvres, V). or In view of the Catholic'preponderance among French-speakers.
, 80. P.,-J. Proudhon, la Fidiratlonet limitken /M/£r(PBrb: E. Dentu, 1862),pp. 23-27,
37-3{{, ^51, and esp> p.. 33: "In Italy, unity is like Rdbe^pierrels divisible republic, ^e
come^tone of despotism and bourgeob exploitation."
^
81. Plus-que-parfalt, also the French na^ o^ verluil tense known as English as the past
perfect or pluperfect; a pla/on ^le doublq meaning of''mperfect,"a tense in French with no
praise Englbh equivalent, though the past pro^essive b closest
,
82. See note'51..
,
83. This assenlbly had been convoked in order'to address two questions, the right to
coalition ai^ the nationality question, pn the fpt pointr after hearing speakers nto
inveigled against the^plpitation of^worlwrs in Austija. the assembly,adopted a resolution
inviti^ the Rddisrat (see ngte 84) to vote the full right to coalitiqn, including intemationab
coalition, without delay. As, for the, nationality question, the fqllowing resolution was'
unanimously adq)ted: "Cpnsidering that the struggle qf
naUonalities in Atistria inhibiu
the development of the SociaIbt«Deihmratic Party,^th» assembly declares thB^it Is the
workers' obligation to turn tliei^ ^k on the so-called natio^ulbi parties; thatit is everywhere
tteir duty to shake off the jroke o( t|ie privileged classes,and to conceqtrateall their efforts on
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the conquestof their righu, their liberty, and their equality, in both political and economic
respects.** See also note 70.
84. The Reichsrat was the namegiven tothe bicameral Austrian parliament: membership
of the first chamber, the Herrenhaus, was either hereditary or granted by the emperor; the
memberf of the second, the Abgeo^netenhaus, were elected by provincial assemblies.
85. According to Archives Bakounine, I. pt. I, 343-44, n. 142, thU passage is the first
instance where the solution to the national question that Bakunin proposes, is not todetach
the Slav p(q}utationsfrom Prussia and Austria but to accept that theireconomic history may
serve as a context for the solutiqn'of national and social problems. It is also observed there
that this view would conform with Proudhon't federalist ideas, which envbaged a fusion of
races and languages, rejecting nationality as the political basis of an independent unitary
oitity.
86. Sec note^ 53.
87. The "manifesto" was probably simply a broadside containing tlte text of the two
resolutions adopted by the public assembly of 4 May 1869. See note 83.
88. Bakunin refers to the Panslav Congress organic in Moscow by the Society for the
Natural History of Anthropology and Ethnology, which complemented an exhibition on
Slav ethnology.
89. In early 1872 Bakunin wrote that the Palack^-Rieger-Brauner triumvirate "are
enemies nure dangerous to [the Slav proletariat] than even the Germans ttemselves.
precisely because they are indigenous oppressors and exploiters." "Aux compagnons de la
Fid^ration des sections Internationales du Jura,* in Archives Bakounine, 11. 17.
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ALEXAI^DER 11(1818-1881). Emptor of All the Russias from 18SSjp 1881. Known as the
Uberator-Tsar for his emancipation of the serC} in 1861, he was assassinated oiHhe very day
when he ha4. signed a decrce apprbvtng.a plan for a representative assembly in Riu&ia.
ALEXisxl629-l676). Tsar of Muscovy from 1645 until his death,father of^eter the Great.
Captived and executed^Slepan Razin. ^
ARAGO. Family name of three prominent French republicans. Francois (1786-1853) was
Minis^r'in the t84&Provi8ional GoWrnment, in which his brother Stieone(1802-1892) also
served; bis son, Emmanuel (1812-1896), was a lawyer who defended in court the radical
opponents of the July Monarchy. 'Fran^ois.vw also a physicist and astronomer whose
accomplishn^^ include discovery that magnetism is indu^ by routio^and creation of an
experiment to prove the wbve theory of li^t. Bakunin was certainty acquainted yith Ctienne,
and'profobly with all three, during his stay in Paris in the 1840s.
'
«
BABEUF, Fran9ois-No<!l (I760-I797).'calted Gracdius.'French revolutior&ry, egalitarian
who^ttacked Robespierre from the left and attempted toowrthrow the Directory
with friends.and associates in the famous "Conspiracy of Equals'^ having bera denounced
>
before he could actf'he was arrested and executed.
BALZAC.' Honor6 de (1799i1850). Prolific Fr^ch author best known for his series of novels
collectively titl^77i«tfiimm,Com«6'. in which individual characters reappear from book to
book in sequet and are ''studied"in relation to their chan^ng and diverse social environments.
BARNl,rJttles-Romain (1818-1878)^ Professor of History at the. Academy; .now. tHe
University, of Geneva. Fotmded the League of Peace and Fn^om anS presided at its Berne
Congress (1868).
*i \
BECK, Theodore. Founding ipember.of the League of Peace and Freedom and Secr^ary at
its Seme Congress (1868). A lawyer who practi^ in Berne but wQfi not bom there, he was
.otherwise of little note.
^
>''
BEUST, Count,Friedridi Ferdinand von (1809-1886). Saxon and'Austrian politician.
.President of the Saxon Council from 1858 on, he tried to comUne the small Gerttuin States
Into i(,third force between Austria ami Prussia. After Prussia defeated Austria at the battlebjf
Sadowa (also'ttUed the battle of Kdniggrttz) in 1866, he resigned aiul became Minister of
Fbreign Affairs under ^ranz-Joseph. He Aegotiated the Austro-Hunganan compromise in
1867 with De&k, then resigned himself, after 1871, to the rapprochement between Austriaand
the German Empire.
BlSMXRCK-SchOiihausen, Otto Eduard Leopold (1815-1898). Oermari Statesman. During
the March 1848 revoluUon in Prussia, he wasinstrumental in Friedrich-WilhelmlV^deciaon
^ favorof repression: Prusstaii plenipotentiary in Fiftnkiurt during the 18508, be was
ambassador to St. Petersburg and Paris in the early 1860s: in 1862, Wilhelm 1 named him
Prime Minister. By 1866 Bismarck bad incited Austria to war agains^ Germany and defeated
her. After th^King of Prussia, in 1870, refused French requests for guarantees against the
candidacy of^i HohenzoUera prince to the Spanish tbr<me. Napoleon Iirdeclared war ori
Prussia and was quickly defeated. As a result .the southern German Stetes rallied tq
tKsmaick^ Northern Confederation, enabling the establishnteht of the'Oennan Empire (18
January 1871).'Thereafter, until 1890,. Bismarck goven)^ ..Germany atahe head of a
succession' of'parliamentary'<coalitions and was the fulcrum'-of the balance of European
diplomaqr. Having decided in the mid-t880s that Germany should become a colonial power,
he"^resigned in 1890,'partly over disagreement with Wilhelm lUabout^that decisionjln
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retirement he wrote his memoirs, bitterly criticizing his successors and the emperor.
BRAUNER, Frantiiek (1810-1880). Czech politician, liberal lawyer, one of the chiefs of the
Austrian Slav movement.
CALVIN, Jean (1509-1564). French religious reformer who lived in Geneva after 1541. He
coauthored the fundamental document of the Reformed Church in Geneva, reorganized the
Academy of Geneva, and, continually writing and preaching on religious instruction.
. inevitably played a large political role in the city as well.
CASTELAR y Ripoll, Emilio (1832-1899). Spanish writer and politician, head of republican
opposition leading to the fall of King Amedeo Fei^inando Maria de Savoia (the third son of
Victor-Emmanuel II) in 1873. As President of the Spanish Republic, September 1873 to
January 1874, he was unable to withstand the onsl&u^t of extremist and Carlist demagogy
and exiled himself after the return of Alphonso XIl, returning, however, a few years later to
serve in the Cortes.
CH AUDEY. Ange-Gustave (1817-1871). French lawyer and journalist, federalist republican,
a member of the International. One of Proudhon's favorite followers, he was assistant to
Ferry during the I^ris Commune and was executed by its ex-Prefect of Police Rigault as
troops from Versailles entered the city in May 1871.
CLEMENT, Sylvain. Photographer in St.-lmter in the Swiss Jura.
CORNEILLE. Pierre (1606-1684). French dramatist and poet, one of the greatest names in
literature who. unlike some such writers, found his talents rewarded in his own lifetime.
COULLERY, Pierre (1819-1903). Founder of the newspaper La Votx de i'AvenIr in La
Chaux-de-Fonds. where he wasa deputy in the Council of Neuchfttel. Breaking with radicalism,
he became involved in a polemic with Bakunin. Later he wasa precursor ofthe Socialist Party
in La Chaux-de-Fonds.
DAMETH, Claude-Marie-Henri (1812-1884). Professor of Political Economy and Statistics
at the University of Geneva, delegate to the Geneva Congress (1867) of the League of Peace
and Freedom.
DANTON, Georges Jacques (1759-1794). French politician, object of diverse historical
judgments; considered*a sincere patriot by some, a venal opportunist by others. Sympathetic
to the Revoution, he nevertheless did not declare against the monarchy until June 1792. A
brilliant orator, he was elected to the Convention and sat with Robespierre,and was attacked
with him by the Girondins. An instigator of the Terror, he neverthelessopposed it after being
eliminated from the Committee of Public Safety, havingfallen under Robespierre^suspiclon.
After being implicated in a flnancial scandal, he was executed with most of his followers.
DARWIN, Charles (1809-1882), English naturalist, geologist, biologist, and psycholo^st.
best known for his theory of evolution by natural selection, epigrammatically called 'Hhe
survival of the fittest."
DOLGORUKII, lurii Alexeevich (d. 1682). Commander of the armies of Tsar Alexisagainst
Poland.
DOUGLAS, Stephen Arnold (1813-1861). American political leader, skillful debater,
opponent of slavery. In 1858 he and Abraham Lincoln met in a seriesof debates during their
contest for senator from Illinois; Douglas won the seat but lost the'pr^idency two years later
to Lincoln, after the secession of the southern states had split the national Democratic Party
in half. He was one of the strongest advocates of maintaining the integrity of the union at all
hazards, and be denounced secession as criminal at the outbreak of the Civil War.
DUOAN, Walter (d. 186^. London goldsimth who, with his wife and duUren, took poison
to escqw the banbhips dT hunger and poverty, therein acquiring different sorts of notoriety
in the various European dtdes of (he time concerned, in different w^ with the condition
of Uie woridng class.
DUMAS. Family name of Alexandre Davy de la Pailleterie (1802-1870), called Dumas
pire, and of Alexandre Dumas (1824-1895), called Dumas fils. both French novelists, who
were father and son. The former wrote The Three Musketeers. The Count of Monte Cristo.
and other historical noveb. Although not exiled, he left France after (he coup d'itat of
Napoleon IU in 1851 and wrote his Memoirs. During the I8S0s he travelled widely, returning
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to France to spend the last decade of hb life. In 1859 he met Garibaldi and become one
of hb partisans. The younger Dumas was primarily a piaywri^t who concerned himself
with the moral problems of love; his works address the values and behavior in the bourgeois
society of hb time.
DUPASQUIER, Henri (1815-1875). Industrialbt and politician in the Swiss Jura, editor of
Ui Momagne.
FAVRE. Gabriel-Claude-Jules (1809-1880). French lawyer and political figure. He was
deputy to the Constituent Assembly (April 1848). then to the Le^slative Assembly (May
1849). Opponent of the coup of 2 December 1851 by Napoleon III. he Was nevertheless againa
deputy after 1857. and he opposed the declaration bf war on Prussia in 1870. Minister of
Foreign Affairs in the Government of National Defense after thefall of the Second Empire, he
signed the armistice (28 January 1871) capitulating to the Prussians after the siege and
bombardment of Parb. Remaining Minister of Foreign AR'airs in the government of Thiers,
he negotiated the peace of Frankfurt (May 1871) but resigned soon therafter.
FERRY. Jules-Fran(ois-Camille (1832-1893). French lawyerand political figurf who became
known in the late 1860s for exposing in the press the flnancial abuses of the Second Empire.'
He was named Mayor of Paris after the fall of Napoleon 111(4 September I870)and, charged
with assuring supplies to the population and maintaining order during the ensuing siege; he
acquired the ingracious sobriquet Ferry-la-Famine. During his later career, he introduced
measures to reform public education and greatly increased French colonial holdings.
FOURIER, Charles (1772-1837). French philosopher and economist, critic of in0u|trial
society who. although he abo opposed the ideas of Owen and of Saint-Simon, was classified
with them by Engeb as a "Utopian socialist." According to Fourier's project, which was not
realized despite his attempts but which nevertheless gained numerous adherents, the unit of
social organization would be the "phalanstery."a group of about 1200 workers cooperatively
associated.
GALILEO Galilei (1563-1642). Italian mathematician, physicist, and astronomer, one of the
last geniuses to be remembered by posterity under hb first, name. Condemned by the
Inquisition for having propagated Copemican ideas about the solar system, he help^ to
destroy the credibility of the Biblical cosmology and the myth of anthropocentrbm, insisting
also on a unified theory of terrestrial and celestial mechanics.
GAMBETTA, L6on Michel (1838-1882). French politician, opponent of Napoleon Ill's
declaration of war on Prussia in 1870. Minister of the Interior in the Government of National
Defense, he resided in protest against France^ capitulation in January 1871 and refused to
sign the peace treaty. Reelected to the Chamber of Deputies in July 1871. he sat on the extreme
left and was able, after the 1873 victory in the elections, to push through legislation
proclaiminga Republicin 1875. He was excluded from power until his party^ victory in 1881,
but the government he then tried to form was quickly overturned. He was injured in an
accident soon thereafter and died of iu complications.
GARIBALDI, Giuseppe (1807-1882). Italian politician, member of Mazzini^ organization
"Young Italy"in his youth. He rallied to Victor-Emmanuel in the 1850sand wasamnestied by
him after involvement in an 1862 uprising. In 1866 and 1867 he successfully directed military
forces against Austria but was defeated at Mentana during his campaign against the Papal
States. A native of Nice, he was elected to the National Assembly of France in February 1871
but did not serve, and did not respond to appeals from the Paris Commune. Although he did
not cease to express republican convictions (Turing his political career in Italy, he remained
loyal to the Italian king.
GOEGG, Armand (1820-1897). Journalbt, publi«^8t, member of the Baden government of
1849. One of the most influential members of the League of Peace and Freedom, he was also
delegate to the Basle Congress (1869) of the International.
GORCHAKOV, Prince Alexander Mikhailovich (1798-1883). Russian politician and
diplomat, Minuter of Foreign Affairs from 1856 to 1862. A partisan of Russian rapproche
ment with Prussia, he was under Bismarck^ influence after 1863,
GUIZOT, Franfois-Kei^Guillaume (1787-1874). French politician and historian who held
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a succession of posts In the cabinet and foreign service of Louis-Philippe. He opposed the
parliamentary and electoral reforms demanded by the French public during the 1830s and
1840s. He was President of the Council of State in 1847 when Bakunin was expelled from
Paris at the demand of the Russian ambassador to France. Bakunin had givena fiery speech at
a banquet, several times forbidden by the authorities but always postponed and rescheduled,
which commemorated the Polish insurrection of 1830; Guizot fell as a result of his policy of
forbidding such banquets, which wereat the timea principal forum for politicalactivity. Soon
afterward; Louis-Philippe fell, and both went into exile. After returning to France in 1849,
Guizot devoted himself to historical studies.
HAUSMANN, Julius (1816-1889). WQrttembergdemocratand republican, participant in the
revolutionary movement of 1848-49. Later one of the leaders of the Volkspartei, he was also
coeditor of the Stuttgart newspaper Beob'achter. Delegate to the Berne Congress (1868)ofthe
League of Peace and Freedom, he strongly opposed Bakunin there.
HUGO. V^cto^MB^ie (1802-1885). French poet and novelist A poor politician, taken
seriously as a writer but not as an orator, he exiled himself under the Second Empire and
published satires on Napoleon 111. Afterthe establishment of theThird Republic, he returned
to Paris and was elected to the Senate but did not participate in debates there, preferring to
continue writing prolifically and bask in the universal adulation and acclaim.
JACOBY, Johaiui (1805-1877). German doctor, writer, and politician. Member of the
Frankfurt Parliament in 1848-49 and of the Prussian Parliament from 1862 on, heeventually
forsook bourgeois democracy in favor of socialism. By the end of his life he no longer believed
in parliamentary socialism; reelected in 1874 despite his refusal to renew his candidacy, he
resigned. Bakunin and he fint met in Frankfurt in April 1848 through the radical German
poet Georg Herwegh.
JANIN, Jules-Gabriel (1804-1874). French writer and literary critic.
JEANRENAUD, Louis. An engraver in La Chaux-de-Fonds who, having poetic intrerests,
became a journalist and was later given the editorship of La Montagne by Coullery.
KARAKOZOV, Dmitrii Valdimirovich (I840-186Q. Student at Kazan and Moscow, of
aristocratic origins, who failed in his attempt to assassinate Tsar Alexander U in April 1866.
LASSALLE, Ferdinand (1825-1864). German socialist, founder ofthe General Association
of German Workers, the embryo of the German Social-Democratic Party. He believed that
universal sufi^rage and the national idea were the bases of German sociahsm, and sosupported
Bismarck'i fight for national unity even while combating his government. He proposed the
creation of production associationsin industry and agriculture, for which the capital would be
created by taxes and furnished by a State bank. Bakunin respected Lassalle, although
disagreeing with a number of kleas; when the atheist Bakunin entered a synagogue for the first
and only time in his life, it was to pay respect to Lassalle'k memory.
LEMONNIER, Charies (1806-1891). Editor of the works of Saint-Simon and one of the
organizers of the League of Peace and Freedom.
LINCOLN, Abraham (1809-1865). Sixteenth president of the United States. He presided
during the Civil War and was assassinated after its conclusion.
LOUIS NAPOLEON. See Napoleon 111.
LOUIS-PHILIPPE (1773-1850). Jacobin during the French Revolution and lieutenant
general of itsarmy who became Kingof the French from 1830-1848. Following Dumouriez in
1792, he passed over t(^ the Austrians, but refused to take uparms against France. After some
years of travelling, he returned uncfer the Restoration and, though prudently not involving
himself in politics, gained favor with the liberals and the commercial bourgeoisie. The
influence of Thiers led to his eventual designation as king after the revolution of 1830. His
policies thereafter became more conservative and he presided over a cabinet which in the
1830s repressed riots demanding a republic and which passed restrictive press laws. The
triumph of conservatism was signalled b)/ his appointment of Guizot as prime minister in
1840. The revolution of 1848 ended his reign.
LUTHER, Martin (1483-1546). German religious reformer. [)uringthe 1520s he chan^ his
attitude toward political power by differentiating it from the spiritual sphere. Thus when the
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German peasants revolted in the mkldle of that decade, he preached the duty of the subject to
submit to civil power and to suffer, rather than to repel iruustice. At the same time he
denounced the misgovemment of the German princes.
MELANCHTHON (14^7-1560). Hellenized nameof PhilippSchwarzerd, Professor of Greek
at the University of Wittenberg, who became the chief disciple of Luther and the head of the
Reformed Church after tte latter'tt death.
MONZER, Thomas. (14897-1525). German religious reformer, member of the Augustinian
, order who met Luther in IS19 and adhered to the Reformation though disagreeing with the
doctrine religiously and politically. Hepreachedanevangelicalcommunism as the Anabaptist
leader of a peasant revolt in MUlhausen, where he and his followers took power but were
executed after being defeated, and was portrayed by Engels as one of the first modem
revolutionaries in The Peasant IVan In Germany.
MURAVYOV, Mikhail Nikolaevidi (1796*1866). Governor General in Vilna during 1863-65
who crushed with great cruelty the Polish uprising of 1863; maternal relative of Bakunin.
Implicated with his brother and cousin in the Decembrist plot in 1825, he jvas able to avoid
punishment.
NAPOLEON I (1769-1821). "Htle assumed by I^apoleon Bonaparte, Emperor of the French
from 1804 to 1814.
NAPOLEON HI (1808-1873). Name assumed by Charles Louis Napoleon Bonaparte, also
called Louis Napoleon. Nephew of Napoleon1, he became president of the Second Republic
after the revolution of 18^, then emperor after the cot^ d'itat of 2 December 1851. He
wasted France*s strength through colonial wars on foreign continents while Bismarck was
founding German unity, and was imable to compensate for the weakness of France through
European diplomacy. His empire fell on 4 September 1870, when he surrendered with eighty
thousand troops to Bismarck^ army during the Franco-Prussian War.
OWEN, Robert (1771-1858). English social reformer, magnate of the textile industry,
philanthropist, for whom the three tyrannies of the Western world were private property,
marriage, and religion. Convinced that a healthy social environment was the basis for
improving the workers' condition, he created cooperative associations founded on the
ab^nce of profit
PALACKV. FrantiSek (1798-1876). Leading politician in Bohemia and founder of modem
Czech historiography who saw the nature of ^ch history as"constant contact and conflict
between the Slavs on the one hand and Romeand the Germans on the otherPresident of the
Slav Congress of'l848 m Prague, where Bakunin spoke in favor of revolutionary Panslav
federalism, he supported the Austro-Slavonic conception of a federal Austria, composed of
nationalities with equal rights, such that Bohemia would have autonomy; later he based his
federalism instead on the historic provinces of the' Hapsburg Empire. He was appointed a
member of the Herrenhaus in 1861.
PELLETAN, Eugene (1813-1884). French journalist and politician. Parliamentary deputy
after 1863, founder of La TYibune in 1868, he opposed Napoleon III but entered the
government after the Second Empire had fallen, as Minister without Portfolio in the
Government of National Defense.
PERIER, Casimir (1777-1832). Regent of the Bank of France, deputy after 1817. Under the
Restoration he was a member of the liberal opposition, eventually supporting, after long
hesitation, the 1830 revolution. In 183I,asheadofgovemmentand Minister of the Interior,
he suppressed the silk-weavers* revolt in Lyons.
PERROCHET, Edouard. An editor of La Montagne.
PETER 1, the Great (1672-1725). First Russian emperor. He abolbhed the Moscow
Patriarchy, replacing it with a synod subordinated to the Tsar; reformed central and
provincial administration: and introduced a well-organized meritocratic civil service.
PICARD, Louis-Joseph-Ernest (1821-1877). Frencli^ politician, lawyer, and journalist
Minister of Finance in the Government of National Defense, which was formed after the fall
of Napoleon 111, he then became Minister of the Interior under Thiers in February-March
1871.
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PLATO (c. 428 B.C.-C. 348 B.C.?). Eminent Greek philosopher. Inhisi^rpuM/c. hejustified the
trip'artitlon'of society intostatesmen, thegeheral civilian population, and the amy and police.
PROUDHt)N, Pierre-Joseph (1809-1865). French socialist and'political writer who used"the
wo^ **anarchy" to express the highest perfectiqn'of sociaf^^nization.To the titte'question
of his famous treatise What Is'Properiy?, he answered: "Propehy is theftl'*'A great friend of
Balcunin's in the Paris bf the 1840s, he believed that the just measure of an objecf^ value was
the amount of time spent in labor to produce it.'He aimed more at economic than.political
innovation but died too soon to influence penonally thecdurseof (he International, where his
continuatOTS adhered, though not unifo^iy, to a principle of^'^utualism" not always
consonant with' Bakunin^ notion of collectivistisocialism, '
^
QUETELET. LaAtbert-AdolpBe-Jacques (I796-I874), Belgian astronomer, meteorologist,
and statistician.
'
"
QUINET,Edgar (1803-1875]^ French^riterand historian, el^d deputy in 1848 and exil^
in 1852 for his protests a^ihst the seizure of power by Napoleon III in 185 i. Living m^xlle,he
participate^'^in the Geneva Con^hess (1867) of the League of Peace and Freedom, After the
Franco-PrussiaifWarhe returned to France'attd was elected deputy,
**<
RACINE, Jean (1639*1699). French tra^c dramatist. His Mrfection of veiiif^cation
''sacriflo^ the warmth of his characters' passibns'
* '
#
RAZIN, Stepan (d. 1671), called Stenka, Don Cossack who ied^ peasaht revolt In'1670,
seiztnl I&rge territories in southeast Europeln Russia, including every town on the Vdl^from
Astral^n to Samara, He jm Anally defeated and 'broken on the wbeei in Moscow,
beconiihg a popular'hero of Russian folklore.
i
'
RIEGER, F'rantbek Ladislaus von (1818-1903). Leader of the tlzech nationalist movement
who, w(th Palack^, fought in vain to establish an autonomous Bohemia,within a federalist
Austrian empire,
ROB^PIERRE, Maximilien de(lV5§-i7M). Fre'ncit reyolutionary, Jaco^mparexcfllence.
A ihdnarchist still in 178^^ he found support among the extreme left in the Constituent
'Assemlily due t^ his uncompromising dempcratiii^ In the Le^siifttiveAssembly (1791), Iwsat
with the Jacobins and fouglt( (he policies of the Girondins. 'Later, in August '1792, he
associAted himself with the inlurrectio'n of t^ Commune and was elected to the Convention
There he denunded the condemnation of Louis XVI and frequenUy accus^ the Girondins of
tfraWn. After the latter were excluded, froth the Convention he',became'a mepber of the
Committee of Public Safety, where he boim^d his^self more with ^'eral poltey than with
tl^e sp^ialized tasks. He supervjspd the Terror, using thSe divisions >vithin\he Convention to
eliminate his rivals, such as Danto'n, before he was hirnj^eif arreted, declared an outlaw, and
guiflotined, ^ *
» '
'^
.
ROULEAU, Jean^acques*^(1712-1778), French'philosopher. ^ His treatise 77tr 5or/a/
Contract argues that govemni^nt is based on the co'nsent, direci or implied*, of the ^veme'd
through their.exercise of 'Tree wjll." The argument^ is really eloquent but only apparent^
cogeiit, and logtca^y^ fuirof gaping' holes that bre insufllciently patched over by sometimes
in^nio^ rhetoric.
,
'
'
SAINT'JUST, Antoine-Louis-Libn de (1767-1^4*). French rewlutlonary elected to tl^
Convention in;l^2, where he supported Robespje^ and was ^med to the Comm^tee of
^blic ,^f^. Inspired by the jd«ais^of Sparte'and the Roman'l^epublic, his intramigent
politics .were uncompromisin^y egalitarian. A supooner of Robespierre in numerous
political battles, he
execute after the fall Vf tfie^ Jacobins.^
SAINT'-SIMON, Count de (l760*i_^S^ Titte\)f Claude-Henry de,Rouvroy. French social
philosopiier, 9ne of the most important^prera^re of socialism. He foresaw
advent of
technocracy but believed in fmrit^racy, ,
,
SCHWIT^U£BEL, A^hemaV^(f^^l^S).^Charter member of tlwSonvillier section ofjihe
Intentational in ^e Swt^llura,dele^teto thepe^va Congress(1866)ofthe International.
He also collaborated'on
'
P.,
'
SERRANO y,Domfn^z, Franci^ (^81(^*1885). Duke de la Torre.dnd Coimtde San
Antonio. Spanish gemnd and politician. He participated in the 1868 instirrection that led (0
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the fall of Queen Isabella, after which he constituted a provisional government that elected
him regent, I869*71.
SIMON, Jules-Franfois (1814-1896). French politician and Professor of Philosophy who
published many studies on the condition ofthe working class during the 1860s, After thefall of
the Second Empire, he became Minister of Public Education in the Government of National
Defense; under the Third Republic he was head of government.
TERTULLIAN (c, 155-222?). Anglicized nameof SeptimiusFlorensTertullianus, the"father
of Christian Latin literature" and first author ofthe Chureh in Africa. His writings dbplay a
zeal and combativeness which led him to expound an illuminist doctrine that condemned
flight in time of persecution and included a "strict penitentialist" argument on the
unpardonability of sin,
THIERS, Louis-Adolphe (1797-1877). French politician and historian who held asuccession
of cabinet posts under Louis-Philippe until 1836, when he resigned in a coriflict over foreign
policy. Under Napoleon UI he opposed the imperial wars, but he negotiated with Bismarck to
fadlitate the crushing of the Paris Commune. Under the Third Republic he evolved toward
conservative republicanism, aligning himself with Gambetta.
VICTOR-EMMANUEL 11 (1820-1878), Constitutional monarch of Piedmont-Sardinia who
expanded his realm to include Lombardy (in exchange for Niceand Savoy),central Italy,'and
eventually Naples, thanks to the campaign of Garibaldi. Proclaimed King of Italy in 1861, he
added Venice in 1866 but had to wait until 1870 to enter Rome and make it hb capital. His
foreign policy was close to that of Germany and Austria.
VOGT, Gustav (1829-1901), Berne lawyer, active participant at the Berne Congress(1868) of
the League of Peace and Freedom. He was professor and administrator at the University of
Berne and later at that of ZUrich.
VOLTAIRE (1694-1778). Name adopted by Francois-Marie Arouet. French novelist and
playwright.
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I. PriQclp«l EdiUons of Bakunin^ Works aod Gulda (o the Literature
The ongoing project to publish all of Bakunin% extant writings, headquartered in the
[ntemation^ Institute for Social History, Amsterdam, is:
Archives Bakounbie, Edited by A. Lehning. 8 volumes in 9 by 1984. Leiden: E J. Brill,
1961- .
' '
.
Thew volumes are also available in an identical'but less expensive edition:
(^vres
"Edited by A. Lehning.^8 volumes by 1984. Parist'Champ lil^re,
I973r '
.
' ^'
All texts ^ presented in the oripnal languagelind, where that is not French, they are also
translated into French. Copious notes'-and an extended Introduction accompany each
volume. Works are arranged chronologically within each volume atid are accompanied by
supporting Appendi(^.'Each~.volume is devoted to.a single topic, around which
Bakunin's works in that volume are gathe^. Subjects'treated so far include, for example,
Bakuninis relatioia with Nechaev, his relations with Slavs more gcKrally, his relations with
Italy, and the split in the InternationaL-All works published so Urfire from the period 1870*
1876, and each volume contains'^in its title the dates covered by the works it contains.
(Bakunin^ relations with Italy, for instance,are covered onlyfor 1871-1872.) The numeration
of the two'editioos differs sl^tly: Volume'I, parts 1 and Z 'of the Archives Bakounine are,
respectively,' Volumes'l and ll-of the {Euvres complites'. Volume H<^of the former is then
Volume 111 oflthe latter;.«nd so on.
>
.i
<
There are various editions of Bakunin'k works in different lanpiag^* nbne of which is
complete. The following list gives reference tothe most useful of these:
»
(Hivres, 6 volumes. Volume 1 edited by Max Nettlau, volumes I!-V1edited by James
Guillatbie. Paris: P.V. Stock, l89S-l9i3. The standard set befo^ lYie Archives
Bakounine began, this* still contains texts which- are otherwise diflkuU to fliul.
Volume! was reprinted byjthe publister'in 1972. i
i
Gesammelie Werke. 3 volumes. ^Edited by Max Nettlau. Beriin: Verlag "Der
Syndikalist,r 1921-1924.
^
>
Scritti editi e inediti. 3volumes. Edited
P.C. MasinL Bergamo: Novecento grafico,
1960-1963. Concentrates on Bakunin^ Italian period in the i860s.'
hbrdnnye sochineniia [Selected Works]. S 'volumes. Petrograd-Moscow: "Golos
truda." 1919-1921.
Sobranie sochinenii
[Collection of Works and Letters]. 4 volumes. Edited by
lu. M. Stekiov. Moscow: Izdatel^tvo vsesoiuznogo ob^chestva poUtkatorzhan i
ssylVto-poselentsev,'1934-193^. Bakunin's writings up to his escape fronf Siberia in
1861, including letters to family and friends. Valuable for bis formative period and
contains extensive commentairies. All texts are in Russian. <
Various editions also exist in Japanei^'Polbh, and Spanish. This brief list docs not exhaust
Bakunin's works available, in print. The best guide to the literature, secondary, as well
as primary, iii any language is:
Lehning, Arthur. "Michel Bakounine et les historiens: un aper^u historiographique'.**
In Bfdtoimine: Combats et ^ibats. [Edited by Jacques Catteau]. Paris: Institut
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d'itudes slaves, 1979. Pages'IM3.
This essay also appears in German as the Introduction to the reprint edition of:
Michail Bakunins sozialpoliiischer Briefwechsel mil Alexander Iw. Herzen und
Ogarjow. Edited by Michail Dragomanov. Translated by Boris Minzis. Stuttgart:
Cotu, 1895; reprint ed., Berlin: Karin Kramer. 1975. Pages 7-48.
The best survey of the extremely disparate sfate of the corpus of Baicuhin's published writings
in all languages is:
P^houx, Pierre. "Bilan des publications. **1n Bakounine: Combats et dibats. Pages
45-59. The"Bibliographie" in thisvolume, also established by P6choux, is compact
but comprehe&ive, and'the best of its kindt^pages 241-47.
The following interesting item should also be noted;
Dzhangirian, V.O. •Kritika^anglo-amerikanskoi-burzhuaznoi istoriogrqfli M.A. Bakunlna i bakXtnizma [Critique of Anglo-American Bourgeois Historiography of
M.A. Bakunin and Bakuninism]. Moscow: "Mysr," 1978. Although the con
cluding evaluations in this bonk are ideologically constrained, the commentaries
on individual works are sometimes more'objective tlian much Soviet literature on
Bakunin.
Abo deserving mention is a collection of reminbcences about Bakunin, by hb con
temporaries:
Lehning, Arthur (ed.). Michel Bakounine et les autres. Collection 10/18. no. 1051.
**Noir et Rouge" series. Paris: Union g6n6rale d%ditions, 1976.

Translated by Robert C. Howes. Introduction and notes by Lawrence D. Orton.
Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press. 1977.
A Criticism of State Socialism. With an Afterword'on Modem State Socialbm. London:
poptic Press on behalf of CujJdon% Cosmopolitan Review, 1968.
The Organization ofthe International. Translated [from a German translation] by Freda
Cohen. Spur Scries, no. 5; London: Bakunin P^ess, 1919.
The Paris Commune oftd the Idea ofthe State. London: Centre Intemational de |Lecherches
sur TAnarchWe, 1971.
^
The Policy ofthe Intemational. To which b added an essay on "The Two Camps" by the same
author. [Translated by K(ari). L(aber).'froma perman translation;"The TwoCamps"
is translated by "Crastinus" (p^ud. of Silvio Corio).] Spur Smes, no. 6. London:
Bakunin Prps.s, 1919. [Contains,only the first jpstallment.]
Statism and Anarchy. Edited by J.'Frank Harrison. Brooklyn, N.Y.: Revisionist Press, 1974.
Dubium: TTie Catechism ofthe Revolutionary. [Wnh ap Introduction l>y Eldrid^ Cleaver].
[Berkeley, Calif.: "Bl^k Panther," c. l%9]..Thbtranslationb reproduced from Max
Nomad, Apostles of Revolution (Boston, Mass.: Little, Brown & Co., 1939), pp. 22833, which b abo printed with a preface by Nicolas Walter, London: Kropotkin
Lighthouse Publications, [c. I97(q. The edition. Red Pamphlet No. 01 (Berkeley,
C^alif.?: "Black Panther*?, [& 1971]), b a new translation.

II. Bakuidn^ Woiks-Pablbhed Sepantcly In EngBsh
1
This list does not inchiUe serialized items, such as may have appeared in newspapers or
journals. Four categories are evident: editions oiGod and the State, which has been themost
widely available of Bakunin^ works; other individual works publbhed separately: collections
of Bakuninis writings' and anthologies in which he appears.

Aldred, Guy A. (ed.). Bakunin's iYritings. Indore, Bonibay: ^lodern Publbhers, 1947; reprint
ed., Ne^ York: Kraus., 1972; reprint ed.. New York: Gordon Press, 1973.
Important texts, twt too freely translated and^all too often abbreviated. Severely
edited fragments.
Dolgoff, Sam (ed.). Bakuitin on Anarchy: Selected Works by the Activist-Founder of World
Anarchism. Editedr; translated [by various hands] and with an Introduction by Sam
Dolgoff. Preface by Paul Avrich. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1971; paperback ed..
New York: Random House, Vintage Books, 1972.
Thb substantial collection b marred by over-editing,serious mistranslations, and an
uneven and unsy&t^atic selection of texts. It nevertheless contains important works,
demdnsttating- partially the scope of- Bakunin^ activity, and a commendable
bibliography end notes.
Kenafttk, KJ. (ed.). Marxism,'Freedom and the State.Translated with a biographical sketch
by K.J. fCenafick. Ixndon: Freedom Pre§8, 1950.
. The title of thb relatively shqrt cpmpilation adequately conveys the issuesaddressed
in the unattributed texts which it contains.
Lehning, Arthur (ed.). ^ichael BqkHnin:Selected Writings. Editedland introduced by Arthur
Lehning. Translations from the French by Steven Cox. Tra'nslations from the Russian
by Olive Stevens. London: Jonathan Cape, 1973; 1st Evergreen ed.. New York: Grove
Press. 1974.
The best one-volume survey ofthe va^i^ activities and interests of thepre-aiiarchbt
as well as the {^archbt Bakunin.
Maximoff, G.P. (comp. and ed.). The Political Philosophy of Bakunin: Scientific Anarchism.
Preface by Be^ F. Hos^litz. Iptrodtiction by Rudolf Rocl^er. Biographical Sketch of
Bakunin-by Max Nettliu. Glencoe, 111.: Free Press of Glencoe, 1953; paperback ed..
New York: Macmillan^Co., Free. Press of Glencoe, 1964.
An admiraUy conceived but, due ^o the compiler's death in mid-project, poorly
executed and hard-to-use collection. Brjef exqprpts from this collection have been
separately publbhed as ReMlion: Mikhftil Bakunin [Mountain View, Calif.: Sraf
print, c. 1969].

A. God and the State
With a preface by Cario Cafiero and filisfce Reclus. Translated from the French
Benj. R.
Tucker. Boston, Masl: B.R. Tucker, 1883:5th ed.. 1885; 6th ed., 1888:7th ed., 1890:
8th ed.. New York: Benj. R.Tucker, 1895; London: Loftdon Anarchbt Groups, 1893;
with an Appendix dated 1894, signed '*>|ettlau],"London: London Anarchbt Groups,
1893[ 1894 on cover]; London: THfe Commonweal,"1894; reprint ed.?. with a preface
by the editors and translators. Liberty Library, no. 2.'Columbus Junction, Iowa: E. H.
Fulton, February, 1896; reprint of 1893 ed...San Francisco, C^lif.: A. Isaak, 1900:
reprint of 1896 ed., Boston. Mais.?: O.K. Hall?, 1959?.
With a preface by Carlo Caftero and ^is6e ReclusI A New edition, revised[by Nettlau from
Tucker's translation] from the original man\iscript.[ With an Introductory Remark by
Nettlau].'London: Freedom Press, 1910; 1st American ed.[of this New ed.],New York:
Mother Earth'Publbhing A8Sociation.'[l916 or 1917]; reprint ed., with a new
introduction and index of persons by Palil Avrich, New York: Dover Publications,
1970; reprint ed., Freepdrt. N.Y.: Books for Libraries Press, 1971; reprint ed.. New
York: Amo, 1978.
' Edited,and slightly abrid^d, with art introduction by Guy A. Aldred, "Spur" Glasgow
Library, no. 2, Glasgow: Bakunin Press,'*1920.
Indore, Bombay: Modem Publbhers, [c. 19^].
B. Otiier Individual Works and Fragments PubBshed Separately
The "Confession" of Mikhail Bakunin: With the Marginal Comments of Tsar Nicholas I.

C. Collect!w of Bakunin^ Writings
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D. Aiilhologtcs Containing Selectlcms from Bakunin^ Works
Abramowttz, Isidore (ed.). The Great Prisoners. New Yorkj E.P. Dutton & Co., 1946. Pages
625-47.
Excerpts from Bakunin^ Confession and his 1857 letter to the Tsar from prison.
Berman, Paul (ed.). Quotations from the Anarchists. New York: Praeger, J972. Passim.
Topically organlz^ with copious examples of Bakunin at his aphoristic best.
Conflno. Michael (comp:). Daughter of a Revolutionary: Natalie Herzen and the BakuninNechaev Circle. Edited with an Introduction by Michael Confino. Translated [from the
Russian] by Hilary Sternberg and Lydia Bolt. London; Alcdve Press, 1974. Passim.
Contains a number of litters from Bakunin and much information about his
relations with Nechaev, Herzen. and Ogaryov.
Fried, Albert, and Sanders, Ronald (eds.). Socialist Thought. Garden City, N.Y.: Anchor
Books, Doubleday & Co., 1964. Pages 332-44.
The majority of the "Open Letters to Swiss Comrades of the Intemational."
Horowitz; Irving L (ed.). The Anarchisms. New York: Dell Publishing Co., 1964. Pages 12044.
Selections reproduced from MaximofPs compildtion.
Krimerman, Leonard I., and Perry, Lbuis (eds.). Patterns of Anarchy. Garden City, N.Y.:
Anchor Books, Doubleday & Co., 1966. Pages 80-97.
Excerpts from Kenahck^ collection.
Shatz, Marshall S. (ed.). The Essential Works of Anarchism. New York: Bantam Books
1971. Pages 126-86.
Extensive selections from God and the State and 'Statism and Anarchy.
Woodcock, George (ed.). The Anarchist Reader. Atlantic Highlands, N.J.; Humanities Press,
1977. Pages 81-88. 108-10, 140-43,309-14.
Fragments of Bakunin^ most famous essays.
III. Articles and Monographs on Bakuidn in English
Aldred. Guy A. Bakunin. "The Word** Library, ser. 2. no. I. Glasgow: Strickland Press,
Bakunin Press, 1940. Reprint ed.. Studies in Philosophy, no. 40. Brooklyn. N.Y.'
Haskell, 1971.
Sheds light on Bakunin% thought by viewing Bakunin and Marx as complementary.
Includes an assessment of Bakunin's influence and of Marx's conflict with him.
Michael 'Bakunin, Communist. "Spur" Glasgow Library, no. 3. Publication of the
Glasgow Communist Group. Glasgow-London: Bakunin Press, 1920.
A very good appreciation of Bakunin, concentrating almost exclusively on his preanarchist years.
Avrich, Paul. "Bakunin and His Writings." Canadian-Americah^Slavic Studies. 10 (Winter
1976): 591-96.
A useful bibliographic commentary on th^ editions of Bakunin'b works in various
languages and on major studies of him.
Bakunin and Nechaev. London: Freedom Press, 1974.
A pamphlet reappraisbg their relationship in light of historical sources which have
only recently been made genei^lly available.
"^kuninand the United Sx&lti:" International Review of Social History 24 (ot 3
1979): 320-40.
'
'
Recounts Baktinin's sojourn in the United States in late 1861. en route from Siberia
to London; explores his attitude towards the country; and traces his influence on its
anarchist movement. A flrst-rate piece of historical investigation.
"The Legacy of Bakunin." i?un/an Review.-29 {AprW 1970): 129-42.
A meditation on the influence of Bakunin on Fanon, Debray, Mareuse, and Cohn-
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Bendit, including reflections on Marxis dispute with Bakunin and the retewnce of the
latter^ ideas for understanding the revolutions of the twentieth century in the Third
World.
The Russian* Anarchists. Studies of the Russian Institute, Columbia University.
Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1967. Paperback ed.. New York: W.W.
Norton & Co., 1978. Chapter I, esp.'pages 2(K28; chapter 3, esp. pages 91-96.
Brief treatments ofhow Bakunin's ideas affected those in Runiawhomay have been
disposed to put thm into action.
,
"Bakuniii, Osugi and the Yokohama-Paris CoaneedonJ" L&erc^mernational (Kobe, Japan),
no. 5 (September 1978).
A special'iuue of an apparently defunct quarterty ("quarterly when we\e got our
stuff together*)! published in ^glish by Japanesesympathizers of atiarchl^m. Includes
discussion of Bakunin^ sojourn in Yokohama during his flight from Siberia to
London and of the Japanese historiography of Bakunin. Also treats the praxis of the
Japanese' anarchist Osugi Sakae as well as his interpretation of Bakunin.
Bentil, Viclav L "Bakunin and Palack^^ Concept of Austroslav'ism."Ai</&iRa Slavic Studies,
2 (1958):, 79-111.
Discusses Bakunin^ revolutionary Panslavism of the late 1840s, in comparison
with Palackj'^ concept of Austroslavism, using the two prindpals' presence at the
1848 Prague Congress as a convenient point of departure. It relies a bit too heavily on
Bakunin^ Cottfession for some evidence, without considering how its testimony may
have been affected by the circumstances of its composition.
Berlin, Isaialt. "Herzen and Bakunin on Individual Liberty." In )oii\t Commit^ on Slavic
Studies [of the ACLS and SSRQ^ Continuity and Changg itji Russian and Soviet
Thought. Edited with an introduction by Ernest J. Simmons. Cambridge:.Harvard
University Press, 1955. Pages 473-99. Reprinted in: Berlin, Isaiah. Russian Thinkers.
Edited by Heniy Hardy and Aileen Kelfy. With an introduction by Ajleen Kelly. New
York: Viki^ Press, 1978. Pages 82-113.
^ ^
An inhuential essay which, despite its title, does not,treat equal^ its two prinqipals,
reading sometimes like a eulogy for the first,who gets most of theattention; the author
uses Bakunin. only as a foil to Herzen. The erudition of the argument exceeds the
judiciousness of the conclusion.
BOM, Atindranath. A History of Anarchism. Calcutta: Work! Press, 1967. Pages 179-220.
A workmanlike analysis of Bakunin^ ideas, more than of His life,covering well his
phil^phical background in German idealism but failing to connect it with his later
anarehist writings, to which it skips with hardly a word on tte intervening quarter^
century. Of those writings, it nevert^ieless presets a good exe^sis ^f selected
fragments, selected unfortunately without any ctear design. B^use of inattention to
the historical environment jn which Bakunin lived, the author's concluding critique
becomes a somewhat insutotantial discussion of the anarchist's personality.
Bowlt, John E. "A Monument to Bakunin: Korolev^ Cubo-Futurist Statue of 1919."
Canadian-American Slavic Studies. 10 (Winter 1976): 577-90.
Includes five illustrations.
Braitnthal, Julius. History of the International. Translated [from the German] by Henry
Collins and Kenneth Mitchell. 2 volumes. New York: Praeger, 1967. IJ864-I9I4.13641, 175-87.
A somewhat cursory discussion of Marx^ differences with Bakunin and Prot^hon.
Brenan, Qeraldj The Spanish Labyrinth: An Account of the Social and Political Bagkground
of the Civil War. New York: Macmillan, 1943.Secqnded., 1950. Paperbacked., 1964.
Pages 131-45.
A summaryof the reception ^ven Bakunin'k ideas inSpain, and his influence on the
origins of workers' federations there.
Brown, Edward J. "The Circle of Stankevich."/4nier/o0n Slavic and East European Review,
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16 (September 1957): 349-68.
Concerns mainly Belmsky. with hardly a mention of Bakunin. but includes
significant notes on the'circle%'study of Schelling.
Stankevlch and His Moscow Circle. 1830-1840. Stanford.Calif.: Stanford University
Press. 1966. Chapter 5.
Deals mainly with Stahkevich% emotional relations with Bakunin's sisters Liuba
and Varvara, out iiKludes interesting pa^ges on relations aniong Stankevich,
Belinsky, and ^kuhin. In particular, the author ob^iyes that the younger
generation^ campaign to liberate Bakunin's sister from her betrothal to a man shedid
not love '*wasnotpecu1iarty[Bakumn*s]t>roject."Theconcluston'that"ittsainist8ke
to supi^ that he was the sole instigator" of the project contravenes the widely
acceptecTinterpretation that this was, in Bakunin^ eyes,an episode in the struggle for
human fre^om and the first of his conspiracies.
Buccj, John Anthony. "Philosophical Anarchism and Ecfucation.'^'Ph.D. dissertation, Boston
University School of Education. 1974. Pages 67-71, 113-17, 164-78. '
Explicates Bakunin's ideas on the relationship between education and freedom,
both theoretically and in practice.
Camus, Albert.
Rebel. Translated by Anthony Bower. With an introduction by Sir
Herbert Read. New York: Knopf, 1956. Paperback ed.. New York: Vintage Books,
n.d. I^ges 150^64 passint
The author's penetrating philosophical insights cariy him beyond attention to
historical continuity.
Carr, E.H. "Bakunin^ Escape from Siberia." Slavonic and East European Review 15
(Januaiy 1937): 377-88.
A gbod ^tory, retold from Russian-language materials.
• Michael Bakunin. London: Macmillan, 1937. Paperback ed.. New York: Vintage
Books, 1961. Reprint of first ed.. New York: Octagon Books, 1975.
The Standard English biography, by now quite dated.
The Romantic Exiles: A Nineieenth-Cenittry Portrait Gallery. New York: Frederick
A. Stokes Co., 1933. Paperback ed., Boston. Mass.: Beacon Press, 1961. Reprint of
first ed^ Nw York: Octagon Books, 1975. Chapter 10; chapters 11,14 passim.
A necessarily supeHicial treatment bf Bakunin. in a volufee concerned primarily
with the Herzen hotuehold.
Chastain. James G. '^Bakunin asa FrenchrSecret A«nt in 1848." Hbtory Todav. 3 H Auoust
1980:5-9.
Argues, oh the basts of new documents, that Bakunin act^ as agent and instigator
on belialf of the revolutionary French government when he travelled about Europe in
1848; and add^uces this interpretation to explain, in paft, the origin of rumors (which
plagued Bakunin for the resrof his life) that he was an agent of the Russian Empire.
Christoff, Peter K. "The Radicd -Slavophilism of Alexander Herzen and Michael Bakunin
(1847-1857)." Ph.D. dissertation. Brown University, 1948. Chapters 6-7.
Follows Bakunin^ philp8<^hical development and involvement in Polish and
Austroslav affairs in the late 1840s.
Clark, John. "Marx, Bakunin and the Problem of Social Transformation." TCIM, 42(Winter
1979-80): 80-97.
An interesting and useful comparison wliich appreciatesf Bakunin's call "for
extending the jcritique of ideology to the emetgence of techno-bureaucracy."
Cochrabe, Stephen T. The Collaborationof Netaev, Ogarev. and Bakunin in 1869: Netaev's
Early Years. Osteuropastudien der Hochschulen des Landes Hessen: Ser. 2, Marburger Abhandlungen zur Geschichte und Kultur Osteuropa^ vol. 18. Giessen; W.
Schinitz, 1977. Chapter 3.
This bh'apter, which takes up two-thirds of the entire monograph, is an analysis,
based on both internal and external criticism, ofthe collaboration indicated in the title.
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In particular. It analyzes the contents and authorship of nearly two dozen pieces of
literatuie whwh the three produced, including the famous "Catechism of the
Revolutionary." Difficult-to-obtain and Utlle-used primary sources enable the author
to reach judiciously reasoned conclusion^ concerning "the roles and contributions of
the three principals (and the non-role of Herzen) to their triumvirate.
Cole, G.D.H. A History^ of Social^! Thought.,S volumes in 7. New York: St. Martin's Press,
1953-^.
Thot^i: Marxism and Anarchism. 1850-1890. chapters 6.8-9.
Chapters 6 and 8 tell the story of Bakunin^ participation in ibc International
(including his "secret societies'^ against the ba^ground'of that organization's
evolution and the varying social conditions, in which it developed across Europe.
Marx^ attitudes toward this evolution are also noted. Ctopter. 9 is. an .excellent
summary of Bakunin's major Ideas; the author explains nqtpnly what they are bjjt a^o
what they are not. He also makes some unique-and valid observations on the
connections between Bakunin and figures such as S|,int-Simon and pimte. This is
superlative intellectual history.
,,
Cranston, Maurice. "A Dialc^ue on Anarchy: An Imagina^ Conversation between Karl
Marx and Michael Bakunin."i4narcA>'. no. 22(December
353-71. Reprinted in:
Cranston, Maurice. Political Dialogues. London: British Broadcasting Corporation,
1968. Pages 116-38.
An artful inventton, originally broadcast over radio.
Cutler, Robert M. '"The Thought of Michael Bakunin: Its Origins, Anarchist Shape, and
Poinu of Contrast with That of Marx." S.B. thesis. Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, 1974.
An attempt to demonstrate the continuity of the evolution of Bakunin's ideas from
his pre-anarchist through his anarchist periods.
D'Agostino, Anthony. Marxism and ihe Russian Anarchists. 'San Francisco, Calif.:
Germinal Press, 1977. Chapter 2..
The author presents a reasoned and dispassionate conspectus of Bakunin^ main
ideas. Two Interpretations which may be disputed, however, are that Bakunin^
criticism of the State as a ruling class is an "extension" of Marx% economic analysis,
and that the coincidence of Bakunin^ view of the State with that of Machiavelli'b led
him to advocate a "Machiavellism from beto'w."
Del Oiudice, Martine. "BakuninIs'Preface to Hegel's'"Gymnasium Lectures'": The Problem
of Alienation and the Reconciliation with Reality." Canadian-American Slavic
Studies, 16, no. 2 (Summer 1982): 161-89.
A brilliant piece which argues that Bakunin's 1838 essay is not the politically
conservative and philosophically idealist statement that it is usually taken to be. but
rather a critique of abstraction and subjectivism heralding the development of critical
consciousness on the part of the Russian intelligentsia of the 1840s. Following Hegel,
Bakunin establishes education as the crucial link between theory and practice: the
"reconciliation with reality"is not a naive and uncritical endorsement of thestatus quo
but a direct response to the modern crisis of alienation.
"The Young Bakunin and Left Hegelianism: Origins of Russian Radicalism and
Theory of Praxis, 1814-1842." Ph.D. diss., McGIll University, 1982.
Demonstrates that the Left Hegelianism of Bakunin's Berlin period Is in fact a
lopcal continuation of his earlier philosophical development.
Dirscheri, Dents. "Great Russia's Nationalist \dco\og^.* American Benedictine Review. 20
(no. 1, 1969): 130-56.^
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A summary of Bakunin^ philosophic de>«k>pmcnt froin Hcbte throu^ Hegel,
with some unsystematic reflections on how thb evolution (and what he retai«d
from Its eariier phases) may have created predbpostions wl^ influenced hb
subsequent polit^ activity.

ADDENDUM TO THE BIBUOGRAPHY 0992)
Constnwts on space prevent any exhaustive listing or discusstpn of works that have
appeared ance tte fii^t ed^n of this book. The purpose of this brief essi^, th^oie,
b to highlight and evaluate recent'trends in Bakunin studies that have t^me more
evident with the passage of time.
The published corptis of Bakunin'^ writmgs by the mkldle of ttie twentieth centuiy
bad two nuyor components: the Russian edition of hb papers, covering hb life up
to the time of hb esc^ from Siberia in 1861; and the.French edition of his writings
focusing, less comprehennvely, on the period of hb acdvi^ in the First Intemational
in thelate 1860s and eariy 1870s. The Arhctves Bakouninevriseb' began their publbhing
with the end of Bakunin^ Ufe in 1876 and have worked backwards, covering by
now much of the period upon which the eariier French edition of Bakuninli works
touched. T. R. Ravindran^han worind throu^ Bakunin^ Italian period in the mid1860s, consulting many rare texts, induding joumaUstic works that are quite different
from Bakunin^ programmatic statements of the period; the latter ha>« long been
available. (The reviuon of Ravindranathan^ doctoral the^, Ibted above, b now
publbhed as Bakunin and the Italians [Kingston and Montreal: McGUl-(2ueen%
Univ^ty Press, 1988]. it b worth adding that a good English translation of Bakunin^^
last major work, Statism and Anarchy, has finalfy appeared, edited by M^hall
S. Shatz [Cambridge: Cambrid^ Uniwrsity Press, 1991].)
Before settling for a time in Italy, Bakinun spent 1863-1864 in Scandinavia; he
in Stockholm after the failure of an exp^ition from London in aid of the
Polish rebels in 1863. Despite the pubUcationand study of textsfrom thb•'Scandinavian
interlude,** no work covers thb period comprehensively. That b most likely because
such a work would logically have to take into account the London period following
Bakunin^ escape as well; but sources for thb period are scattered, and some that
are known to exbt remain unpublbhed. (But see Silvio Furiani, "Bakuiuns svenska
Idrbindebei'," Historlsk tidsk^. No. I [1985]: 3-25; Michel Mervaud, "Bakunin.
le K<^kol et la question fmlandaise," Cahiers du monde russe et soviitique 7, no.
1 [Janiuuy-March 1966]: 5-3^ Mervaud% introduction to hb edited volume Lettres
inSdites: Herzen, Ogarev, Bakounine [Paris: Librairie des dnq continents, 1975^ and
the texts by Bakunin that Mervaud presents in Bakounbie: Combats et d£bats.)
The fourth volume of Bakunin\i collected works in Rtissian includes hb activity
in Siberia from 1857 to hb escape in 1861. Comparisons of the material it contains
with texts from Bakunin% later career show a continuity between hb social and
political concerns in Siberian exile and those of hb London, Scandinavian, and Italian
phases. Thb relatively uncharted period in Bakunin% life and activity—from 1857
throu^ the nud-1860s—has to be explored more fully before hb "conversion* to
anarehbm can property be reassessed in relation to his eariier period before 1849.
Let it be said, nevertheless, that Bakunin^ beliefs about political organization were
basically federalbt They appeared as anarchist only bemuse hb opponents were
the strongest unitary multin^onal en^}ires in Europe.
The historical record of thb interim period from 1857 to the mid-l860s needs
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fidler exploTatk)&«nd^eIabbratioiL Su^ work remains handicapped by the ebs^Doe
of a critical edition, or eveh'-a completion;- of Bakiinin'k writings extant-from the
period. Just aa the analysis o^ the so-^Qed tSnmdrisu, Mant^ notebooks from the
ISSOs, tps iri recent yeah'established beyond dispu^ tlw. continuity'of the "young
Marx** of"1844 mth the "mature, Marx" of Zte K^ital, so will a proper rumination
of what has appeared as Bakunin^ "lost decade" denwnstrate. the brganiq evolution
of his sodal a^ poUticai thcu^t. (Mikl^ Kto hts foi^ important archival soured
but th^ do not pfove his argument th^ Bakunin turned to conspiracy as a prindpal
means of revphition aftw eooowitering Frttmasoniy in Florencein 1^54-1865. For
an example ctf his work, see "Un toumant d£ci^ dans la vie de Bakounine: Donntes
inUittt'siir'son Evolution id^Qlc^iw et sur sonf^vdti cons^ratrice,''y(craWiri!o0(»
26, nos. 1-2 [1980|::'27-75. important unpublished prim^ sources (£iUi)iig from'
BakuAih^'SibeTian and London periods have alw recent^ be^ uncover^ in Ru^ian
ardiives.)
R. M. C
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